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introduction 

The Barcelona process launched in 1995 is the general framework for cooperation 
between the European Union and the 9 countries to the South of the Mediter-
ranean. This framework was enhanced in 2002 with the addition of Justice and 
Home Affairs (JHA). With this in place, the European Commission, pursuant to 
a decision taken by the Council of Ministers of the EU, decided to launch a new 
cooperation program to cover justice, migration and security. 

Following the first Euromed Migration II Project (2004-2007), this project, 
Euromed Migration II (2008-2011), funded with a budget of 5 million Euro by the 
European Commission’s Directorate-General for EuropeAid Development and 
Cooperation, aims to strengthen cooperation in the management of migration 
so as to build up the MEDA partners’ capacity to provide an effective, targeted 
and comprehensive solution for the various forms of migration. The objective of 
our cooperation is to promote the partnership approach in the migration field 
in the North-South dimension as well as at intra-regional level.

It is within the framework of this project that the research study “Migration 
Legislation, Institutions and Policies in the Euromed Region” has been prepared. 
This study aims at providing a comprehensive analysis and comparison of develop-
ments in migration legislation, institutions and policies in the 9 MEDA Partner 
countries and territories.
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This study is based on the technical work and expertise of Mr. Collyer and Mr. Aly, 
The Consortium: GIZ, ICMPD, CIVI.POL., FIIAPP, CeSPI, University of Sussex, EPLO
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context of the study

This report has been produced in the context of the Euromed Migration II 
project (www.euromed-migration.eu), financed by the European Commission, 
EuropeAid Development and Co-operation Directorate General. It focuses on 
migration legislation, institutions and policies in eight of the nine partner countries 
and territories involved in that project: Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, 
Morocco, Palestine and Tunisia. The need for this study was identified at the Second 
Regional Conference of the Project that took place in December 2009 in Brussels. 
This conference highlighted a lack of systematised comparable information in 
the field of legislation, institutions and policies in the region. 

The report has three objectives:
- To conduct an inventory of developments in migration legislation, institutions 

and policies in the MEDA region in the context of the EU’s Global Approach 
to Migration.

- To provide a state of the art summary of legislative and institutional develop-
ments in the nine partner countries in a format that offers ease of comparison.

- To highlight the gaps between the objectives of policy development and the 
results of those policy processes in terms of legislation and institutions. 

The report is intended as a resource for policymakers from EU Member States 
and from partner countries and territories, for future participants in Euromed 
Migration training programmes and as a general support for further research.
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executive suMMary

1. This report has been financed and produced in the context of the Euromed 
Migration II programme, financed by the European Commission, EuropeAid 
Development and Co-operation Directorate General. It aims to produce an 
inventory of migration policy in the nine Euromed Migration partner countries 
and territories, to summarise developments in this area and to analyse gaps 
between policy intentions and policy outcomes. 

2. Both the report as a whole, and the individual country studies which form 
the bulk of the report, are structured according to the three elements of the 
European Union’s Global Approach to Migration: legal migration, illegal 
migration and migration and development. 

3. Relations with the nine partner countries involved in this research are a 
key priority area of the Global Approach, reinforced by the overall regional 
frameworks, the European Neighbourhood Policy and its southern dimension, 
the Union for the Mediterranean. 

4. Partner countries have very different experiences with migration. Morocco, 
Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt and Palestine are net emigration countries. In contrast, 
while Israel, Jordan and Lebanon all have substantial emigrations, all are net 
immigration countries. The geography of both immigration and emigration 
is also different. Overall this means that some countries have more interest in 
engaging in dialogue with the EU than others. 

5. Migration legislation in partner countries is relatively poorly developed 
compared to EU Member States, some of which have been passing new 
primary legislation every few years for more than a decade. Yet since 2003, 
when Morocco’s law 02-03 was passed, there has been a wave of new legislation 
in the partner countries. Since 2003, all partner countries except Lebanon 
(and Palestine, which doesn’t control its borders) have passed new laws, which 
respond to migration either directly or indirectly.

6. These new pieces of legislation have a lot in common. Several set out to regulate 
both immigration and emigration (Morocco and Tunisia are examples). Most 
criminalise not only illegal border crossing, residence and work, but also anyone 
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assisting any of those activities. This includes new anti-trafficking legislation, such 
as Israel’s 2006 law. Other countries (Egypt, Jordan) have recently addressed 
the links between migration and employment in new labour laws.

7. There have also been significant institutional developments since 2005. Institu-
tions controlling immigration have been in place since before independence 
in all countries, but substantial developments have occurred in approaches 
to maintaining contact with emigrants. Morocco, and later Algeria, have both 
appointed new Councils to represent emigrants’ interests and Tunisia has 
incorporated relations with emigrants into a new ministry. 

8. This convergence in both legislation and institutions results in a broadly more 
restrictive approach to immigration, though a more internationally collaborative 
approach to migration policy development. Rather than drawing up migration 
policy independently, partner states are keen to share experiences and build 
capacity in this area. This has led to broad engagement with the wide range 
of Regional Consultative Processes and with opportunities for training and 
exchange, such as the project Euromed Migration II, financed by the European 
Commission, EuropeAid Development and Co-operation Directorate General. 

9. Despite this, regional integration between partner states is extremely limited. 
There are very few opportunities for partner countries to consider regional 
questions of migration other than in contexts established and organized by EU 
institutions. This makes it difficult for partner countries to establish collective 
organizing positions on questions of common concern in negotiations with 
the EU. 

10. Given the broadly restrictive nature of new immigration legislation, it is impor-
tant that safeguards are developed to help ensure that the rights of individual 
migrants are not compromised. In some partner countries this is already well 
advanced; Algeria, Egypt and Morocco have all signed the 1990 Convention 
on the Protection of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families and 
civil society institutions supporting migrants are increasingly well established, 
particularly in Morocco and Israel Important developments to further this work 
fall into two categories. First, ratification of relevant international conventions 
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supporting migrant workers’ rights, some of which are not widely ratified across 
the region – as for instance ILO Convention 97 on Migration for Employment, 
is an obvious example. Second, civil society organisations act as an important 
check on the actions of states. In some countries migrants’ rights organisations 
are developing and well-established human rights organisations have long 
defended migrants but elsewhere there are no checks on the power of the 
state in this context.

11. The focus of the gap analysis in this report is that between these policy develop-
ments and the initial intentions of policy makers. This is difficult to undertake 
in strict methodical fashion as policy objectives are only rarely stated sufficiently 
clearly in policy proposals. 

12. Some of the legislative developments had the effect of adding an additional level 
of control beyond EU borders. However, policy makers in the Meda countries 
and territories emphasise that their own national interests have taken priority 
in the passage of recent legislation and this research supports this contention. 
There are examples of ‘asymmetrical’ negotiating positions between the EU and 
partner countries and territories, notably around readmission agreements, but 
partner countries have generally resisted EU pressure to sign agreements that 
they do not consider are in their interests. On balance, the influence of access 
to expertise and funding through contact with the EU, and the opportunity to 
develop links with regional partners have been positive for partner countries, 
which explains their continued engagement.
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outLine of rePort:
The report is divided into eight sections, with a separate appendix, as follows. 

1.  Introduction:
 Provides an overview of the report and describes the relatively limited legisla-

tive development in relation to migration, particularly when compared to EU 
Member States. 

2. Approach to study and constitution of research team:
 Introduces the nine country experts and sets out the timeline for the research.

3. Policy and theoretical background
 Provides an overview of EU activities under the theme of relations with third 

countries, considers the extent of regional integration between partner countries 
and territories, examines the limits what migration policy can achieve and sets 
out the background and theoretical basis to gaps analysis. 

4. Research findings
 Draws on information from expert reports and supplementary research to 

summarise legislative developments in the nine countries and territories, 
the network of visa restrictions between those countries, national institutions 
(governmental and non-governmental), regional institutions and ratifications 
of relevant international agreements.

5. Gaps analysis
 Four sources of information are used for the gaps analysis:

a. The context of other policy dialogues in which partner countries and ter-
ritories are involved.

b. Policy coherence: the links between migration policy and policy in related areas.
c. The state of bilateral agreements on migration.
d. A methodical gap analysis of objectives expressed in ENP Action Plans 

relating to migration, as compared to outcomes of those policy dialogues. 

6. Country studies
 Eight country studies form the bulk of the report. 
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7. Conclusions:
 Broadly summarised in points 4-12 above.

8. Implications for Policy and Research:
 These may be summarised as follows:
1. Cooperation on migration between the EU and partner countries and territories 

has brought significant benefits. 
2. Sustained regional integration between partner countries and territories will 

bring greater benefits. 
3. Greater public access to information on bilateral agreements. 
4. The increasing interest in new migration legislation should be combined by 

increased ratification of relevant international agreements. 
5. The development of civil society capacity to support states in their duties to 

respect migrant rights is uneven amongst partner countries. 
6. Effective response to migration requires changes in policy areas other than 

migration policy. 
7. The lack of clear expression of goals in policy discussions makes analysis of 

policy making, legislation and institutions difficult. 
8. Opportunities for training and networking amongst partner country officials, 

such as through the Euromed Migration II project, has clear policy advantages. 
9. The availability of data in this area makes any effective analysis of policy making 

difficult. 
10. The CARIM centre provides an invaluable service to researchers and policy 

makers alike. 

Appendix: There is a substantial 526 page appendix, available as a separate pdf 
document, which contains original legislation of the majority of migration laws 
of the nine partner countries and territories. 
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1. introduction

Migration has been amongst the highest priority tasks of government in the 
Member States of the European Union since at least the late 1980s, as the end of 
the Cold War destabilised the established post-war patterns of migration. During 
that period, European governments have gradually acknowledged that Europe is 
a continent of immigration, though even the ‘new’ countries of immigration in 
Southern Europe had had positive net immigration balances by the early 1970s. 
The last two decades have also seen the European Commission acquire the com-
petence to initiate community legislation on migration and negotiate related 
agreements with third countries. 

The Commission alone has passed more than 20 pieces of legislation in the 
field of migration and asylum since 2000, which are all binding on EU Member 
States.1 In addition to this intense legislative programme, Member States have also 
introduced new national migration legislation with surprising regularity; the UK, 
France and Germany, as the largest, most established countries of im migration 
in the EU, have all enacted new primary legislation in this area every few years 
since 2000 and more minor changes even more regularly. Other Member States 
have been just as active. 

The eight partner countries and territories discussed in this research have very 
different migration experiences and the context of legislation therefore stands in 
stark contrast to EU Member States. None of the partner countries has experienced 
anything like the intensity of legislative development that has become common in 
Europe. Even countries with significant numbers of immigrants pass new legislation 
rarely. Jordan has passed only two primary immigration laws since independence 
in 1946, even though it has one of the highest proportionate rates of immigra-
tion in the world: more than 40% of its population are migrants. There are nine 
partner countries in the Euromed Migration II project, and although there is no 
country report here for Syria, Syria is considered more broadly in the discussion. 

1 The UK (and therefore Ireland) have opted into all directives dealing with asylum, all readmission trea-
ties and 11 of the 17 measures concerning illegal migration. The UK’s position outside the Schengen 
zone makes it much rarer for the UK to opt into common measures on legal migration, where it is only 
involved in five of the 11 measures and most obviously on visas and border control, where it only opted 
into two of 35 measures. Denmark has a blanket opt out on all Justice and Home Affairs legislation. 
These abilities to opt out or into legislation in this field have continued following the Lisbon treaty. (For 
more information, see: http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/justice_freedom_security/free_move-
ment_of_persons_asylum_immigration/index_en.htm
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The partner countries and territories fall into three clear groups in terms of their 
migration experiences. First, the three Maghreb states remain overwhelmingly 
states of emigration, with the large majority of emigrants concentrated in Member 
States of the EU, although there are indications of growing return migration of 
Maghrebi nationals from Europe. Return migration has been significant for some 
time but has mainly involved retired people; more recent return migration of 
working age people expands this profile and suggests a response to the increasing 
dynamism of regional economies.2 Finally, there are now relatively small numbers 
of immigrants, mostly from West Africa. 

In contrast, the second group, comprised of Jordan, Syria, Lebanon and Israel, 
has long been countries of net immigration, offering shelter to large numbers 
of Palestinian refugees, and more recently Iraqi refugees in the case of Jordan, 
Syria and Lebanon, and to Jewish migrants from around the world in the case of 
Israel. All four countries now have significant or substantial numbers of labour 
migrants from elsewhere in the region and from South and East Asia, and Israel 
has begun receiving asylum seekers, mostly from Central Africa. 

Finally, in the third group, Palestine and Egypt both have substantial net rates of 
emigration, though the geography of this emigration is very different from that 
of the Maghreb. Palestine has large numbers of refugees living in neighbouring 
countries, but also a wider diaspora of labour migrants concentrated in the Gulf, 
and smaller numbers of refugees further afield, mainly in the USA. Egypt has 
a similar pattern of labour emigration, with emigrants concentrated elsewhere 
in the region and the Gulf, with a growing community of Egyptians in Europe, 
mainly Italy, and substantial numbers in North America. Though Egypt is a net 
emigration country, it also has substantial numbers of immigrants and refugees, 
particularly Sudanese. 

The European Union has long made migration an element of its external policy, 
engaging in discussions on migration topics through the earliest bilateral Asso-
ciation Agreements under the Euro Mediterranean process, such as that signed 
by Tunisia in 1995. Other initiatives followed as the EU initiated a variety of 
discussions around migration with third countries. The High Level Working 
Group on Migration and Asylum was given the task of preparing Action Plans on 

2 See for example, the Return Migration to the Maghreb project (http://www.mirem.eu/)
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migration connections with six third countries, including Morocco, to present at 
the Tampere European Council in 1999. In June 2000, the Cotonou Agreement 
was signed; it represented a further stage in development cooperation between 
the EU and 69 African Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) states, but included a draft 
migration readmission agreement at article 13. Proposals went even further at the 
Seville European Council in 2002 when the UK and Spanish delegations suggested 
making development aid conditional on cooperation to restrict illegal migration, 
though the proposal was rejected.

In December 2005, the EU’s Global Approach to Migration made this external 
component of migration policy explicit and it set out a transparent set of policy 
goals around the themes of Legal Migration, Illegal Migration and Migration 
and Development. This framework is still in force, having since been updated on 
several occasions and will be used to structure the country studies in this report. It 
has become an influential way of presenting migration policy in a holistic fashion 
and is used widely in Regional Consultative Processes across the region, such as 
the Euro-African Conferences on Migration and Development. 

The Euromed Migration II project, out of which this study arose, could be considered 
as a component of the Global Approach. These varying geographies of emigration 
experienced by the nine partners in the project suggest that interest and motivations 
for engaging in dialogue with the European Union varies widely between partner 
countries and territories. The EU is the natural partner in migration dialogues 
for Maghreb states, keen to guarantee the welfare of their emigrant populations 
and ensure continued mobility that has brought them all a significant economic 
contribution. For EU Member States, the Maghreb states are located strategically on 
routes commonly used by undocumented migrants, so supporting new migration 
control legislation reduces the control required at the EU border. For Syria, on the 
other hand, with limited emigration links to the EU, the focus of the dialogue is less 
obvious. Nevertheless, the fact that all partner countries and territories have been 
regularly involved in the intense programme of Euromed Migration II activities 
suggests that all see some interest in maintaining engagement with the EU on these 
issues and developing dialogues at regional level at these events.

This report enters a field that is already crowded with high quality academic stud-
ies. The best established and most far-reaching pool of expertise on migration in 
the region and beyond is without doubt the Consortium for Applied Research on 
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International Migration (CARIM) at the European University Institute. CARIM has 
an impressive library of recent reports on these themes, covering all nine partner 
countries and territories in the Euromed Migration II project, and a network of 
more than 50 academic experts in those countries alone.3 In addition to CARIM 
there is a range of specialist research centres on migration throughout the region, 
too numerous to fully list in detail here.4 Other international organisations periodi-
cally sponsor studies or conferences, with notable recent contributions from the 
International Organisation for Migration (IOM)5 and the International Labour 
Organisation (ILO).6 This is in addition to the vast output of relevant material 
through academic journals and texts. 

Given the wealth of existing material associated with this topic, the added value of 
an additional study is not immediately clear but we return to the original call for 
the study to be undertaken, which was made by the Euromed Migration II Regional 
Conference at the end of 2009. They stressed the need for a regional comparative 
study to produce comparable information on each of the nine countries and 
territories. There are plenty of excellent studies that cover countries in depth or 
that cover parts of the region but there is no study covering all nine countries 
and territories using a simple comparative framework focusing on legislation, 
institutions and policies. That is the gap that this report sets out to fill. 

The terms of the report are relatively clear but require some precision. Legislation 
is simply laws, individual texts that have been approved. ‘Policy’ is used in a much 
broader sense to describe an ensemble of laws making up a particular approach to 
an issue, in this case migration. ‘Migration policy’ does not refer simply to a single 
law, but to an orientation of laws that set out a particular approach to migration. 
‘Institutions’ has a potentially very broad series of meanings, but is used here to 
refer to publicly funded bodies tasked with some function relating to migration. 

3 For more information see: http://www.carim.org/
4 To mention only a brief selection, in Morocco there is the Association Marocaine d’Etudes et de Recherches 

sur les Migrations (AMERM), the Observatoire Régional des Migrations Espaces et Sociétés (ORMES), 
the Centre d’Etudes des Mouvements Migratoires Maghrebins (CEMMM), amoungst others; in Algeria, 
the Centre de Recherche en Economie Appliquée pour le Développement, amongst others; in Egypt, 
the Centre for Migration and Refugee Studies; in Lebanon, Frontiers Centre; in Israel the Center for 
International Migration and Integration. There are also many others. 

5 International Organisation for Migration (IOM) and International Institute of Humanitarian Law (2009) 
International Migration Law and Policies in the Mediterranean Context: Round Table, Sanremo 15-16 
December 2008. 

6 Musette, M.S. with M. Benjemia, K. Elmadmad and A. Kerdoun (2006) Rapport sur les législations relatives 
à la migration internationale au Maghreb Central, ILO, Cahiers des Migrations Internationales 77F. 
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The report is divided into eight chapters. The following chapter sets out the 
methodological approach followed and describes the constitution of the research 
team. The third chapter turns to a systematic review of the literature, particularly 
focusing on the background to the Global Approach and the context of the gaps 
analysis. Chapter four summarises the findings of the report before turning to a 
gaps analysis of this material in the following chapter. The main country reports 
are then presented in chapter six, which forms the bulk of this report. Chapters 
seven and eight present conclusions and policy implications.
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2. aPProach to the study and constitution of the research teaM

The approach to this study was initially dictated by the Terms of Reference, con-
tained in the Tender Dossier of the Euromed Migration II project. It was stipulated 
that the study should be managed by a research coordinator, who would appoint a 
research team of nine legal experts. Ideally, these legal experts would be located 
in each of the nine partner countries and territories of the Euromed Migration 
II project. The team was constituted in this way, with the sole exception of the 
Syria expert, who had to pull out before the study could be finished. Otherwise, 
all experts were based in the country on which they were writing (Table 2.1).

country name 
of expert

Position assistance

Algeria Azzouz Kerdoun Professor of Law, University Mentori, Constantine.

Egypt Abd El-Samad 
Ibrahim

Legal advisor, Ministry of Manpower and Emigration, Cairo.

Israel Ilan Cohn Senior Programme Officer, Centre for International Migration
and Integration, Jerusalem.

Jordan Mamoun Al Far Director, Al Far legal firm, Amman.

Lebanon Samira Trad Director, Frontiers Centre, Beirut.

Morocco Malika Benradi Professor of Law, University Mohammed V, Rabat.

Palestine Ahmad Hanoun General Director of Refugees Department, Ramallah.

Tunisia Lotfi Chedly Professor of Law, University of Tunis, Tunis.

table 2.1: country experts comprising research team
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All experts were provided with a structure of the study that they were asked to 
follow in preparing their country reports. This was to ensure that all studies 
followed a uniform structure. A copy of this structure appears in section 6a of 
this report. Reports were designed to reflect the overall structure of the Global 
Approach, with sections focused on details of institutions and legislation covering 
legal migration, illegal migration and migration and development. Each of these 
sections considered current institutional developments, the national legislation 
framework and supplementary policy considerations, such as bilateral migration 
or regional migration agreements. 

2.1 Methodological approach

Researchers were asked to use a variety of methodological techniques to compile 
their reports. This allowed the operation of a process of triangulation, involving 
checking the validity of one source with others. Methods involved:

- Literature review.
- Grey literature review (comprising unpublished papers from NGOs, public 

discussion papers, etc.). 
- Analysis of policies, legislations and institutions relating to migration. 
- Gaps analysis. 
- In-depth interviews with policy makers and legislators in the partner countries.
- Interviews with academics, researchers and lawyers working in the field of 

migration policies and legislation. 

It is important to note that no primary research has been undertaken for this 
project. There has been no attempt to investigate the direct impact of policies on 
the numbers or conditions of migrants beyond that which is reported by policy 
makers and, where they exist, migrants’ rights NGOs. Information in this area is 
particularly sensitive, and even statistical information is often scarce or confiden-
tial. In some cases such information was indeed shared with us, or with country 
experts, but we have taken care to only use that information which is freely and 
publicly available in this report.
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In order to allow discussion of the report with the relevant experts and, in some 
cases to conduct additional research, the coordinator and his research assistant 
visited six of the eight countries between them: Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, 
Morocco and Palestine. There were only two experts with whom it was not pos-
sible to meet face to face: Tunisia and Lebanon. The research coordinator met 
with all regional experts in Algeria, Israel, Morocco and Palestine, and conducted 
additional interviews and visited research libraries. The research schedule only 
allowed short periods of time to be spent in each location; a maximum of two days 
per country. A full list of additional interviews conducted appears in the Appendix. 
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3. PoLicy and theoreticaL background: review of the Literature

3.1 introduction: eu cooperation with third countries in migration policy

Coordination on immigration related policies was given effect first by the 1997 
Amsterdam Treaty, the European Council of Tampere (October 1999) and was 
subsequently developed by the European Council of The Hague (November 
2004). From as early as 1997, the European Commission initiated a number of 
geographic intervention programmes beyond European territory, like AENEAS, 
TACIS, PHARE and MEDA which aimed at strengthening institutional capacities, 
improving border control, fighting illegal immigration, trafficking in human beings, 
the return and reintegration of refugees and displaced persons and improving 
reception policies and facilities for asylum seekers and refugees. 

By 2004, it was felt that a more comprehensive and thematically defined set of 
instruments and implementation mechanisms were required to provide an effective 
horizontal Community framework to strengthen cooperation between a diverse 
set of stakeholders including the EU, neighbouring countries, third countries and 
international bodies concerned with the contemporary migration phenomenon. 
In October 2005, an informal meeting of EU Heads of State and Governments 
at Hampton Court in the United Kingdom called for a comprehensive approach 
to tackle migration, with particular emphasis on the security and development 
aspects of migration from Africa to the European Union. In November 2005, 
the European Council called for a comprehensive approach to migration and 
external relations. 

On the 30th of November 2005, the European Commission communicated what it 
considered to be the priority actions with regards to Africa and the Mediterranean, 
in response to the challenges of migration. As a result, the ‘Global Approach to 
Migration’ was adopted that, in the first instance sought to strengthen coopera-
tion between EU Member States with regards to migration, increase dialogue 
and cooperation with African states and other neighbouring countries covering 
the entire Mediterranean region. The Global Approach identified procedures 
for funding and implementation under the European Neighbourhood Policy 
Instrument (ENPI) and Development Cooperation and Economic Cooperation 
Instrument (DCECI).
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Despite an immediate focus on Africa and the Mediterranean due to the volume 
of contemporary migration flows from these regions, the Global Approach to 
Migration has a wider frame of reference that acknowledges that Europe has 
gone from being a region of emigration to an immigrant continent, receiving 
migration flows from a diversified set of regions including Central and South 
America, Eastern Europe, Central and South West Asia and China. Over 21 
million7 European residents are immigrants from Asia, the Middle East and 
North – Africa, sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean, and few 
expect Europe’s roll as a migrant receiving region to decrease in the coming 
years.8 Consequently, a sustainable and long term approach to migration into 
the European Union involves not only strengthening borders and immigration 
regimes but, importantly, developing instruments to manage migration through 
partnerships with neighbouring and third countries that help to resolve some of 
the root causes of migration from those regions and states. 

The Global Approach to Migration seeks to facilitate legal migration, control 
illegal migration, and address the root causes of migration from sending countries. 
2006, the first full year in which the Global Approach was implemented, was seen 
as one of agenda setting with Africa. The Rabat Conference in July, the UN High 
Level Dialogue on Migration in September and the EU-Africa Ministerial Meeting 
in Libya in November were all seen as opportunities to establish ‘cooperation 
platforms’ between the EU and its neighbouring as well as third countries. 

In this early stage of the Global Approach, border management measures took 
prominence. 2006 was the first full year of operation of the EU’s new border security 
control and coordination force, Frontex. These activities included the establishment 
of a Mediterranean Patrol Network, a Coastal Patrol Network, a Rapid Reaction Force, 
and the establishment of Networks of Immigration Liaison Officers. An important 
set of proposed additions to the Global Approach agenda was made by the Justice 
and Home Affairs Ministers in Tampere on 21 September 2006 and Heads of State 
and Government in Lahti on 20 October 2006 in which participants respectively sug-
gested the inclusion of policy areas that were not part of the November/December 
2005 Global Approach agenda, such as legal migration and integration measures. 

7 Collet and Munz (2010: 5). The Future of EuropeanMigration: Policy Options for the European Union 
and its MemberStates. Background Paper: World Migration Report 2010

8 IOM (2010) World Migration Report: The Future of Migration: Building Capacities for Change, Geneva, 
IOM, p178
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On 28 November 2006, the ECOFIN Council adopted conclusions on policies 
to increase the economic benefits for the EU from migration. As stated in the 
Policy Plan on Legal Migration, and in line with aims of the European Employ-
ment Strategy, the EU sought a two-track approach for subsequent years, namely 
to facilitate the admission of certain categories of immigrants on a needs-based 
approach (e.g. highly skilled and seasonal workers) without prejudice to the 
application of the Community preference principle, as well as aiming to put in 
place a common secure legal status for all legal immigrant workers.

In 2007, the issue of facilitating legal migration began to gain ground as a policy 
priority and found an expression in the idea of Mobility Packages that, it was felt, 
would enable citizens of third countries to have better access to the EU. Mobility 
Packages were conceived as being tailor-made to the particularities of specific third 
countries and importantly, significantly relied upon the ‘level of commitments 
that the third country [in question] is ready to take on in terms of action against 
illegal migration and facilitating reintegration of returnees, including efforts to 
provide returnees with employment opportunities.’9

‘Mobility Packages’ were seen to be the best mechanism through which to arrange 
opportunities of circular and short term migration, which are thought to provide 
alternatives to illegal migration, and help stem the effects of brain drain in third 
countries. Thus, Mobility Packages, which became known as Mobility Partnerships, 
seemed to make a more explicit practical link between legal migration, illegal 
migration and migration and development. Indeed, the link between European 
policy making and sustainable development in sending countries became a more 
regular measure of efficacy through an emphasis on ‘Policy Coherence for Devel-
opment’ (PCD) and Country and Regional Strategy Papers, as well as increased 
coordination with the European Development Fund (EDF).

The Common European Immigration Policy (CEIP) was presented by the Commis-
sion on the 5th of December 2007, with three broad areas of interest: ‘prosperity, 
solidarity and security’. In relation to prosperity and immigration, it was felt that 
clear, transparent and easily accessible information should be provided to potential 

9 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic 
and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions on circular migration and mobility partnerships 
betweenthe European Union and third countries COM (2007) 248 final (p3)
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immigrants about migration to Europe. Following on from the Lisbon Strategy10, 
it also became increasingly important to link migrants’ skills with labour market 
needs as well as to define strategies to integrate immigrants into host societies. The 
Common European Immigration Policy required an increased level of solidarity 
and common purpose among EU Member States in the field of migration. 

The CEIP called on Member States to coordinate their policies on immigration 
related issues through the principles of mutual trust, transparency, shared respon-
sibility and joint efforts. The CEIP recognised the need for a strong financial 
component that would take into account the specific border challenges of certain 
Member States. However, in practical policy terms, the CEIP challenge was and 
remains not only the facilitation of solidarity and common purpose among member 
states, but equally, drawing third and neighbouring countries into the process of 
coordination and joint management of migration. The third, and final, theme of 
the CEIP relates to Security and Immigration which seeks to initiate a common 
Visa policy between the EU and partner countries. It also involves working towards 
an integrated border management system and effective return procedures. 

Together, the CEIP and the European Pact on Immigration and Asylum (EPIA) 
related closely to the Global Approach in both geographical and thematic terms. 
However, by the end of 2008, the Commission expressed the belief that it was neces-
sary to refine the approach so that it would better reflect the strategic migration 
objectives of the EU. In effect, this meant that, on a practical level, the European 
Union faced significant challenges in drawing together the sometimes disparate 
immigration regimes and labour market needs of an increasing diverse set of 
Member States. In response, the Commission has sought to take into account the 
specificities of the different regions and countries involved, co-opting the bilateral 
arrangement option, while continuing to advocate increasingly coordination 
between the Commission, Member States and third countries. 

In 2009, and in light of the global financial crisis, the effects of EU policies on 
developing countries were felt to have become far more systematic. The dividing 
line between external and internal policies was felt to be increasingly blurred, 

10 The Lisbon Strategy or Lisbon Agenda was an economic development plan for the European Union 
which ran from 2000 to 2010. It was initially outlined at the special European Council in Lisbon in March 
2000 (see presidency conclusions available at http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/
pressdata/en/ec/00100-r1.en0.htm accessed 16.2.2011)
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sometimes ‘to the extent of losing both its empirical evidence and its political 
value.’11 For example, labour migration and the brain drain resulting from migra-
tion of Highly Skilled migrants from third countries to the EU in sectors like 
Health Care, had resulted in a severe lack of health workers in many developing 
countries.12 As such, it was felt that PCD required more systematic application 
in policy and decision making. The real policy challenge for the coming years 
remains whether the EU and its Member States are capable and prepared to 
offer real migration and mobility options for nationals of developing countries 
seeking legal employment in the EU, while keeping a firm sight on medium to 
long-term development implications. A number of issues, especially remittances, 
increased mobility, and stronger links with diaspora organisations have been 
worked into policy. However, the Global approach is necessarily an ever evolving 
set of instruments that will have to respond to existing and emerging migration 
challenges like climate change and migration that are set to become increasingly 
prominent in the coming years.

The extension of Mobility Partnerships has in reality been extremely limited; 
currently only three countries are subject to these partnerships. Various lessons 
are being drawn from the cases in their current state of implementation. There-
fore, Mobility Partnerships are one possible option for the EU’s coordination of 
migration with third countries. They are likely to progress very gradually with 
a limited number of other carefully selected countries within the scope of the 
Global Approach, while taking into account the policies identified by the Stock-
holm Programme and the 2009 Commission conclusions which emphasise the 
need to strengthen cooperation with countries of origin and transit. The various 
components of the Global Approach to Migration have the potential to help 
Europe manage mass migrations in the future with the implication that, in the 
meantime, more concrete short term and bilateral arrangements will continue 
to play a central role in managing migration.

11 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic 
and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions. Policy Coherence for Development – Establishing 
the policy framework for a whole-of-the-Union approach COM(2009) 458 final. (p7), Brussels, 15.9.2009.

12 This phenomenon also affects MEDA countries though it is undoubtedly much more pronounced in the 
poorer countries of sub-Saharan Africa (see for example, Musette, S. with Y. Alouane, M. Khachani and H. 
Labdelaoui, 2006 ‘Summary report on migration and development in Central Maghreb’ ILO International 
Migration Papers 78E)
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3.2 the european union’s global approach to Migration

This section summarises the main developments contributing to the Global 
Approach to Migration, under the three main headings: legal migration, illegal 
migration and migration and development. 

Legal Migration
The Hague Programme of November 2004 recognised that, in the coming years, 
legal migration would play an important role in the knowledge-based economy and 
advancing economic development of Europe. The 2006 Euro-African Conference 
on Migration and Development, held in Rabat, recognised the need to balance the 
prevention of illegal migration with the facilitation of more transparent and legal 
avenues for migration. In 2007, the European Commission articulated a strategy to 
regulate labour mobility with European partner and third countries. The future of 
legal migration to the EU seems to be firmly related to the development of circular 
migration arrangements and strategic mobility partnerships which are seen as providing 
the possibility of a ‘win-win-win’ situation through a ‘virtuous circle’, whereby sending 
and receiving countries, as well as migrants themselves, benefit from labour migration. 

Circular migration is largely based on temporary and selective immigration regimes 
that address the labour and skills needs of European markets with the labour 
surpluses and development needs of partner and third countries. It is envisioned 
that circular migration arrangements within the framework of strategic mobility 
partnerships could be facilitated by schemes like the ‘Blue Card’ immigration system 
for highly-skilled migrants, though circular migration is obviously not limited to the 
highly skilled.13 Mobility partnerships, like those currently operating between the 
EU and the Republic of Moldova, Cape Verde and Georgia, attempt to balance the 
three principle strands of the Global Approach to Migration: promoting mobility 
and legal migration, maintaining links between migration and development, and 
preventing and combating illegal and irregular immigration. While the experience 
of circular migration remains positive in countries like Egypt, where the return of 
migrants from OECD states and the Gulf has been seen in terms of ‘brain circula-
tion’ ‘inducing higher levels of private small-scale employment’ among migrants 

13 Council of the European Union, Press Release 25.5.2009 ‘Council Adopts the “EU Blue Card”: more advan-
tages for high skilled foreign workers’ available at http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/
docs/pressdata/en/misc/107989.pdf accessed 16.2.2011
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upon their return14, a large number of challenges face potential circular migration 
arrangements between the EU and most of its Euromed partners, particularly in 
relation to the recognition of educational and professional qualifications, as well as 
educational standards in general. Developments like the Bologna and Copenhagen 
Processes, the European Qualifications Framework (EQF), New Skills for New Jobs, 
and the EU 2020 strategy are designed for EU countries and further facilitate labour 
mobility around the Union. There are prospects that these could be extended to 
cover EU partner countries in the foreseeable future. 

Much work remains to be done on developing policies that would make circular 
migration a sustainable reality. A recent report on highly skilled migrants found 
that it would be necessary, among other things, to establish ‘brain drain balance 
sheets’15 for sending countries, that human capital losses in sending countries 
might require compensation in the form of migration equity or cost sharing, 
and that policies must find ways for migrants and diaspora groups to return and 
establish themselves more easily, so that they might be able to contribute to the 
development of their nations.16 However, the most significant obstacles remain 
those related to the adequacy and accuracy of the information needed from 
partner countries, particularly those in African and Middle Eastern regions, in 
order to facilitate and regulate any circular migration and assess its impacts.17

Circular migration arrangements are not limited to highly-skilled migrant workers 
but equally involve low-skilled and low-qualified migrant workers. In several EU 
countries, economic migration occurs to a larger extent in the form of seasonal and 
temporary labour migration. It is estimated that up to 600,000 temporary labour 
migrants are admitted annually to the EU.18 A number of European economies 
have developed a long-term dependence on seasonal agricultural workers and 
unskilled labour. It has been difficult to satisfy these labour needs with EU national 
workers, as employment in these sectors is considered to be unattractive in terms 

14 Sika, N. (2010) ‘Highly-skilled migration patterns and development: the case of Egypt’ CARIM Analytic 
and Synthetic Notes 2010/17, Highly Skilled Migration Series, CARIM, Florence, (p6)

15 CARIM Coordination Team (2010) ‘Preliminary conclusions of the thematic session on highly skilled migration 
(HSM) into, through and from Southern and Eastern Mediterranean (SEM) and Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) 
29 November to 1 December 2009, CARIM Analytic and Synthetic Notes 2010/1, CARIM, Florence (p5)

16 Ibid.
17 Ibid.
18 Collet and Munz (2010: 6). The Future of European Migration: Policy Options for the European Union 

and its Member States. Background Paper: World Migration Report 2010. See also: Munz (2008: 8) 
Migration, Labor Markets, and Integration of Migrants: An Overview for Europe. Social Protection and 
Labour Series, The World Bank.
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of remuneration and conditions. Furthermore, there is significant evidence that 
seasonal workers from third countries could face the risk of exploitation and sub-
standard conditions dangerous to their health and safety.19 Sectors of the Member 
State’s economies that are characterised by a strong presence of seasonal workers 
like agriculture, horticulture and tourism have been identified as the sectors 
most likely to employ illegal and irregular economic migrants. It remains unclear 
whether circular migration can actually address Europe’s long-term labour needs 
and ‘whether cohesive communities could be developed to effectively deal with 
the challenges of ageing and ultimately shrinking populations’.20

Illegal Migration
The European Council has expressed the need to combat illegal immigration 
for as long as it has worked on migration issues. This was expressed clearly in the 
Vienna Action Plan in 1998. In the conclusions to the Tampere Council in 1999, 
the European Council also reiterated the need for more efficient management of 
migration and travel in order to tackle illegal immigration at its source. In Novem-
ber 2001, the European Commission adopted a communication on a common 
policy on illegal immigration that sought to strengthen the penal framework for 
those accused of trafficking in persons and assisting illegal migration, harmonise 
financial penalties imposed on carriers, develop a European Visa Identification 
System (VIS), reach readmission and return agreements, and establish a European 
border management system in addition to improving the exchange of informa-
tion and statistics. The European Council meeting at Laeken in 2001 called for 
an action plan based on the Commission communication on illegal immigration 
and trafficking in human beings, which was subsequently adopted by the Justice 
and Home Affairs (JHA) Council on 28 February 2002. 

It is widely accepted that policies that seek to stem the flow of illegal migrants to 
Europe must target the beginning of the migration chain and the root causes of 
migration in major sending states and regions (i.e. through the promotion of peace, 
political stability, human rights, democratic principles and sustainable economic, 

19 Council of the European Union,Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on 
the conditions of entry and residence of third-country nationals for the purposes of seasonal employment 
COM (2010) 379 final 2010/0210 COD, Brussels 13.7.2010.

20 Collett, E. and Munz, R. (2010) ‘The future of European migration: policy options for the European Union and 
its member states’ Background Paper WMR 2010, IOM, Geneva; Collyer, M. (2004) The Development impact 
of temporary labour migration agreements: contrasting examples of Morocco and Egypt. Working Paper 4, 
Development Research Centre on Migration, Globalization and Poverty, University of Sussex, BrightonUK.
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social and environmental development of the countries of origin) and that these 
goals can be achieved through existing partnerships. However, tackling the root 
causes of migration involves such a wide range of political, social and economic 
reforms in partner countries on the one hand and requires fundamental changes 
in global trade on the other, that, inevitably, border management and protection 
policies are far easier to achieve. 

Frontex has been at the forefront of the EU’s mechanisms to combat illegal migra-
tion and securing its borders. In 2010, the Justice and Home Affairs Council (JHA) 
concluded that FRONTEX required amendments in its regulation to reinforce 
its capabilities, including increasing the effectiveness of the implementation of 
the financial measures targeting operational activities and an ability to exploit all 
existing instruments and resources (e.g., through the European Patrols Network, 
EPN, or the Centralised Record of Available Technical Equipment, CRATE), 
including the mechanism for the creation of Rapid Border Intervention Teams 
(RABIT). The JHA council also explicitly identified the need to improve opera-
tional cooperation with third countries of origin and transit, in order to improve 
joint patrolling on land and at sea and increased efforts to bolster existing legal 
mechanisms for the return of illegal migrants and the collection and exchange of 
relevant information in the field of border management and illegal immigration. 
In the coming year, FRONTEX is expected to establish an operational office in 
the port of Piraeus (Athens, Greece) and possibly in a number of other strategic 
locations along the EU’s southern and eastern borders.

In parallel to FRONTEX – focussed measures, the Council also sought to emphasise 
the development of pre-frontier information through the European Surveillance 
System – EUROSUR, and called on Member States to implement the phases and 
steps laid down for its implementation. Both pre-frontier information and border 
security rely heavily on the effectiveness of cooperation with neighbouring and third 
countries, and therefore political dialogue. Financial and logistic support from the 
European Union and its Member States to third and partner countries is essential. 
This can take two forms. The first way in which this can happen is through existing 
funding programmes like the European External Borders Fund (2007-2013). The 
second way is by ensuring that the EU’s migration policy objectives are at the centre of 
the political dialogue with countries of origin and transit, and that partner countries 
assume their responsibilities in terms of return and readmission of migrants who 
have entered or tried to enter the European Union illegally from their territory. 
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While partner countries participating in dialogues like the Euromed partnership 
are part of a structured roadmap for coordination on migration related issues, 
a focus has also been placed on countries outside these frameworks, like Libya, 
which, in recent years, has become a major transit country for migrants seeking to 
enter Europe illegally. While the European Council has called on the Commission 
to seek short-term cooperation with Libya on migration related issues, its vision 
for cooperation seems to require more long term and structured engagement if 
it is to include, as the possible extension of integrated border surveillance system, 
international protection, effective return and readmission of irregular migrants 
and issues of mobility of persons.

Migration and Development
The Hague Programme on EU migration policy includes limited development 
objectives that were given orientation and direction by the European Commis-
sion communication on Migration and Development21, which called for practical 
measures in order to facilitate the transfer of remittances, to enhance the role 
of diasporas in EU Member States, to encourage circular migration, and to miti-
gate the adverse effects of brain drain. These themes and policy objectives were 
subsequently incorporated as one of the three pillars of the Global Approach to 
Migration. Implementing migration – related development policies and initiatives 
has been extremely challenging, particularly those that represent the root causes 
of migration and poverty in sending countries. 

It might appear that significant progress has been made on border management 
arrangements at the expense of addressing development related policies. On the 
contrary, many initiatives have been implemented that seek to develop economic, 
logistical, statistical and research links between the European Union and partner 
countries through dialogues like the Euromed partnership (e.g., FEMISE network22, 
the MEDSTAT Programme, the MEDA programme, The EuroMed Motorways 
of the Sea Contract, The EUMEDCONNECT Project,23 Infrastructure across the 
Mediterranean, MAP-IT project, MED-IST,24 EMERG25 and the MEDAR project26). 

21 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic 
and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions. Migration and Development – some concrete 
orientations COM(2005) 390 final, Brussels, 1.9.2005.

22  Forum Euroméditerranéen des Instituts de Sciences Économiques, www.femise.org
23 Focusing on developing scientific networks, see www.eumedconnect.net
24 Works on ICT links between the EU and Mediterranean partner countries, see www.med-ist.eu
25 The Euro-Mediterranean Network of Regulators
26 Mediterranean Arabic Language and Speech Technology
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sending 
country

year of statistical 
availability

number of migrant workers 
 within the arab region

Algeria 1995 66 398

Egypt 2006 1 928 160

Jordan 2008 141 202

Lebanon 2005 187 219

Morocco 2007 281 631

Syria  None Unknown 

Tunisia 2008 153 256

table 3.1: intra-regional mobility

Source: Adapted from European Economy, Occasional Paper 60, April 2010 Labour Markets Performance and Migration Flows in 
Arab Mediterranean Countries: Determinants and Effects Volume 3: National Background Papers Mashrek: Egypt, Palestine, Jordan, 
Lebanon, Syria. (p67); Fargues, P. (ed) (2009) Mediterranean Migration 2008/2009 report, CARIM, Florence (pp255, 478) and National 
Background Papers based on national sources.

The challenge for the EU’s migration and development agenda is that it continues 
to take third place in relation to the economic opportunities and benefits of 
legal migration and the costs and pressures of illegal migration. The intensity of 
international discussions around migration and development has only recently 
started having any impact on practical policy measures at a global level, though 
the EU is one of the most advanced regions in this area.27

3.3 regional integration between euromed partner countries

As Nassar notes, Arab economies are among the least integrated economic and political 
regions in the world.28 Nonetheless, in the field of migration there have historically 
been significant movements between the countries of the region. On a regional basis 
there are three principle migration trends: the first trend takes place between the 
non – Gulf labour – exporting countries, like Egypt, Morocco, Syria, Lebanon and 
Palestine and the Gulf labour – importing countries (Nassar et al., 2003). 

27 For example, the Global Forum for Migration and Development has been active for only three years and 
discussions are still largely theoretical.

28 Nassar, H. (2010) ‘Intra-Regional labour mobility in the Arab World an overview’ in Arab Labour Organisa-
tion, IOM and Partners in Development, Intra-Regional labour mobility in the Arab World, Cairo, IOM.
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The second trend is one that takes place between some population – abundant 
Arab countries and resource – rich Arab countries that are not located in the 
Gulf, such as Libya, which has drawn in labour from its north African neighbours. 
The third trend is known as ‘replacement migration’, where a country is both a 
migrant labour sending and receiving country, like Jordan, Lebanon and Algeria, 
which are traditionally labour exporting nations whose economic development 
has required migrant skills and labour.29

3.4 what can policy achieve?

When asked by a journalist what would be most likely to upset his plans for gov-
ernment, Harold Macmillan, British Prime Minister from 1957 to 1963, famously 
replied ‘events, dear boy, events’. This reminder that carefully planned legislative 
programmes can easily be blown off course by developments beyond the control 
of the governments that make them, is a useful place to start any consideration of 
policy. Even well thought-out policies can of course be entirely ineffective, and such 
uncertainty is only increased by the kind of economic and political uncertainties 
at a global scale over the past few years.

Migration policy is, at the best of times, a notoriously unreliable branch of 
government, owing to the variety of conflicting objectives that it must resolve. In 
Europe it is beset by the difficulties of finding compromises between two inher-
ently opposed objectives. On the one hand, governments of most Member States 
and the Commission itself continue to speak of migration in a positive light. On 
the other, in the context of the recent recession, some pro-restriction political 
parties have emerged. In contrast to this restrictive view, businesses strongly 
argue that immigration must be maintained in order to guarantee continued 
prosperity. European services have come to rely on cheap, low skilled migrants. 
In high skilled sectors of the labour market, such as in research and development, 
management or financial services, companies argue that, in order to be globally 
competitive, they must be free to recruit globally. This combines with longer term 
demographic predictions that interpret Europe’s broadly low birth rates as an 
indicator of economic decline in the medium to long term.30

29 Nassar (2010) op cit. pp19-20
30 The Economist’s special report on Japan (The Economist 18.11.2010) summarised both of these arguments 

clearly. 
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These influences mean that if it is not to disappoint a significant sector of the 
population, immigration policies must reconcile these widely inconsistent goals. 
The final constraint is the human rights framework to which the EU and EU Mem-
ber States are legally committed. There are obvious possibilities for compromise 
between the restrictive and liberal approaches to migration policy making, such 
as allowing immigrants access to EU labour markets, to resolve the economic and 
demographic concerns while restricting their social rights. Such a compromise 
is prevented by the EU’s human rights commitments that specify the rights to 
which even temporary (and even undocumented) migrants should have access. 

Even once legislation has been passed, its passage to application is not smooth. 
Immigration legislation must be translated and interpreted in its application by a 
host of state officials in a variety of different capacities, from immigration officials 
to housing officers, teachers and nurses. Michael Lipsky recognised the importance 
of such questions of the application of legislation more than 30 years ago, coining 
the term ‘street level bureaucrats’, to analyse the influence of such individuals.31 
Since then, this term has gained popularity in the research into the implementa-
tion of migration laws,32 though it is typically an extremely difficult phenomenon 
to research, as it is always complex and changes from one situation to another. It 
is also impossible to generate anything resembling a representative sample with 
investigations into the application of legislation. Legal precedent provides a much 
more accessible focus of research, since there is usually some kind of record of 
the way in which a particular piece of legislation has been applied in court. 

Difficulties of policy making (the multiple interest groups who must be satisfied) 
and policy application (the difference between the aims of migration policy and 
its impact) apply to a single government making migration policies. Scaled up to 
EU level, the process is obviously more challenging still. The Global Approach 
to Migration, as the external aspect of EU migration policy, takes that challenge 
one stage further.

31 Lipsky, M. (1980) Street Level Bureaucracy: Dilemmas of the individual in public services, Russell Sage, 
New York (p2)

32 For example: Bouchard, G. and Carroll, B.W. (2002) ‘Policy making and administrative discretion: the 
case of immigration in Canada’ Canadian Public Administration 45(2) 239-257.
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To an extent the Global Approach can be explained by solidarity, an interest in 
supporting neighbouring countries develop migration policies that are right 
for them with the help of the considerable expertise that the EU has built up in 
this area. There was something of this aim in Romano Prodi’s original ‘circle of 
friends33’ characterisation of the European Neighbourhood Policy. Yet, develop-
ing migration control capacity in countries surrounding the EU is in the EU’s 
interests at least as much as it is in the interests of those countries concerned. 
Although this is not acknowledged in any of the Commission’s communications 
on the Global Approach as it may undermine the rhetoric of partnership, it is 
assumed to be self-evident. 

The Global Approach therefore represents the weakest influence of EU policy 
making in the field of migration, operating as much by persuasion, negotiation 
and encouragement as by direct policy control. There are examples of formal 
policy control in the form of legally enforceable agreements or the three ongo-
ing mobility partnerships, but most of the concrete activities under the Global 
approach are related to research or consultation, such as the migration observatory 
in Mali. Given the partnership focus, its measurable influence on legislation is 
always likely to be limited, but that does not mean at all that this is not an area in 
which initiatives should not continue to be developed under the Global Approach. 

Apart from mobility partnerships, the inter-governmental aspects of the Global 
Approach have much in common with the informal environment that is central to 
Regional Consultative Processes (RPCs). Indeed, that partly explains the substantial 
increase in the number of RCPs in which the Commission is involved since the 
Global Approach was first set out in 2005. As Hansen (2010) has argued, RCPs are 
informal, not in the sense that they are not carefully planned or organised, but in 
the lack of formal oversight or direct accountability enjoyed by the participants, 
which allows confidence to be built between them. 

Initiatives that have been taken under the Euromed Migration II project are a 
clear example of the value of this informality. Training courses and study visits 
have focused on building capacity, exchanging information and discussing best 

33 In March 2003, the European Union proposed a new relationship with neighbouring countries, which 
Romano Prodi described as a ‘circle of friends’ while he was President of the European Commission. 
This became the European Neighbourhood Policy (COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION 
European Neighbourhood Policy STRATEGY PAPER COM (2004) 373 final
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practices, and the positive evaluations from participants reveal the practical use 
of such activities. Yet, these networking opportunities fulfil an important function 
beyond simple information transfer. They provide a relatively rare opportunity for 
bilateral, as well as regional, discussions between key actors in all of the partner 
countries, which may develop into common multilateral and regional positions. 

All this suggests that we should be cautious when examining legislative develop-
ments. Not only do they reflect an uneasy compromise between different interest 
groups, but they are likely to be distorted in their application and may be overtaken 
by events before they are fully implemented. Institutions provide a more flexible 
alternative, since any transformation from their original purpose will be much 
more obvious than the more subtle ways in which legislation may be altered in 
its implementation. Yet, in contexts such as the Global Approach, there are a lot 
of competing objectives that must be considered in any analysis. The fact that 
legislative development has been very limited, for example, is not necessarily a 
criticism of an informal process where developing confidence between relevant 
actors may be more important. The following section turns to the inputs into the 
gaps analysis, which is central to this report. 

3.5 gaps analysis and theoretical approach of the study

Gaps analysis is most strongly associated with business models, where it refers to 
a series of analytical tools, to identify ways to maximise output of business, and 
in conservation, where it may be used to identify targets for increasing species 
diversity.34 Both of these areas have clearly established methodologies, which 
may be adapted for other tasks, such as public policy analysis. At its simplest, 
gaps analysis involves identifying and explaining differences between aims and 
outcomes of policy. 

34 Examples include Scott, M., F. Davis, B. Csuti, R. Noss, B. Butterfield, C. Groves, H. Anderson, S. Caicco, 
F. D’Erchia, T. C. Edwards, Jr., J. Ulliman, and R. Gerald Wright, (1993) ‘Gap Analysis: A Geographic 
Approach to Protection of Biological Diversity’ Wildlife Monographs, 123 pp. 3-41.
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Such a straightforward approach is already well established in the analysis of 
migration policy. In their influential book Controlling Immigration: A Global 
Perspective, Wayne Cornelius and colleagues35 identify a ‘gap hypothesis’, which 
they define as the situation where ‘significant and persistent gaps exist between 
official immigration policies and actual policy outcomes’ (2004: p4).

Cornelius et al refer to such gaps as ‘policy gaps’. According to Joppke, they arise 
for two reasons: first, those caused by the unintended consequences of policy 
and second, those caused by the inadequate implementation or enforcement of 
policy.36 In some cases, these gaps are easy to identify. This is particularly the case 
when politicians announce numerical targets. 

Three explanations for the existence of such policy gaps are identified by Cornelius 
and colleagues. First, macro structural factors; when an economy is booming, as 
was the case in Western Europe from the mid 1990s to 2008, there will be a great 
deal of demand for labour and, regardless of the intentions of policy makers, it 
will be extremely difficult to limit migration below the level that is required to 
sustain the economy. This situation applies across the partner countries where all 
economies were growing in 2010, some at quite significant rates. 

The second general explanation for policy gaps is the existence of political con-
straints on government policies. These may be international, such an obligations 
under international conventions, which we consider in section 6.4. Alternatively, 
they may be domestic, such as the existence of lobbies for or against immigration 
restrictions. Engagement with these organisations was a part of this research project 
in all countries where they could be identified. Active migrants rights defence 
organisations, which operate across Europe and in some partner countries, are 
one example of such lobbies. In other countries, such political lobbies are much 
harder to identify, as discussions tend to go on behind closed doors. In such 
contexts it is more difficult to gauge the nature of these debates.

The third and final explanation for policy gaps is situations where there is a distinc-
tion between the declared intentions of a particular policy and the real political 
aims behind the policy. In such contexts the existence of a policy gap would have 

35 Cornelius, W., Tsuda, T., Martin, P.L. and Hollifield, J.F. (2004) Controlling Immigration: a global perspec-
tive, Stanford, Stanford University Press.

36 Joppke, C. (2004) ‘Commentary’ in Cornelius et al op cit. pp381-387.
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been expected at the outset. Such situations are always extremely difficult to 
substantiate, as they would usually equate to uncovering that a politician has lied 
to the electorate, always a sensitive subject. Theoretically, however, it is important 
to bear such possibilities in mind as they may offer a persuasive explanation for 
the lack of performance witnessed in some migration policies. 

In this research we face the difficult task of identifying how to measure policy 
gaps. Cornelius et al define such gaps as the difference between the declared 
intentions of migration policies and their actual outcome. At a national level, it 
is rare to find specific declared intentions of policy makers towards migration; it 
is certainly extremely rare to discover numerical targets.37 Even if such statements 
of objectives were more frequent, information against which such objectives can 
be measured is also much harder to find. As the methodology section made clear, 
primary research is beyond the scope of this report and regional experts were not 
even asked to collect statistics, given the inevitable uneven coverage and possibly 
distorted picture they would create. Finally, even if statements of objectives and 
information illustrating the existence of a policy gap were both available, it would 
inevitably be politically sensitive and possibly unwelcome to draw attention to them. 

In a study focusing on concrete aspects of migration policy, such as legislation and 
institutions, it seems unnecessary to look beyond that for questions of implementa-
tion. In a context where new ideas are continually being discussed and specialised 
meetings occur regularly, the passage of new legislation or the creation of a specialist 
institution is a sufficiently dynamic, yet easily measured outcome. Rather than 
focusing on the declared intentions of politicians to influence migration itself, 
which in addition to being naturally sensitive faces problems of definition and 
measurement, we consider objectives to develop new policy frameworks. The gap 
that is investigated in this report is therefore not the policy gap, but the policy 
making gap – the difference between the expressed objectives to formulate new 
policy approaches and the rate at which new legislation fulfils these objectives.

The final question relates to whose objectives we should use. The need for 
continual negotiation and discussion on many elements of the Global Approach 
demonstrates the lack of agreement on core objectives. For example, it is an 

37 Although David Cameron did undertake to reduce immigration to the UK to ‘tens of thousands’ during 
the prime ministerial debates ahead of the UK 2009 General Election. 
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explicit objective of the European Commission that some countries in the region 
sign readmission agreements with the EU. As of December 2010, the Commission 
only had a mandate for the negotiation of readmission agreements with Morocco 
and Algeria of the nine partner countries included in this research. Morocco was the 
only country with which the EU had actually begun negotiations, having received 
a mandate in September 2000, the negotiations had not been concluded by the 
end of 2010. Given the length of these negotiations it is clear that this is not an 
objective shared by the Moroccan government and this research has confirmed 
that it is not a policy objective of Morocco.

Given the intensity of discussions around elements of the Global Approach in the 
Euro Mediterranean region, there are regular expressions of policy objectives to 
which the country in question has agreed. In some cases this is shared with the 
European Commission. 

Given these difficulties, the gaps analysis in this report will initially follow the 
less systematic approach favoured by other investigations of migration, such as 
the book by Cornelius et al. Moving on from this, however, it will then develop 
a more systematic approach. This more systematic gaps analysis will be based on 
two separate sources:

- European Neighbourhood Policy Action Plans which are based on mutual agree-
ment; these objectives may be measured against ENP Progress reports. The 
most recent Action Plans and Progress Reports were produced in 2010, so 
these are suitably recent.

- Regional Consultative Processes: Chapter 5.1 examines five RCPs in which at least 
one of the nine Euromed Migration II partner countries and territories are 
involved. Several of these countries have issued specific action plans detailing 
legislative developments, amongst other things.

These inputs will provide the strategic objectives of the gaps analysis in Chapter 
5.4. Since these sources refer to a wide range of objectives, many of which are 
beyond the scope of this report, an initial selection will have to be made identify-
ing those most directly concerned with legislative or institutional development. 
Information to measure them against will be extracted from individual country 
reports on recent legislative developments.
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The approach to be followed in the gaps analysis is set out in figure 5.2. Strategic 
objectives will be identified from the three publicly agreed sources. Objectives 
that clearly relate to legislative or institutional developments will be identified. 
The state of play from research undertaken by country experts and explanations 
for the gap will draw on the theoretical framework proposed by Cornelius and 
colleagues. Where appropriate, a response will be proposed. 

A further development of the ‘gap hypothesis’ is the ‘convergence hypothesis’. 
Cornelius and colleagues found that the wealthy, liberal states involved in their 
study had developed approaches to migration policy making that had become 
more similar over time. This is a further point that we will test in the Euromed 
region. Given the wide divergences between the countries, discussed earlier in 
this chapter, it would in some ways be surprising. Yet policy convergence in this 
sector may indicate the extent to which all of these countries are influenced by 
each other and by their relationships with the European Union. In many ways 
finding that policy convergence is occurring would be a sign of success for the 
Global Approach, as it would be a clear indicator of its potential influence. 

figure 3.1: Proposed approach to gaps analysis in this study
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state 
of play
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4. research findings

This section draws together material from the case studies and presents it in easily 
comparable forms. More detail is available in country sections in chapter six. All 
material that is not cited comes from country reports.

4.1 Legislation

Algeria: In July 2008, Algeria adopted a national ‘Action Plan to Promote Employ-
ment and Fighting Unemployment’ that identifies six objectives that can be sum-
marised as: 1) encouraging investment in job creation; 2) promoting vocational 
and technical education and training; 3) encouraging companies and investment 
to create employment; 4) strengthening labour market management institu-
tions like the National Employment Agency; 5) emphasising youth employment 
opportunities; and 6) ensuring oversight, follow-up and evaluation mechanisms 
for the Action Plan.38 In the same month, law 08-11 relating to conditions of 
entry, residence and circulation of foreigners in Algeria was passed.39 In addition 
to regulating the operation of short term visas and long term residence cards for 
foreign nationals, this law establishes severe penalties for foreign nationals evading 
these regulations and for any Algerian nationals who assist them. 

Egypt: The right of employment for non-Egyptians in Egypt is governed by the 
Egyptian Unified Labour Law 12/2003 and in particular Article 27, which bases 
the right of foreign nationals to work in Egypt on reciprocity. Non-Egyptians 
require a work permit from the Ministry of Manpower and Emigration (Article 
28) which is issued by District Authorities. For the purposes of the Labour Law, 
work and employment is understood to mean any profession, vocation or craft 
including domestic work. Employers are required to pay variable employment 
fees of up to 1000 L.E. except where the employee is of Greek, Italian, Palestinian 
or Sudanese nationality, in which case the employment fee is waived (Article 6 
of Decree 136/ 2003). Broadly speaking, the restrictions placed on employment 
of foreign nationals relate to the Law 159/1981, which stipulates that Egyptian 
workers should account for no less than 90% of a company’s workforce. 

38 European Economy, Occasional Paper 60, April 2010 Labour Markets Performance and Migration Flows 
in Arab Mediterranean Countries: Determinants and Effects Volume 3: National Background Papers 
Mashrek: Egypt, Palestine, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria. p55

39 Journal Officiel de la Republique Algerienne no. 36, 2nd July 2008. 
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Furthermore, restrictions apply to particular professions like health care where 
doctors in state run health care institutions are required to be Egyptian unless 
there is a specialist need that cannot be met by Egyptian Doctors and Healthcare 
professionals (Article 8 of Law 51/1981). Similarly, practising lawyers must be 
Egyptian (Law 17/1983). However, exceptions are made for Palestinian and 
Sudanese citizens and to citizens of Arab States that have signed agreements 
with Egypt stipulating which guarantee the right of Egyptian Lawyers to practice 
in their countries. While in residence, foreign national have irregular access to 
state services and so, for example, while having the right to free health care, 
this does not extend to surgery or long-term treatment. Non-Egyptians have no 
right to access government rent controlled accommodation and access to state 
education is often denied, except in very particular circumstances. In relation to 
the integration of non-Egyptians in long-term residence, it is often difficult if not 
impossible, for such persons to become naturalised. Those categories of persons 
who are eligible must apply within one year or reaching the age of 21 and are often 
subject to restrictions like having an Egyptian father, or being Arab or Muslim or 
having ten years of consecutive residence.40

Israel: There are three basic laws governing immigration in Israel: the Law of 
Return, the Citizenship Law, and the Law on Entry to Israel. A new law was passed 
in 1991 (the Foreign Workers Law, 5751) prohibiting the unlawful employment of 
foreign workers and assuring their fair treatment. Despite this, there is currently 
no comprehensive legislation regulating migrant labour in Israel. In June 2005, an 
advisory committee was appointed to lay the foundations for migrant worker policy. 
The Committee’s Interim Report, published in February 2006, recommended that 
the Law of Return continue to serve as ‘the normative and moral base’ of Israeli 
migration policy with the condition that the norms and values of international 
law concerning human rights, rights of political refugees, and the protection of 
the interests of non-Jewish citizens be protected under existing legislation. 

These procedures are still governed by a law passed in 2003 and intended to be 
temporary. The drafting process for a Migration Law is still in progress. Thus far, 
policy trends emphasise the need to reduce the use of foreign labour in view of the 
high level of unemployment among low-skilled and semi-skilled Israeli workers, and 
therefore annual limits for foreign worker permits are on the decrease. This has 

40 Bedawy, T. (2009) ‘Egypt: the legal dimension of migration’ CARIM Mediterranean Migration Report 
2008-2009, CARIM, Florence, pp79-88
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been achieved mainly by making the process of legally employing foreign workers 
more expensive for employers. Despite increased prominence of these preventative 
methods and oversight of the recruitment and employment of foreign workers, 
abuses such as ‘flying visas’, illegal recruitment fees, non-payment of wages and 
withholding passports continue to be documented by the National Ombudsman 
and other non-governmental groups. In light of the continued abuse of legal 
loopholes and regulating mechanisms, the Israeli High Court of Justice passed a 
landmark decision in 2006 that required the government to completely reform 
the process through which foreign workers were recruited and employed in Israel. 

Currently, migrant workers can be granted permission to enter Israel on temporary 
work visas, which can be renewed annually. Temporary labour migrants are only 
protected by social security systems in relation to work related injuries, bankruptcy 
and parenthood. They are not entitled to receive healthcare within the national 
healthcare system and employers are responsible for providing foreign workers 
with comprehensive private health insurance (Foreign Workers Law, 5751/1991). 
There is no track leading directly from temporary worker status to immigrant status. 
A number of strategies have been adopted since 2006 to combat the abuse of the 
existing system including a ‘closed skies policy’, ‘exit deposits’, and the binding of 
workers status to particular employers.41 However, the ‘binding system’ was found 
to be unconstitutional and there remains no consistent policy in its aftermath. 
Instead it continues to be found on a sector by sector basis. The various attempts 
to make the recruitment of foreign workers increasingly unattractive to Israeli 
employers have only been partially successful. Strategies like raising migrant work-
ers’ wages and improving their working conditions are designed to make it more 
costly for employers. However, analysis suggests that employees are still likely to 
suffer economically by these policies that encourage a higher level of turnover of 
migrant labour without necessarily reducing dependence upon migrant labour. 

Security focused restrictions on the movement of Palestinian labourers have further 
increased the demand for foreign workers. Certain policies, like the amendment 
of Citizenship and laws of entry prohibiting the granting of Israeli citizenship, 
residency, temporary residency or even temporary stay permits to Palestinian 
residents of the occupied territories for any reason have further put pressure on 
migrant workers from the occupied territories and the Arab minority in Israel. 

41 Strauss, S. (2007) ‘Israel: the legal dimension of migration’ CARIM Mediterranean Migration Report 
2006-2007, CARIM. Florence, pp69-76
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The temporary decree banning family reunification of Palestinians living within 
the Green Line and the Occupied Palestinian territories has been repeatedly 
extended annually based on security justifications, and therefore its temporary 
character has been gradually eroded to create a long-standing policy.42

Jordan: The Jordanian Labour Law in the form of its 8th amendment (1996) is the 
main legislative instrument regulating employment of both Jordanian and non-
Jordanians (Article 12). As such non-Jordanian companies seeking to recruit foreign 
workers require approval from the Ministry of Labour, which is dependent on the 
recognition that the particular skill or profession sought cannot be satisfied by 
Jordanian nationals, while employment in public and governmental sectors is 
reserved for Jordanian nationals. Jordan has entered into a number of agreements 
with other Arab states in the field of labour migration including Algeria, Egypt, 
Syria, Qatar and Kuwait. 

Some preference is given to workers and professionals from these countries, but 
permission is still required from the Ministry of Labour. Work permits are valid 
for one year and are renewable upon payment of the relevant fees by employers. 
Both Jordanian and non-Jordanian nationals are officially protected by Labour and 
Social Security laws, which apply to all except agricultural and domestic workers. 
However, all workers, regardless of their nationality, are banned from industrial 
action and striking and migrant workers are banned from joining trade unions 
(Article 23 of the Labour Law). 

The most demographically significant migrant groups in Jordan are Indonesian 
and Filipino domestic workers and workers from Egypt and Syria. After an initial 
agreement between Egypt and Jordan in the field of Labour migration in 1985, 
and almost over 20 years in which Egyptians were permitted to enter Jordan 
without having to obtain a visa, Jordan and Egypt entered into a Memorandum 
of Understanding in 2007, which sought to digitise the flow of migrants between 
the two states and ultimately stem the flow of Egyptian migrants into the country. 
As of April the Ministry gave illegal residents a grace period of one month to 
enable them to regularize their status or leave the country and in mid-July, labour 
inspectors were deployed. Employers found guilty of recruiting illegal workers were 
liable to fines while illegal workers were placed in custody pending deportation. 

42 Mundlak, G. (2009) ‘Israel: the legal dimension of migration’ CARIM Mediterranean Migration Report 
2008-2009, CARIM, Florence, pp105-110.
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As in other countries, the Jordanian government has sought to make it far more 
expensive for employers to recruit foreign workers and in parallel has introduced 
procedures for tackling wage violations. However in practice a number of catego-
ries of foreign workers remained outside the protection of new regulations and 
policies, like foreign workers employed in the QIZ and foreign domestic workers. 

Although analysis suggests that Jordan still lacks a clear long-term immigration policy, 
the recently adopted 2008 ‘National Employment Strategy’ goes some way towards 
fulfilling this gap. The Strategy, identified through a Joint Ministry of Labour and 
International Labour Organisation dialogue, concluded that the principle weak-
nesses in Jordan’s employment policies and programmes lie in the fragmentation 
policies and programmes and the lack of joined-up policy making and follow up 
strategies. As a result the government has decided to strengthen the links between 
employment, education and tax strategies and policies. Special regulations were 
introduced to bring domestic and agricultural workers under the protection of the 
law and incorporating a centrally financed maternity leave system.43

Lebanon: Lebanon has one of the largest immigration populations of all partner 
countries, including both migrant worker and refugee populations. It also has one 
of the largest, most established diaspora populations anywhere in the world. It is 
therefore surprising that it also has one of the oldest legislative frameworks. The 
basic immigration law in Lebanon dates to 1962. There has been no substantial 
change to this primary legislation, despite the broad changes in immigration to 
Lebanon since then and no developments are currently planned. 

Morocco has seen significant legislative developments over the last decade. Before 
the law 02/03, on ‘Foreigners’ Entry and Residence in the Kingdom of Morocco, 
Emigration and Immigration’ was approved in November 2003, Morocco had no 
post-independence migration legislation. This new law now provides the basic 
framework for immigration control in Morocco, clarifying rules for entry and exit. 
It also criminalises all forms of assistance to irregular migrants. This is intended to 
help tackle problems of smuggling and trafficking, though Morocco has yet to sign 
the Palermo protocols on smuggling and trafficking (see Table 4.4). The Law was 
supplemented in 2007 with a reform to the Nationality Code, which significantly 

43 European Economy, Occasional Paper 60, April 2010 Labour Markets Performance and Migration Flows 
in Arab Mediterranean Countries: Determinants and Effects Volume 3: National Background Papers 
Mashrek: Egypt, Palestine, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria. p149.
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allows women to pass on Moroccan nationality to their children, even when the 
children’s father is not Moroccan.44

Palestine: The Palestinian Authority lacks the sovereignty enjoyed by other part-
ners and is not in full control of immigration. The Israeli government continues 
to exercise control on all migration to and from Palestine. The relevant rules 
and regulations concerning migration that have been passed by the Palestinian 
Authority mostly concern its internal structures, establishing particular commit-
tees or departments to respond to different aspects of the migration issue. The 
establishment of the Ministry for Refugee Affairs, in 2006, is an example of this 
type of action. This limited autonomy has been undermined by continuing frictions 
between the Hamas administered Gaza Strip and the West Bank administration.45

Tunisia: The basic legislative framework covering immigration into Tunisia is 
law number 68-198 of the 22nd June 1968. This law remains in force. The most 
recent substantial development in migration was the organic law 2004-6 which, 
rather than amending the 1968 law, introduced additions to the 1975 law on 
passports and travel documents. This development criminalised clandestine 
immigration and emigration and any support. This law has received only very 
minor modifications since. 

4.2 visa requirements for nationals of other countries in the region

Nationals of all partner countries except Israel require visas to travel to almost all 
EU Member States, even only for short visits. Yet this pattern of limited movement 
is also repeated within the region (Table 4.2).

44 Elmadmad, K. (2009) ‘Maroc: la dimension juridique des migrations’ CARIM Report 2008-2009, CARIM, 
Florence, pp229-240.

45 Khalil, A. (2009) ‘Palestine: the legal dimensions of migration’ CARIM Report 2008-2009, CARIM, Flor-
ence, pp267-277.
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algeria

Entering 
Algeria 

Egypt Israel Jordan Lebanon Morocco Palestine Syria Tunisia

Par+P enP Par+P  Par+P  ve  Par+P voa  ve

Algerians 
Travelling to

Par+P enP voa Par+P ve enP voa ve

egypt

Entering 
Egypt 

Algeria Israel Jordan Lebanon Morocco Palestine Syria Tunisia

Par+P Par+P voa Par+P Par+P Par+P Par+P Par+P

Egyptians 
Travelling to

Par+P Par+P voa Par+P Par+P Par * ve Par+P

table 4.2a: algeria

table 4.2b: egypt

* Egyptians travelling to Gaza require permission from the Egyptian Authorities, Egyptians travelling to the West Bank must travel 
through Israeli checkpoints, the Palestinian Authority has no effective border control over entry and exit from the West Bank or 
Gaza Strip

israel

Entering 
Israel 

Algeria Egypt Jordan Lebanon Morocco Palestine Syria Tunisia

enP Par+P voa enP Par+P Par+P enP Par+P

Israelis 
Travelling to

enP Par+P voa enP Par+P ve * enP Par+P

table 4.2c: israel

table 4.2: bilateral visa requirements between euromed partners

PAR+P: Pre Arrival Required +Payment
VE / VOA: Visa Exempt/ Visa on Arrival 
ENP: Entry Not Permitted

* Israeli citizens do not require any prior arrangement to enter the Occupied Palestinian Territories. 
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Jordan

Entering 
Jordan 

Algeria Israel Lebanon Morocco Palestine Syria Tunisia

voa voa voa voa voa voa voa

Jordanians 
Travelling to 

Par+P Par+P Par+P Par+P n/a ** ve Par+P

table 4.2d: Jordan

Lebanon

Entering 
Lebanon 

Algeria Israel Jordan Morocco Palestine Syria Tunisia

Par+P enP Par+P Par+P Par+P * ve Par+P

Lebanese 
Travelling to 

Par+P enP Par+P Par+P Par+P ve Par+P

table 4.2e: Lebanon

Morocco

Entering
Morocco 

Algeria Israel Jordan Lebanon Palestine Syria Tunisia

ve Par+P Par+P Par+P Par+P Par+P ve

Moroccans 
Travelling to

ve Par+P Par+P Par+P Par+P Par+P ve

table 4.2f: Morocco 

table 4.2g: Palestine 

Palestine *

Entering 
Palestine

Algeria Israel Jordan Lebanon Morocco Palestine Syria Tunisia

n/a ** n/a ** n/a ** n/a ** n/a ** voa n/a ** n/a **

Palestinians  
Travelling to

Par+P Par+P Par+P Par+P Par+P voa Par+P Par+P

* A large proportion of Palestinians living in the West Bank holds Jordanian Passports and has full citizenship rights in Jordan.
** The Palestinian Authority has no effective border control over entry and exit from the West Bank or Gaza Strip, visitors must obtain 

permission from Egyptian (Gaza) or Israeli (West Bank) authorities
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syria

Entering 
Syria 

Algeria Israel Jordan Lebanon Morocco Palestine Tunisia

voa enP voa ve voa voa voa

Syrians 
Travelling to

voa enP Par+P ve Par+P voa Par+P

tunisia 

Entering 
Tunisia

Algeria Israel Jordan Lebanon Morocco Palestine Syria

ve Par+P Par+P Par+P ve voa voa

Tunisia  
Travelling to

ve Par+P Par+P Par+P ve voa Par+P

table 4.2h: syria 

table 4.2i: tunisia 

4.3 national institutions

National institutions considered fall into two categories: 1. Official government 
institutions, mostly working on control of immigration but also including institu-
tions for maintaining contact with emigrants and 2. Non-governmental institutions 
focusing on the protection of migrants’ rights. The following two tables (Table 
4.3 and Table 4.4) list relevant institutions. Further details of most of these 
institutions are available in the country reports. These lists are as exhaustive as 
we could compile but we welcome additional information on any institutions that 
we have overlooked.
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table 4.3: government institutions with responsibility for emigration/immigration

algeria
Ministry of the Interior
egypt
Ministry of Manpower and Emigration 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Ministry of Interior
israel
Ministry of the Interior
Population, Immigration and Border Authority
Inter-Ministerial Diaspora Committee
Jordan 
Ministry of Interior 
Ministry of Labour 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Lebanon
Directorate General of Emigrants (Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Lebanese Emigrants) 
The Investment Development Authority of Lebanon (Lebanese Council of Ministers)
Morocco
Ministry of the Interior
Palestinian authority 
Ministry of Labour 
Diaspora and Refugee Affairs Authority
syria
Ministry of Expatriates 
tunisia
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Ministry of Social Affairs, Solidary and Tunisians Abroad
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table 4.4: civil society institutions advocating for Migrants

algeria
Ligue Algerienne de Defense des Droits de l’Homme
egypt
Africa and Middle East Refugees Association 
The Egyptian Foundation for Refugee and Migrant Rights
The Resettlement Legal Aid Project, St. Andrew's Refugee Services
St. Andrew's Refugee Services 
Tadamon: The Egyptian Refugee Multicultural Council
israel
Kav LaOved (Worker's Hotline) 
The Hotline for Migrant Workers (HMW)
The Refugee Rights Clinic 
B'nai Darfur (Sons of Darfur)
Physicians For Human Rights – Israel
Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS)
Jordan
Mizan - Law Group for Human Rights
Lebanon
Caritas Migrants Center
Kafa
Afro Asian Migrant Centre 
Armenian Relief Cross 
Insan Association 
Non-Resident Nepali Association (NRNA) 
Morocco
Amis et Famillies des Victimes de l’Immigration Clandestine
Association Marocaine des Droits de l’Homme
Reseau Chabaka du Nord du Maroc
Pateras de la Vida
Conseils des Migrants Subsahariens
Palestine
No known civil society organisations defending immigrants rights. 
syria
No known migrant civil society organisations
tunisia 
Ligue Tunisienne pour la defense des droits de l’homme
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4.4 regional institutions

In relation to regional integration there have been longstanding instruments, 
which supersede the Euromed arrangement, that regulate mobility between 
particular Arab states, some of which are members of the Euromed partnership 
and other that are not. Some of these agreements are listed below (Table 4.5). 

table 4.5: regional agreements relating to migration

agreement date

The Agreement on Arab Economic Unity issued by the Arab Economic Council June 1957

The Arab Economic Council Resolution No. 77 on the Freedom of Movement, Residence 
and Labour, as stipulated in the Agreement on Arab Economic Unity.

March 1965

The Arab Economic Council Resolution No. 784 on the Freedom of Movement of Technical 
Manpower among Arab States

1978

The Declaration of Principles on the Movement of Arab Manpower among Arab States 1978

Arab Agreements No. 1 and No. 4 issued by the Arab Labour Organisation on the 
Movement of Arab Manpower

1966 (no.1)
1975 (no.4)

Arab Agreement No. 14 on the Arab Worker's Right to Social Insurance when Moving 
for Employment in an Arab Country

1981

Arab Agreement No. 3 on the Minimum Level of Social Insurance 1971

Arab Agreement No. 8 relating to Trade Union Freedoms and Rights 1977

Arab Agreement No. 9 on Vocational Guidance and Training 1977

Arab Agreement No. 15 on Wage Determination and Protection 1983

Arab Charter on Child Rights 1993

Arab Declaration on Family Rights 1994

Cairo Declaration on Childhood 2001

Arab Charter on Human Rights 2004

The Declaration of Principles on Facilitating the Movement of Arab Manpower Feb 2005
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In summary these agreements established the freedom of mobility for Arab citizens 
to live and work throughout the region as well as giving Arab workers priority 
over non-Arabs. Subsequent amendments and dialogues like the Arab Agreement 
for the Mobility of Arab Labour (No. 2 for the year 1967) sought to simplify and 
streamline procedures. They also provide a framework for a yearly exchange of 
data between Arab states and incorporate articles which sought to guarantee wages 
and benefits equality between national and Arab migrant workers. The challenges 
for these early agreements has been both ratification, which has taken up to 30 
years in some cases, and implementation mechanisms 

In recent years the Arab league has taken an active interest in migration issues 
and has sought to increase coordination and dialogues between Arab League 
Member States, specifically through its ‘Department for Population Manage-
ment and Migration’. The League has also organised a number of forums and 
conferences in recent years drawing together Arab migrants who are experts in 
their fields in the West as well as diaspora communities more broadly. In 2006, 
the League announced its ‘Arab Declaration on International Labour Migration’, 
which articulates the Leagues position on migration in line with the UN Secre-
tary General’s 2006 declaration on Migration and Development, the prevailing 
consensus among International NGO’s and labour organisations in relation to 
migrant rights and migration and development including:

- Recognition that migration provides both opportunities and challenges to 
migrants and States and that the best mechanism for managing these oppor-
tunities and challenges is continuous dialogue between sending and receiving 
States. 

- Commitment to combat illegal migration and people trafficking networks 
through inter-state cooperation.

- Acknowledgment that the increase in the number of migrant women requires 
appropriate policy responses to protect them. 

- Commitment to work towards facilitating legal migration agreements between 
Arab League Member States and with receiving countries beyond the region. 

- Commitment to support Arab League Member States in their efforts to manage 
and understand migration through data sharing between Member States.

- Recognition by the Arab League of the effect of brain drain on the develop-
ment prospects of its member states, particularly in the Health, Education and 
Research and Development sectors. 
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- Recognition of the need to respect all existing international agreements that 
protect the rights of migrants and their families. 

The Arab league has called on its member states to increase their efforts to bring 
migration and labour related legislation in line with the realities of migration 
and the standards upheld by international instruments to protect migrants and 
particularly women, minors and refugees. The Arab League declaration specifically 
mentions the ‘Arab-European dialogue’, calling upon the relevant parties to deepen 
their cooperation and dialogue, particularly those relating to ‘organised and safe’ 
migration and to increase efforts to bring an end to illegal migration and people 
trafficking routes and networks of the Mediterranean sea. The League has called 
upon its Member States and sending countries outside the Arab world to support 
its efforts to establish an ‘Arab Migration Observatory’ and an ‘Arab Labour Pool’. 

In 2008, the League published the second in a series of annual reports titled ‘The 
Regional Report on Arab Migration’, the principle aim of which was to establish 
whether the migration of highly skilled Arabs beyond the region represents a set 
of development opportunities or a ‘haemorrhaging’ of human capital. Broadly 
speaking, the report concludes that the migration of highly skilled workers is 
indeed negative, principally because of its increasing scale and the effect it is 
having on services in the migrant sending countries. Of particular importance to 
the report was the unprecedented migration of healthcare professionals who had 
among the high response rates related to a desire to migrate on graduation. The 
migration of highly skilled professionals is based on the poor economic, social 
and political conditions in the Arab world refocuses the debate on the centrality 
of development related policies as the only mechanisms for finding a balance 
between the challenges and opportunities of migration. 

A number of high level meetings in 2009, like the Economic Affairs meeting in 
Kuwait in January and the subsequent meeting of population policies and migration 
department in Doha in May, discussed strategies for economic integration and 
development and including discussions of how to implement the recommenda-
tions of Arab Ministers of labour and migration, who met in 2008, and how to 
address issues like brain drain and development. In line with its call to a more 
effective understanding of migration issues, the Arab League launched an annual 
conference of migration experts that seeks to become a regular mechanism for 
the exchange of data and analysis on migration. Notably, the conference called 
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for Arab governments to appoint specific contact points and representatives to 
the Arab league on migration related issues as well as calling on states to put 
migration related coordination high up their political agendas; without identifying 
by name which states had made progress in migration coordination and which 
had not. Indeed, the lack of concrete action plans and details of progress are the 
principle weaknesses of the Arab League mechanisms in relation to migration 
and more broadly. Although the Population Policies and Migration Department is 
supported or partnered with the UNFPA, ICTDAR, IOM and UNDP to name a few, 
it is restricted in its efficacy by the wider structural problems of the Arab League, 
namely the lack of actual jurisdiction or legislative enforcement mechanisms upon 
its members, whose participation in these initiatives is at best patchy. 

In relation to establishing common policies on migration, the Arab league in a 
way suffers from a similar fate in terms of the EU’s experience, namely the lack of 
political will in some instances and the lack of capacity in other, to draw together 
the divergent interests and circumstances of its member states into a coherent and 
collect policy. As a result, regional integration is largely a bilateral affair, with States 
reaching visa, trade and migration cooperation agreements on a case by case basis.

Circular migration has been the labour migration norm between Arab states since 
the 1960’s and in particular following the Gulf oil boom of the mid-1970s. With the 
exception of Jordan’s policy of granting citizenship to Palestinians living in the West 
Bank, none of the other Arab states, whether migrant sending or receiving, have 
a policy of naturalising long-term labour migrants. As a result, however long the 
duration of stay, the legal status and rights of Arab labour migrants is dependent 
upon a renewable work permit. In addition, there are long established flows of 
seasonal and short-term migrants between Arab states, including Syrian workers 
in Lebanon, Egyptian agricultural workers in Jordan and Libya.46

On the whole, intra-regional Arab migration has been in a state of decline since 
1990, however labour mobility remains a vital component in economic growth 
and the flow of financial and human capital within the region; this is despite the 
absence of free labour mobility and the right to work anywhere within the region. 
Legislative developments, which help to integrate the region economically and 
in relation to labour mobility, have been slow and correspond to the rather stag-

46 Fargues (2009) op cit
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gered developmental trajectories of the region as a whole in relation to education 
and vocational training, economic and political transparency and accountability. 

As long as regional institutions like the Arab League and the Arab Labour Organi-
sation are restricted to a consultative and facilitation role, regional collaboration 
will remain lacking both in terms of joined-up policy making and sustainability. 
In the absence of an effective regional mechanism to manage migration, Nassar 
(2010) cites the need for greater bilateral labour management cooperation between 
source and destination countries within the region, in particular in the field of 
assisting return migrants through appropriate financial and logistic mechanisms, 
the provision of information on re-integration opportunities for return migrants 
and the streamlining of remittance systems. In conclusion, intra-regional labour 
migration has been instrumental for the regional economy, although it remains 
under-utilized and lacks effective legislative and policy support.

4.5 international conventions

The key international conventions relevant to migration are human rights con-
ventions, monitored by the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, 
the protocols to the Convention on Transnational Organised Crime, which is 
monitored by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, and the various 
labour agreements, monitored by the ILO. Ratifications of the key conventions 
by eight countries (all except Palestine) are listed in Table 4.4. 

All eight countries have ratified the basic human rights conventions, though, in 
common with most countries of immigration, Israel, Jordan and Lebanon have 
not ratified the 1990 Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant 
Workers and Members of Their Families, nor has Tunisia, though it receives 
fewer migrant workers. Morocco is the only state not to have signed either the 
trafficking or the smuggling protocol, and Israel and Jordan have only signed 
the trafficking protocol. 

Ratification of ILO Convention 49 concerning migration for employment is 
limited, with only Algeria and Israel having have ratified it. This is significant as 
this convention guarantees a wide range of rights for migrant workers. None of 
the partner states have ratified Convention No. 143 concerning Migrations in 
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international declarations, conventions 
and Protocols

year

signatories
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ria
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International Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of 
Racial Discrimination.

1965

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights.

1966

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 1966

Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination 
against Woman.

1979

United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. 1982

International Convention Against Torture and other Forms of 
Cruel, Inhuman and Degrading Treatment or Punishment.

1984

International Convention of Child Rights, the Protocol on the 
Prevention, Suppression and Punishment for the Trafficking 
of Persons, particularly Women and Children.

1989

International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of 
All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families. 

1990

Protocol against the Trafficking of Immigrants by Land, Sea 
and Air (Trafficking Protocol), and both Protocols attached to 
the Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime.

1989

Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and 
Air, supplementing the United Nations Convention against 
Transnational Organized Crime. 

2000

Convention on the reduction of statelessness. 1961

table 4.6: international conventions ratified by algeria, egypt, israel, Jordan, Morocco, syria 
and tunisia.

Abusive Conditions and the Promotion of Equality of Opportunity and Treatment 
of Migrant Workers, though ratification of this convention is generally very poor. 
Only 23 states in total have ratified it and many European states have not done so.
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international Labour organisation 
conventions

year

signatories
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Convention No. 97 concerning Migration for Employment 
(Revised 1949). 

1949

Convention No. 87 concerning Freedom of Association and 
Protection of the Right to Organise.

1950

Convention No. 100 concerning Equal Remuneration for Men 
and Women Workers for Work of Equal Value. 

1951

Convention No. 111 Concerning Discrimination in Respect of 
Employment and Occupation. 

1958

Convention No. 118 concerning Equality of Treatment of 
Nationals and Non-Nationals in Social Security. 

1962

 Convention No. 122 concerning Employment Policy. 1964

Convention No. 143 concerning Migrations in Abusive 
Conditions and the Promotion of Equality of Opportunity and 
Treatment of Migrant Workers. 

1975
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5. gaPs anaLysis

In chapter three we discussed the ‘gap hypotheses’ between the intentions of policy 
and the outcome of policy in the field of migration, identified by Cornelius and 
colleagues. Applying this approach was not the intention of this report. In the 
Euro-Mediterranean area we have so little public information on the outcomes 
of policy that any investigations of this gap would be highly political and would 
be inevitably flawed for various methodological reasons. 

We have to use policy, in the form of legislation and institutions, as the outcome 
in this analysis. The question we set out to answer in this section is therefore 
not ‘are current migration policies being implemented effectively?’ for this is a 
near-impossible question to answer for the entire region. Rather, we consider the 
following: ‘are current policy initiatives likely to satisfy the expressed intentions 
of policy-makers in the region?’.

In order to answer that question, we turn to four sources of information: First, the 
dense network of ongoing dialogues involving some of the same partner states; 
second, the extent of policy coherence in regional approaches to migration; 
third, the available information on bilateral agreements between EU Member 
States and partner countries, and finally, a detailed analysis of objectives outlined 
in European Neighbourhood Policy Action Plans for the partner countries and 
territories, using information obtained from country studies and broader research.

5.1 other policy dialogues in the euromed region

The Euromed Migration II project is a Regional Consultative Process (RCP), 
but it is not the only one in which the EU and different Euromed Migration II 
partner states are involved. RCPs may be defined as ‘repeated, regional meetings 
of states dedicated to discussing migration’ (Hansen 2010: 12). We can identify six 
distinct, significantly overlapping processes involving states and territories from 
the Mediterranean region (Table 1). 

In some cases, these processes were established purely for the purpose of discussing 
migration, or a particular aspect of migration (such as migration and development 
in the Rabat Process). In other cases, they are expressions of an interest in migra-
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tion by established regional bodies. The European Union itself involves discussion 
of migration within a regional grouping of states, but RCPs usually involve groups 
that have been specifically brought together solely for the discussion of migration. 
The European Commission is also involved in all six of these processes as a separate 
actor, usually coordinator, in addition to representation from Member States. 

At a global level the number of RCPs began to increase substantially from about 
the mid 1990s onwards. All six of the processes considered here were initiated 
after 2001, though in two cases they have arisen from pre-existing regional initia-
tives. This very recent rise in the popularity of RCPs can be explained by their 
various advantages to states concerned. International migration is by definition 
a cross border issue and requires cooperation between states in order to ensure 
the maximum benefits and minimise any associated costs. 

The development of RCPs reflects the fact that the bulk of international migration 
is actually intra-regional and they arise out of a need for interaction between state 
institutions in order to develop responses to this migration. They are informal 
and non-binding (IOM 2001) and so allow states to preserve sovereign control 
over migration processes. Finally, they provide a basis out of which more concrete 
cooperation, joint initiatives or bilateral agreements may arise. 

Hansen47 argues that, as long as states are prepared to pay for them, RCPs are 
serving a function. He continues that, if well managed, they can have a clear 
positive influence on the development of knowledge about migration, mutual 
trust between state actors, improved understanding between decision makers and 
ultimately, concrete proposals. From that perspective the density of active RCP 
networks in the Mediterranean region is an inevitably positive sign of coordinated 
legislation in the future. 

The recent growth of RCPs involving states in the Mediterranean region does 
suggest substantial duplication of efforts and, given the recent budgetary restric-
tions, it seems likely that some of these RCPs will disappear. On the other hand, 
this proliferation could be interpreted as a positive sign – a determination that 
discussions of migration should not be affected by the dominant political disputes 
of the Mediterranean region. There is certainly something to this argument too 

47 Hansen, R. (2010) An Assessment of Principle Regional Consultative Processes on Migration, IOM Migra-
tion Research Series no. 38, IOM, Geneva. (p38)
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and as the rest of this section makes clear, membership and functions of the vari-
ous regional processes are complimentary in important ways. It is also difficult to 
imagine how the considerable convergence that has occurred in legislation and 
institutions in the Maghreb (though less so in the Eastern Mediterranean) could 
have occurred without this dense network of RCPs.

The remainder of this sub-section examines these six processes in more detail, 
considering their membership and themes. Given the increasing dominance of 
southern partners, including all 53 members of the African Union in the Tripoli 
process, it is not accurate to consider these all ‘Mediterranean’ processes, though 
they all offer further opportunities for informal discussion between the EU and 
the Mediterranean partners in the Euromed Migration II project, in a variety of 
different contexts. The analysis that follows relates those themes to the varying 
contexts of the five further processes.

The Union for the Mediterranean (previously the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership/
Barcelona Process): the closest overlap with the Euromed Migration II project, since 
it now forms the southern component of the European Neighbourhood Policy. Its 
origins may be traced back to the 1995 Barcelona declaration between what were 
then 15 members of the EU and 12 Southern Mediterranean Partner states. It is 
now pursued both through the informal dialogue process on migration began 
in 2007 and the more formal structure of the European Neighbourhood Policy. 

Although migration was a core element of the Mediterranean partnership since its 
origins, the first high level meeting focusing solely on migration did not take place 
until 18-19 November 2007 in Portugal (Algarve). By this stage the EU had grown 
to 27 members, while the number of Southern Mediterranean Partner countries 
had shrunk to 11, as Malta and Cyprus had joined the EU, but Mauritania, as a 
member of the Arab Maghreb Union, had entered the process in November 2007. 

The context changed in 2008 when, at the initiative of the French presidency of 
the EU, the name was changed to the Union for the Mediterranean. It was initially 
intended that this should be a distinct entity from the European Union but, in the 
face of objections from various Member States, the new grouping absorbed the 
acquis of the Barcelona process and expanded further, to include five remaining 
states surrounding the Mediterranean (Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, 
Montenegro and Monaco) bringing the total number of non-EU partner states to 16.
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table 5.1: Migration Policy dialogues in which euromed Migration ii project partners are 
also involved

euromed 
Migration 2

union for the 
Mediterranean

5 + 5 dialogue Mediterranean 
transit 

dialogue

rabat Process au-eu

EU27 EU27
France, 
Italy, Malta, 
Portugal, Spain

EU27 EU27 EU27 + AU53

Algeria Algeria Algeria Algeria Algeria

Egypt Egypt Egypt Egypt Egypt

Israel Israel

Jordan Jordan

Lebanon Lebanon Lebanon

Morocco Morocco Morocco Morocco Morocco

Palestinian 
Territories

Palestinian 
Territories

Syria Syria Syria

Tunisia Tunisia Tunisia Tunisia Tunisia Tunisia

Albania

Bosnia and 
Herzegovina

Croatia

Mauritania Mauritania Mauritania Mauritania

Monaco

Montenegro

Turkey Turkey

Libya Libya Libya Libya

Benin Benin

Burkina Faso Burkina Faso

Cameroon Cameroon

Cape Verde Cape Verde

Central African 
Republic

Central African 
Republic
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Chad Chad

Congo Congo

DRC DRC

Gabon Gabon

Gambia Gambia

Ghana Ghana

Guinea-Bissau Guinea-Bissau

Guinea Guinea

Guinea 
Equatorial

Guinea 
Equatorial

Ivory Coast Ivory Coast

Liberia Liberia

Mali Mali

Niger Niger

Nigeria Nigeria

Senegal Senegal

Sierra Leone Sierra Leone

Togo Togo

+26 others

The Union for the Mediterranean has run into similar difficulties as the Barce-
lona process as the three significant conflicts in the Mediterranean region have 
hampered attempts to hold meetings. 

Although it was initially intended that summits between heads of state be held on 
a biennial basis following the opening conference in Paris in July 2008, the 2010 
summit has continually been delayed, awaiting progress in negotiations between 
Israel and Palestine. Meetings at ministerial level have, however, gone ahead, 
such as the conference of ministers of labour and employment, held in Brussels 
in November 2010, a theme closely related to concerns around migration. 

The 5+5 Dialogue (previously the Cooperation Process in the Western Mediter-
ranean) was launched at a ministerial conference in Rome in October 1990. It is 
the smallest of the Mediterranean RCPs, since it does not include all 27 EU Member 
States. The 5+5 dialogue includes France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Malta, Mauritania, 
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Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia and Libya. It was initiated in the context of the First 
Intifada, when the possibility of a trans-Mediterranean dialogue including both 
Israel and surrounding Arab states was unrealistic. The first meeting in Rome, and 
a subsequent meeting in Algiers in 1991, did not specifically focus on migration. 

From 1992 onwards, the 5 + 5 Dialogue ran into difficulties associated with inter-
national sanctions against Libya, imposed in September 1992. The more positive 
atmosphere in the Middle East following the end of the first Gulf War permitted 
the initiation of the more ambitious Barcelona process (in which Libya was not 
involved) in 1995, and the relevance of the 5 + 5 Dialogue subsequently declined. 
Yet following the Al Aqsa intifada, beginning in 2000, the Barcelona process ran 
into difficulties. The almost simultaneous emergence of Libya from diplomatic 
isolation once again made the 5 + 5 Dialogue a viable alternative and meetings 
became more regular again.

Migration was one of the first major issues that the 5 + 5 tackled following the 
renewed focus. In the interim, migration had become one of the most significant 
topics of international concern across the Mediterranean. The first ministerial 
level conference on migration in the Western Mediterranean was held in Tunis 
in October 2002, which resulted in the Tunis Declaration. This is an important 
document and set out an understanding of a unified approach to migration, in 
terms of management of migration, integration policies and co-development, (as 
well as a few more minor themes) that continue to influence discussions within 
the 5+5 Dialogue and foreshadows the EU’s Global Approach to Migration. 

The Tunis meeting initiated a process of ministerial level meetings on migration 
in Rabat (2003), Algiers (2004), Paris (2005) and Algeciras (2006). In addition 
to representations of the 10 states concerned, these meetings are also attended 
by officials from the European Commission and the Arab Maghreb Union, who 
both have observer status. Although subsequent processes in which many of the 
same partners are involved have distracted attention from the 5 + 5, ministerial 
level meetings continue to occur regularly, most recently in Tunis in April 2010 
to discuss illegal immigration (Maghrebia 20.4.10).48

48 Maghrebia 20.4.10 ‘Migration, counter-terrorism, top ‘5+5’ ministerial summit’ at http://www.magharebia.
com/cocoon/awi/xhtml1/en_GB/features/awi/features/2010/04/20/feature-01 (accessed 1.12.2010). 
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The Dialogue on Mediterranean Transit Migration was established in 2003 and 
is coordinated by the International Centre for Migration Policy Development 
(ICMPD). It includes the entire EU27 plus Norway, Switzerland and Turkey as 
European Partner States and seven Arab Partner States (Algeria, Egypt, Lebanon, 
Morocco, Syria, Tunisia, Libya). Work is divided into two main pillars: control of 
illegal migration, which focuses more on short term initiatives, and addressing 
the root causes of migration, which considers longer term aspects of migration 
management, associated with migration and development initiatives. 

The MTM Dialogue has held two meetings a year between partners, since 2003. 
In addition, it promotes ‘Dialogue in Action’ projects which to date have involved 
two additional collaborations. The first is an interactive map of Mediterranean 
transit routes. The second is an inventory of migration and development policies 
targeting emigrants called Linking Emigrant Communities for More Development. 
This project produced a focused inventory of institutions and practices around 
emigration for 13 countries, including six partner countries involved in Euromed 
Migration II (Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt, Lebanon and Syria).49

The Euro-African Conference on Migration and Development, also known as the 
Rabat Process, was initiated by a conference in Rabat in July 2006. This conference 
involved the EU25 (becoming 27 in 2007) and 27 African partners. It included 
only three states (Egypt, Morocco, Tunisia) out of the nine southern participants 
in the Euromed Migration II project, since there was no representation from 
Algeria due to a last minute dispute linked to the tense Sahara issue. 

This conference produced the Rabat plan of action, which follows the Global 
Approach in terms of its overall structure. It contains the same three main sections 
but adds a forth on police and judicial cooperation, which focuses on responding 
to trafficking of human beings. More specific action points are listed under each 
of these four sections. There is no public document that details the successes of 
following up on these action points, and the objectives blend with other parallel 
processes.

49  See http://www.icmpd.org/906.html?&no_cache=1&tx_icmpd_pi1[article]=922&tx_icmpd_pi1[page]= 
1477 (accessed December 1st 2010).
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A follow-up meeting in the process was held in Madrid in June 2007, and a second 
ministerial level meeting was held in Paris in November 2008. The Paris meeting 
produced a further programme of coordination that also follows the Global 
Approach. A third ministerial meeting is planned for Dakar in 2011. 

The African Union – European Union dialogue, initially known as the Tripoli 
process, is the most recent of the ongoing Mediterranean migration dialogues. 
This was launched at the Africa-EU meeting on migration and development in 
November 2006, which involved what were at the time 25 EU states and the 53 AU 
states. As it is not a member of the AU, Morocco was not present at this meeting, 
though Algeria was, so again three of the nine partners in the Euromed Migration 
II project are involved in the dialogue (Algeria, Egypt, Tunisia).

The declaration that emerged from that conference is one of the broadest of all 
the ongoing processes, though it covers most of the same themes and there is 
considerable overlap. There are nine thematic areas identified, the first and most 
significant area is migration and development, which covers a list of relatively 
specific objectives, such as mutual recognition of academic qualifications. Further 
sections cover Migration Management Challenges, Peace and Security, Human 
Resources and Brain Drain, Concern for human rights and the well-being of the 
individual, Sharing Best Practices, Regular Migration Opportunities, Illegal or 
irregular migration and the Protection of Refugees. Several of these themes are 
not explicitly referenced in the Global Approach, notably the protection of refu-
gees.50 Others, such as brain drain, are given more prominence in this dialogue, 
reflecting the significant concern on this issue from sub-Saharan Africa, which is 
not shared so strongly by North African partners.

These issues were developed further in the second AU-EU Summit in Lisbon, 
in December 2007, where the first plenary session was devoted to discussions 
of migration. The conference ended with agreement on a 2008-2010 Strategic 
Partnership between the AU and the EU involving eight working groups. One of 
these working groups, on ‘Migration, Mobility and Employment’, undertook to 
implement the declaration of the Tripoli conference on migration and development 
in addition to the EU-AU Plan of Action on Trafficking of Human Beings, and 
the Ouagadougou Action Plan on Employment and Poverty Alleviation in Africa. 

50 Questions of refugees and asylum are explicitly not part of the Global Approach as they are dealt with 
by the Policy Plan on Asylum: An Integrated Approach to Protection Across the EU – COM(2008) 360. 
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These questions were pursued further in the third AU-EU Summit in Tripoli on 
29th and 30th November 2010, though at the time of writing nothing concrete 
had emerged on migration.

table 5.2: Public objectives and evaluations from processes in which euromed Migration ii 
partner countries are involved

Process date of 
creation

statement of objectives date of 
objectives

Publicly available 
evaluation?

Union for the 
Mediterranean

2007 Conclusions from Euro-
Mediterranean Ministerial 
Meeting on Migration

2007 No

European Neighbourhood 
Policy Action Plans

2010 Yes: 2010 Progress reports 
for all Euromed Migration 
II Partner countries except 
Algeria and Syria

5 + 5 Dialogue 2002 Tunis Declaration 2002 No

Mediterranean Transit 
Migration Dialogue

2003 No

Rabat Process/Euro-
African Conference

2006 Declaration of Rabat 
conference

2006 No

Tripoli Process/EU-AU 
Dialogue

2006 Declaration of Tripoli 
conference on migration 
and development

2006 No

Each process sets out bold and often overlapping objectives, though public evalu-
ation of these objectives is usually absent (Table 2). This makes any assessment of 
the entire processes in the form of gap analysis inevitably controversial or even 
impossible. The lack of evaluation contributes to the informal nature of many 
of these processes, so it is obviously important to maintain. Yet, there are objec-
tives which have been clearly set out in these processes, sometimes in more than 
one process, even repeatedly in the same process. Given that the oldest of these 
processes set out objectives almost a decade ago, these provide for a solid basis 
for gaps analysis and a selection will be included in this section. 
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5.2 Policy coherence for Migration in the euro Mediterranean area

Policy coherence is an important general principle of the legal basis of the EU, 
though it has been pursued in most detail in the context of Policy Coherence for 
Development (PCD). This has been defined as: 

Working to ensure that the objectives and results of a government’s development 
policies are not undermined by other policies of that government, which impact 
on developing countries, and that these other policies support development 
objectives, where feasible51

The EU’s approach to PCD was expanded in a Communication in April 2005,52 
which listed 11 areas to be examined in relation to development: trade, environ-
ment, security, agriculture, fisheries, ‘social dimension of globalisation, promotion 
of employment and decent work’, migration, research and innovation, information 
society, transport and energy. 

The Communication highlighted links between development and migration poli-
cies. It referred to both the Communication on Migration and Development of 
2002 and looked forward to a second Communication on that same issue that was 
published later that year. It highlighted the importance of well managed labour 
migration, the need for cheap, secure channels for migrant remittances, ways of 
turning ‘brain drain’ into ‘brain gain’, opportunities to support migrants ‘trans-
national communities’ and a focus on the development impacts of ‘South-South’ 
migration. Similar overviews of links with development were also highlighted for 
the other ten areas of interest. 

This gave rise to a biennial review of PCD, in 200753 and 2009,54 both of which 
provided brief evaluations of progress under each of the 11 themes, making very 
positive assessments of the links between migration and development, in the 
migration section. In September 2009, a further Communication proposed a 

51 Policy Coherence for Development: Institutional Approaches: Technical Workshop’: OECD workshop 
held in Paris on 13 October 2003

52 Policy Coherence for Development: Accelerating Progress Towards Attaining the Millennium Development 
Goals COM(2005) 134 final

53 EU Report on Policy Coherence for Development COM(2007) 545 final
54 EU 2009 Report on Policy Coherence for Development COM(2009)461 final
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‘Whole-of-the-Union’ approach to PCD,55 justifying the need for this new approach 
by the ‘growing impact of internal policies on external relations’ (p6).

This extensive summary of the PCD approach is justified by the close similarities 
with migration policy. All policy making requires coherence with other areas, and 
all of the 11 areas of the PCD approach would benefit from being more integrated 
with other areas. They have been linked to development because they are the 
kinds of fields that cross boundaries more generally. It is therefore not surprising 
to see migration amongst them. 

All the observations made about development in these documents are also true 
of migration. International migration is linked with a very similar range of other 
themes, particularly conflict and security, trade, environment, the ‘social dimension 
of globalisation, promotion of employment and decent work’56 and research and 
innovation. Perhaps most of all, it illustrates the growing links between internal 
policies of the Union and its external relations. 

It is clearly not the purpose of this research to investigate the nature of these links 
and we have not attempted to do so. Yet these links exist and in highlighting the 
current gaps in national institutions, legislation and policies in partner countries, 
it has been impossible to ignore them. Even in cases where a range of appropriate 
institutions, successfully implemented legislation and well thought out policies 
already exist, experts highlighted problems arising from incoherence with other 
aspects of national policy or international relations. 

Such incoherence also, inevitably affects the Global Approach itself, the external 
dimension of the EU’s migration policy, which is limited to consider migration and 
only migration. There are two problems with this approach: first, a self-contained 
approach to migration will always fail for its inability to control the many important 
influences on the migration process, second, rather more instrumentally, particular 
negotiations may be made much easier if they could be linked to other aspects 
of external relations. Development is the only area where such conditionality has 

55 Policy Coherence for Development – Establishing a policy framework for a whole-of-the-Union 
approach. COM(2009) 458 final

56 Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament and the European 
Economic and Social Committee. Policy Coherence for Development, COM (2005) 134 final (p13)
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been raised, at the 2002 Seville European Council by the UK delegation and it 
was specifically rejected.57

Yet, policy linkages do not have to take the disciplinarian form in which they were 
proposed on that occasion. For example, there may be significant advantages to 
partner countries in liberalising trade in agricultural products in exchange for 
restricting migration of seasonal agricultural workers, or of providing greater 
investments in higher education as compensation for greater restrictions on 
student mobility, such as the UK is introducing. Alternatively, structures that help 
development may also help migration have a positive impact on development, 
such as financial structures. In general, partner countries have relatively low rates 
of development of the financial sector. With the exception of Lebanon, only a 
minority of the population of all partner countries have access to bank accounts 
(Table 5.3).

Such a broad policy framework has been raised in discussions with experts around 
the Mediterranean, yet it requires an understanding of institutional arrangements 
beyond those focused on migration. Detailed consideration of those wider institu-
tions or policy contexts was beyond the scope of this research, yet this section uses 
information gathered through this research to illustrate what Policy Coherence 
for Migration would look like and makes the case for a ‘Whole-of-the-Union’ 
approach in this context.

57 Paragraph 36 of the conclusions states that the Council may find that ‘a third country has shown an 
unjustified lack of cooperation in the joint management of migration flows’ in which case the Council 
may adopt ‘measures or positions’ under the relevant EU policies ‘but not jeopardising development 
cooperation objectives’
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table 5.3: proportion of population with bank accounts in partner countries.

Conflict and Security: One of the greatest achievements represented by the 
Global Approach is the explicit change of focus in the EU’s official attitude to 
international migration from a security focused initiative to one which is talked 
about in terms of partnership and good governance. 

This is even more the case with border control. Of the nine partner states and 
territories, it is only Tunisia that currently has relatively stable relations with all 
of its neighbours, all land borders formally agreed upon and all borders usually 
open. Under these circumstances institutions responsible for border control 
and immigration are inevitably mostly military or para-military, as chapter 4.3 
highlighted, rather than the predominantly civilian immigration agencies that 
predominate in Europe.

country % of adult population 
with bank accounts

Algeria 31

Egypt 41

Israel ?

Jordan 37

Lebanon 79

Morocco 39

Palestine ?

Syria 17

Tunisia 42

EU15 92

EU27 83

Source: Honohan, P. (2007) Cross Country Variation in Household Access to financial 
services, conference ‘access to finance’ Washington DC, March 15-16 2007
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Trade: some people consider trade to be a replacement for migration; others 
see it as an obvious supplement. To an extent, both are true. As a replacement 
for migration, trade concerns the majority of low-skilled emigration. The bulk 
of emigration from the North African partner countries and, to a certain extent, 
Palestine, concerns relatively low-skilled workers. Decent employment in agri-
cultural and related industries, which would be boosted by trade concessions in 
agricultural products, would make it easier for potential migrants to find work 
without having to leave the country. Although such employment may be boosted 
by remittances, emigrants’ investments, and other projects supported by migration 
related initiatives, expanding this area requires concessions and activities that are 
beyond the scope of migration related institutions. 

Trade as a supplement to migration relates most obviously to higher skilled emigrants. 
Highly skilled emigrants may provide a boost to trade in their country of origin. Emi-
grant entrepreneurs who can be persuaded to open businesses at home can provide a 
substantial boost to local economies. This is the basis for much of the recent interest 
in migration and development. Institutions to keep in touch with emigrants, which 
many countries have had in place for some time, aim to capitalise on such possibilities. 
However, it is also widely accepted highly skilled emigrants are not likely to return 
unless the macro-economic climate is favourable and basic services, such as modern 
financial institutions, are well established. Table 5.3 demonstrated that financial 
institutions are generally not well established in the partner countries.

Environment: The impact of environmental change on migration patterns has 
become a key concern in international debates on climate change, particularly 
in discussions of ‘environmental refugees’. Yet this is a phenomenon with which 
the nine partner countries and territories are already very well acquainted. For 
as long as a century, levels of rural to urban migration have followed patterns of 
rainfall in rural areas in the Maghreb, for example. Rural livelihoods in most of 
the partner countries are closely associated with fragile environmental systems 
and even minor changes can have dramatic effects on rural employment. 

Even the mid-level predictions of the International Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) would result in very substantial impacts on the climate of countries to 
the South and East of the Mediterranean by 2050.58 In the language of the IPCC, 

58 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 2007 Climate Change 2007 Synthesis report, (p45)
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migration is usually considered as an ‘adaptation strategy’ and migration is likely 
to be an increasingly widespread response of farmers and particularly labourers 
in rural areas. Yet, as climate change has an even more significant impact on the 
climate of countries in the Sahel, where resources to cope are even more limited, 
the resulting increase in immigration, particularly in North Africa, may seem like 
a further impact of climate change. The recent increase in immigration to the 
Maghreb countries is perhaps an indication that such climate related migration 
is beginning to happen, though climate change predictions suggest that it will 
increase substantially in the coming decades. Once again, it is not realistic to 
expect existing institutions, legislation and policies to respond to such dramatically 
changed migration realities. 

Social Dimensions of Globalisation: much of the ‘root cause’ approach to migration 
focuses on broader conditions that undermine the security of people’s lives and 
contribute towards their decisions to seek work elsewhere. This is reflected directly 
in proposals, such as at the second EU-AU summit to focus on the Ouagadougou 
Action Plan on Employment and Poverty Alleviation in Africa. The focus on 
‘decent work’ responds to criticisms that new employment opportunities arising 
as a result of new global interconnections in some sectors, such as manufacturing 
for export, are poorly paid and insecure. This calls for effective regulation of 
labour markets in partner countries to prevent exploitation of national workers, 
such as migrants from rural areas seeking jobs in the cities. As most of the partner 
countries become countries of immigration, it also underlines their responsibilities 
to eliminate exploitation of immigrant labour. Reduction of such exploitation in 
the labour market for migrant workers overlaps with existing commitments under 
agreements to prevent trafficking in human beings. 

Yet the institutional implications of changes resulting from globalisation are 
broader than simply the management of immigration. As individuals hold jobs 
in a variety of states at different periods in their working lives, it is important for 
them to be able to draw on the social benefits they have accrued in other countries. 
The most common example of this is an individual from a partner country who 
has worked for many years in an EU Member State and returns home to retire. 
In some cases they will be able to draw on their pension at home but there are 
complications to this and in some cases they may receive less than they would, had 
they stayed in the EU. Ongoing work on the portability of socio-economic rights 
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is addressing such situations of inequality, which may be particularly complex, 
concerning individuals who contribute to a variety of welfare systems in the EU 
and then retire, for example. The institutional capacities that are needed to make 
such exchanges as smooth as possible may well involve institutional and legal 
developments in migrants’ countries of origin, though of course these will not 
involve the main institutions examined in detail in this research.

Research and innovation: students make up a substantial proportion of emigrants 
from all nine partner countries and territories. This is always a positive development 
and student mobility should be encouraged and supported. Yet research conducted 
before the current recession, from a limited number of countries, suggests that 
an increasing number of students do not return to their home countries after 
graduation since they are able to find work there.59 Any attempt to control this 
mobility or build in obligations for students to return would be unlikely to have 
much impact while. 

Long term structural changes that encourage students to return to their home 
countries are obviously necessary, but these are particularly difficult to implement 
and it may take decades to have an effect. In the shorter term, projects that bring 
access to popular European or North American models of higher education 
without the need to leave the country for the entire degree may help to reduce 
some of this brain drain. This may involve new educational structures, such as 
the established American Universities in Cairo or Beirut or the proposed Euro-
Mediterranean University in Fes, but it may also involve more targeted support 
for exchanges of students and faculty between universities in the EU and partner 
countries, such as the Tempus programme. Again, targeted support for institution 
building beyond the standard migration context may have very significant impact 
on migration patterns. 

Attention to these five factors (Conflict and security, trade, environment, social 
dimensions of globalisation and research and innovation) inevitably presents a 
much longer-term challenge to responding to migration. Existing developments 
in targeted institutions and focused legislation can and do make a lot of difference 

59 The only such study to relate to one of the partner countries refers to Morocco, finding that 13% of 
Moroccan students in EU Universities did not return to Morocco after their degree, cited in Musette, S. 
with Y. Alouane, M. Khachani and H. Labdelaoui, 2006 ‘Summary report on migration and development 
in Central Maghreb’ ILO International Migration Papers 78E
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to migration patterns and help manage them more effectively in the interests of 
countries of origin and of migrants themselves. More long term, however, the 
gaps in this approach could become more obvious. A comprehensive approach 
to migration requires commitment to a whole-of-the-Union approach that is 
comparable to Policy Coherence for Development. 

5.3 extent of existing bilateral international Migration agreements

The European Commission refers to agreements signed between the Commission 
and a single third country as ‘bilateral’ agreements60. These are signed by the 
Commission on behalf of 27 Member States and it is important not to confuse 
them with agreements signed between an individual Member State and a single 
third state.

Agreements signed by the Commission now cover a variety of different functions. 
An initial priority has been readmission agreements. In total 12 readmission 
agreements have been signed by the Commission, at a global level, since 2004, 
when it was first able to negotiate these agreements.61 None of these agreements 
with any of the Euromed Migration II project partner countries and territories, 
though negotiations have been ongoing with Morocco for almost a decade. 

The bulk of the current agreements signed by the Commission with the nine 
partner countries and territories included in this research relate to the European 
Neighbourhood Policy (ENP). Action Plans under the ENP have been signed 
with all nine countries except Algeria and Syria. This commits these countries to 
an ongoing process of discussion and evaluation but include few binding com-
mitments related to migration in the same way that readmission agreements are 
binding. Migration objectives under these Action Plans form one of the inputs 
to the gaps analysis in the next section. 

A relatively small number of agreements have been signed between individual 
Member States and the nine partner countries and territories (Table 5.4). Given 

60 http://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/policies/immigration/immigration_relations_en.htm.
61 The 12 countries are: Albania (entered into force in 2006); Hong Kong (2004); Macao (2004); Sri Lanka 

(2005); Russia (2007); Bosnia and Herzegovina (2008); FYROM (2008); Moldova (2008); Montenegro 
(2008); Ukraine (2008); Serbia (2008); Pakistan (2010).
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the fact that these agreements are often not public and knowledge of them may 
even be restricted to the ministry responsible for their negotiation, it is likely that 
Table 5.4 is a significant under-estimate of the total number of such agreements. 
In some cases the text of these agreements is publicly available. The 1988 agree-
ment between France and Tunisia, the full text of which appears in the annex, is 
one example. Although these are legally binding agreements, key details, such 
as the number of migrant workers to be accepted each year, are flexible, to be 
agreed on an annual basis. 

This flexibility means that such agreements do not provide a basis for a systematic 
gaps analysis. However, it highlights a gap in itself. Information on these bilateral 
agreements is particularly hard to identify. This is usually because flexibility is the 
key to these agreements and they are typically based on a simple memorandum 
of understanding.62

62 Collyer, M. (2004) The Development impact of temporary labour migration agreements: contrasting 
examples of Morocco and Egypt. Working Paper 4, Development Research Centre on Migration, Globaliza-
tion and Poverty, University of Sussex, BrightonUK.
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table 5.4: bilateral labour migration agreements between eu27 member states and euromed 
Migration ii project partner countries
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5.4 gaps analysis of european neighbourhood Policy action Plans

This section has considered gaps in the process of development of legislation and 
policies in the Euromed region. As discussed in Chapter three, a more systematic, 
methodical gaps analysis is hampered by both the difficulty of establishing clear 
objectives in this area and identifying ways of determining whether those objectives 
have been met. Where clear objectives exist, they may not be the result of mutual 
agreement – a clear example is the EU’s repeatedly stated intentions to conclude 
readmission agreements with many of the partner countries. 

The only public statement of intent in which the EU and partner countries and 
territories both have input is the Action Plans of the European Neighbourhood 
Policy. Migration is a central section in these Action Plans (usually section 2.4, 
‘Migration, social integration, justice and security’) and the progress reports provide 
a similarly public source of assessment. Action Plans and Progress reports are not 
available for Algeria and Syria and, with regards to the remaining seven reports; 
migration is barely mentioned in the report for Jordan and not mentioned at all 
in the report for Palestine. 

Nevertheless, this provides a reasonably detailed source of up to date information 
on objectives and assessments for five countries (Table 5.5). Where the progress 
report offers no specific feedback on particular objectives, research data from 
other sources are used to provide an explanation for any gaps that may exist. 
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table 5.5: assessment of success in meeting strategic objectives from enP action plans relating 
to legislation, institutions and policies for the seven countries with 2010 action Plans and 
Progress reports (egypt, israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Palestine and tunisia).

egyPt

Strategic objective from 
Action Plan

State of play Explaining the gap Proposed response

Promote the possibilities 
of Egypt to benefit from 
the Community programs 
and the AENEAS program 
aimed at providing 
technical and financial 
assistance to third 
countries in the areas of 
migration and asylum in 
particular.

The most recent report 
of AENEAS (2004-2006) 
lists six projects in which 
Egypt was a partner with 
EU contributions totalling 
€4.5 million.63 Data for 
thematic programme 
unavailable.

The most engaged 
partner country in 
AENEAS was Morocco, 
involved in 18 
projects with total EU 
contributions of €24 
million.64

The larger share taken 
by Morocco is indicative 
of its strategic 
location from the EU 
perspective, but also 
its increasingly active 
civil society sector, 
which does not seem so 
engaged in Egypt. 

Promote the discussion 
between Egypt and 
the EU and its Member 
States on the economic, 
political, social and 
cultural dimensions of 
the migration issues, in 
addition to its security 
dimension.

Egypt is leading the 
EU-AU discussions 
(noted in section 5.1) on 
Migration, Mobility and 
Employment. Egypt has 
declined dialogue on 
border issues.

Border issues are 
especially sensitive 
during this period, 
given continued 
instability in Gaza and 
Sudan and growing 
engagement of Libya 
with EU migration 
policies. 

Continue engagement 
with AU dialogue. Focus 
discussion on human 
rights impact of border 
security, particularly 
high numbers of 
migrant fatalities. 

63 Europe Aid (2007) Aeneas Programme: programme for financial and technical assistance to third countries 
in the area of migration and asylum: Overview of projects funded 2004-2006. NB: This sum is not the total 
contribution to Egypt but the total contribution to projects in which Egypt was a partner. Where more 
than one country is involved there is no breakdown of community contributions for each country. 

64 See previous footnote.
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Strategic objective from 
Action Plan

State of play Explaining the gap Proposed response

Enhance cooperation 
to facilitate the legal 
movement of people 
between Egypt and the 
EU through strengthening 
of the concerned 
institutions dealing 
with the promotion of 
employment, capacity 
building, as well as 
providing information 
about the employment 
opportunities for labour 
migrants in the EU, 
risks of smuggling and 
trafficking of migrants; 
ensuring fair treatment of 
legal Egyptian migrants, 
and facilitate the flow of 
remittance transfers.

Positive developments 
noted in 2009 as the 
Ministry of the Interior 
established anti-
trafficking units for illegal 
migration, women and 
children. Project funded 
under Aeneas programme 
supporting Ministry of 
Manpower and Emigration 
and IOM to develop
programme on labour 
migration to Italy.

Ensure completed 
projects are fully 
evaluated.

Look for opportunities 
to continue positive link 
programmes

Develop the cooperation 
between Egypt and EU on 
readmission, including 
negotiating readmission 
agreements between 
the parties, building 
on Article 69 of the 
Association Agreement, 
taking into account the 
human dimension, socio-
economic aspects and 
accompanying measures.

Formal negotiations 
have not yet begun on 
readmission

Egypt, like most other 
countries, accepts 
return of its nationals 
but is unwilling to 
discuss broadening 
this. Given the limited 
incidence of transit 
migration through 
Egypt the EU is not 
making this a priority.

Status quo appears to 
suit all parties.
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israeL

Strategic objective from 
Action Plan

State of play Explaining the gap Proposed response

Improve co-operation 
on establishment of 
statistics on trade in 
services and migration 
statistics

No information 
available. Likely no 
action taken.

Technical questions such 
as this are unlikely to 
raise many objections

Continue looking for 
opportunities to develop 
statistical cooperation

Exchange of information 
and dialogue concerning 
integration of migrants: 
best practices, 
evaluation, joint studies

Meeting in December 
2009 between experts 
for exchange of 
information on arrival of 
migrants.

No gap, objective 
progressing as planned.

Continue contacts. Israeli 
officials could also share 
best practice with other 
immigration countries in 
the region, eg. Jordan. 

Observation and analysis 
of the migratory flows; 
participation in the 
EUROMED migration 
research network

Israeli academics are 
regular contributors to 
the CARIM network. 
Yet regular sustained 
contacts in research 
context around 
Mediterranean still 
limited when compared 
to intra-EU exchange.

Opportunities for regular 
exchange at present are 
limited to CARIM centre. 

Support for CARIM 
centre should continue 
so institutional expertise 
is not lost. Additional 
poles, e.g., around 
EuroMed Universities, 
could be multiplied 
if quality can be 
maintained. 

Identify the conditions 
to invite Israel as 
participant/observer in 
the activities organised 
in the framework of 
EU programmes on 
migration issues (ARGO, 
AENEAS)

Israel does not appear 
in most recent Thematic 
programme work plan. 

Thematic programme 
can make most 
difference in civil society 
sector. Israel has one of 
most vibrant civil society 
networks in the region 
in support of migrant 
workers. Integration into 
Thematic programme 
would provide useful 
additional funding 
support.
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Jordan

No relevant specific objectives

Lebanon

Strategic objective from 
Action Plan

State of play Explaining the gap Proposed response

Monitoring and analysis 
of migration: ensure 
synergy with Euro-
Med initiatives on 
research on migration 
and the Consortium on 
Applied Research on 
International Migration 
(CARIM) in particular.

Lebanon well 
represented in CARIM 
reports – more than 20 
CARIM reports published 
since 2008. Limited 
uptake of this work in 
Lebanon itself, given 
poor development of 
legislation. 

Response to immigration 
issues continues to be ad 
hoc and often unofficial.

Activities to demonstrate 
value of evidence based 
policy. Opportunities to 
divorce migration policy 
from highly charged 
political context, 
highlighting technical 
aspects of e.g., Statistics.

Possible participation 
of Lebanon in 
relevant Community 
programmes, including 
the AENEAS programme

In 2004-2006 Lebanon 
involved in four AENEAS 
programmes; 3 in large 
networks, but one 
project focused purely 
on Lebanon. Details of 
more recent projects not 
yet available.

Four projects funded all 
involved international 
organisations as main 
partner. Limited 
engagement of 
government institutions. 

Capacity building and 
awareness raising to 
highlight potential 
value of collaborative 
programmes.

Improve the link 
between migration 
and development: 
ensure dialogue and 
cooperation on the 
possible role of diasporas 
in the development of 
the country of origin, on 
facilitating remittance 
flows and their 
productive uses

Since Ministry of 
Emigrants incorporated 
into Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs in 2000 there 
is no independent 
institution focused on 
emigrants. 

Government keen not 
to allow substantial, 
wealthy emigrant 
community undue 
political influence in 
country

Model of consultative 
council, followed 
by Morocco and 
Algeria may be worth 
investigating. 
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Lebanon

Strategic objective from 
Action Plan

State of play Explaining the gap Proposed response

Improve cooperation 
between the EU 
and Lebanon on all 
forms of readmission 
including the possibility 
of negotiating a 
readmission agreement 
between Lebanon and 
the EC and its Member 
States

Negotiations not yet 
begun

Very limited 
development in 
legislation and 
institutions in general in 
Lebanon.

Continued institutional 
development in 
specialist. 
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Morocco

Strategic objective from 
Action Plan

State of play Explaining the gap Proposed response

Transit migration: 
discussions on the 
opportunities for 
cooperation with 
countries of origin and 
transit; information 
campaigns in the 
countries of origin; 
accompanying 
measures; trilateral and 
multilateral projects 
with a view to synergies 
between migration and 
development, including 
through application of 
Article 13 of the Cotonou 
Agreement

Morocco very engaged in 
international discussions 
on these issues and 
continues to lead Euro-
African conference 
initiatives with proposed 
conference in Dakar in 
2011. Discussions on 
Article 13 stalled after 
last summit. 

Morocco leading 
group of countries 
with enthusiasm for 
development aspects 
of migration and 
development discourse 
but remaining resistant 
to readmission.

EU could take into 
consideration 
alternatives to 
readmission in face of 
Moroccan government’s 
legitimate concerns. 

Assistance in 
implementing the 
strategy to combat 
illegal immigration, 
in particular through 
cooperation with the 
Migration and Border 
Surveillance Directorate

Some of most advanced 
joint action projects 
e.g., through Frontex. 
Signature of agreement 
with UNHCR.

No obvious gap. Actions 
and support ongoing. 

Continue training 
border control officials 
in human rights as part 
of capacity building 
programmes. 

Conclusion and 
implementation of a 
balanced readmission 
agreement with the 
European Community

Like other countries 
in region Morocco 
cooperates in return of 
its own nationals but 
is reluctant to accept 
third country nationals. 
Negotiations ongoing

Concerns that any 
non-Moroccan 
undocumented migrants 
from Europe could be 
returned. 

See above. EU should 
consider alternatives. 
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PaLestine

No mention of migration in the Action Plan

tunisia

Strategic objective from 
Action Plan

State of play Explaining the gap Proposed response

Initiate a dialogue 
on return and 
readmission with a 
view to concluding a 
readmission agreement 
with the EU, taking 
account of the human 
dimension, socio-
economic aspects and 
back-up measures

Tunisia cooperates 
in return of Tunisian 
nationals

Limited incentives. No 
real negotiations yet 
started. 

Given that no 
readmission agreement 
has yet been 
negotiated with major 
Mediterranean state, 
alternative strategies 
should be sought. 

Build operational and 
intervention capacity 
of land and sea border 
surveillance and control 
units, including in the 
context of improved 
regional and sub-
regional cooperation

Mostly occurring 
through bilateral 
cooperation with France 
and Italy. 

Bilateral relations with 
individual Member 
States are operating 
effectively and limited 
need at present to 
include all EU in 
dialogue

Discuss the development 
and implementation 
of the common 
immigration policy, 
including the relevant EU 
legislative instruments

Current focus mainly 
bilateral

Bilateral relations with 
individual Member 
States are operating 
effectively and limited 
need at present to 
include all EU in 
dialogue

Focus on gradual 
liberalisation of 
movement, issuance of 
visas etc. 
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Strategic objective from 
Action Plan

State of play Explaining the gap Proposed response

Set up an observatory to 
analyse the migration 
phenomenon: 
synergies with the 
EUROMED network for 
migration research and 
observation.

Objectives of 
observatory unclear. ACP 
observatory established 
and Centre for Migration 
Information and 
Management in Mali. 
Tunisian involvement in 
both currently limited 
but Tunisian experts 
involved in other centres, 
e.g., CARIM.

No real gap. Objective 
needs to be set out more 
clearly. 

Given that no 
readmission agreement 
has yet been 
negotiated with major 
Mediterranean state, 
alternative strategies 
should be sought. 

In order to facilitate the 
movement of persons, 
examine, within the 
existing structures, 
possibilities for 
facilitating, simplifying 
and speeding up the 
visa issue procedures for 
certain jointly agreed 
categories of persons 
in accordance with the 
acquis.

No information on 
progress on this 
objective. It is likely that 
discussions have been 
limited. 

Further developments 
possibly waiting 
for advanced status 
negotiations. 

Pursue greater 
integration of visa 
processes.
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5.5 gaps analysis summary

This section has examined the question ‘are current policy initiatives likely to 
satisfy the expressed intentions of policy-makers in the region?’ Four sources of 
information were used to identify any possible gaps. First, the dense network of 
ongoing dialogues involving some of the same partner states; second, the need 
for greater policy coherence in approaching migration; third, the limited public 
information on bilateral agreements between individual EU Member States and 
partner countries and finally a detailed analysis of objectives outlined in European 
Neighbourhood Policy Action Plans for the partner countries. 

The density of ongoing dialogues has meant that, at certain periods since 2005, 
discussions about migration themes, particularly migration and development, have 
taken place at ministerial level between EU Member States and Morocco, Algeria 
and Tunisia as regularly as every few months, in different contexts. Other partner 
states, such as Egypt, have joined in fewer of these dialogues. This regularity of 
meetings highlights the intensity with which these issues are discussed. While 
this is not a gap in itself it underlines the intensity of the expressed intentions. 
An important aspect of Regional Consultative Processes is the informality of the 
discussions, meaning that states are not held to binding commitments following 
each meeting.

The consideration of policy coherence is already well advanced in relation to 
development and this provides a good model to examine other areas, such as 
migration. The observations highlighted in the PCD approach are equally valid for 
migration, amongst other areas. This is particularly the case for the consideration 
that the relationship between internal EU policies and the external dimensions 
of those policies is becoming increasingly blurred. This is the case, even within 
the relatively narrow confines of migration. The Global Approach was established 
to clarify the difference between internal and external dimensions of the EU’s 
migration policy, but, as Mobility Partnerships demonstrate, third countries are 
interested in things such a liberalising visa regimes and favourable labour agree-
ments that fall within other realms of EU policy making. Our research suggests 
that bilateral agreements between individual EU Member States and the Euromed 
Migration II Project countries and territories are common, with agreements often 
based on simple, unpublished Memoranda of Understanding rather than officially 
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published documents. This presents a clear gap in our analysis as the number of 
published, verifiable agreements is very limited. 

The European Neighbourhood Policy’s Action Plans provide one of the only clear 
statements of objectives in this area against which legislative developments can 
be measured. However, the assessments of these objectives is not always easy. In 
some cases a range of potential policy implications are referred to in the same 
point and actions are often phrased in ways so vague that any verification that they 
have been achieved becomes meaningless. Nevertheless, in some areas greater 
precision is achieved and this provides the only basis of comparing intentions to 
results in this area. 
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6. country studies

The bulk of this report consists of individual country studies by in-country experts. 
As the introduction made clear, the aims of this report include the development 
of easily comparable information on migration, specifically:

- To conduct an inventory of developments in migration legislation, institutions 
and policies in the region in the context of the EU’s Global Approach to 
Migration.

- To provide up-to-date summary of legislative and institutional developments 
in the nine partner countries and territories in a format that offers ease of 
comparison.

In order to fulfil these objectives, all regional experts were provided with a clear 
structure to follow in preparing their reports. This structure is reproduced in the 
following section. In some cases this was not always appropriate, and given the 
choice between respecting a framework that did not fully allow the opportunity to 
express the individual complexities of each country and breaking with elements 
of this structure, experts were always advised to treat this framework as a guide 
rather than a template. 

outline for euromed Migration ii country studies on legislation, policies and institutions

The studies will cover the three principle poles of the EU’s Global Approach on 
Migration. 

Legal Migration

1. Legislative framework? 
a. What is the basic legislative framework governing immigration into the country? 

i . When was this last changed? 
ii. Are there any planned changes to this framework? 

b. Does this legislation also cover emigration or is there any other legislation 
on legal/illegal emigration? 

c. Is there any recent case law on the implementation of this legislation 
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(immigration/emigration)? 
d. What institution(s) is/are responsible for issuing authorisations to work 

to foreign nationals? 
e. What institution(s) is/are responsible for negotiating labour migration 

agreements?

2. Bilateral labour migration agreements
a. Does the country have any agreements governing the arrival of workers? 

i. If so, with which countries are these agreements currently in force? 
ii. What dates were they signed? 
iii. What type of labour movements do they cover? 

b. Does the country have any agreements governing the organisation of 
recruitment of nationals to work in other countries? 
i. If so, with which countries are these agreements currently in force? 
ii. What dates were they signed? 

Illegal Migration

1. Border control issues
a. Nationals of which countries are required to hold a visa for legal entry? 
b. What is the institution with primary responsibility for border control? 

i. Does this institution manage all borders (sea/land/air)?
ii. If not, what other institutions manage these borders?

c. What is the nature of cooperation with neighbouring countries over border 
control? 

2. Readmission agreements
a. Are illegal migrants detained before deportation? 

i. Where are they currently detained? 
ii. What legislation governs their detention? 

b. Has the country signed any readmission agreements? 
i. If so, with which countries are readmission agreements in force? 
ii. Is the text of these agreements publicly available? 
iii. Are migrants facing deportation able to ask for a judicial review of their 

deportation? 
iv. Is there any case law of such judicial reviews about the operation of 

these readmission agreements? 
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Migration and Development

1. Contact with emigrants
a. What is the principle institution(s) for maintaining contact with emigrants? 

i. What are the main activities of this/these institution(s)?
b. Are emigrants allowed to hold dual nationality? 

i. Has this always been the case?
c. Are emigrants able to vote in national elections? 

i. Has this always been the case?

2. Managing remittances
a. Are there any projects to encourage emigrants to invest in certain projects? 

(for example, attractive interest rates, additional money added by the state?) 
b. If so, how to these operate?
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6.1 aLgeria

Azzouz Kerdoun

The migration issue is now assuming considerable proportions for Algeria, which 
is grappling with two aspects of this problem: the first relates to migration of its 
nationals abroad and the second to foreign citizens who are based in the country 
or who are passing through the country.

Both these classes of migrant raise the issue of emigration and of immigration, two 
sides of a single problem that the Algerian government has a duty to protect under 
the constitution of 1996, which contains provisions for the State’s responsibility 
to protect any Algerian citizen abroad. Article 24 of the Algerian constitution 
stipulates that “the State is responsible for the safety of persons and property. It 
shall protect any Algerian citizen abroad”, just as it also protects, under article 67, 
“any foreigner who is legally on the national territory shall enjoy, for his person and 
for his property, the protection of the law.” The Algerian constitution also devotes 
in its chapter 4, on rights and freedoms, an entire series of clauses related to the 
defence of fundamental human rights and of individual and collective freedoms.65

In parallel with this constitutional protection, the Algerian legislator is called on 
to deal with and manage migration on the basis of the legal rules relating to the 
laws and regulations for greater protection of migrants, against a background of 
political and economic change, which today characterises the country in its socio-
economic-political construction in order to adapt to on-going changes in the world. 
This commitment by Algeria to essential reforms is expressed through a radical 
break with the choices of the past, while opening up new development prospects.

Officially, Algeria does not have a migration policy, but it still adopts positions 
of principle over flow control, consultation and cooperation in this field with 
States that share with it the same migration area and are equally concerned by 
these flows. This involves Algeria dealing with migrants in a legal framework, thus 
managing the situation of nationals and foreign citizens, numerous in recent 
years, to settle and/or transit through the country. This is how transit migration 

 

65 These clauses relating to the defence of fundamental rights are set out in the following articles of the 
1996 constitution: 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 38 and 39.
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appeared and now poses a problem for the Government, faced with controlling 
and receiving new migrants from other countries, including those coming from 
sub-Saharan Africa. 

The migration issue in Algeria has a degree of intensity about it that has compelled 
the authorities to confront sometimes complex situations, particularly invasive 
globalisation, encourages the transformation of inter-governmental systems, and 
forced them to adapt or remain at the rear of the change process. 

Governments are trying to control and channel the migrant flows that they 
receive on their territory to prevent the entry of illegal immigrants. The latter, 
despite the many bans that the recipient States impose on them, are always ready 
to make the attempt to enter Europe, often risking their life in the process. This 
new phenomenon is tending to grow, particularly in the Mediterranean regions 
and in the Sahel, two geographic regions to which Algeria belongs. 

Known traditionally as a supplier of labour to Europe, Algeria has become in just 
a few years a transit and facility country. Faced with this new reality, the migration 
question must now be addressed in this context of change, with the opening up of 
the country to multi-party politics, democracy and the market economy. This new 
change is opening up prospects and teaching the need to configure an Algerian 
migration policy in which the legal aspect must assume considerable importance in 
order to handle different situations according to the applicable law. The Algerian 
approach embodies management parameters and legal means in order to protect, 
above all, the human being, beyond his personal status. 

Legal migration

A country of emigrants, Algeria has had a large national contingent living abroad 
for many years.66 This will change completely in its structure, its demographic 
growth and its legal status, just like the new statement of its needs and its plans. 
This community will benefit from legal protection by its original country, whose 
duty is to provide it with legal and institutional assistance by representation in 
the structures of Government.

66  Algerian migration to Europe, in particular to France, began in the 19th century
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Snapshot of Algerian emigration and the legal development framework
The history of Algerian emigration to Europe is linked intimately with the French 
presence in Algeria since 1832. Because Algeria became a French département, it 
was easy for its workers to emigrate to mainland France. Intended initially to be 
a temporary emigration, under the agreements concluded with the host country, 
it swiftly turned into permanent, or even final, emigration, because of the birth 
of the new generations of sons and daughters of the first emigrants, on the soil 
of the host country, or again by naturalisation or acquisition of the nationality of 
the country in which they were resident. We must recall that the immigrants were 
for many years thought of as people who yearned to return home, because the 
intention was that they should be transient workers invited to come to work and 
to return home as soon as their work was over. This precarious situation of the 
migrant worker stems from the understanding of temporary, based on forgotten; 
that of the settling of previous immigration waves, such as was the case with the 
Italians or Poles, who were swiftly forgotten with the arrival of the “new” post-war 
immigrants from North Africa, erasing in the same way the memory of their 
compatriots had been coming since the beginning of the 20th century.67

In France, Algerian emigration began quite early and took place as successive waves 
of increasing size.68 As the First World War dawned, the number of Algerian workers 
in France was between 8,000 and 20,000. The outbreak of war was again to increase 
the number, and more than 120,000 Algerians were conscripted by the French Army 
to increase its forces. Between 1925 and 1930, migratory flows stabilised. They even 
declined and “it was only from 1945 that there was almost straight-line growth, which, 
in 1975, was to multiply the numbers by 16 and reach 820,000 by the start of 1974.69

The facts are that, beginning with the early years of Algeria’s independence, 
(1962) the emigration of workers, as it was conceived by the authorities at the 
time, had to comply with the procedures for temporary employment organised by 
the Algerian National Labour Office (ONAMO) in countries like France, Belgium 
and Germany, where the Algerian national community70 was heavily concentrated. 

67 On this point, refer to Benjamin Stora, «They came from Algeria: Algerian immigration into France, 
1912-1992», Paris, Fayard, 1992

68 After the 1st World War, the number of Algerian migrants had increased and continued to do so until 1924. 
The Algerian population that settled in France numbered in the order of 1000,000 people, according to the 
report compiled by the Commission of the Algerian Community Abroad of the Economic and Social Council 
(CNES). IX plenarysession, n° 7, September 2003. Publication online at http//www.cnes.dz/cnes doc

69 Ibid, CNES report
70 This term is used officially by the Algerian authorities.
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At this time, migration was mainly for economic reasons, for employing single 
men, but they were later joined by their families as part of what is referred to as 
family groupings, since returning to their native country became increasingly 
difficult and gradually declined, until it became the exception.

The settlement of Algerian workers in France was eased by the Evian agreements, 
concluded between the ex-colonial power and the interim government of the 
Algerian Republic, said agreements granting independence to Algeria after a 
referendum.71 These agreements, the negotiations for which were kept secret 
until 1962, stipulated that “unless a court of law rules otherwise, any Algerian 
in possession of an identity card can move freely between Algeria and France.”72 
Personal freedom was guaranteed by these agreements,73 which encouraged 
many people to emigrate to mainland France, because this period was more or 
less in line with the spirit of the Evian agreements. The objective shared by both 
France and Algeria was associated with the free travel of migrants without any let 
or hindrance. Work was the single major concern for both parties. This is why, 
between 1962 and 1973, a large number of Algerian workers (between 150,000 
and 400,000)74 travelled backwards and forwards between the two countries.

It was only in 1974, at the time of the economic recession in France, leaving in its 
wake a social crisis and unemployment, that the Algerian migrants were affected 
by a shortage of jobs. To mitigate this crisis, the French authorities took measures 
encouraging workers to return home by setting their numbers to at least 35,000 
workers per annum in an attempt to reverse migratory flows. This policy had 
limited results,75 but it more or less reassured Algeria, which also favoured the 
return of some of its citizens, because it needed qualified labour and wanted to 
acquire it for its own national market.

71 On these agreements, refer to B. Benkhadda, Les accords d’Evian, Algiers, OPU, 1986. R. Malek, L’Algérie 
d’Evian, the story of the secret negotiations from 1956 to 1962, Paris, Ed. Seuil, 1995.

72 Evian agreements, 18 March 1962, Declaration of Guarantees, 1st part, paragraph 2. 
73 Article 7 of volume III of the agreements sets out the following principle: Algerian citizens resident in 

France, in particular those in work, shall have the same rights as French nationals, with the exception of 
political rights.

74 D’Hauteville, L. (1995) ‘Algerians: Green light for movement’ Plein Droit 29-30 November, http://www.
gisti.org/doc/plein-droit/29-30/algeriens.html (20.1.2011)

75 France also offered financial help to Algerians who returned to their own country. The scheme for applying 
for this help was implemented on 30 May 1977 and was cancelled in 1981.
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However, on the evidence, we must understand that, three years after the hydro-
carbons nationalisation in 1973, Algeria had already taken the decision to put 
a final halt to the emigration of its citizens to France. One year later, in 1974, 
France followed this lead and ended economic immigration officially owing to the 
recession. The remaining European countries followed the French move, because 
they were also experiencing an economic downturn, rising unemployment and 
increasing awareness of the ever rising costs of immigration for the political and 
social scene.

It did not take long for the European nations to begin the construction of a 
legislative framework designed to strengthen border surveillance and controls by 
introducing entry visas. In parallel, measures were taken to encourage emigrants 
to return to their home country. However, it was observed all over Europe that 
return policies were failing and many countries then recommended policies for 
assimilating or integrating migrants into their societies. Following the Schengen 
agreements76, the former Evian agreements, negotiated between France and Algeria, 
which allowed and guaranteed free movement of Algerian citizens between the 
two countries, have become obsolete. This has required the reactivation of former 
agreements by updating them and the conclusion of other legal instruments in 
order to reorganise the departure of Algerian workers to Europe. This is in the 
protocol of 10 April 1964, signed by France and Algeria and relating to limiting the 
volume of workers. Again, the agreement on labour, and above all the agreement 
of 27 December 1968 relating to free movement, employment and residence in 
France of Algerian citizens and their families, and its amendment of 1985 with an 
exchange of letters covering entry into and residence of Algerians in France dated 
7 August 1994, signed at Paris in July 2001.77 With Belgium, Algeria concluded an 
agreement on the employment and residence of Algerians in Belgium in 1970. 
Some bilateral agreements reached with France were still upheld, governing 
movement of persons and an exemption status for Algerians in France. These 

76 The Benelux countries: On 14 June 1985, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, plus France and 
Germany signed the Schengen agreement for the gradual elimination of checks at their common borders. 
In 1990, the Schengen convention, which is the instrument for applying the 1985 agreement, was signed. 
This convention became effective in 1995. The objective of the Schengen agreement is to provide a free 
area for movement within Europe, without checks at the inner borders of the member States. Currently, 
28 countries are party to the Schengen area, some of which are not members of the EU: Iceland, Norway 
and Switzerland are party to the Schengen area. The United Kingdom and Ireland are party only to some 
of the Schengen clauses and reserve the right to check people at their borders. 

77 See French decree 2002-1500 of 20 December 2002, covering publication of the 3rd amendment to the 
agreement of 27 December 1968.
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agreements instituted a 5-year residence card for Algerians who entered France 
after 1st January 1966. However, those who entered earlier were given 10-year 
residence cards. These agreements also gave Algerian students the opportunity 
to work part-time, on the same basis as their French peers.

agreements and conventions country year signed

Evian agreements France March 1962

Agreements on employment as a 
professional person

France 1963

Protocol on limiting the volume of workers France 10 April 1964

Labour agreement France 1968

Social security convention France October 1981

Agreement on movement, employment and 
residence in France

France 27 December 1968

Amendment to the 1968 labour agreements  France 22 January 1985

Exchange of letters on the entry and 
residence of Algerians in France

France 7 August 1994

Social security agreement France 1968

Agreement on employment and residence 
of Algerians

Belgium 1970

Consular convention Belgium 1979

Convention establishing the citizens of both 
countries concerned by migration

Morocco March 1963

Convention establishing the citizens of both 
countries concerned by migration

Tunisia July 1963

Border agreement relating to movement of 
the nationals of both countries for migration 
in both directions

Tunisia 15 August 1966

Convention relating to cooperation in the 
field of employment and movement of 
human resources

Libya 20 December 1987

table 6.1.1: bilateral agreements on employment migration signed by algeria
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agreements and conventions country year signed

Arab convention no. 2 on movement of 
labour intended to achieve economic and 
social union

Arab League 1967

Arab convention no. 4 on labour - mobility 
of Arab labour

Arab League 1975

Arab convention no. 9 relating to 
professional labour training

Arab League 1977

Association agreement with the EU for the 
clauses of the agreement (Art. 67 to 76)

European Union 2001

With the official ending of Algerian emigration to European countries, the return 
of migrant workers is being considered by the countries involved on both sides of 
the Mediterranean. It is even wanted, because it is considered as an objective to 
be achieved by both interested parties, given its importance and the reality that 
it represents on the economic and social scene. And, from 1973 onwards, with 
the decision to stop worker migration, Algeria did its duty by applying a policy of 
reinsertion for workers and their families back from Europe.78 This return policy, 
based on reinsertion, was dictated by nationalist and economic considerations. 
It defined a complete series of measures aimed at helping the worker and his 
family to be reinserted into society. With this in mind, a national committee for 
reinserting nationals resident abroad was created to propose to the government 
the national policy to be followed in this case. This committee was also tasked 
with providing support and assistance to all those who wanted to be reinserted in 
the economic and social life of their home country.

To make reinsertion easier, the general social security convention of 198179, 
valid between France and Algeria, was amended to allow equality of treatment 
for French and Algerian citizens in social security and social protection affairs. 
For many emigrants, the question of returning was not as clear-cut as one might 

78 The reinsertion policy stemmed directly from the guidelines set out in the Algerian national charter of 
1976, a document that was political in nature and subjected to considerable debate in forums organised 
by the citizens before its publication. National Charter, 1976, ed. Published by the FLN, Algiers, 1976. 

79 Convention ratified by decree no. 81-351 of 28 November 1981, JORA no. 48 of 1 December 1981.

Source: Economic and Social Council (CNES), 9th Plenary Session, 2003
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think, mainly because of the family situation, again fairly complicated, because 
some migrants had their families in France and others in Algeria. This led to a 
different positioning on whether to return to the country or not. There were also 
those who said nothing, mainly isolated individuals. There were cases of “tearing 
away”80 some emigrants, torn between two lifestyles, and therefore neither capable 
of integrating in the host country nor of being inserted into their homeland. 
Consequently, none of the reinsertion instruments tested could prevent other 
departures, because they did not actually encourage potential returnees to set-
tle for good in their home country. The failure of the return policy and that of 
reinsertion can be blamed on both sides. On France, because its return package 
set up in 1977 and in 1981, had no appeal whatsoever for the “million emigrants” 
involved. Only 3,515 people benefited from the package. On Algeria, because its 
reinsertion policy was unsuccessful, given the stopping of departures to France, 
combined with the family group and Algeria’s inability to offer attractive jobs for 
its expatriate community. All these reasons will result in the end of returns to the 
homeland, which says to certain researchers that the plan for a return to the place 
of birth has proved more “imaginary than historic”, whether from the perspective 
of the host country or of the emigrants themselves.81  

Having retraced the history of Algerian emigration in this way, we can grasp its 
importance, because this community represents a major issue of national interest 
and a critical imperative for validating major decisions which are in the interest 
of the country’s future.

80 This is according to the picture painted by Abdelmalek Sayyad, one of the pioneers of research into 
Algerian emigration to France, in his publication, “The three ages of emigration”, Observations from the 
research colloquium into social science, no. 15, Paris, June 1977

81 The history of returning migrants has actually received little attention in the specialist literature, see M. 
Wyman, “Round –Trip to America. The immigrants Return to Europe 1830-1930”, Ithaca (NY), Comell 
University Press, 1993. Also the work of MIREM and of the CEAD, Algiers and the European University 
Institute of Florence.“Migrants returning to Algeria.A new strategy in prospect”? Unpublished document, 
Algiers, February 2007.
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New baseline and change to Algerian emigration
The 1990s saw the peak of Algerian migration with an increase in the flow of 
migrants to Europe, North America and the Gulf states, with movement amplified 
throughout the decade that followed, owing to the events that shook the country 
to its foundations.82 The composition of these new migrants and their dynamism 
were very characteristic of the changes that occurred in Algeria on the generational 
and socio-economic-political scene. Indeed, a new generation of migrants, differ-
ent from the first, appeared in a context of instability and uncertainty. This new 
generation consisted fundamentally of intellectuals, writers, journalists, doctors 
and senior managers, opening the path to a “brain drain” abroad. We were seeing a 
transition from a migration of unqualified manual workers as for the first waves to 
Europe earlier, to a migration of qualified or “white collar” workers, distinguished 
by high intellect and culture, and better integration of these people in their host 
societies. Among these new migrants, we must also include the women, who made 
up a substantial proportion of the migratory flows compared with the former 
generation of migrants, where there were far more men than women.

Another phenomenon that affected Algeria during the nineties was the exodus 
of those highly qualified people who made up the “brain drain” to the developed 
countries. Even if it is difficult to identify this phenomenon for a want of in-depth 
studies, this is attributable, if less obvious, inter alia, to the decline in living 
standards and working conditions, a rapacious bureaucracy, flagrant corruption, 
carefully concealed favouritism, and insecurity, all of which were destroying society. 
These troubles were the root cause for the departure of many managers and 
they discouraged the few potential applicants who might have returned home. 
Most people ended up packing their bags for good, because the situation was 
incongruous. The damage that this brain drain caused to the country’s economy 
had a very high cost, albeit difficult to quantify. To mitigate this brain drain and 
find a solution became a matter of urgency for Algeria.

An African country and a net exporter of labour with long experience in this field, 
Algeria was concerned by the European approach and wanted to benefit from 
the members of its expatriate community in the context of their final return, or 
temporary for those who would continue to travel back and forth between the 

82 In the decade from 1990-2000, Algeria experienced an unprecedented crisis which seriously disrupted 
its political, economic and social life. The political upset of the country and the move to power of certain 
political parties dramatically affected the Algerian population. 
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host country and their homeland. In this sense, circularity, viz. movement to and 
fro, repeated between two points, needed the adoption of measures intended 
to support a temporary return of the migrants and create conditions that would 
ease their integration.83

Reacting positively to this European idea, Algeria initiated a series of reforms, both 
legal and institutional, to ease migratory circularity, by encouraging its expatriates 
to return home to invest in the development of their country. With this in mind, it 
was essential to institute a migration policy, combined with a European approach 
integrating the links between migration and development on each side of the two 
shores of the Mediterranean.

Circular migration as a proposal by the European Union did not fall on untested 
ground, because Algerian migration, more or less, already had a history which 
would be taken into consideration in the different proposals and reflections for 
the drawing up of a migratory policy. Accordingly, the new Algerian approach to 
migration consisted of establishing links, at the same time strengthening them, with 
the expatriate community. However, the attitude of this community would certainly 
depend on the rights and obligations which would be recognised for it both in 
the host country and at home. However, the Algerian authorities recommended 
and proposed the creation of networks intended to maintain the links between 
the members of the community with their homeland, in order to benefit if need 
be from the expertise and skills of Algerian nationals based abroad. Accordingly, 
in light of this, the Algerian authorities had organised in 1995, under the aegis 
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the “Emigration Panels” which were devoted to 
the organisation of the Algerian community abroad, to its protection and to the 
defence of its interests, as well as to the contribution it could make to the country.

The creation of new institutions did not stand still. In March 1996, just one year 
after the establishment of said Panels, we saw the installation of the “Interim 
Coordination and Monitoring Council”, tasked with the defence of the interests 
of the national community [abroad]. This same Council was soon to have its status 
raised to Government level as the “Government Secretariat for Emigration” and 
then “Deputy to the Prime Minister with responsibility for the expatriate com-
munity.” This latter governmental organisation remained in operation until 2004 

83 Kerdoun, A. “The legal dimensions of circular migration in Algeria“, CARIM analysis and summary note, 
CARIM, Florence, 2008
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but, since this date, the post has remained unfilled for unexplained reasons. Later, 
management of the expatriate community was entrusted to the Ministry of Employ-
ment, National Solidarity and the Expatriate Community. In 2010, with the latest 
ministerial reorganisation, the authorities gave the task of staying in contact with 
emigrants and managing the expatriate community to a “Government Secretariat 
with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, responsible for the Expatriate Community.”84

In other words, the institutional changes and roaming that have characterised the 
body looking after the Algerian expatriate community are out of touch with the 
realities on the ground for the management of Algerian migration, which appears 
to be ignored, but is unhesitatingly called on whenever the need is felt or in an 
emergency. Nevertheless, it should be noted that, in 1997, the expatriate community 
was involved in the political scene through the election of its representatives to 
the Algerian Parliament.85 The Algerian electorate based abroad, in other words 
almost 4 million voters spread across the 5 continents, voted to elect 2 MPs for 
the European continent and 2 for the rest of the world. However, the expatriate 
community does not participate in local elections, i.e. at district and wilaya level,86 
because representation for emigrants is only national. Today, emigrants have the 
option of dual nationality.87

The question now remains whether these initiatives to make the expatriate com-
munity participate in the national effort to build the country, in the development 
of Algerian society are the height of the expectations of this community? It might 
be asked later how Algeria is going to face up to controlling illegal migration.

84 The final ministerial reorganisation of May 2010, saw the consecration of a Government Secretariat in 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, responsible for the expatriate community in the government organisation 
diagram.

85 The expatriate community participated on the basis of the legal documents governing the right to vote. 
Ordinance no. 97-08 of 6 March 1997 determines constituency boundaries and the number of seats to 
be provided for legislative elections as an MP.

86 A wilaya equates to a province in France .
87 There are up to 4.5 million Algerians who have another nationality as well as Algerian. (See Bachouche, 

N. 2009 ‘5 million Algerians have dual nationality’ Echorok 28.6.2009).
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illegal migration

The need to deal with foreign citizens in a legal framework is manifested in the 
fight against illegal immigration, which is a phenomenon that never ceases to grow.

By making changes to its legislation by the law no. 08-11 of 21 July 2008 covering 
the entry, residence and movement of foreigners in the country,88 Algeria intends 
to improve the control of migratory flows, a phenomenon with which the authori-
ties are confronted constantly, because it opens the way to uncontrollable illegal 
immigration. The new law, inasmuch as it is considered important, has changed the 
former legislation in depth, concerning the condition of foreigners contained in 
the ordinance no. 66-212 of 21 July 1966, now obsolete and overtaken by numerous 
events and the changes that have appeared in migration.89

The new law of 2008 attempts to meet the desire to deal with migration through a 
legal framework tailored to the current migratory flow situation, which continues 
to grow unceasingly. Moreover, the development of organised transnational 
crime and the phenomenon of terrorism, have forced Algeria to face these new 
challenges, which demand absolute control of personal movement, in particular 
through its borders, lest illegal immigration become a priority vector for crime. 

Faced with numerous foreigners who are present legally and an ever increasing 
number of illegal immigrants who cross the country’s borders each year, including 
hundreds of Algerian citizens who attempt on an almost daily basis to reach, at 
the risk of their lives, the northern bank of the Mediterranean, Algeria has had 
to review and amend its laws in this area90, which have remained unchanged for 
many years.

Adopted according to a regular procedure under which “White Papers” are 
presented before Parliament, the new law of 2008 has assumed great importance, 
insofar as it takes into account the development of the country, which has opened 
up economically, but is facing the phenomenon of illegal immigration. The 
adoption of this law meets the need to deal with ever-increasing and different 

88 The law no. 08-11 of 21 July 2008, relating to entry, exit, residency and movement of foreigners in Algeria 
was published in the JORA no. 232 of 22 July 2008.

89 It should be noted that the ordinance no. 66-212, dated 21 July 1966, was applied until 2008, in other 
words for almost 40 years.

90 This is the aforementioned ordinance of 1966.
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migratory flows through a new legal framework. The new draft is intended to 
define the conditions of entry, exit, residence and movement of foreigners in 
Algeria, subject to the international conventions to which the country subscribes 
and the mutual agreements that it has signed. Against this background, the new 
legislative measures set out practical methods for managing the movements of 
resident and non-resident foreigners, their conditions of residence, movement 
and their declarations of employment and accommodation in the country.

If this legal framework is breached, the law is invoked immediately before the 
country’s tribunals and courts. However, we have hitherto had no elements or cases 
in case law to know how a judge will apply them. It will probably be necessary to 
wait for some time so that the information is available concerning persons brought 
before the courts on the basis of this law in order to understand how it is applied. 

The law lays down the criminal measures applicable to any person who is found 
guilty of breaking the law as instituted under this act, and which is punishable 
administratively by deportation under article 22, where the foreigner in question 
is ”ordered to leave Algeria within thirty (30) days.” Again, in that of article 30, 
where “the deportation of a foreigner is pronounced by decree of the Minister 
for the Interior: 1) if the administrative authorities believe that his/her presence 
in Algeria constitutes a threat to public order and/or the security of the State; 
2) if he has been the subject of a final court ruling including imprisonment for 
a crime or offence; 3) if he/she has not left the country within the time granted 
under the provisions of the aforementioned article 22 (sub-paragraphs 1 and 2), 
unless he/she proves that the delay is due to a case of force majeure.” The law 
necessarily considers Algeria’s economic and strategic interests, as well as the 
choices regarding national employment policy and the imperatives for security 
and public order. This means that access by foreigners to the country is regulated 
precisely, in order to facilitate action by the departments responsible for control-
ling foreigners, in order to provide to those foreigners who have entered Algeria 
legally or are in the country as residents, just protection as part of respect for the 
laws of the land.

As for illegal migration in Algeria, it is not a modern phenomenon, but goes back 
many years. However, in the distant past, flows were negligible. It was only in the 
nineties that the number of migrants became significant, and it made its appear-
ance, following the hardening of the migratory policies of some host countries, 
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combined with other facts and events, with disastrous effects on the stability and 
safety of the populations involved, whose survival even is threatened. The wars 
and the drought in sub-Saharan Africa have also made living conditions difficult 
for the regional populations, who are only seeking to leave as well, by this very fact 
highlighting the migratory flows. The migrants then began their movement, but 
they were already part of the natural mobility which characterises these regions, 
due to nomadism, trans-Saharan commerce, territorial quests and the pilgrimage 
to the holy places of Islam and the propagation of religious faith. It was only much 
later that migrants from these countries were confined in much reduced spaces, 
the result of the border configuration imposed by the creation of nation States. 
Even if faced with these obstacles, natural mobility never disappeared - on the 
contrary, other reasons encouraged it. This met two essential motivations: - the 
first was peculiar to the traders of the region, for whom business was gradually 
disappearing, which forced them to emigrate northwards and, in particular, to 
neighbouring Algeria, in order to work there in the oil industry in the Sahara. – The 
second responded much more to the stream of refugees, weary of the interminable 
political conflicts and the endless wars in their respective countries, came to set-
tle in the countries of the Maghreb. This complicated situation was already the 
cause of the migration of the sub-Saharan peoples to the Maghreb, in particular 
to Algeria, which experienced during the nineties a substantial increase in migra-
tory flows over its territory. Alongside this forced migration of the sub-Saharan 
peoples, another migration, this time comprising people of other nationalities,91 
made its appearance in the country due to the policy of opening massive public 
construction sites by the authorities as part of support to the economic recovery, 
which required the use of foreign labour, made up of Chinese, Japanese, Turks, 
etc.. In addition, the use of mobile telephony in Algeria and the opening up of 
its immense market allowed the influx of other migrants, originating from Arab 
countries, such as the Egyptians92 and Syrians.

With all this data, it was estimated that, of the legal and illegal flows of migrants who 
arrived in Algeria, the illegals stood at some 100,000 people each year who attempted 
to cross the borders. The share of this flow was 20% and a sizeable proportion of 

91 In 1998, 75,895 foreigners were listed and, in 2002, 80,138, distributed as follows: 6,963 in construction. 
The Chinese here accounted for 40% of foreigners based in Algeria, followed by the Egyptians. These 
figures were given by the national police and published in the national dailies.

92 It must be understood that ORASCOM telecom holding (Djezzy) is Egyptian and the leader of mobile 
telephony in Algeria. It has 14 million subscribers, or 59% of the Algerian market. See A. Mebtoul, “Algeria 
and the right of refusal in the case of Djezzy” in the Quotidien d’Oran, 12 August 2010, p 16.
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migrants who were part of this batch continued their journey to the countries 
north of the Mediterranean, by using various means, both illegal and dangerous, 
extending from makeshift boats to stowing away in the holds of ships. This is why 
Algeria is now in pole position among the transit countries, but far behind Egypt 
and Libya. Moreover, the phenomenon of illegal migration poses a problem on two 
levels: on the internal and external levels. In other words, the strategies adopted by 
the countries involved in the fight against illegal migration were intended to dam 
the phenomenon or at least channel it, in an attempt to control it on both levels. 
To achieve this, Algeria adopted a new legal framework to regulate migration by 
new rules, which were applied to the situation of foreigners and their conditions of 
residence and their movement in the country. Preventive and repressive measures 
were stipulated in the law for increased effectiveness and dissuasion in order to 
prevent illegal immigration increasing. Similarly, the strengthening of the legal 
system for preventing and combating the migratory phenomenon.

In brief, we can say that the law of 2008 significantly increased the powers of the 
authorities where control of the situation of foreigners is involved, in particular 
regarding refusal of entry to the country, where the duly empowered wali is the 
sole person empowered to pronounce on this subject, initially the exclusive com-
petence of the Minister for the Interior93, as stipulated in the former legislation 
of 1966. This rule was intended to provide more flexibility with this formality, in 
order to combat illegal immigration more effectively.94

In this legal document, the law gives authorised agents to ask foreigners to prove 
their situation,95 a right of requisition with an exorbitant prerogative: the right to 
seize the passports and travel documents of foreigners suspected of being illegal 
immigrants in return for a receipt, pending a ruling on their case.96 The obliga-
tions incumbent on foreigners who enter Algeria are the conventional obligations, 
exactly the same as those required everywhere else, in order to check that travel 
documents are valid. However, we must distinguish between the checks made on 
resident and on non-resident foreigners. The first category is given a residence 

93 Article 5 of the law
94 The wali (equivalent to the prefect in France) who is duly empowered –we must look in the main at the 

walis for the border regions, viz. the wilayas of the vast area in the south of the country, which have many 
borders with the countries of sub-Saharan Africa: Mali, Niger, Mauritania or the Maghreb countries: 
Tunisia, Morocco, Libya. 

95 See Article 25 of the law
96 Article 7 of the law
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card, under a certain number of conditions that must be met. The second cat-
egory, according to the law, “are considered as non-resident, foreigners in transit 
through Algeria or those who will be staying for a period not exceeding ninety 
(90) days, without intending to take up residence or carry on a professional or 
salaried employment.”97 It is the same for extending the stay beyond the duration 
of the consular visa.

To counter illegal migration, the law has limited the duration of the transit visa 
to seven days, and it can be renewed only once, with a substance requirement 
for a foreigner in transit. Such a person shall have subsistence resources for the 
duration of the stay granted to him, and shall be in possession of a visa for his final 
destination, failing which, an Algerian transit visa will be denied him.98

Still with the aim of combating illegal immigration, the preventive attitude of 
the Algerian legislator adopted by the law of 2008, regarding employment and 
accommodation, introduced an obligation for others to make declarations in 
very short timeframes.99 In fact, employers, professional or ordinary providers of 
accommodation for foreigners and even the owners of ships flying the Algerian flag 
were obliged to file returns with the government departments involved regarding 
the number of [foreign] workers they were employing or housing. This process 
gave the authorities more control over the situation of foreigners, from the start 
of their work until the time it stopped.

By taking preventive measures, the Algerian legislature has dealt with the prob-
lem of illegal migration by dissuading illegal migrants from entering Algeria in 
advance. In addition to this, it has introduced very severe repressive measures 
that are applied to foreigners if they do not obey the conditions imposed by law. 
One of the first repressive measures in the fight against illegal migration, which 
is administrative in nature, instituted by the law, is deportation100, in which the 
definition invokes the threat to public order, to the safety of the State101 and to 
national interests.102 All reasons that can be invoked to justify a deportation deci-

97 This definition, given by article 10 of the law of 2008 is a response from article 7 of the former legislation.
98 This measure is explained by the fact that most foreigners in an irregular situation in Algeria, in particular 

those from sub-Saharan Africa, who pass through the transit channel, end up staying in the country for 
a long time.

99 The times are 48 hours for employers and 24 hours for landlords.
100 Article 30 of the law.
101 Ibid.
102 Article 22 of the law
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sion. However, the legal document introduces a right of appeal before a judge 
in chambers against the deportation ruling, which results in a suspension of its 
enforcement,103 pending a ruling by the judge, to be given in at most twenty (20) 
days. At present, there is no case law to factually illustrate an intervention by a 
judge. Other safeguards against deportation are laid down by law.104 However, 
deportation still results in house arrest.

Detention centres have been set up in Algeria, despite the controversy that sur-
rounds them and the reluctance of the Algerian government to take this step. 
These internment centres, euphemistically called “waiting centres”, ended up 
being included in the legal document following a proposal by the countries of 
Southern Europe while drawing up the “European Pact on Immigration and 
Asylum”, adopted at Cannes by the European Union’s Ministers for the Interior 
and for Justice. These waiting centres are intended “to accommodate foreign 
citizens in an illegal situation, pending a deportation order or transfer to their 
homeland.”105 However, they have not been instituted permanently, because they 
can be set up under legislation by the government as required.

Algerian law on the condition of foreigners also laid down more severe judiciary 
measures for punishing illegal migration. With this in mind, criminal sanctions, 
both financial and imprisonment, can be applied to foreigners in an illegal situ-
ation. Fines106 are variable and based on the failure to fulfil the obligations to file 
returns to which foreigners are subject. As for imprisonment, this means that 
the perpetrator of the breach of the law can be sentenced to a maximum of six 
months in prison. This hardening of the penalties, which can also be doubled with 
the fine, is intended to dissuade and combat illegal immigration. To this must be 
added the additional penalties and sanctions for anyone who is complicit in such 
offences. The most severe of these penalties is undoubtedly that of a residential 
ban for the perpetrator. A foreigner who is served with an expulsion ruling or 
deportation order will be given a ban on residence for ten (10) years. The same 
applies to the contraction of a marriage in name only, where the penalty is five 
(5) years, with confiscation of property.

103 Article 3, paragraph 5 of the law
104 For example, the law for foreigners to be able to contact their country’s diplomatic or consular representa-

tion.The right to have a lawyer or an interpreter.
105 Article 37 of the law
106 Fines laid down under articles: 39, 40 and 41 of the law
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Complicity is also punishable by the law, if it is to facilitate the illegal entry of a 
foreigner into the country. In the main, this means the “people smugglers”, in 
particular Algerians who may help clandestine immigrants in difficulty, which 
may be punishable by two to five years imprisonment. Complicity by failure to 
file a return by an employer or professional or ordinary landlord for a foreigner 
employed or housed illegally is punishable by fines. However, the penalties may 
increase if various circumstances combine, up to permanent detention for “any 
person who (…) aids the illegal entry, movement, residence or exit of a foreigner 
who is in Algeria illegally.”107

By adopting the law of 2008, the Algerian legislature has first of all changed the 
former legislation relating to the condition of foreigners, which has become void 
with the transformations in progress. Again, it has been given a new legal tool to 
combat illegal immigration in order to limit the flows of migrants from sub-Saharan 
Africa who, unable to reach Europe from Algeria, are forced to stay where they 
are in order to base themselves there and bring their families. In parallel, this law 
also applies to the “haraga (“immigrants” in Arabic), a new form of migration, 
to which Algerian citizens and other foreigners are surrendering in the hope of 
reaching the Spanish or Italian coasts. 

Furthermore, with the aim of complementing its legal arsenal for combating 
illegal immigration, Algeria has, as part of a co-operation program with its peers, 
signed legal documents governing extradition and readmission with France and 
other countries. 

With France: 
-  Memorandum of understanding of 28 August 1962; 
-  An exchange of letters on 27 August 1964, amending and complementing the 

Memorandum of Understanding of 28 August 1962; 
-  Consular Convention of 24 May 1974; 
-  Convention of 27 August 1984 governing exequatur (enforcement) and 

extradition; 
-  An exchange of letters on 18 September 1980 governing cooperation and 

legal assistance.

107 Article 46 of the law
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Other conventions are awaiting ratification, such as:
-  Convention governing legal cooperation, notices, rogatory commissions, 

exequatur and extradition with the authorities of the United Arab Emirates 
on 12 October 1983;

-  Convention governing legal and judiciary cooperation with the Sudan on 24 
January 2003;

-  Convention governing extradition with Iran on 19 October 2003;
-  Convention governing judiciary assistance in criminal cases with South Korea 

on 12 March 2006.

Initialled bilateral judiciary conventions:
- Convention governing judiciary assistance in civil, family and commercial cases 

with Romania on 29 January 2004;
- Convention governing assistance in criminal cases with Romania on 29 January 

2004;
- Convention governing assistance in criminal cases with Switzerland on 29 

March 2006.

With all this, the legal arsenal is now complete for the management of migration 
in a legal framework, in order to avoid any breaches of human rights, which must 
be respected, and in order to enjoy the most basic rights.

Migration and development

The issue of returning migrants to their homeland, which was analysed in our earlier 
expositions, now appears at the top of the list of priorities identified in current 
management of international migrations. For Governments, the issue assumes 
greater importance, given their need to manage, count and plan migratory flows. 
At national level in Algeria, a set of legislative and infrastructure measurements 
are being put in place to construct a strategy for managing migration.

Moreover, since the emigration foundation in 1995, we have been witnessing the 
emergence of a new strategy concerning the issue of returning migrants. This 
strategy, carefully thought through and considered, is tending towards circular 
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migration conditions108, which could play a role in the development of the country, 
because it is similar, according to its designers, to a short phase of active life or 
to a series of short and repetitive migration periods. For countries like Algeria, 
which has already experienced emigrants permanently based abroad for many 
years, the central issue is how this migration can contribute to the development 
of the homeland?

It should be noted that, starting from the eighties, the transfer of net salaries 
through the postal services has decreased gradually, until its has disappeared in 
favour of the parallel money and goods markets. However, there was a recovery 
of transfers, which reached an extraordinary amount of almost 3 billion dollars in 
2005.109 And, according to a study sponsored by the European Investment Bank 
(EIB) in 2003, “fund transfers by Algerian migrants were estimated at between 
2.6 and 2.8 billion euros, including 1.36 billion euros through official circuits.” 
“These transfers represented 2 to 3% of Algeria’s GDP for the same year, 90% of 
it from Europe.”110

For a long time, the accepted wisdom was that money transfers could have a positive 
impact on the economic growth and development of the home country. However, 
the brain drain was the weak point of the process.111 However, the positive impact 
of transfers has been questioned recently, because these transfers create a situation 
of dependency on consumption and discourage participation by the workforce 
and those who are economically active in paid activities. In the case of Algeria, 
it should be noted that money transfers have for many years been diverted and 
hardly ever transit through official banking channels; and, consequently, they 
could not be used prudently for the country’s development.

108 There are different meanings of the concept of circular migration. For some, this refers to the phenomenon 
of the immigration of workers after the 2nd World War. For others, it simply means a return migration. 
For others again, it is part of a subsistence strategy to complement the low number of jobs and the poor 
prospects in the home country. On this point, see K. Newland, “these migrants, the home country and 
the host country – can they emerge winners from circular migration?”Global forum on Migration and 
Development. Document which was inspired by circular migration: Trends Policy - Routes and ways 
forward, WDC, Migration Policy Institute, April 2007 

109 See S Musette, Return migration. A new strategy on the horizon?, Algiers, CREAD, February 2007
110 Society at large is interested in the money of Algerian immigrants. Website Algérie-monde.com
111 See below our thoughts on this issue
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table 6.1.2: financial transfers by the algerian community in france

transfer year net transfers from 
the workers’ economy

tet (fr. abbr.)

salaries and other 
income from 
employment

sart (fr. abbr.)

total

1968 463 120 583

1969 556 135 691

1970 748 320 1068

1971 778 358 1136

1972 735 537 1272

1973 665 541 1206

1974 896 595 1491

1975 953 720 1673

1976 1001 817 1818

1977 546 926 1472

1978 426 1240 1666

1979 212 1367 1579

1980 97 1512 1609

1981 79 2264 2349

1982 64 2742 2806

1983 123 2438 2561

1984 34 2742 2776

1985 23 2479 2502

1986 30 2513 2543

1987 23 3343 2502

1988 14 2280 3357

1989 13 1963 2293

1990 17 2546 1980

1991 21 2546 2567

1992 21 2534 2555

1993 22 2762 2784

Source: Banque de France data, quoted by the Conseil économique et social (CNES), 9th plenary session, 2003
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The development issue remains at the heart of the migration, even if the President 
of the Republic is attempting personally to stem the brain drain. During his 
journeys abroad, the President of the Republic often meets with the members 
of the Algerian community resident in the country that he is visiting, especially 
professionals and intellectuals who have left Algeria, in order to ask them how they 
could contribute to the development of their country, by insisting on strengthen-
ing links with the country.112 The same concern is apparent on the Secretary of 
State for Foreign Affairs, the Secretary of State for Employment and National 
Solidarity, the Minister of State for African and Maghreb Affairs and, obviously, 
the Secretary of State for the National Community. All these institutions keep in 
contact with emigrants.

Many changes have taken place at government level for handling migration in 
the round. Various opportunities have appeared in the circular migration field, 
especially as this is considered as an alternative to illegal immigration, insofar as 
it represents legal movements of persons between two countries. Today, Algeria 
favours circular migration, by making changes to its legislation, by promulgating the 
law of 2008 on “the entry, residence and movement of foreigners in Algeria”,113 the 
last section of which study is still awaited. The purpose of this change is to ensure 
better regulation of migratory flows, a phenomenon with which the authorities 
have been confronted in recent years, given the changes that are apparent in the 
sphere of international migration, which has grown enormously. 

Return migration is now a concern with the authorities. According to a survey 
conducted by researchers into the return of migrant workers,114 a high proportion 
of Algerian emigrants living in France want to continue living in that country, while 
maintaining links with Algeria. Another category of migrants wants to achieve its 
plans in France, with its links in Algeria maintained. These different options give 
a dynamic concept of migration which actually equates to the mobility sought, 
both for the migrants themselves and for the homeland and host country.

112 During his visits to Canada in May 2000, Germany in April 2001, the USA in August 2001, Belgium in 
December 2001, Japan in December 2004, Turkey in February 2005 and Portugal in May 2005, President 
Bouteflika asked to meet the Algerian communities based in these countries.

113 Law no. 08-11 of 25 July 2008 on the conditions of entry, residence and movement of foreigners in Algeria. 
JORA no. 32 of 2 July 2008

114 See Projet Mirem, op. cit.
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If we consider the activities by the host country, circular migration would be a 
means to make the labour marker more flexible and provided jobs which native 
workers do not want. For these countries, this migration also avoids the socio-
political costs of integrating new migrants. As regards the homeland, it considers 
circularity as the price to be paid to allow its citizens to access the labour market of 
the rich countries. In other words, if there are more emigrants, this means more 
money transfers by the emigrants, even if, in the case of Algeria, the savings sent 
back are insignificant.115 For the emigration countries, the human exodus will lead 
to a reduction in the number of jobseekers and give workers the opportunity to 
acquire professional experience. As individuals, they can also pursue a wide range 
of objectives, because circular migration allows them to move around without the 
restrictions of applying for a visa.

The beginning of the new millennium saw a radical change in Algerian emigra-
tion, in particular because these later emigrants were well aware of the large 
numbers of Algerian migrants already in France. It is important to note that the 
Algerian migrants of the 21st century are in a different class from the blue collar 
workers who preceded them and follow different career paths. Accordingly, 85% 
of Algerian expatriates living in France do so for historical reasons and because 
French is spoken by the great majority. Only 8% have moved to different countries 
in Europe. In the Maghreb, they represent only 3%, followed by those who have 
moved to America, settling mainly in Canada and in the United States, estimated 
at 2%. There are then those who have moved to the Mashreq countries and to 
Africa, with 1% for each of these two regions.116 These new migrants no longer 
hesitate to take the nationality of their host country by becoming naturalised, but 
they still think about returning home.117 During the final decade of the twentieth 
century, the number of returns was seen to increase, with an “annual average of 
26,000 people”,118 constituting new return prospects triggered by the renewal of 
the Algerian system. However, the political crisis during this decade caused the 
departure of a number of people who feared for their life. Such returns as occurred 

115 See A. Kerdoun, “Legal and institutional measures to promote saving and investment by Algerian migrant 
workers in their homeland.” Communication presented at CARIM’s intensive session, Florence, 24-26 
January 2007

116 These figures are offered by S. Musette, “Migrants returning to Algeria. A new strategy on the horizon?” 
Projet MIREM, unpublished document, Algiers, February 2007, CREAD, p 14. The author himself consulted 
Algerian consular statistics as quoted by the Conseil économique et social (CNES) 2005. 

117 Begag, A. “Relations between France and Algeria in light of the Algerian diaspora”, Modern and Contem-
porary France 10(4) 475-482, 2001.

118 See S. Musette, ibid., p. 11
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were spontaneous or related to deportations, sometimes under readmission, 
extradition or other agreements, such as the judiciary conventions concluded 
between Algeria and its peers.119

Under the partnership agreement120 that Algeria signed in 2001 with the European 
Union, management of migration became more effective, starting with international 
standards and respect for human rights. In fact, articles 67 to 76 of the agreement 
are devoted to migrant workers, by guaranteeing a régime which excludes any 
discrimination against Algerian workers. The agreement instituted a continuous 
dialogue between the parties in the social field in order to find “channels and 
conditions to be created for movement of workers, equal treatment and social 
integration of Algerian and EU citizens residing legally in the host countries.”121

It should be noted that the free movement cited by this agreement as one of 
the objectives to be achieved is far from being realised in practice. However, the 
parties are planning to take social cooperative actions in favour of migrants and, 
in this context, article 74, paragraph 2 of the agreement considers the following 
actions as priority:

a. To promote an improvement to living conditions, creation of jobs and training 
development, in particular in integration areas; 

b. Reinsertion of persons repatriated because their situation is illegal under the 
legislation of the State in question;

c. Productive investment or creation of businesses in Algeria by Algerian workers 
legally based in the community.”

However, application of this agreement remains limited to Algerians who are 
legally resident in the EU countries, where the cooperation objectives set out in 
the agreement could certainly benefit the whole of Algerian society. On the other 
hand, the Algerian authorities are encouraging their national community living 
abroad to create networks of skills. With this in mind, they have tasked Algerian 

119 Agreements reached, for example with Romania (convention on extradition and aiding and abetting crime 
of 29/01/2004). With Switzerland, convention on aiding and abetting crime of 29/03/02006.Bilateral 
agreements on readmissions of persons with Germany, Spain, France, Italy, the United Kingdom and the 
Netherlands.

120 This agreement, negotiated at length between the European Union and Algeria, was ratified by the latter 
in 2005 by both Houses of the Algerian Parliament and by the States of the European Union. Today, this 
agreement has been reviewed and corrected by both parties. 

121 See article 78 of the partnership agreement of 2001.
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diplomatic and consular missions abroad with registering resident Algerians so 
that they can benefit from the procedure for changing residence if they return 
temporarily or finally to the country, with transfer of their personal assets, their 
business or creation of a new business, while exempt from payment of duties 
and taxes.

More generally speaking, and given that Europe is the destination most favoured 
by Algerian migrants, it is important as part of a more soundly based cooperation 
with the homeland and transit countries, to institute development programs in 
areas where there is strong migratory potential, as the Algeria - European partner-
ship also proposes.122

In its efforts at transformation and adaptation to the on-going changes worldwide, 
Algeria has now chosen to open itself up politically and economically, while over-
hauling its legal framework to adapt it to current migration data and protection 
of the foreign migrant workers who transit through or are based in the country.

conclusion

The migratory issue in Algeria raises various concerns, because it is looked at from 
two directions by the authorities who are struggling to renew their approach, both 
to the Algerian community abroad and to foreigners in Algeria.

Today, the magnitude of the migratory phenomenon, particularly in the Mediter-
ranean basin, where events and history mark population movements on both banks 
of the mare nostrum, give rise to reflection as part of proper governance of migra-
tion in this area. In this context, any approach to the migration issue will have to 
be reviewed owing to the globalisation of the economies and the construction of a 
wider Europe. What, therefore, are the prospects in Algeria of seeing the question 
of migration in all its manifestations move forward? Our analyses have attempted 
to show that, beyond the problems, the country has made significant strides at 
institutional and political level to create the conditions for controlling migration. 
Today, Algeria has a number of reliable institutions, vested with the proper powers 
in order to manage people’s migration effectively in a legal framework matched 

122  See the 2001 agreement, op.cit.
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to the changes that have become apparent. However, despite everything that has 
been achieved, Algeria remains aware of the limits of the security approach to deal 
with the migratory issue on the long term. Significant efforts in this field, where in 
terms of discussions with the Government’s top managers,123 or in terms of actual 
measures, by recommending the establishment of a mutually beneficial partnership 
with the host countries, giving priority to productive investment and job creation, 
migration still remains part of government action with direct handling by each of 
the ministerial departments involved. The latter develop the mechanisms and the 
means they have for managing international migration at their level. However, 
when all is said and done, for Algeria, international cooperation remains one of 
the key elements for good management of migratory flows which, by definition, 
is a common policy issue between all the States involved. 

123 A series of discussions and policy guidelines by the President of the Republic and by his Ministers since 
the beginning of this century are analysed. As for the legal system for dealing with migration, it has been 
improved considerably and is based on bilateral agreements through to regulatory instruments and 
departmental investigations. 
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6.2 egyPt

Ibrahim Abdel-Samad

Legal Migration

Legislative Framework
Article 52 of the Egyptian Constitution of 1971 states that “Citizens shall have 
the right to permanent or temporary immigration”. The law shall regulate this 
right and the measures and conditions of immigration and emigrating from the 
country. For the purpose of this article, law No. 111/1983 outlines the measures 
for communicating with and responding to the needs of Egyptian emigrant com-
munities abroad, including clear commitments that permanent and temporary 
emigrants in no way waive their constitutional or legal rights as Egyptian citizens 
as long as they have Egyptian nationality. In addition to these constitutional and 
legal instruments a number of Republican and Ministerial decrees and measures 
relate to managing migration, in particular: 

a. Ministerial decree of the Minister of Manpower and Immigration No. 14/1984 
issued according to the executive regulation of immigration law No. 111/1983.

b. Ministerial Decree No. 20/1984 regarding the creation of a record for people 
who wish to immigrate.

c. Ministerial decree No. 21/1984 regarding the conditions of issuing licenses 
of permanent immigration.

d. Ministerial decree No. 310/2002 regarding the establishment of an office for 
Egyptians Abroad at the Immigration Affairs Sector at the Ministry of Manpower 
and Immigration.

e. The decree of the Prime Minister No. 1399/2004 regarding the formation 
of the higher committee of immigration based on the decree issued by the 
president of Egypt No. 31/1976 regarding the establishment of the higher 
committee of sponsoring the Egyptian abroad and the Immigration Higher 
Committee under the presidency of the minister in charge of immigration 
affairs with the participation of the representatives of the following ministries:
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- Ministry of Manpower and Immigration,
- Ministry of Education and Scientific Research,
- Foreign Ministry,
- Ministry of Economy,
- Ministry of Planning,
- Ministry of Defence,
- Ministry of Information,
- Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation,
- Ministry of Insurance, and
- Ministry of Finance.

Furthermore, the Prime Minister may issue a decree to appoint a representative 
from any ministry or other authority that the immigration affairs minister deems 
appropriate and necessary to participate in the committee. The committee is 
tasked with creating specialised centres for the purpose of training and preparing 
those who wish to emigrate as well as providing people abroad with information, 
support and activities to facilitate effective contact with Egypt, in addition to 
facilitating effective reintegration upon their return to their homeland whether 
temporarily or permanently.

Importantly, the Unified Labour Law No. 12/2003 governs employment of citizens 
inside and outside the country. As such, the Unified Labour Law stipulates that 
Egyptian labourers, workers and professionals shall not be employed through an 
outsourcer or labour contractor to prevent human trafficking and illegal migration. 
The law also provides that the process of recruiting Egyptian workers abroad is 
restricted to the competent ministry, the general workers’ syndicates and licensed 
recruitment companies. Furthermore, the law prohibits receiving any money from 
the potential migrant worker in return for their recruitment or employment. The 
exception to this regulation covers licensed recruiting companies who shall not 
receive more than 2% of worker’s pay for the first year as an administrative fee 
after which the recruitment company shall not receive any other fees in relation 
to the recruitment or employment of the worker from the worker for any reason.

The second chapter of the Unified Labour Law gives foreign nationals the right to 
work in Egypt after applying for and receiving the necessary licenses and permits. 
According to 2009 statistics, the number of foreign nationals who obtained work 
permits in Egypt is estimated at 21,000. The regulation of foreign workers in Egypt is 
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also governed by Law No. 89/1960 amended by law No. 88/2005 concerning Entry 
and Residence of foreign nationals in Egypt. This law organizes the measures and 
states of granting residence permits as well as measures of renewal thereof. It also 
provides that no foreign national with legal residence in Egypt shall be repatriated 
without a decree by the minister of Interior. Relevant to the issue of immigrant 
labour is the status of the children of Egyptian migrants abroad. The amendment 
of article 2 of Law No. 26/1975 concerning Egyptian Nationalityprovides, “those 
who were born of Egyptian parents, shall be considered Egyptians.” 

In this regard Law No. 91/2005 concerning income taxes provides full equality 
between citizens and foreign nationals regarding the imposition of income tax. On 
the other hand, Investment Law No. 8/1997 provides tax exemptions in relation 
to some investment projects. Furthermore, complementing the tax exemptions on 
foreign investment projects, the Egyptian government has entered into a number 
of conventions and agreements with different countries to prevent double taxation.

The authorities responsible for issuing work permits for foreign nationals are:

- Ministry of Manpower and Immigration, whether through the central man-
agement of operation in the Ministry or through work and permits offices 
attached to the Egyptian General Petroleum Authority, General Authority for 
Investment and Association of Capital Sector.

- Ministry of Interior through the following two departments:
•	 General	department	for	work	permits,	foreign	national	permits	Section
•	 Department	of	Passports	and	Nationality

Litigation Rights and Institutions
There are various judicial provisions relevant to the implementation of the cur-
rent legislation, most of which relate to unfair dismissal by employers for migrant 
workers, early termination of contracts, repatriating migrant workers in spite of 
having valid residence outside the country or refusal to grant migrant workers 
nationality although they meet the requirements. These provisions relate to 
labour laws, nationality law and the law of granting residence to migrant workers.
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In the context of litigation right, the Supreme Constitutional Court ruled (Order 
passed in Case No. 8 / Constitutional year 8, Hearing of 07/03/1992)) that this 
right is secured and guaranteed in the country for citizens and non-citizens. The 
Court ruling based on article 68 of the constitution guarantees accessible and 
fair judicial recourse for citizens and foreign nationals in relation to labour and 
employment disputes. 

The institutions responsible for litigation in migrant workers affairs are:

- Ministry of Manpower through the Department of Internal Usage.
- Foreign Ministry (The department of negotiation prior to concluding bilateral 

and multilateral international conventions.)
- Ministry of International Cooperation through the General Department of 

Negotiations

Some potential changes in the current legislative framework could be envisaged. 
In particular, studies have suggested the formation of an independent ministry 
for Migrant Affairs. There is no doubt that creating an independent ministry for 
Migration Affairs is stemmed from Egyptian government recognition due to the 
importance of manpower and immigrants at all levels including economic, social 
or political levels.

Bilateral Conventions of Migrant Workers 
Egypt has concluded more than 35 bilateral conventions in the field of migrant 
workers movement, immigration, vocational training and technical cooperation 
with Sudan (two conventions), Yemen, Qatar, Kuwait, UAE, Iraq, Libya (five 
conventions), Lebanon, Algeria, Morocco, Syria, Jordan, Italy and Greece. There 
are also negotiations to conclude other cooperation conventions with France, 
Switzerland, Cyprus, Bulgaria, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Canada and Mauritania. 
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These bilateral conventions can be classified into three groups:

Group 1: includes institutional cooperation between the Ministry of Manpower 
and Immigration in Egypt and its counterparts in the other countries in terms of 
sharing administrative and organisational experience between specialised sectors, 
sharing information concerning legislation and regulations of work, operation 
and vocational training.

Group 2: includes arrangements for technical cooperation in specialised fields such 
as immigration outflow management, information systems, combating irregular 
immigration and constructing and supporting new organisations. Some of these 
conventions assign specific roles for some international specialised institutions and 
agencies such as Amnesty International, International Organisation for Migration, 
UNICEF and International Union.

Group 3: represents the recent generation of bilateral conventions, through which 
a specific institution of worker outflow is coordinated between the two countries, 
annual shares for Egyptian workers, legislation issuing rules, residence permits 
and the mechanisms of dispute settlement concerning migrant workers.

In addition to the foregoing, bilateral labour conventions have been concluded 
with the countries receiving Egyptian workers through which sufficient guarantees 
were made, whether through organising workers travel, wages, social and medical 
care and ensuring all rights resulting from contractual relations. Ministry of Man-
power concluded bilateral labour conventions in this regard with Qatar, Greece, 
UAE, Iraq, Yemen, Libya, Lebanon, Kuwait, Sudan, Morocco, Tunisia and Italy.
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agreements and conventions date signed in 

Agreement between the Government of the 
Arab Republic of Egypt and the government 
of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan in 
relation to cooperation in the field of 
manpower.

26/03/1985 Amman

Agreement between the government of the 
Arab Republic of Egypt and the government 
of the United Arab Emirates in relation to 
the management of Egyptian manpower in 
the United Arab Emirates.

15/03/1988 Cairo

Agreement to coordinate the employment 
of Egyptian manpower in the Arab Republic 
of Iraq between the Arab Republic of Egypt 
and the Arab Republic of Iraq.

07/07/1988 Baghdad

Agreement for cooperation in the field 
of recruitment, vocational training and 
utilisation between the government of the 
Arab Republic of Egypt and the Republic of 
Tunisia

22/12/1991 Cairo

Programme of action for the 
implementation of Article 4 of the 
agreement of mobility, residence, and 
employment between the Great Socialist 
Arab Republic of Libya and the Arab 
Republic of Egypt signed in the 3rd of 
December 1991 in Cairo

July 1992 Cairo

Agreement for technical communication 
between the State of Kuwait and the 
Arab Republic of Egypt in relation to the 
movement of manpower.

29/09/1993 Kuwait

table 6.2.1: bilateral Labour agreements signed by egypt
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agreements and conventions date signed in 

Agreement between the Ministry of 
Manpower of the Arab Republic of Egypt 
and the Ministry of Labour of the Republic of 
Lebanon in the field of technical cooperation 
and the movement of manpower between 
the two territories.

07/07/1993 Cairo

Protocol in relation to cooperation in the 
field of Labour between the Arab Republic 
of Egypt and the Palestinian National 
Authority

06/12/1994 Cairo

Protocol between the Ministry of manpower 
and employment of the Arab Republic of 
Egypt and the Ministry of Labour in Romania

13/11/1995 Cairo

Joint agreement for technical cooperation 
between the Ministry of Manpower and 
Employment of the Arab Republic of Egypt 
and the Ministry of Social Affairs and 
Employment of the Arab Republic of Syria

16/08/1995 Damascus 

Agreement of cooperation between the 
governments of the Democratic People’s 
Republic of Algeria and the Republic 
of Egypt in the field of Labour and the 
employment of manpower.

16/07/1995 Algiers

Agreement of Cooperation in the field of 
manpower between the government of the 
Arab Republic of Egypt and the Government 
of the Republic of Yemen.

12/12/1997 Sana

Agreement of cooperation between the 
government of the Arab Republic of 
Egypt and the government of the State of 
Bahrain in the field of manpower and the 
development of human resources

17/11/1998 Bahrain 
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agreements and conventions date signed in 

Agreement in the field of vocational training 
and skills between the Arab Republic of 
Egypt and the government of the Kingdom 
of Morocco.

27/05/1998 Cairo 

Additional protocol for technical cooperation 
in the field of the mobility of manpower 
between the government of the Arab 
Republic of Egypt and the government of 
the State of Kuwait 

23/11/1998 Kuwait 

Agreement between the government of the 
Arab Republic of Egypt the government of 
Sudan in the field of exchange of manpower 

29/07/2002 Cairo

Memorandum of understanding between 
the Ministry of Civil Services and Housing of 
the State of Qatar and the Egyptian Ministry 
of Manpower and Immigration in relation to 
Egyptian Labour in Qatar.

25/05/2004 Doha

Agreement of free movement, employment 
and residence between the government 
of The Republic of Sudan and The Arab 
Republic of Egypt.

04/04/2004 Cairo

Bilateral agreement for cooperation in 
the field of migrant labour between the 
government of the Republic of Italy and the 
government of the Arab Republic of Egypt.

28/11/2005 Cairo

Joint agreement on the margins of the 22 
round of the Arab Labour Conference in 
Rabat between the Ministry of manpower 
and Migration of the Arab Republic of Egypt 
and the Minister of Labour of the Hashemite 
Kingdom of Jordan 

26/02/2006 Rabat 
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agreements and conventions date signed in 

Memorandum of agreement between the 
Ministry of Manpower and Migration of the 
Arab Republic of Egypt and the Ministry of 
Foreign Relations and Cooperation in the 
Kingdom of Morocco in the field of Emigrant 
communities resident abroad.

11/05/2006 Marakesh

Memorandum of agreement between 
the General Peoples Committee for 
manpower and training of the Great 
Socialist Arab Republic of Libya and the 
Ministry of Manpower and Migration of the 
Arab Republic of Egypt in relation to the 
procedure for employment between the two 
countries.

27/04/2006 Cairo

Bilateral agreement in relation to the 
organisation and regulation of the 
employment of between the Great Socialist 
Arab Republic of Libya and the Arab 
Republic of Egypt

22/12/2006 Cairo

Joint agreement between the Ministry of 
Manpower and Immigration of the Arab 
Republic of Egypt and the Ministry of Labour 
of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan to 
coordinate an approach to joint interests 
between the two countries in particular 
in relation the movement of manpower 
between the two countries

08/03/2007 Cairo

Memorandum of understanding in relation 
to the management of the movement 
of Egyptian workers to the Hashemite 
Kingdom of Jordan 

29/03/2007 Amman 
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The percentage of foreign nationals working in an institution shall not exceed 
10% of total employees. However, the law gives the Minister of Manpower and 
Migrant Labour the right to increase the percentage of foreign workers in a 
particular sector where it deems necessary. On the other hand, some sectors and 
occupations are exempt from restrictions on the employment of foreign workers 
including foreign correspondents, clergymen, administrative employees working 
in embassies and consulates of Arab and foreign countries as well as regional and 
international institutions and agencies working in Egypt.

The law provides that the foreign migrant workers shall not compete with Egyptian 
workers and professionals unless there is a specific qualification or skill required 
that cannot be met by an Egyptian national. In the event that foreign experts are 
employed, institutions should hire an Egyptian assistant to support work with 
foreign experts and technicians to ensure that their experience is shared and 
transferred into the Egyptian workforce.

All bilateral labour conventions are based on the principle of reciprocity, since 
this conditions constitutes one of the recognised principles of international law. 
It is the material basis of transactions among countries regardless of the nature 
of such transactions or the different sides related to these transactions.

illegal Migration

Studies have indicated that the most prevalent forms of human trafficking in 
Egypt involve, women, child workers, trafficking of street children, trafficking in 
human organs and money laundering.

In order to respond to such criminal networks at the legal and legislative levels, 
the following legislation had been bought into force:

- Law No. 64/2010 concerning combating trafficking in human beings.
- Law No. 5/2010 concerning the implantation of human organs.
- Child Law No. 12/1996, amended by law No. 126/2008.
- Law No. 80/2002 concerning money laundering combat.
- In 2001, Egypt ratified the United Nations Convention against Transnational 

Organised Crime and the three supplemental protocols of this convention, 
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including the second protocol, which is the Protocol against the Smuggling 
of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air.

- A special legislation for the prosecution of people smugglers instead of criminal 
law.

Protection of international borders 
The increased mobility of people in recent years has seen a growth in legal labour 
migration, an increased interconnectedness of markets and the integration of 
economies. Though these developments have resulted in advantages on the one 
hand, they have also led to a number of concerns in relation to border security 
and illegal migration. The flow of irregular or illegal immigration, whether by 
land or by sea, illegal migration and illegal entry, is considered one of the most 
important challenges in relation to migration management and border protection. 
The Egyptian Government has placed considerable emphasis on these issues. 
Consequently, land and coast guard forces have been increased and entry and 
exit controls have been strengthened.

Agreements are in place that exempt Libyan, Sudanese, Jordanian and Syrian 
nationals from any visa regulations. Nationals from all other states and nationali-
ties are required to obtain a visa to legally enter the country. In relation to visa 
regulations the Egyptian government relies on the principle of reciprocity. 

The Ministry of Defence is the authority concerned with protecting the borders, 
as represented in:

- Border Guards for the land borders;
- Coast Guards for sea borders; and
- Air Defence Administration for air borders.

The Ministry of Interior is the main authority charged with administering the sea, 
air and land ports, as represented in the Ports Police Sector including Sea Ports, 
Airports Land crossings.

The framework of cooperation with the neighbouring countries in relation to 
border management involves bilateral or multilateral agreements which outline 
mutual measures and procedures for securing the borders. 
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Egypt detains illegal immigrants till the date fixed for their deportation. They are 
detained in special places and kept separate from other convicted persons; they 
are treated humanely as being non-defendants or non-convicts.124

The legislation governing the detention of illegal immigrants include Criminal 
Procedures Law and pamphlets issued by Ministry of Interior including instructions 
providing for detaining them in special places other than those where other catego-
ries of detainees are kept. Importantly, the detention of illegal immigrants, when 
deported, shall not be subject to the conventions related to extradition of criminals.

Conventions on Repatriation of Illegal Immigrants
For conventions on the repatriation of illegal immigrants to their homelands, 
some legal considerations are noted as follows:

a. Conferences and symposiums regarding illegal immigration have only recently 
reached the level of international conventions. We refer, for example, to the 
International Conference for Immigration in North and Central America held 
in May 1996; Mediterranean Sea Conference for Population Immigration and 
Development held in Palma de Mallorca in the period from October 15 to 17, 
1998; international symposium entitled “Towards Regional Cooperation for 
Unreliable Non-Regular Immigration” held in Bangkok in the period from 
April 21 to 23, 1999; and Declaration of Bangkok, Thailand, issued by this 
international symposium. 

b. The United Nations General Assembly resolved, under its Decree No. 53/111 dated 
December 9, 1998, to establish an international membership-open governmental 
committee to review laying down a comprehensive international convention 
against trans-national organised crime. Being convinced that complementing 
United Nations Convention Against Trans-National Organised Crime with an 
international deed against smuggling immigrants by land, sea and air will be 
beneficial in preventing and combating this crime, the Committee examines the 
issuing of international deeds such as a deed on illegal smuggling and transporta-
tion of immigrants including smuggling and transportation by sea.

124 Article 10 (2) (A) of International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. It is noteworthy that on October 
1, 1981, the Republican Decree No. 537 for 1981 in approval of the International Covenant. It was approved 
by the President of Arab Republic of Egypt on 08/12/1981. Then, it was published in the official gazette 
on 08/04/1982 provided that such International Covenant shall be put into force in the Arab Republic 
of Egypt as of 14/04/1982.
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 c. The United Nations Conventions on Combating Cross-National Organised 
Crime was approved under United Nations General Assembly Decree No. 
25, Period 65, dated November 15, 2000. The Protocol Against Smuggling 
Immigrants by Land, Sea and Air, complementary to the United Nations 
Convention Against Trans-National Organised Crime, was approved under 
General Assembly Decree No. 25, Period 65, dated November 15, 2000.

d. This protocol was a result of international documents preceding the approval of 
this protocol, which documents handled the issues of immigrants from different 
perspectives and dimensions: in the field of social security, Convention on Equal 
Treatment among Citizens and Non-Citizens was entered into in 1962; in the 
field of labour rights, a Convention on Immigration In Arbitrary Conditions and 
Furtherance Of Equal Opportunities And Treatment For Immigrant Labourers 
was entered into in 1975; and then the International Convention on Protecting 
Rights of Immigrants and their Family Members was entered into in 1990.

e. The provisions of Protocol against Smuggling of Immigrants by Land, Sea and 
Air came in 25 articles.

Article (2) of the Protocol provided for the objectives of the Protocol, namely:

- Preventing and combating immigrants smuggling; 
- Furtherance of cooperation among the Party States for achieving this goal; 

and
- Protecting rights of smuggled immigrants.

In this context, the Egyptian Government, in 2002, joined the United Nations 
Convention Against Trans-National Organised Crime passed by the United 
Nations General Assembly in 2000. Moreover, Egypt signed the three protocols 
complementary to the convention such as the aforementioned second protocol. 
Following this signature, Egypt passed Intellectual Property Law in 2002 and the 
Anti-Money Laundering Act in 2002.

With the exception of the Arab Maghreb countries (Libya, Morocco, Tunisia 
and Algeria), all the countries signed the United Nations Convention Against 
Trans-National Organised Crime and Second Protocol against Smuggle of Illegal 
Immigrants by Land, Sea and Air.
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The United Nations Convention Against Trans-National Organised Crime and 
the three protocols complementary thereto are publically available for all people 
on the website of United Nations Organisation (UNORG).

Egypt considers that dealing with immigrants, whether legally or illegally, shall 
be pursuant to the provisions of law without discrimination and according to the 
relevant international norms, with due respect given to all their human rights. One 
of the most important principles Egypt complies with in dealing with immigrants 
to guarantee non-discrimination against them is the principle of protecting the 
rights of immigrants to litigate before the national courts whether as plaintiffs 
or defendants.

Immigrants shall have the right, if judicial orders are passed adjudicating for their 
deportation, to exercise the right of appeal against such judgments pursuant 
to the principle of litigation at two degrees as provided for by Article 14 of the 
International Covenant for Civil and Political Rights in 1966.

Migration and development

The authorities and institutions responsible for contacting immigrants and com-
munities abroad are:

- Immigration Affairs Sector in Ministry of Manpower and Immigration;
- Labour offices abroad affiliated to the Ministry of Manpower and Immigration;
- Diplomatic and consular missions abroad affiliated to the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs.

The main activities of these authorities and institutions are as follows:

- Laying down comprehensive policy for immigration;
- Providing sponsorship for the Egyptians abroad and encouraging them to 

form of gatherings, unions and clubs, along with giving due concern for the 
second and third generations and enhancing the relationships of consistency 
and belonging between them and homeland.

- Enhancing benefit from the Egyptian potentials abroad whether at the levels 
of imparting scientific and research knowledge or by contributing through 
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their savings in the Egyptian development plans and supporting the public 
Egyptian potentials.

- Creating an integrated database about the Egyptians abroad, immigration 
markets and the organising laws in the countries of immigration.

- Launching advertising campaigns for spreading awareness among Egyptian youth 
about the risks of illegal immigration and guiding them to the legal immigra-
tion channels in order to protect their lives and money and to safeguard the 
reputation of the Homeland and its relationship with the hosting countries.

- Identifying the problems of immigrants whether at the individual or collective 
level and taking action for settling them and solving them in the framework of 
respect for the provisions of laws and regulations in the countries of immigrations.

Article 10 of Egyptian Nationality Law No. 26 of 1975 stated that the Egyptian 
citizen, along with his wife and minor children, shall have the nationality of a 
foreign country as well as keep, at the same time, Egyptian nationality.

Dual nationality was allowed on May 29, 1975 being the date of promulgating 
Egyptian Nationality No. 26 for 1975 in the official gazette.

Article 62 of the Permanent Egyptian Constitution passed in 1971 provides that:

“The citizen shall have the right to vote and stand as a candidate as well as express 
opinions in the referendums pursuant to the provisions of law, and their contribu-
tion in the public life shall be a national duty.”

The Egyptian Legislator has derived these legal measures from the provisions of 
the international declaration of political rights of citizens abroad, however the 
mechanisms allowing for the enforcement of this legislation in reality has not 
been prepared so far. This issue is still under review by the authorities concerned.

The National Human Rights Association took the initiative in the context of 
comprehensive periodical review for the situation of human rights in Egypt. 
Consequently, it included within the suggestions of reforming the Egyptian 
electoral system a review of the Egyptians’ practice for their right to vote abroad. 
The Assembly previously held more than one symposium in the framework of 
“citizenship” confirming in the recommendations thereof that opportunities shall 
be allowed for citizens to participate in such elections abroad.
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In case the right for immigrants to vote abroad is permitted, the mechanisms shall 
be determined to guarantee such right to be exercised practically and effectively.

Remittances
Remittances made by Egyptian migrant workers and professionals are considered 
one of the main source for foreign currency at the national level. 

Therefore, the Egyptian Government took several measures as follows:

First: Reducing 80 % of the capital required for starting new business from L.E 
50000 to L.E. 1000.

Second: Enacting Law No. 8 for 1997 regarding guarantees and incentives of 
investment.

This law involved guarantees and incentives, namely:

1. Companies and institutions subject to this law may not be nationalized or 
confiscated. (Article 8 thereof).

2. No administrative receivership may be imposed on companies and installa-
tions subject to the provisions of this law nor may attachment, confiscation or 
freezing be applied to the property thereof (Article 9 thereof).

3. No administrative authority may intervene in pricing the productions of com-
panies and institutions or determine the profit thereof (Article 10 thereof).

4. No administrative authority may cancel or suspend the license of usufruct of 
real properties licensed for company or institution to have usufruct thereof, 
wholly or in part, except in case of breaching the conditions of license (Article 
11 thereof).

Third: Incorporating Public Investment Authority with one of the objectives thereof to 
provide the necessary information about the fields wherein investment is to be made.
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Fourth: Establishing the Social Development Fund where credit facilities are 
provided to support immigrants and their families in the field of business and 
economics.

These measures did not result in significant impact for the immigrant investors. 
This is due to lack of sufficient information and because of the nature of the 
Egyptian investor’s investments, which are always in the form of small and medium 
enterprises or property investment. On the other hand, many households rely 
directly on remittances from relatives working abroad. Studies point out that 
remittances are basically directed towards consumption and basic expenses, and 
a small, but important, share of such remittances is invested in the fields of real 
estates, agriculture and other forms of profitable investments.

There are some recommendations under review for improving the impact of 
development of remittances through increasing incentives for immigrants as 
well as improving the investment atmosphere and reducing the feeling of danger 
associated with investments in the State.

Egypt confirms the importance of providing known and secure channels and 
mechanisms for immigrants’ remittances to their respective countries. It also 
confirms the necessity for taking action in the countries receiving immigrants to 
reduce the cost of such remittances and improving the efficiency and speed in 
the remittance mechanism.
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6.3 israeL

Prepared for the Centre for International Migration and Integration by Avinoam Cohen 
and Ilan Cohn

Historically, the two principal features of Israel’s migration management policy 
are immigrant integration and diaspora relations. More recently, Israel is 
increasingly facing migration management challenges similar to other Western 
countries in terms of coping with large numbers of refugees and asylum seek-
ers, foreign workers, returning Israelis, in addition to human smuggling and 
trafficking. Israel is also facing family-based migration, particularly from within 
the Occupied Territories. 

Legal Migration

Legislative Framework – Immigration
From its inception and until the early 1990s, the legal instruments governing 
immigration into Israel were consolidated in the early years of the state. The 
fundamental, quasi-constitutional statement regarding immigrant integration and 
Diaspora relations can be found in the Israeli Proclamation of Independence of 
14 May, 1948. It declared that “The State of Israel will be open for Jewish immigra-
tion and for the ingathering of the Exiles” and further called Jews throughout the 
Diaspora to partake in “the tasks of immigration and state-building”. The legal 
cornerstone reflecting the principled openness to Jewish immigration was enacted 
early on in 1950. According to the Law of Return of 1950, every Jew has a right to 
immigrate to Israel. This right, extended in 1970 to (non-Jewish) children and 
grandchildren of Jews, entails an automatic right to receive Israeli citizenship, 
according to the Citizenship Law, 1952. Established in the shadow of the Holocaust, 
it was intended to provide protection and refuge for any Jew. The 1970 amend-
ment expanding the right of return to those with even one Jewish grandparent 
were intended to mirror Hitler’s Nuremburg Laws, which targeted anyone who 
had one Jewish grandparent. The Citizenship Law also sets out conditions for 
acquisition of citizenship in Israel. In most cases, citizenship can be acquired in 
Israel only according to the ius sanguinis rule. The Entry into Israel Law of 1952 
(Entry Law) completes the initial legislative framework by fixing procedures for 
entry into Israel, conditions for issuing and revoking visas, etc. 
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Incoming immigrants under the Law of Return enjoy an additional set of rights, 
which can generally be seen as part of the legislative scheme enacted to attract 
and integrate immigrants of Jewish descent. Hence, for example, amidst the flow 
of incoming immigrants from the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), 
Israel enacted the Absorption Basket Law in 1994. This law sets out the eligibility 
of immigrants to receive monetary and social assistance for various purposes. In 
a different manner, this regulatory scheme also benefits returning citizens who 
are entitled to various post-return assistance measures in order to facilitate their 
re-integration.

Until recently, this basic framework remained fairly unaltered. Public debates that 
led to the extension of the entitlement to repatriate under the Law of Return 
revolved mostly around the entitlement of descendents and the eligibility of people 
who underwent non-Orthodox conversion to be considered returning Jews. 

In 2003, the parliament enacted a temporary provision amending the citizenship 
and entry laws. The Citizenship and Entry into Israel Law (Temporary Provision) 
was enacted in order to limit family-based migration into Israel. The law, enacted 
during the peak years of the second Palestinian uprising, or Intifada (beginning 
October 2000), restricted family-based immigration to residents of the Occupied 
Territories. It completely family-based immigration of young men and women of 
certain ages, and toughened criteria for allowing family-based immigration of 
young children and older spouses. This law, initially introduced for a period of one 
year, was reenacted with some minor changes and is still in force. The original law 
sparked fierce debates and was marginally upheld in a 6:5 decision by the Supreme 
Court (Adala v MoI (2006)). A second petition to the Supreme Court challenging 
the temporary law, which is now in force, is still pending (ACRI v MoI (pending)). 
These new contestations revolving around the amended Citizenship and Entry 
Law reflect a process by which residents of the occupied territories and citizens 
of neighbouring states, particularly Jordan, were migrating to Israel to unite with 
Israeli citizens or permanent residents (Mundlak, 2007). The tightened security 
measures imposed on the Occupied Territories since the early 1990s contributed 
to the increase of family-based immigration and seems to have motivated Israeli 
authorities to toughen anti-immigration measures. 

The second layer of legislation covers migration for employment. From 1967 
and until the outbreak of the first Palestinian uprising, or Intifada (1987-1993), 
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Palestinian residents of the Occupied Territories were the primary source of non-
Israeli manual labour for sectors such as construction and agriculture. Many of 
these labourers were daily commuters, while others were unauthorised residents 
in times of lax enforcement. Security concerns increased and restrictive measures 
hampered regular movement, just as the large wave of immigrants from the 
Former Soviet Union reached Israel in the early 1990s. A coalescence of interests 
spurred by employers’ demands opened the Israeli labour market to low-skilled 
workers from abroad, first in the construction sector and soon thereafter in the 
agricultural sector (Kemp & Raijman, 2008). Meanwhile, changes in the National 
Social Security Law during the 1980s facilitated the emergence of a live-in care-
working sector, heavily relying on foreign labour, although in practice, numbers 
of care-workers in Israel during the 1980s were negligible.

To address these new realities, Israel enacted the Foreign Workers Law of 1991, 
which was repeatedly amended since. This statute sets the eligibility and conditions 
for employing migrant workers, taxes due to the government, and employers’ 
obligations towards the workers. Obligations toward workers span from the 
duty to secure health insurance and work safety, through providing housing to 
general adherence to labour laws. Additionally, efforts are being made to improve 
enforcement of this law vis-à-vis the workers. It should, however, be noted that 
while Israeli labour and employment law generally applies to every person within 
Israeli territory, there are specific duties imposed on employers of foreign workers, 
who are not covered by ordinary health insurance, social security and pension 
schemes. In 2010, the law was amended and an ombudsman in charge of the rights 
of Migrant Workers was established in the Ministry of Industry, Trade and Labour 
(MoITaL), albeit with some limitations of authority vis-à-vis individual employers of 
care-workers. Additionally, more stringent provisions were introduced in order to 
regulate the conduct of recruitment and manpower agencies. Regulatory measures 
include increasingly high fines that may be imposed on employers, recruitment 
and manpower agencies that violate the rights of labour migrants.

The authority to grant working permits lies in the hands of the Ministry of Interior 
(MoI), and is regulated by the Entry Law. It provides that migrant workers will 
receive working permits for a period that does not exceed 63 consecutive months, 
with the exceptions of foreign expert workers and care workers who can receive 
working permits for longer periods, in case they remain with the same employer 
throughout that period. The exception made in the case of care workers is often 
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intended to benefit their, mostly elderly and sick, employers. Regardless of the 
time a care-worker has been employed in Israel, the extended period of stay 
does not imply eligibility for permanent residence status. Upon termination of 
employment (e.g. when an employer passes away) the working visa will not be 
renewed and the care-worker is required to leave the country. 

The third layer of the legislative framework, often seen as detached from immigra-
tion law, also dates back to the early years of the state. The Infiltration Prevention 
Law of 1954 was mainly directed to block Palestinian refugees who attempted to 
return to Israel; it also criminalised entry into Israel from neighbouring countries 
that were then regarded enemy states. This anti-infiltration legislation was originally 
presented as a security measure, though others have argued that it is de facto 
also an anti-immigration measure (Bracha, 1998). In recent years, citizens of 
neighbouring countries crossing the border were held and sentenced under this 
law on a number of occasions. After asylum seekers fleeing Sudan were held in 
confinement for lengthy periods of time under the Infiltration Prevention Law, 
the authorities have sought to adapt its application to current migration flows. 

As part of the government’s attempt to address increasing waves of asylum seek-
ers reaching the Israeli border with Egypt (detailed below), a few versions of a 
new Infiltration Prevention Law were drafted and achieved some parliamentary 
support (Draft Infiltration Prevention Law, 2008). Facing harsh criticism, these 
draft legislative proposals were returned to the drawing board (EMHRN, 2010). 
In short, although the draft legislation included a certain form of quasi-judicial 
review unavailable under the present law, it also authorised practices such as “hot 
return” (see below for elaboration). It further distinguished citizens of so-called 
“enemy states”, despite the fact that some of them may actually be persecuted 
in their countries of nationality. Nevertheless, the Population, Immigration and 
Border Authority (PIBA) of the MoI still refers to this population as infiltrators 
due to the fact that they enter Israel with the aid of smugglers via the Sinai border 
between Israel and Egypt, differentiating them from other irregular migrants 
(PIBA, 2010). The pressures for reintroducing harsh measures of criminalisation 
remain, and a renewed version of the Infiltration Prevention Law is still expected.

Given the growing public attention tuned towards the condition of migrant work-
ers, asylum seekers and refugees residing in Israel, a number of draft bills were 
recently proposed by Members of Parliament, particularly with regards to refugees. 
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Presently, it is unlikely that these draft bills will garner the required parliamentary 
support. (Draft Refugee Rights Law, 2008; Draft Refugee Covenant to Regulate 
the Conditions of Refugees and Asylum Seekers in Israel, 2009).

A fourth layer of legislation relates to victims of trafficking in persons. The grow-
ing worldwide attention to this phenomenon mobilised extensive legislative and 
administrative changes. Israel amended its penal code to include trafficking related 
offences, upgraded enforcement and provided some assistance to victims. Hence, 
for example, the State Attorney has advised not to prosecute victims of trafficking 
for offences related to their condition as trafficked persons, including illegal 
entry into the country. Over the past few years Israeli law enforcement agencies 
and service providers working with victims of trafficking have made considerable 
progress in prosecuting traffickers for the purpose of prostitution and protecting 
the victims. The number of identified victims trafficked for sexual exploitation, 
the overwhelming majority of which originate from CIS countries, has declined. 
While the fight against trafficking for sexual exploitation has resulted in marked 
progress, a new challenge has arisen in the form of human trafficking for forced 
labour. Initial anti-trafficking legislation focused exclusively on human trafficking 
for sexual exploitation, following legislative amendments in 2006, Israeli law also 
criminalizes trafficking for forced labour.

Finally, it should be mentioned that Israel is party to a number of key international 
instruments pertaining to migration. Although Israeli Law ascribes to a dualist 
approach, which does not apply international law directly, these instruments are 
obligatory at the international level and serve at least as guiding principles for the 
government apparatus (Lapidot, 1990). These include the Convention Relating 
to the Status of Refugees from 1951 (ratified 1954) and its protocol from 1967 
(acceded 1968); ILO Convention no. 97 on Migration for Employment from 1949 
(ratified 1953); and the Supplementary Protocol to the Palermo Convention, 
to Prevent, Suppress, and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and 
Children (ratified 2008). Israel is also one of the original parties to the Conven-
tion on the Nationality of Married Women from 1957 (ratified 1957), providing 
that marriage or their dissolution should not affect the status or nationality of 
the woman, regardless of her original nationality. Israel is a party to the main UN 
Human Rights Conventions, but like the majority of developed migration receiving 
countries, has not entered the International Convention on the Protection of the 
Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families. 
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Legislative Framework – Emigration
In Israel there are no restrictions on emigration, which can only be prohibited 
under personal conditions, such as when a court orders that a person should 
not leave the country during legal proceedings, in order to evade debtors, or in 
exceptional cases, on security grounds. It should however be noted that upon 
leaving the country, some people may lose their right to return. This is the case for 
Palestinians living in the eastern part of Jerusalem, who are permanent residents 
and not citizens. After emigrating from Israel (emigration includes for this matter 
settling within the Occupied Territories), a person may lose permanent residency 
status. Obviously, this is only a problem for non-Jews, as Jews and their descendents 
maintain the right of return. 

Implementation
The legislative framework governing immigration in Israel as explored above, 
provides only a partial picture of the overall scheme of regulation governing immi-
gration into Israel. Although the Israeli legislation provides a general framework, 
it was not enacted with attention to the many nuances presented by the reality of 
transnational labour migration and different facets of forced and irregular migra-
tion. For the purpose of accommodating the specific needs of these migrants, 
government ministries, particularly the MoI, the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) and 
MoITaL issued many regulations, procedures and guidelines attempting to 
address the multitude of particular situations. Most commonly, these regulations 
are not even ministerial regulations, but rather internal regulations and working 
procedures. Indeed, a majority of these regulations were published in partial form 
or never published at all. Moreover, publication was often done with great delay 
and only due to legal interventions. This practice by the MoI was severely criticised 
by the administrative court, holding that the negligent publication practice is 
misleading and prevents the public from relying on regulations or disputing the 
ministry’s decision (ACRI v MoI (2007); ACRI, 2004). 

Additionally, given the scant and irregular manner of regulation, there are numerous 
court cases addressing the application and implementation of the legal framework, 
particularly in matters pertaining to immigration. Israeli immigration regime, as 
it stands today, is a composite assortment of policy, governmental regulations and 
procedures, institutional frameworks and legal doctrine that evolves in court-centred 
litigation campaigns. It should be noted in this context that in practice, although 
policy and institutional frameworks are strongly influenced by economic and local-
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political pressures, they often take shape only through legal interventions. This 
also reflects the fact that both the Israeli authorities and public are only gradually 
beginning to grasp that the country has become an attractive and viable destination 
country for international migration flows. There is considerable public debate about 
appropriate policy and social responses, with arguments presented both for and 
against a more liberal migration policy, in particular in the area of asylum. 

State Discretion in Determining and Implementing Immigration Policy
Traditionally, the government and the MoI have wide discretion in determining 
and implementing migration policy and regulation. In a wide array of issues, courts 
have affirmed the discretionary nature of immigration policy. There are virtually 
no restrictions on government decision-making to limit the number of incoming 
migrant workers, determine the areas of employment and restrict limits for per-
manent residency and work in Israel. Similarly, the MoI was allowed to introduce 
restrictive measures and stringent policies impeding different strands of family 
migration. Facing the large immigration wave from CIS countries, and flourishing 
communities of undocumented workers in Israel throughout the 1990s, officers 
of the Population Bureau (which preceded PIBA) became ever more concerned 
about attempts to gain status and Israeli citizenship under false pretence. Although 
its implementation practices, arbitrariness and unwritten guidelines were severely 
criticised (ACRI, 2004), the MoI was largely allowed to pursue its policy unhindered. 

Nevertheless, in broad terms, one finds three general qualifications to this discre-
tionary approach. Firstly, as a substantial matter, whenever rights of Israeli citizens 
are directly involved, discretion may be more restricted if it results in impinging 
on the rights of the Israeli citizen. Secondly, sweeping policies that do not allow 
for any exceptions are also critically viewed. Indeed, the courts may allow relatively 
strict measures taken, as long as it does not seem that the government’s conduct 
wholly ignores the everyday needs of the persons involved. While administrative 
misconduct may prompt court intervention, rarely do courts intervene in the 
substantial decision making on immigration related matters, as long as procedural 
requirements are not violated. Thirdly, flagrant violation of migrants’ rights that 
can be partly attributed to state regulation is sometimes censored by the courts 
(see below sections on immigrant workers and asylum seekers for more detail). 
Yet these are rather exceptional interventions, usually addressing the conditions 
of immigrants present in Israel without contesting core policies of restricting the 
stay and entry of immigrants (Concord v Israel (pending)). 
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Family Reunification
Family immigration is afforded almost solely to spouses and dependent children. 
These procedures are governed by the Citizenship law, and are stringently imple-
mented by the MoI. A spouse may be required to wait over 5 years before receiving 
temporary residence or citizenship status, although the MoI was required to make 
a “short track” available in suitable cases (Satamka v MoI (1999)). On the other 
hand, policies are relatively liberal in allowing family unification procedures to 
proceed despite the unauthorized presence of the non-citizen spouse, and in 
acknowledging domestic partners and same sex partners as eligible for family 
unification (if under more restrictive conditions). Liberalisation in these aspects 
was, however, often a consequence of court-based litigation, and is frequently 
subject to partial and incoherent implementation (Israel v Oren (2005)).

Other paths to regularize the status of dependent family members include regula-
tions that formed procedures for requesting residency permits for children and at 
times even grandchildren (Ministry of Interior, Procedure 4.5.0001 (last updated 
1.1.2008); Ministry of Interior, procedure 5.2.0027 (last updated 1.8.2005)). Similar 
is the case of elderly parents having no children in other countries (Ministry of 
Interior, Procedure 5.2.0033 (last updated 18.1.2007)). The MoI is, however, not 
required to consider requests positively, even in the face of family ties. Hence, 
although the majority of these regulations are aimed at accommodating situations 
arising from the immigration from CIS, not all family members will be able to 
secure legal status in Israel. Typically, the dissolution of marriage can terminate an 
immigrant’s legal status in Israel, despite having children who are Israeli citizens, 
in cases where the immigrant is not of Jewish descent. 

Finally, the aforementioned temporal amendment to the Citizenship and Entry Law 
restricts family unification with Palestinian residents of the Occupied Territories. 
The majority of the Supreme Court upheld the statute in a landmark decision, 
contending that the state can limit family unification in situations of war and 
conflict. The minority required individual examinations of requests, also holding 
that the law effectively discriminates against Arab citizens of Israel (Adala v MoI 
(2006)). Notably, however, the legal debate revolved around the rights of Israeli 
citizens who wished to unite with their families in Israel, and was not construed 
as a question of rights of the immigrants themselves.
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Migrant Workers 
Facing the inflow of migrant workers into Israel, courts were increasingly required 
to address different aspects of migrants’ rights. Importantly, the rules governing 
entry and exit are only part of a wider regulatory scheme that governs the migration 
process. First, there are regulations and procedures guiding the discretion of the 
Ministry of Interior, usually providing restrictive interpretation of its authority. 
Hence, for example, the Ministry will not issue working permits to first degree 
family members (parents, children, spouses), in order to prevent their integration 
in society. Indeed, MoI applies a very strict policy providing migrant workers no 
opportunities of future naturalisation. Moreover, if families are created in Israel, the 
procedures require that one spouse would leave Israel, or, in the case of pregnancy, 
requires female migrant workers to return to their countries of origin and permits 
re-entry only if the newborn child would remain outside Israel. A petition against 
this procedure is currently pending (Kav LaOved v MoI (pending)). 

As represented by this policy, children of migrant workers are inherently in an 
irregular situation. Nevertheless, due to public criticism, Israel often refrains from 
deporting children and families. In response to strong public pressures, twice in 
the last decade an amnesty was given to children of migrant workers, eventually 
regularising the status of their parents as well. These acts of amnesty were conceived 
as one-time acts and anchored in government decisions (Government Decision 
no. 156 from June 18, 2006; Government Decision no. 2183 from Aug 1, 2010).

Another set of regulations and decisions involving migrant workers pertain to their 
conditions of employment. Although, as noted above, labour and employment 
laws apply equally to migrant workers, there are two important qualifications that 
often deem this equal application irrelevant to the condition of migrant workers. 
First, labour laws are often unfitting to the unique working relations with migrant 
workers that are frequently employed in precarious 3D jobs (Dirty, Difficult and 
Dangerous). Hence, for example, the Work and Rest Hours Law of 1951, did not 
envision the type of 24/7 live-in care work, as performed in the care working sector, 
which is almost solely based on migrant workers. Moreover, social security and 
welfare rights, which are regularly part of the overall regulation of employment and 
labour, do not apply equally to migrants. The National Health Insurance Law was 
amended on 2003, limiting the definition of residents entitled to social security, 
so as to bar migrant workers and restrict access to social insurance entitlements 
to immigrants under the Law of Return.
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Second, the vulnerability of migrant workers is exacerbated by the payment of 
onerous (and illegal) recruitment fees, prior to departure, and the conditioning 
of working permits in employment with a specific employer. As a result, the 
dependency on employers’ increases, as leaving an employer was for a long time 
considered a breach of the visa conditions, immediately changing the status of a 
migrant to irregular and exposing him or her to arrest and deportation. The policy 
of linking migrant workers’ working permits to a specific employer was challenged 
in court, and, in a groundbreaking decision, the Supreme Court invalidated the 
policy (Kav LaOved v Israel (2006)). Following this judgement, the government 
introduced various mechanisms aimed to provide more options for workers to 
change employers. These mechanisms, including new methods of employing 
workers through designated placement agencies, reduce the dependency on a 
single employer or agency (Ministry of Interior, Procedure 5.2.0022 (last updated 
3.1.2008)). However, the implementation of this decision is still progressing slowly, 
even in the construction sector where it was initially introduced. The problem is 
more acute for migrants workers employed in care-work or agriculture, presently 
the sectors that are allocated most of the working permits authorised by the govern-
ment. Indeed, human rights NGOs argued that, despite some improvements, the 
basic structure of bonded employment has remained intact (Workers’ Hotline and 
the Hotline for Migrant Workers, 2007). Nonetheless, under the general “closed 
skies” policy aimed at lowering numbers of incoming migrant workers, migrants 
who lost their employment and made good faith attempts to find an alternative 
employer were entitled to request an extension of their permits, providing that 
their overall presence in Israel did not exceed a period of 51 months (Ministry 
of Interior, internal memo dated 17.1.2008). This, and other procedures, assisted 
even undocumented migrants, under certain conditions.

Finally, the approach to children, despite their innate irregular condition (see 
above), is mixed. Children are provided free and equal access to education, and 
specific legislation regulates their social security rights. Special attention is accorded 
to unaccompanied migrant children, under a new governmental procedure. This 
has included helping to place unaccompanied minors in regular Israeli facilities 
for vulnerable children and orphans. Whereas this procedure addresses some of 
the needs of this vulnerable group of migrants, it does not prohibit the holding in 
custody and repatriation of children close to the age of majority (Cohen, 2010). 
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Asylum Seekers and Refugees 
Although Israel was one of the first signatories to the 1951 Refugee Convention 
Relating to the Status of Refugees, until the late 1990s, it had only a few dozen 
asylum applications a year and no regular asylum system. The United Nations 
High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) had an Honorary Correspondent who 
processed the handful of asylum seekers entering the country and requested the 
Ministry of Interior to regularize the status of those it determined to be refugees 
requiring asylum. In a few cases Israel admitted, on an ad-hoc basis, refugees fleeing 
major crises, such as Vietnamese boat people in the late 1970s, and Bosnians and 
Kosovars during the 1990s. Israel has no national refugee legislation. Although 
some framework asylum legislation was proposed by Members of Parliament in 
recent years, it gained no substantial parliamentary or governmental support. The 
emerging asylum system is thus based on the 1951 Refugee Convention, as well as 
regulations and procedures subject to the framework provided by the Citizenship, 
Entry and Infiltration Prevention Laws. 

As of 2000, asylum applications began to increase from a few dozens a year to a few 
hundreds a year, to a few thousands a year as of 2007 and in 2010 average entries 
stood at approximately 1,000 per month. More specifically, in 2007 UNHCR figures 
provide that 5,703 asylum seekers entered Israel; in 2008, 7,681 (Refugee Rights 
Forum, 2009). After a slight decline in 2009 (5,335 according to governmental 
figures, PIBA, 2010), the population of asylum seekers expanded rapidly in 2010, 
with over 13,000 new entrants, of them roughly 1,900 illegal entrants recorded in 
November 2010 alone.125 Towards the end of 2010, the asylum seeking population 
accounted for over one fifth of the unauthorized migrant population in Israel 
(PIBA, 2010). By the end of October 2010, the Ministry of Interior recorded a 
figure of nearly 31,000 infiltrators, the majority of whom are nationals of countries 
entitled to receive temporary protection (see below). 

In response to this dramatic growth of the asylum seeking population in Israel, the 
institutional infrastructure for handling asylum claims in Israel has transformed 
within a decade. In 2001, UNHCR worked with the government of Israel to estab-
lish the National Status Granting Body (NSBG), an inter-ministerial committee 
comprised of representatives from the Ministries of Interior, Justice and Foreign 
Affairs, to help determine refugee applications. UNHCR would process the request 

125 Due to the inconsistency in treating and classifying asylum seekers, numbers vary. The government’s 
figures relate to “infiltrators”, the decisive majority of which are also asylum seekers.
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and present the case with its recommendation to the NSGB, which made the 
final determination of status. In response to the rising numbers, governmental 
Registration and RSD Units were established within PIBA in April 2008 and July 
2009 respectively. New and more detailed regulations governing the procedures 
for Registration and RSD were approved by the government in late November 
2010 and are to be made public before 2011. Accordingly, UNHCR is taking on 
a monitoring and capacity-building role, as well as partnering with Israeli NGOs 
to formulate responses to the humanitarian crisis brought about by the influx of 
asylum seekers.

During the years, less than 200 people received refugee status, and circa 500 
Sudanese fleeing Darfur were granted residency permits outside the RSD system. In 
practice, recent figures provided by the MoI to the African Refugee Development 
Centre (a local NGO) show that in the years 2008-2009, only 3 asylum seekers 
were recommended for refugee status, a fact that serves arguments on contrasting 
sides of debates over the treatment of asylum seekers in Israel.

The majority of asylum seekers do not undergo a full RSD process. Typically, the 
Ministry of Interior has granted temporary protection to nationals of states in war 
or extreme turmoil, which prevents their involuntary return. This status however 
does not clearly provide for other rights, such as the right to work or freedom from 
detention. Asylum seekers are extended temporary protection after their national-
ity is verified by the registration unit. This status currently applies to nationals 
of Sudan and Eritrea, combining for 60% of the asylum seeker population who 
reached Israel in recent years. Previously, temporary protection was extended 
to smaller groups of nationals of Ivory Coast, Liberia, Congo and Sierra Leone. 

Recognised refugees are entitled to renewable temporary residency status, which 
also allows its holder to work. For a long time, asylum seekers were also allowed 
to work, as were those receiving temporary protection, under informal internal 
guidance by the Minister of Interior from 2003 that directed the Population Bureau 
to issue them working permits. However, with the dramatic increase in entries as 
of 2007, those with temporary protection were no longer granted official work 
permits, as it was seen to be a substantial pull factor. In fact, until recently, the 
Government has tolerated their employment and most work in the non-formal 
sector and service sectors. A change of policy was declared in July 2010, when the 
Government declared that asylum seekers are prohibited to work. Following a 
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recent decision to establish a centre for asylum seekers and refugees, described 
below, the Government has declared it will start to enforce this prohibition from 
January 2011. 

Since reception and registration of asylum seekers have virtually overwhelmed 
existing capacities, the government decided in November 2010 to establish a 
reception/holding centre for illegal entrants near the border with Egypt, that 
is to become operational in 2011; a separate RSD unit will be created to register 
and process asylum claims inside the centre (see also section on pre-deportation 
detention, below). 

Apparently, the lure of economic opportunity and Israel’s (unwritten) liberal 
policy with regard to permission to work, and the temporary protection status 
for nationals of Sudan and Eritrea, as well as the absence of effective mechanisms 
to return entrants to countries of origin, have created significant “pull factors”, 
which have in turn generated an increasing number of asylum-seekers. Under 
restrictive regularisation policies, the asylum system is a major route for “regularis-
ing” undocumented presence in Israel. For unskilled workers with no prospect 
of receiving a working permit and no familial ties in Israel, there is virtually no 
other way to enter or remain in Israel legally. Geo-political circumstances that 
hamper deportation to countries having no formal diplomatic relations with Israel 
further contribute to the expansion of an undocumented immigrant community 
that includes many asylum seekers (see also section on illegal immigration below). 

Lastly, since 2008, it appears that the majority of the unaccompanied migrant 
child population in Israel are also asylum seekers. The procedure for handling 
unaccompanied children recognises the possibility of recognising such children 
as entitled to refugee protection, yet it does not introduce any adaptations to 
the specific situation of establishing a valid claim for refugee status by an unac-
companied child.

Victims of Trafficking 
Human trafficking in Israel, as elsewhere, has been primarily addressed through 
the lens of sexual exploitation. Increasingly, however, Israeli authorities are waking 
up to the realization that trafficking is occurring in critical numbers in other forms 
as well; indeed, labour trafficking can be found in multiple economic sectors, 
including agriculture, construction, hospitality and domestic service. Some of the 
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migrant workers face conditions of forced labour, such as unlawful withholding 
of passports, restrictions on movement, non-payment of wages, threats, and physi-
cal intimidation. While the fight against trafficking for sexual exploitation has 
resulted in some progress, efforts to combat labour trafficking are in their infancy. 
As part of the overall fight against trafficking in human beings, a procedure was 
introduced that regularises the temporary stay of victims who are ready to testify 
against the perpetrating traffickers (Ministry of Interior, Procedure 6.3.0006 
(last updated 1.8.2005)). During the time that they wait to testify they live in and 
receive support at a state-funded shelter established for female victims of sexual 
exploitation and trafficking. In cases that a victim testified, the state attorney may 
recommend granting a residency permit and working permit for rehabilitation 
purposes. This permit is granted for a limited period of one year following the 
conclusion of a victim’s testimony in court. In response to the new anti-trafficking 
legislation that widened the definition of trafficking to include trafficking for 
non-sexual forms of exploitation, the Israeli government established a separate 
rehabilitation infrastructure for male victims of trafficking. 

Within the Israeli government, MoJ has taken a lead role in developing policy 
responses to the problem of human trafficking in Israel. It established a unit within 
the Ministry to coordinate government efforts to combat human trafficking. Israel’s 
National Coordinator of the Battle against Trafficking was officially appointed in 
May 2006, but has been working in the field from 2001. The National Coordina-
tor reports to the Director General of MoJ, yet performs a coordinating function 
with all relative governmental and also non-governmental agencies involved in 
the fight against human trafficking. 

Regularization and Humanitarian Exceptions
As delineated above, regularisation of illegal presence in Israel is available mainly 
through family immigration, or by belonging to a vulnerable group that is protected 
from deportation. Protection for vulnerable groups is either temporary (as in 
the case of asylum seekers, victims of trafficking) or a result of ad-hoc political 
decisions (as in the case of children of migrant workers or refugees that are 
granted protection by governmental decrees). Additionally, an inter-ministerial 
committee was established and entrusted with recommending whether to grant a 
person a residency permit for humanitarian purposes, creating a channel of other 
humanitarian exceptions. In practice however, this committee worked under no 
consistent guidelines and seldom were humanitarian requests approved. 
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Managing Labour Migration
The Israeli government decides every year on the numbers of working permits 
allocated to foreign nationals. Prior to the early 1990s, the majority of these 
workers were Palestinian residents of the Occupied Territories. Since restrictions 
were imposed on their employment in Israel, the government resorted to migrant 
workers from other countries. 

Today, about 22,000 Palestinians from the West Bank are still working legally in Israel. 
The quota of Palestinian workers is decided on a separate track, taking into account 
particular diplomatic and security considerations. These workers are generally daily 
sojourners, required to enter and leave Israel on a daily basis. Another small group 
of daily commuting migrant workers are Jordanian citizens who receive working 
permits to be employed in Eilat, the southern resort city of Israel. 

The Government of Israel allows individuals from overseas temporary access 
to Israel‘s labour market. In recent years, the influx of irregular migration 
and attempts to lower unemployment rates led various Ministries to push for a 
reduction in the number of permits. This was also recommended by a number 
of reports headed by economic experts in the Bank of Israel and the Ministry of 
Finance (MoF). Nevertheless, throughout the past decade, the overall population 
of foreign citizens in Israel remained rather steady, even if its inner makeup has 
changed. The population of foreign citizens in Israel stands at about 220,000 
(just over half are in irregular status), and comprises about 7.5 percent of the 
total labour force (Israel Central Bureau of Statistics, 2010). Today, legal migrant 
workers come primarily from Thailand, Philippines, China and South Asia. In 
previous years, before the government had reduced quotas of permits for the 
construction sector, many migrant workers originated from Eastern European 
countries, such as Romania.

Today about 100,000 low skilled temporary migrant workers are legally employed in 
Israel – mainly in agriculture and home care. In addition, there is a small number 
of highly skilled experts. The overall population of unauthorized migrants is over 
145,000 (PIBA, 2010). Currently, labour migrants come mostly from the Philip-
pines and Thailand, and to lesser extent also from Nepal, China, Sri Lanka and 
other Asian countries. Almost half of migrant workers in Israel are women, most 
of them employed in the care-working sector. The government aims to minimise 
the recourse to foreign labour in the construction industry, and to a lesser extent 
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in agriculture. There are no limits on migrants employed in the care working 
sector, which is steadily increasing. By and large, the government has not yet 
been successful in implementing its policy goal to replace labour migrants with 
unemployed Israelis. 

For most of the 1990s, the government lacked a coordinated policy to effectively 
manage labour migration, though legal and social measures were gradually 
developed to cope with the issues that arose. Problems experienced by foreign 
workers, particularly the undocumented, include exploitation, poor living condi-
tions, particularly low pay, lack of social benefits, confiscation of passports, and 
denial of workers’ freedom. 

The institutions to administer labour migrants have been transferred from MoITaL 
to the Migration Authority, which later was consolidated into PIBA. PIBA allocates 
permits for employing migrant workers, according to the general quotas set by 
the government and data provided by various ministries, such as agriculture and 
construction. PIBA is also in charge of issuing permits to migrant workers (or 
other foreigners, including refugees and people with temporary protection status). 
MoITaL is responsible for administering migrant workers once they enter Israel, 
and it holds parallel authority with PIBA in monitoring the working and living 
conditions of the migrant workers. PIBA is in charge of enforcing the legality of 
employment practices (vis-à-vis the mandatory permit system).

Bilateral Labour Migration Agreements 
For several reasons, Israel has traditionally been reluctant to enter into bilateral 
labour agreements (BLAs). In particular, it is consistently reluctant to commit 
to any type of quota system. However, out of concern for continued recruitment 
abuses in connection with the employment of temporary migrant workers, and 
in particular the collection of onerous and illegal recruitment fees by interme-
diaries, the Ministerial Committee for Foreign Workers empowered MoITaL (by 
now the authority was transferred to PIBA) to implement a plan which engages 
the services of International Organisation of Migration (IOM) Field Missions 
in preventing recruitment abuses. Through this program, IOM was intended to 
supervise recruitment of workers and ensure that high middleman fees are not 
being paid and that workers know their rights under Israeli law. Later, as part of 
this program, and in furthering better cross-border collaboration, the government 
also initiated contacts with major sending countries with the purpose of signing 
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Bilateral Labour Agreements (BLAs). For the purpose of developing the BLAs, 
an Inter-ministerial working group has been created, under the leadership of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. PIBA, the Treasury and Ministry of Agriculture are 
also represented in this working group.

Israeli government’s efforts to negotiate BLAs with sending countries have so far 
resulted in two draft bilateral agreements with Thailand and Sri Lanka respec-
tively. While the governments of Thailand, Sri Lanka and Israel have apparently 
agreed with the final text of the agreements, their signing has been delayed, in 
part because of uncertainty about the role of IOM in facilitating the recruitment 
process. However, at the time of writing this country study, the Thai cabinet 
approved the agreement, and the two sides are reportedly to sign the BLA in the 
very near future. The BLAs that Israel seeks to negotiate are to support bilateral 
cooperation in combating irregular forms of migration and include provisions 
about the protection of migrants. Israel may be seeking similar agreements with 
other labour -sending countries (in particular with the Philippines).

Irrespective of whether IOM-facilitated labour migration will come off the ground, 
Israel will likely intensify efforts to establish bilateral cooperative frameworks for 
legal labour migration. One example of government-to-government cooperation in 
recruiting labour migrants is the current seasonal workers pilot project, involving 
300 agricultural workers from Sri Lanka that come to work in Israel for a period of 
maximum six months. This pilot project is to be evaluated towards the beginning 
of 2011, and may be the beginning of a structural policy shift towards circular/
seasonal labour migration for the agricultural sector.

Additionally, Israel is a party to the WTO General Agreement on Trades and 
Services (GATS) and entered into extremely limited horizontal commitments 
under mode 4 (natural persons), permitting, without requiring compliance with 
labour market tests, the temporary entry of service providers as intra-corporate 
transfers that are either Executives or Managers. 

Recruitment of Nationals to Work Abroad 
Currently no formal agreement exists to recruit Israeli nationals to work abroad. 
However, it should be noted that Israel has entered into a number of international 
agreements beneficial to its nationals working abroad. These include mainly 
Bilateral Agreements covering areas of social security payments and matters of 
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double taxation, signed mainly with European and American countries. The bulk 
of these BLA’s, numbering nearly 20, was signed from the mid 1980s onwards.

illegal Migration

Border Control
Naturalisation certificates under the Law of Return are generally issued by Israeli 
consulates abroad, with the Jewish Agency often active in assisting prospective 
immigrants in the process. Tourist entry visas (B-2) permitting travel and trade 
are issued for a period of 90 days, which can be renewable. About 65 countries 
have visa waiver agreements with Israel, including the majority of European 
and American countries (including the Russian Federation and most countries 
from both North and South America), and some south East Asian countries and 
African countries. Nationals of every other country need to obtain a visa prior to 
their entry. Every non-citizen entering for work purposes is required to hold a B-1 
working permit. As aforementioned, PIBA (and MoI generally) has full authority 
in matters pertaining to status, residence and entry permits and border control. 
Finally, land borders are generally secured by the Israel Defence Force (IDF), 
while ports of entry (with Jordan and Egypt) are managed by PIBA. 

Illegality and Readmission
Immigrants can become “illegal” either by being smuggled across the border or 
violating visa conditions (e.g. by leaving the designated employer). Recent figures 
show that topping the list of the countries of origin of illegally present foreigners 
is the Russian Federation. Over 40,000 Russian tourists overstaying their visas are 
almost equivalent to the total population of migrant workers illegally present and 
“infiltrators” combined (PIBAPIBA, 2010). These figures include family members 
of naturalised immigrants and unauthorised migrant workers. Indeed, motivations 
driving persons to enter or reside in Israel illegally are diverse, and vary from family 
ties, economic motivations and consequences of forced migration, including both 
persecution and trafficking of persons. At the same time, motivation may also 
overlap, as asylum seekers may be fleeing persecution or turbulent conditions in 
their country of origin, while also turning to Israel for employment opportunities 
and its liberal democratic legal system. 
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Readmission and Cooperation with Neighbouring Countries 
Relevant land borders include Jordan and Egypt, although occasional movement 
of Druze living on the Golan Heights across the Syrian border is allowed on an 
individual basis. There are no formal readmission agreements with either Egypt 
or Jordan, or with any other country. There are measures of military coordination 
that are intended to block and intercept people attempting to smuggle across 
the border. For a long time, the long desert border with Egypt was the preferred 
route for illegal land entry, used, inter alia, by migrant workers and traffickers of 
persons. With the increased movement of people from African countries and the 
growth of the asylum seeking population, a public statement by the then Prime 
Minister was interpreted as alluding to an agreement between Israel and Egypt 
facilitating a practice of “hot return” of migrants and asylum seekers intercepted 
at the border and immediately turned back to Egypt. 

Only in the process of a pending petition challenging the practice of “hot return”, 
the State enclosed the procedure officially called “procedure for immediate coor-
dinated return”, and the fact that the government was relying on oral agreements 
between the Prime Minister and the President of Egypt. Cooperation was a matter 
of the low military ranks present at the border, and no formal written agreement 
exists. This has also moved UNCHR to put forward a position, exclaiming that 
until there is a clear and formal agreement signed between the countries that 
secures that Egypt will not return asylum seekers involuntarily, there should be no 
forced returns to Egypt. In practice there have been very few “hot returns”, and 
currently this practice is not implemented at all. However, there is an urgent need 
for greater collaboration between Egyptian and Israeli migration control officials. 

Overall deportation figures of irregular migrants in recent years have been very 
low: in 2010 some 406 persons were deported, in 2009, 260.126 Implementing 
deportations to various West African countries have been challenging, due to the 
lack of diplomatic relations with several countries, as well the lack of direct flights 
to numerous locations. It should be noted, that in the past two years voluntary 
return schemes have become increasingly popular as an alternative to deporta-
tion. There are now several voluntary return programs; one is run by PIBA, which 
offers to pay for the transport back home for irregular migrants not in detention. 

126 PIBA (2010), Population Immigration and Border Authority, Data on Foreigners in Israel by November 
2010 (Hebrew), available at: http://www.piba.gov.il/publicationandtender/foreignworkersstat/pages/
default.aspx
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In addition, the Centre for International Migration and Integration (CIMI), a 
Jerusalem-based NGO, in partnership with UNHCR and IOM, implements an 
EC-funded assisted voluntary return pilot project, through which rejected asylum 
seekers receive post-return reintegration assistance in their countries of origin. 
An agreement between PIBA and CIMI may allow this program to be expanded 
in 2011 beyond its current relatively small number of beneficiaries. 

A unique case of cooperation involves removing unaccompanied children. The 
practice was authorised by the Supreme Court providing that it would be coor-
dinated with the country of origin. Apparently, such coordinated returns were 
carried out a number of times. 

Pre-Removal Detention and Judicial Review
Detention and removal are governed by the Entry to Israel Law, providing that 
any person who is illegally present in Israel should be removed from the country 
as soon as possible. Pending removal, a person can be detained or released on 
bail. Within 24 hours a detainee must be interviewed by a representative of the 
MoI who may decide to keep the immigrant in detention or, under particular 
circumstances, release her with or without conditions. The Entry Law was amended 
in 2001, establishing the Tribunal for Review of Illegally Present Detainees, a 
quasi-judicial tribunal that was initially under the MoI and later under the author-
ity of the Ministry of Justice. The decisions of these tribunals may be challenged 
in District Courts (and their decision can be appealed in the Supreme Court). 
Overall, the practice of these courts is relatively restrictive and a decisive majority 
of petitions has been rejected (Gil & Dahan, 2006).

As these are considered administrative and not criminal proceedings, the law entails 
less stringent requirements of proceeding, hearing and evidence. Hence, rules 
of evidence do not apply and administrative problems, particularly with transla-
tion and representation, are recurrent within the tribunals. For example, only in 
2006, it was decided to provide legal aid to children appearing in the tribunals 
(Cohen, 2010). In most other cases, legal representation is generally unavailable. 
The Attorney General however has emphasised the need to expedite the process 
and to avoid detention without review for more than four days. 

Until 2008, the situation was different for illegal immigrants detained under the 
Immigration Prevention Law. Besides setting a high maximum punishment for 
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infiltration (between 5 and 7 years), it does not contain any measure of judicial 
review for citizens of enemy states. For other infiltrators intercepted after cross-
ing the land borders of Israel, the law proscribed a review tribunal staffed by 
IDF soldiers, and is generally vague on many matters pertaining to the rights of 
detainees. In practice, such detentions were used from 2004, without disclosure 
that there are people who are detained, without revealing their names, and without 
judicial review for an extensive length of time. Later on, the State agreed that 
people apprehended at the border and regarded as infiltrators will be subject to 
review procedures as if they were intercepted under the Entry Law. 

Under both the Infiltration Prevention Law and the Entry Law, there are no defined 
limits for periods of detention. Yet, exceedingly long periods of detention may 
be sanctioned, and the Entry Law considers a detention period of over 60 days as 
a cause justifying (but not mandating) release on bail. In an early case, 30 Iraqi 
citizens who were held between one and three years in detention for entering Israel 
illegally, were not immediately released even after petitioning to the Supreme Court 
sitting as a High Court of Justice, but were later released, awarded compensation 
for part of their internment period and resettled in Europe and North America. 

Whereas the default mandated by the Entry Law provides that illegal immigrants 
should be held in detention and thereafter deported, in practice, Israel encoun-
ters great difficulties in repatriating illegal immigrants, in two typical situations: 
when there are no diplomatic relationships with the country of origin, and when 
illegal immigrants are seeking asylum and enjoy different forms of temporary 
protection. Many of the illegal immigrants pending removal were held for long 
periods of time in custody, often due to difficulties such as verifying nationality 
or obtaining travel documents. At times, these periods of custody exceeded a 
year and even a few years in some cases. Children (including unaccompanied 
children) were also held in detention, and provided basic educational facilities 
there. As stipulated above, unaccompanied children above the age of 12 may 
be released when there is a viable alternative to detention, like a custodian or a 
boarding school ready to enrol them (younger unaccompanied children are not 
held in custody; younger children may be detained together with their families). 
Hence, a petition challenging the detention of children and their conditions of 
detention was denied, with petitioners focusing their petition on the conditions of 
detention, implying the improbability of challenging detention in itself (Hotline 
v Prisons Service (2008)).
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Today, the main detention facility is the Saharonim Detention Centre located at 
the south of the country that has a total capacity of 2,000 persons (1,700 men, 
200 women, and 100 unaccompanied children). It is estimated that 80% of all 
illegal entrants pass through Saharonim, where the average stay is less than one 
month, where they are registered and receive basic medical check-ups. Currently, 
there are 1,632 persons detained for immigration violations (of them, 783 come 
from Eritrea, 287 from Ethiopia, 349 from Sudan). The facility is administrated 
mainly by the Israeli Prison Services authority (IPS), in partnership of the MoI and 
other authorities. It provides kindergarten, informal education, medical services, 
etc. UNHCR and local NGOs have access to the facility. Other facilities include 
Michal (for unaccompanied minors) and Givon facilities. Overall, the scarcity of 
places in detention centres meant that many illegal immigrants pending removal, 
particularly when removal was unavailable, were released due to lack of space in 
the facilities. In November 2010, facing the surging numbers of asylum seekers, 
the government decided to establish a large centre close to the Egyptian border 
in order to host up to 8,000 asylum seekers. It is still unclear what will be the exact 
functions of this centre and whether it will provide only reception functions or also 
more long-term accommodation and services. The centre is expected to open by 
the second half of 2011. Involved authorities assert that it will be an open centre 
modelled after similar centres for asylum seekers that exist throughout Europe, 
and that it is intended to provide for the basic needs of these cases who otherwise 
have no social services designed to meet their needs. 

Finally, it should be noted that most illegal entrants are not indicted for their illegal 
entry, despite the authority to do so under either the Entry Law or the Infiltration 
Prevention Law. When authorities do resort to Criminal law, it is often directed 
towards key people facilitating infiltration, trafficking and the like. 

Migration and development

Contact with emigrants
Israelis Abroad: Israeli citizens who have left Israel and have settled abroad 
(primarily in North America and Europe) are traditionally been considered as a 
group unto itself that is not a part of the larger Jewish Diaspora. During the first 
decades of Israel’s existence the state held fairly negative attitudes towards its 
emigrants, designating them by the derogatory term “Yordim” (literally: descend-
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ers). However in 1985, Israel experience, negative immigration and the Israeli 
government determined that it needed to reach out to its nationals abroad. Since 
then, the Israeli government’s concern about the impact of emigration and, in 
particular, brain drain, has only increased, as many more have emigrated each 
year than returned, including many high skilled professionals. Accordingly, the 
government, through the Ministry of Immigrant Absorption has introduced a 
series of measures to entice Israelis abroad to return. Against the backdrop of 
special incentives offered to returnees in honour of Israel’s 60th anniversary as 
well as the global economic crisis, the number of returnees jumped from 4,680 
Israelis in 2006 to 11,160 in 2009. Today the total number of Israelis abroad is 
estimated to be about 700,000.127

Jewish Diaspora: Generally, the Israeli government perceives Israel’s Diaspora as 
referring to the world Jewish communities, and Israel has extensive experience in 
developing partnerships with these Diaspora communities. Regarded by many as 
the quintessential or “archetypal” Diaspora (Safran, 1991), the Jewish Diaspora is 
characterised by a high degree of communal organisation (Sheffer, 1986). While 
over 5.6 million Jews currently reside in Israel, most Jews, over 8 million, live in 
the Diaspora. Of these, the overwhelming majority is located in North America 
and Europe. The government actively encourages Diaspora Jews to immigrate to 
Israel, and in 2008 and 2009, about 15,000 Jews from the Diaspora immigrated 
to Israel, referred to as making “Aliya” (literally: “ascent”); and in the noun form, 
immigrants: “Olim”). 

Institutions for Maintaining Contacts with the Diaspora and Emigrants 
Israel has a strong historic connection with its diaspora communities and receives 
significant support from its diaspora (see also under Remittances), much of the 
responsibility for negotiating the relationship of the Israeli policy with the Diaspora 
rests with the non-governmental rather than governmental sector. The Jewish 
Diaspora implements a lot of its support through organisations such as the Jewish 
Agency for Israel (JAFI), the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JDC), 
and others, who receive funding from global Jewish diaspora communities to address 
social and economic needs of immigrants and vulnerable populations in Israel. 
The role of Israeli government agencies has been somewhat more limited. The 

127 Ahren, R. (2010) ‘Returning citizens to get similar rights to immigrants’ Haaretz 12.11.2010 available 
online http://www.haaretz.com/print-edition/news/returning-citizens-to-get-similar-rights-as-immi-
grants-1.324246 (accessed 28.2.2011).
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formal link between Diaspora communities and the Israeli government is handled 
through an Inter-Ministerial Diaspora Committee. The committee is generally 
chaired by the Prime Minister, and it coordinates all the Ministry’s activities that 
relate to the Diaspora. In the current Israeli Government, a separate Ministry has 
been established with a Diaspora and Information portfolio, but this Ministry has 
extremely limited resources. Similarly, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs features a 
relatively small unit entrusted with handling Diaspora affairs. The deployment of 
the Ministry’s consular representations abroad is determined, at least in part, by 
the presence of large Diaspora communities. However, civil society institutions 
play the primary role in representing Diaspora-Israel interests and implementing 
cooperative efforts between the two. Some of the activities of Israel’s government 
bodies interfacing with Diaspora specifically target Israelis living abroad. The 
Ministry of Immigrant Absorption has launched an extensive operation over the 
last few years to attract some 700,000 Israelis living abroad – about ten percent 
of the overall population – back to Israel through a comprehensive incentive 
package consisting of preferential employment opportunities, subsidised return 
transport and customs exceptions, large loans for new businesses, health benefits, 
military duty exemptions, numerous tax exemptions, and secured income for the 
first three months. 

In 2010, the government launched a special program to address the brain-drain 
phenomenon. About 15,000 to 20,000 highly qualified Israelis are working outside 
Israel in advanced industries globally. The Israeli government’s response was to 
launch a 450 million NIS project aimed at attracting talented Israelis to return to 
Israel. Outstanding scientists who return to Israel as part of the project can receive 
up to 2 million NIS in research grants. The grants will be spread out over five 
years, up to NIS 400,000 per year. An additional government program to reach 
out to Israelis abroad is the network of “Israel Houses”, a forum in which cultural 
and social events are conducted for Israelis abroad. 

As part of its overarching mandate to promote tourism to Israel, the Ministry of 
Tourism actively encourages tourism among Diaspora communities. Similarly, the 
Ministry of Science, Culture and Sport coordinates cultural and sports exchanges 
with Diaspora communities. Finally MoITaL targets the Diaspora to promote trade 
and investment in Israel through its commercial attachés at key diplomatic missions. 
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Another very visible (albeit not very sustained) manifestation of the link between 
the Israeli state and the Diaspora is a series of high-profile gatherings convened by 
successive Israeli Presidents. Although the presidency in Israel is largely a ceremo-
nial post, it is nevertheless imbued with much symbolic importance, domestically 
and with respect to the Diaspora. On a number of occasions, Diaspora leaders, 
along with prominent Jews not formally affiliated with organised communal 
structures, have been invited for deliberations about various issues of concern 
to the Jewish people worldwide under the auspices of Israel’s President. These 
discussions mark another important example of Diaspora-homeland interface at 
the governmental level. 

Promoting Immigration
Traditionally the most important objective of the Government of Israel in its rela-
tions with Diaspora communities was the promotion/facilitation of immigration 
through JAFI and the Ministry of Immigrant Absorption. Unlike the experience 
of many other nation-states and their Diasporas, the large majority of Jews lived 
outside the borders of the Jewish state upon the state’s founding, i.e. as part of a 
religio-national Diaspora. Jews immigrating to Israel are viewed by the State and 
its institutions as repatriating. The centrality of immigration to the Israeli state 
and society is expressed, as aforementioned, in the Law of Return and coupled 
with the Citizenship Law guaranteeing Israeli citizenship to people naturalising 
under the Law of Return. 

In the short span of 60 years, Israel has increased its population from 700,000 to 
7.4 million, primarily through immigration. Even today, more than 3 million of 
the country’s citizens are immigrants, and a much larger number are 1st or 2nd 
generation Israelis, i.e. descendents of immigrants. Immigrants to Israel hail from 
over 100 countries in Europe, Africa, Asia, North and South America. After the 
large wave of immigrants from CIS waned in the late 1990s, in which Israel absorbed 
some 850,000 immigrants within a decade, the immigration rate today is much 
lower. Still, with less than 20,000 incoming immigrants per year, Israel continues 
to grapple with the social, economic, cultural and psychological challenges of 
integrating what is still a sizeable and highly diverse immigrant population. 

Dual nationality of Emigrants 
Israel law allows for dual citizenship, yet public servants in high offices may be 
required to renounce their other citizenship. Nonetheless, Israeli citizenship is 
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presumed to take priority over other national affiliations. A citizen can ask to 
renounce his/her citizenship, yet this request should be approved by the Minister 
of Interior, and the MoI interprets this authority restrictively, generally demanding 
that a person would prove that he/she permanently resides outside Israel. 

Citizenship can only be annulled or revoked by the Minister of Interior, when he 
finds that a person received citizenship under false pretences, committed an act 
constituting a breach of allegiance to the State of Israel, or acquired citizenship 
or established residency in a country that is formal regarded an enemy state of 
Israel (under the 1980 amendment of the Citizenship Law). 

Emigrant Voting 
Generally, emigrants have to hold Israeli citizenship and return to Israel in order 
to be able to participate in national elections. Israeli law does not provide for 
absentee ballots, and voting takes place only in Israel, with the only exception 
of diplomats and seamen serving on Israeli ships. Although there are from time 
to time public debates on this matter, with the matter reaching the government 
in the last years, there is rather a broad agreement against allowing such voting. 

Managing Remittances
While there is considerable attention paid to the link between the Jewish Diaspora, 
immigration and Israel’s development, there is little awareness in Israel with respect 
to the general linkages between international migration and development and 
specifically to the development potential of remittances. Though Israel is an active 
participant in the Global Forum on Migration and Development (GFMD), and 
is represented on its Steering Committee, migration and development policies 
are developed almost in complete isolation from one another. Only recently has 
MASHAV, Israel’s Agency for International Development Cooperation (part of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs) started to address the Migration & Development nexus 
through capacity-building programs organised in partnership with CIMI, IOM, 
GTZ and several NGOs. Specifically, it has twice held a ten-day course for leaders 
of Diaspora organisations from around the world; most of the participants include 
African women leaders based in Europe. In addition, MASHAV in partnership 
with CIMI has invested efforts in the capacity building of some Eastern European 
and Latin American diaspora organisations as well as government institutions 
mandated to manage Diaspora-homeland relations. As an extension of this effort, 
the Ministry of Diaspora Affairs, together with CIMI, plans to organise in 2011 
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a Conference of Ministers of Diaspora to exchange best practices in managing 
Diaspora-homeland partnerships. 

Some efforts have been invested in incorporating financial literacy information 
into courses for labour migrants. Yet pre-departure courses for labour migrants 
in countries of origin like Philippines, Thailand and Sri Lanka focus almost 
exclusively on protection issues and vocational skills. Upon entry to Israel, labour 
migrants receive a Foreign Workers’ Rights Handbook, which documents their 
rights, obligations and working conditions in Israel. In 2011, JDC plans to launch 
an initiative to upgrade professional skills of Filipino domestic care workers 
while in Israel; this 32 hour training module will also include some instruction 
on financial literacy. 

Methods for collecting data on remittances are yet to be fully developed in Israel. 
The Central Bureau of Statistics estimates that remittances from Israel, sent 
primarily by the quarter million labour migrants, amount to just over 2 billion 
USD (Central Bureau of Statistics, 2009) of the approximately 3 billion USD which 
they earn. Beyond this estimated figure, data are not readily available. However, 
it is presumed that the volume of migrant workers’ transfers is very significant for 
several reasons: the sheer number of migrant workers; the relatively high salaries in 
Israel as compared to most other destination countries of Asian migrant workers; 
and the temporary nature of the migration program, which discourages migrants 
from making long-term investments inside Israel. 

CIMI is actively training migrant leaders in Israel to get more involved in communal 
remittance efforts directed towards development in their countries of origin. Given 
the temporary nature of labour migrants’ stay in Israel, migrant organisations are 
not very well established, and they depend entirely on volunteers. CIMI’s program 
aims to enhance the capacity of these voluntary organisations to become involved 
in homeland development projects. 

Distinct from remittances sent from Israel, there are considerable financial flows 
entering Israel that originate from its Diaspora. These include transfers to indi-
viduals (private remittances) as well as philanthropic contributions to non-profit 
organisations. Israel’s civil society is particularly dependent on philanthropic 
contributions from the Diaspora. According to the National Bureau of Statistics 
(2010), Israeli NGOs received annually about 2.6 billion USD between 2007 and 
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2009 in philanthropic contributions from Diaspora communities. This accounts 
for well over half the income of Israeli NGOs from philanthropy (about 62% in 
2009) and 10% of their total income. 

While the annual financial contribution of the Diaspora today is only a small 
percentage of Israel’s GDP (about 1.5%), it still has a considerable impact on 
Israel’s development, primarily through its non-profit sector. This relationship is 
expressed through numerous Diaspora-supported public projects: public build-
ings like the Parliament and the Supreme Court, community centres, public 
parks, forests, universities, museums, hospitals, vocational schools and social and 
economic programs that are all funded with support of Diaspora contributions. 

Remittances, Emigrant Investment and Diaspora Direct Investment
Over the last two decades, Israel has implemented a liberalisation process, includ-
ing the gradual lifting of restrictions that hampered the financial activities of 
households and the business and financial sectors. Thus, for example, restrictions 
that prevented members of the Diaspora from holding foreign currency in cash 
or having foreign-currency accounts in Israel were removed. 

A key financial instrument that the government of Israel has used for mobilis-
ing Diaspora resources is the “Israel Bonds”. The sale and redemption of Israel 
bonds falls under the purview of the Ministry of Finance. While bonds are, strictly 
speaking, financial investments, they have come to symbolise the enduring link 
between Israel and its Diaspora the world over. Factors that facilitated the issuance 
of Israel bonds since 1951 include having a sizeable and wealthy Diaspora as well 
as a strong and transparent legal system for contract enforcement at home (World 
Bank Policy Research Working Paper 4311). Since 2002, worldwide sales of Israel 
bonds have exceeded $1 billion every year. Sales tend to spike during years with 
national emergencies, e.g. following the 1967 Six-Day War. 

At a more local level, Project Renewal and later Partnership 2000 are prime 
examples of programmatic frameworks for cooperation and for transfer of 
philanthropic funds through twinning between Israeli Municipalities and Dias-
pora communities. For example, Partnership 2000 has organisational structures 
that feature representation from both sides (Diaspora and Israel), whether the 
representatives are on governing boards or professional committees that consult 
on program development and implementation. The partnership’s basic unit of 
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governance is the joint steering committee, composed of roughly an equal num-
ber of representatives from the region and from the Diaspora community. This 
allows for both sides to participate in key areas such as identifying and prioritising 
needs, resource allocation, etc. Partnership 2000 has been heralded by many 
as representing a new model for Diaspora-Israel relations with an emphasis on 
reciprocity and the pursuit of mutual self-interest. The type of programming that 
has become synonymous with Partnership 2000 is “people-to-people” community 
development programming, which alludes to the many exchange programs that 
are part of the partnership. 
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6.4 Jordan

Ma’moun Al Far

The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is an effective member of the League of Arab 
States, the International Labour Organisation and the Arab Labour Organisation. 
These institutions are, among many international and regional bodies and states, 
with which Jordan has entered into agreements for managing labour migration 
and employment. Jordan has advanced legislation and jurisdiction over labour 
migration by working through government and semi-government institutions, civil 
society establishments and associations which assist the government in monitoring 
and applying laws, regulations and agreements concerned with migrant labour and 
employment. In order to study migration, this report considers legal migration, 
illegal migration and questions of migration and development.

Legal Migration

Legislative Framework
The basic legislative framework that governs and controls migration to Jordan is 
the Residence and Foreigners’ Affairs Code no. 24 of 1973 and its amendments, 
which was recently changed by Code No. 14 of 2006. At the time of writing 
(November 2010), legislative authorities at the Ministry of Interior are preparing 
to issue a new framework to organize foreigners’ residence in accordance with 
recent developments of the local requirements and international agreements. 
The incoming legislative amendments are designed to stem the flow of illegal 
labour migrants into Jordan by increasing oversight in relation to the abuse of 
free movement agreements with countries with whom Jordan has signed labour 
agreements, by introducing a greater emphasis on dismantling people trafficking 
networks and using the net increase in remittances (leaving Jordan) as a measure 
of illegal labour migration This legislation has reached the last phases of study 
and research in order to pave the way for it to be submitted before Parliament 
for discussion and ratification.

The Residence and Foreigners’ Affairs Code is the basic code covering migration 
affairs. In addition, there are several complementary codes that are closely related 
to residence and migration, as follows: 
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- The Jordan Nationality Code and its amendments no. (6) of 1954 and Code 
No. (22) of 1987.

- The Temporary Passports Code and its amendments no. (5) of 2003 amended 
by virtue of code no. 42 of 2003.

- The Temporary Election Code No. 9 of 2010. 
- The Development-Areas Code No.2 of 2008. 
- The Labour Code no. 8 of 1996 and its amendments that were recently changed 

to Code No. 26 of 2010. 
- The Regulation of Selecting Residence Place no:.95 of 1998. 
 - Visas System No. 3 of 1997. 
- The Housemaids, Cooks and Gardeners Regulation no. 90 of 2009. 
- The Regulation for offices responsible for the recruitment of non-Jordanian 

housemaids No. 89 of 2009. 
- The Instructions of Conditions and Procedures for Recruitment of Non-

Jordanian Workers issued by virtue of Article No. (4) from the System of Fees 
of Works Permit for the Non-Jordanian Workers and its amendments no. 36 
of 1997. 

- Associations United System.

The new legislations have been applied on several legal precedents and cases 
and are yet to raise judicial objection to the substance of these regulations on 
constitutional or legal ground.

It is important to highlight that these laws, regulations and amendments are fairly 
applied. In accordance with the provisions of Article (12/Z) of the Labour Code, 
the Minster of Labour must issue a readmission resolution against any worker 
found to be violating the Provisions of Article no. (12) anywhere in the Kingdom. 
Such resolution shall be executed by the competent authorities.

A particular example of this is a legislative amendment that was issued under Article 
No. (15) of the Instructions of Conditions and Procedures for Recruitment of 
Non-Jordanian Workers and its amendments of 2009, which was issued by virtue 
of Article 4 of the System of Fees of Works Permit for Non-Jordanian Workers 
and its amendment no. 36 of 1997. Most significantly issued by virtue of Article 
No. (12) of the Labour Code No. 8 of 1996 by which the Minister of Labour is 
entitled to cancel any decision on readmission of a foreign worker for any good 
humanitarian reason. In such cases the readmission decision is cancelled and 
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the employer must pay a fine of up to 1,000 Jordanian Dinars (approximately 
1,000 euros). 

The institutions entitled to issue Residence and work visas are as follows:
- The Ministry of Interior 
- The Residence and Borders Dept- Public Police. 
- The Investment Encouragement Institution 
- The Ministry of Labour 
- The Development Areas Body.
- The Aqaba Territory Authority 

A wide range of government institutions are charged with the negotiations of 
affairs of labour migration and entered into bilateral, regional and international 
agreements are:
- Ministry of Industry and Trade 
- Ministry of Interior 
- Ministry of Labour
- Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
- Investment Encouragement Institution 
- Royal Bureau – Financial Dept. 
- Cabinet – Financial Dept.
- Development Areas Body.
- Aqaba Territory Authority 
- Chambers of Industry and Trade. 

Labour Migration Agreements 
All foreign workers in Jordan are required to make contact with The Directorate 
of Emigrated Labour Force which is attached to the Ministry of Labour and was 
created specially for this purpose. 

The Directorate’s role is to:
- Receive all applications from migrant workers for official registration using the 

previously prepared forms for this purpose from all work offices (18 offices) 
within the Kingdom and it’s Governorates. 

- Audits these applications and examine them in accordance with the legal 
regulations relating to the recruitment of non-Jordanian workers. 
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- It establishes special commissions called “Commissions for recruiting and 
employing non-Jordanian workers” to ensure that the legal provisions and 
conditions of Article No.:4 of the Regulation of Fees of Work Permit of Non-
Jordanian Workers and its amendments no.:36 of 1997 and 2009, are met by 
each application. 

This process is carried out through the following procedures, which must be 
followed by all potential migrants:

Completion of the accredited employment and recruitment form including the 
following:
1. Establishment title, employer’s or director’s name, address and nature of 

business and addresses of all branches of the business. 
2. Worker’s name as per passport, their date of birth, nationality and a description 

of the position they want to hold.

The following documents are necessary for the recruitment application: 

1. Two copies of the Labour contract, ensuring that one copy has been drafted 
in the emigrant’s mother tongue pursuant to Article No. (15) of the Labour 
Code by virtue of the last amendment no. 26 of 2010. 

2. Valid professional license for the establishment/business where the employ-
ment will be held; or the work permit and title deeds of the property if the 
worker will be employed as a domestic worker in a private residence. If the 
migrant worker is a gardener then a recommendation should be issued by the 
Agriculture Directorate. 

3. A copy of the worker’s valid passport.
4. Statement issued by the Social Security Corporation showing that all the 

workers’ subscription payments for social security are up to date. 
5. If the employee is to be employed on a specific project, a copy of the project 

and bids awarded to the employer should be supplied.
6. A valid medical report issued by any health centre accredited by Ministry of 

Health. 
7. Photographs of the worker.
8. Establishment form No.1 or a copy of the notice of delivery or acknowledgment 

(of Establishment form No.1) to the Directorate. 
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The required documents shall be completed when the worker enters the Kingdom 
according to the Item (B) above in addition submitting a No-Criminal Convic-
tion Certificate duly attested and issued by the competent authorities within the 
worker’s country. 

Fees for work permits shall be paid in advance immediately after obtaining the 
approval for the application. 

Naturalisation of foreign workers, to allow them to obtain Jordanian Nationality 
is also organized into specified legislations as the Jordanian Nationality Code and 
its amendments no.6 of 1954 and Temporary Passport Code and its amendments 
No.5 of 2003. 

It is worth mentioning that this matter is not considered to be complicated at all 
within the Kingdom and that many emigrants have held Jordanian Nationality 
upon fulfilment of all conditions mentioned in the legal texts. 

Immigrants are not entitled to vote in national elections in Jordan, the Temporary 
Election Code No. 9 of 2010 stipulates that this right is restricted for Jordanian 
citizens only with the exclusion of other nationalities since this matter shall not be 
considered object of disagreement or claimed by the immigrant or non-Jordanian 
worker within the Kingdom. 

For governing the arrival and residence of emigrants to Jordan, the Kingdom 
Government entered into a significant number of bilateral international agree-
ments (Table 1): 
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agreement authentication 
year

date of publication 
in official gazette

Agreement between the Government of the 
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and the Government of 
Yemen Republic regarding cooperation in the field of 
labour force and executive programmes (2001-2003)

1997 01.11.1997

Agreement regarding cooperation in the field of labour 
force between the Government of the Hashemite 
Kingdom of Jordan and the Government of the Syria 
Republic

2002 02.06.2002

Agreement between the Egypt Arab Government and 
the Government of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 
regarding cooperation in the field of labour force and 
executive programmes (2003)

1985 16.05.1985

Agreement between the government of the Republic of 
Tunisia and the Government of the Hashemite Kingdom 
of Jordan regarding the cooperation in the field of labour 
force and executive programmes (2001-2003)

1983 Not yet published

Agreement between the Government of the 
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and the Government of 
Kingdom of Morocco regarding cooperation in the field 
of the labour force

1983 Not yet published

Agreement between the Government of the 
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and the Government of 
the Turkish Republic regarding cooperation in the field 
of labour force

1982 16.08.1982

Agreement between the Government of the 
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and the Government of 
the Republic of the Philippines regarding cooperation 
in the field of labour force

1988 01.02.1988

Agreement for the exchange of labour force between 
Jordan and Pakistan

1978 16.06.1978

table 6.4.1: bilateral Labour agreements in force in Jordan with the year of publication in 
the official gazette
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agreement authentication 
year

date of publication 
in official gazette

Agreement for the technical labour force between 
the Arab People’s Socialist Republic of Libya and the 
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan

1979 01.05.1979

Agreement for cooperation regarding the labour force 
with Sudan Republic

2003 Not yet published

In addition to these bilateral labour agreements, the Jordanian government has 
ratified a wide range of regional labour migration agreements (Table 2). 

table 6.4.2: Labour migration agreements of the arab League ratified by the Jordanian 
government

serial no. agreements date of Publish in 
official gazette

gazette 
issue

1 Agreement no. (1) entered into in 1968 
regarding labour levels

20.03.1968 2082

2 Agreement no. (2) entered into in 1968 
regarding movement of labour force

20.03.1968 2082

3 Agreement no. (4) entered into in 1975 
regarding movement of labour force 
(amended)

Not yet 
published 

4 Agreement no. (9) entered into in 1977 
regarding occupational direction and 
training

Not yet 
published

5 Agreement no. (11) entered into in 
1979 regarding group negotiation

Not yet 
published

6 Agreement no. (17) entered into 
in 1993 regarding employing and 
reforming disabled persons

30.12.1993 3942
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The Jordanian government has also signed a number of international labour 
migration agreements, mostly ILO Conventions (Table 3). 

table 6.4.3: iLo conventions signed by Jordan in the field of international migration

agreement date of signature

Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise ILO 
Convention 87, 1948

Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining ILO Convention 98, 1949 12-December 1968

Forced Labour Convention 29, 1930 6 June 1966

Abolition of Forced Labour Convention 105, 1957 31 March 1958

Equal Remuneration Convention 100, 1951 22 September 1966

Discrimination (employment and occupation) Convention 111, 1958 4 July 1963

Minimum Age Convention 138, 1973 23 March 1998

Worst forms of child labour convention 182, 1999 20 April 2000

The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan has, in its efforts to focus on the employment 
of the local Jordanian labour force, entered into several agreements on the 
employment of emigrant labour in other countries (Table 4). 

agreement
authentication 

date
date of Publish in 

official gazette

Agreement between the Government of the Hashemite 
Kingdom of Jordan and the Government of U.A.E. 
regarding cooperation in the field of labour force

1982 Not published yet

Technical cooperation Agreement between the 
Government of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan and 
Kuwait Government regarding movement of labour force

2001 28.08.2001

Agreement between the Government of the Hashemite 
Kingdom of Jordan and Qatar Government regarding 
organisation of use of Jordan labour force in Qatar State

1997 01.06.1997

table 6.4.4: international agreements on the employment of Jordanian emigrant labour in 
other countries.
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Broadly speaking these bilateral and regional agreements all cite standardised 
articles which state that the recruitment and travel of migrant workers shall be 
overseen by mutual coordination of the authorities in the workers country of origin 
and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan. They also contain articles that clearly 
identify the legal obligations of employers and identify the legal mechanisms 
designed to protect the rights of labour migrants. The agreements also contain 
articles which seek to provide procedures in the event of disputes arising from the 
interpretation of legal provisions and procedures to revise and amend bilateral 
and regional agreements (although to date none of theses agreements have been 
formally amended). The bilateral agreements like those signed with Turkey, The 
Philippines, India and Sri Lanka do not specify the number of migrant workers 
in particular sectors nor are any limits placed on those numbers.

illegal Migration

Border Control Issues 
Nationals of most countries are required to hold a visa for legal entry to Jordan. 
There are three categories of entry control:
1. Countries exempt from visas, which are mostly citizens of other Arab countries.
2. Countries whose citizens are able to obtain a single entry visa on arrival at the 

port of entry.
3. Countries whose citizens have to seek prior approval for a visa at a Jordanian 

embassy overseas. 

All countries are listed according to one of these categories with the applicable 
visa fee in the Appendix (Table 5). 

The authorities with primary responsibility for border control borders and observe 
entrance of people and goods are:
- Ministry of Interior and its security arms
- General Security Directorate 
- Desert Guards 
- Customs 
- General Intelligence Agency 
- Armed Forces and Coastguards 
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These institutions and organisations control all borders of Jordan (land/air/sea) 
in full. Jordan has no problem regarding human smuggling and is not considered 
as an uncontrolled passage for smuggling migrants onwards to other countries. 

Controlling borders of the Kingdom requires very substantial and effective 
cooperation with neighbouring countries to control borders securely. For these 
purposes the Kingdom has entered into several specific bilateral border agree-
ments. These include: 
- Border control agreement with the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (Hadda agree-

ment of 1965 which was signed in Jeddah. The original agreement dates back 
to 02/11/1925 and seeks to mark out the land border between The Hashemite 
Kingdom of Jordan and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The 1925 agreement 
was then superseded by the 1933 “Good neighbour” convention which was 
followed by the 1965 Amman agreement where transit points for goods and 
persons were identified. 

- Other agreements and memorandum of understanding entered into with Syria 
and Iraq. There are no formal border agreements between Jordan and Syria, 
instead, a number of memorandums and understandings exist that govern 
the issues of borders, passports and the transit of goods and persons. In 2009 
(31/12/2009) the Jordanian Government issued a declaration cancelling exit 
taxes imposed on those leaving Jordan and entering Syria. As for Jordanian-
Iraqi border control and management arrangements, the border between the 
two countries was determined by a border demarcation agreement in 1984, 
which remains in force.

- The Wadi Arabba Agreement between Jordan and Israel of 26.10.1994 stipulates 
in Article No (2) Paragraph (2) that “each party shall declare its security borders 
to the other”. While this has established a de facto international border, it did not 
resolve the issue of the West Bank, which pre-1967 was under Jordanian control 
and which to date contains hundreds of thousands of Jordanian passport holders.

Readmission agreements
Ordinarily, the Government of the Jordanian Kingdom controls its borders in light 
of its position as a sovereign state and its powers to govern, limit and treat illegal 
migration operations. However, where illegal migrants are found to be present 
on its territory, they are detained by the police.
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Following, arrest of any illegal migrant on Jordanian territory, they are put in the 
Jweida Reform and Rehabilitation Centre located south of the Capital Amman. 
In the Jweida Centre, a temporary holding area where detainees are held for up 
to 72 hours, illegal migrants are held separately from other detainees. 

The arrest and detention of illegal migrants is governed by the Residence and 
Foreigners’ Affairs Code No.:24 of 1973 and its amendments, especially Articles 
No. 6, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37 of this Code. 

Jordan has no official bilateral agreements devoted to the readmission of illegal 
migrants but they are returned by virtue of the Residence and Foreigners’ Affairs 
Code No. 24 of 1973 and its amendments.

Despite that, readmission focused on particular countries is sometimes part of 
broader labour migration agreements, such as:
- Agreement with the Moroccan Kingdom entered into on 22.04.1983 in respect 

of cooperation in the field of the labour force. Article 6 of this agreement 
deals with the readmission of illegal migrants and over-stayers. 

- Agreement with the Syrian Republic entered into on 30.12.2007 in respect of 
cooperation in the field of labour force. Article 8 of this agreement deals with 
the readmission of illegal migrants and over-stayers. 

- Agreement with the People’s Republic of China entered into on 12.12.2005 
in respect of cooperation in the field of the labour force. Article 9 of this 
agreement is focused on readmission. 

- Agreement with the Republic of Sri Lanka entered into on 7.2.2006 in respect 
of cooperation in the field of the labour force. Article 5 of this agreement 
deals with readmission. 

- Agreement with Indonesia entered into in 2001 in respect of cooperation in 
the field of labour force. Article 7 of this agreement deals with readmission. 

- Agreement with India entered into on 1.10.1986 in respect of cooperation in 
the field of labour force. Article 6 of this agreement deals with the readmission. 
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- Agreement with the Philippines entered into on 1.12.1988 in respect of 
cooperation in the field of labour force. Article 5 of this agreement deals with 
readmission. 

- Agreement with Turkey entered into on 8.7.1982 in respect of cooperation in 
the field of labour force. Article 8 of this agreement deals with readmission. 

- Agreement with Pakistan Republic entered into on 29.04.1978 in respect of 
cooperation in the field of labour force. Article 8 of this agreement deals with 
readmission. 

It is worth mentioning that these memorandums and agreements are publicly 
and freely available to any person who wishes to acquaint themselves with the 
text. Copies of any memorandum or agreement or legal text can be obtained by 
the public. 

Deportation of migrants from Jordanian territory shall be subject to the Jordanian 
Laws. This means that any migrant may use all means and persons to make sure 
that such legislation is fairly applied to their case. All migrants also have the right 
to defend themselves.

The entire process of deportation is covered by articles 31, 35 and 37 of the 
Residence and Foreigners’ Affairs Code. These articles are worth reproducing in 
full. They stipulate the following:

Article 31: Any person who has entered into the Kingdom by violating Articles 4 
and 5 of this Code shall be arrested with no need for notice and be placed for 
the local governor who is entitled to deport him/her or recommend the Minister 
to grant him/her a residence permit or refer the person to the Reconciliation 
Judge and in case of conviction, the penalty of a prison sentence from one to six 
months or payment of a fine of between 10 and 50 Dinars or the two penalties 
shall be applied.

Article 35: If any company or employer employs any foreigner without a residence 
permit or with no permission to work within the Kingdom, then a fine of not less 
than 50 Dinars and not more than 75 Dinars per violating worker shall be paid, but 
this shall not include experts invited by the working companies in the Kingdom 
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for technical consultations provided, that their residence shall not exceed three 
months and obtain the consent of the Directorate in advance before their arrival. 

Article 37: The Minister is, upon recommendation of the Director, entitled to deport 
foreigners and arrest whoever is to be temporarily deported until procedures of 
deportation are carried out and any foreigner who was previously deported shall 
not be allowed to enter into the Kingdom unless the Minister permits. 

An important example of recent, relevant case law on readmission involving foreign 
governments, relates to Article No. 5 of the Memorandum of Understanding 
entered into with the Government of Sri Lanka (see list on previous page). The 
Government of the Jordanian Kingdom, represented by the Ministry of Labour 
paid the costs of return and travel tickets of 120 workers from Sri Lanka out of the 
Humanitarian Assistance Fund. The workers were unable to work as the factory 
in which they worked was closed since their employer had left the country.

Migration and development

Maintaining contact with emigrants:
The Jordan Labour Code No. 8 of 1986 and its amendments stipulate that the 
Jordanian Ministry of Labour is the sole principle institution entitled to contact 
and deal with emigrants. 

For the purposes of organizing this contact, the valid Jordan Code of Labour, 
regulations and instructions involved the creation of a directorate concerned 
with maintaining contact with emigrants located within the Ministry of Labour.

Managing Emigrants’ Remittance 
The sole legislation concerned with providing facilities for migrant investment 
is focused on the arrival of wealthy immigrants. The Investment Encouragement 
Code is directed at possible business investments of certain immigration, espe-
cially Iraqi, Syrian and Palestinian businessmen. Customs and tax exemptions 
are offered to encourage investment. In addition, some individuals (though not 
Palestinians) may be granted Jordanian Nationality against this kind of business 
investment contribution. 
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Overall, it is clear that Jordan is small country with limited resources, so Jordan is 
not considered able to accept a large number of immigrants, or for immigration to 
form a significant social and economic phenomenon. Most immigrants to Jordan 
are housemaids and builders (i.e. un-skilled workers in general).

Workers and immigrants in Jordan face no social and political pressures to occupy 
the attentions of State or Social society institutions. 

Neither the State nor those in financially and socially powerful positions shall 
perform any arbitrary actions or abusive use or exclusion by the law for these 
workers. The state is legally grounded and immigrants are not considered to be 
a pressure on the state.

Legislations and institutions interested and concerned with legal and illegal 
migrants in Jordan are well developed. They are aimed at achieving justice and 
improving the living conditions for immigrants within their limited capacities. 
These legislation and institutions are under continuous development, amendment 
and moderation according to the requirements of the international legislations 
and laws. 

Jordan is not considered as a passage or transit country for the migrants to other 
countries in Europe or elsewhere since it has no coasts located on the Mediter-
ranean. However, the increasing security pressures on the Mediterranean coasts 
may change Jordan into a passage for emigrants who want to avoid the risks of a 
passage across the Mediterranean. Some may also think that entry from Jordan, 
via Syria and Turkey to Europe may be easier and less controlled. 
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country visa charges 
for one entry 

(in Jd)

visa 
on arrival 

Prior approval 
required

no need 
for visa 

(exempt)

UAE No visa *

Afghanistan 10 *

Israel 10 *

Indonesia 10 * Housemaids

Uzbekistan 10 *
Iran 10 *

Papua New Guinea 10 *

Pakistan 10 *

Bahrain No visa *

Brunei 10 *

Bangladesh 10 *

Bhutan 10 *

Thailand 10 *

Turkmenistan 10 *

Turkey 10 *

Russia 10 *

Saudi Arabia No visa *

Syria No visa *

Sri Lanka 10 *

Singapore 10 *

China 10 *

Tajikistan 10 *

Iraq 10 *

Oman No visa *

Palestine No visa *

Philippines 10 *

Vietnam 10 *

Qatar No visa *

Kazakhstan 10 *

appendix: table 6.4.5: countries requiring visa for entry to Jordan
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country visa charges 
for one entry 

(in Jd)

visa 
on arrival 

Prior approval 
required

no need 
for visa 

(exempt)

Cambodia 10 *
North Korea 10 *
South Korea 10 *
Kuwait No visa *
Kyrgyzstan 10 *
Laos 10 *
Lebanon No visa *
Maldives 10 *
Mongolia 10 *
Myanmar 10 *
Nepal 10 *
India 10 *
Hong Kong No charge *
Japan No charge *
Yemen No visa *
Azerbaijan 10 *
Armenia 10 *
Spain 10 *
Estonia 10 *
Albania 10 *
Germany 10 *
Andorra 10 *
Ukraine 10 *
Ireland 10 *
Iceland 10 *
Italy 10 *
Portugal 10 *
Britain 10 *
Belgium 10 *
Bulgaria 10 *
Bosnia and Herzegovina 10 *
Poland 10 *
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country visa charges 
for one entry 

(in Jd)

visa 
on arrival 

Prior approval 
required

no need 
for visa 

(exempt)

Czech Republic 10 *
Georgia 10 *
Denmark 10 *
Belarus 10 *
Romania 10 *
San Marino 10 *
Slovakia 10 *
Slovenia 10 *
Sweden 10 *
Switzerland 10 *
Serbia 10 *
Vatican City 10 *
France 10 *
Finland 10 *
Cyprus 10 *
Croatia 10 *
Kosovo 10 *
Latvia 10 *
Luxembourg 10 *
Lithuania 10 *
Liechtenstein 10 *
Malta 10 *
Macedonia 10 *
Moldavia 10 *
Monaco 10 *
Montenegro 10 *
Norway 10 *
Austria 10 *
Hungary 10 *
Netherlands 10 *
Greece 10 *

United States of America 10 *
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country visa charges 
for one entry 

(in Jd)

visa 
on arrival 

Prior approval 
required

no need 
for visa 

(exempt)

Canada 10 *
Australia 10 *
Tuvalu 10 *
Tonga 10 *
Samoa 10 *
Solomon Islands 10 *
Vanuatu 10 *
Fiji 10 *
Kiribati 10 *
Marshall Islands 10 *
Micronesia 10 *
Nauru 10 *
New Zealand 10 *
Argentina 10 *
Ecuador 10 *
Uruguay 10 *
Paraguay 10 *
Brazil 10 *
Barbados 10 *
Belize 10 *
Panama 10 *
Bahamas 10 *
Bolivia 10 *
Peru 10 *
Chili 10 *
Jamaica 10 *
Dominican Republic 10 *
Saint Christopher 10 *
Saint Vincent 10 *
Saint Lucia 10 *
El Salvador 10 *

Suriname 10 *
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country visa charges 
for one entry 

(in Jd)

visa 
on arrival 

Prior approval 
required

no need 
for visa 

(exempt)

Grenada 10 *
Guatemala 10 *
Guyana 10 *
Venezuela 10 *
Cuba 10 *
Coast Rica 10 *
Colombia 10 *
Mexico 10 *
Nicaragua 10 *
Haiti 10 *
Honduras 10 *
Ethiopia 10 *
Eritrea 10 *
Central African Republic 10 *
Angola 10 *
Uganda 10 *
Botswana 10 *
Benin 10 *
Burkina Faso 10 *
Burundi 10 *
Chad 10 *
Tanzania 10 *
Togo 10 *
Tunisia 10 *
South Africa No charge *
Comoros 10 *
Algeria No charge *
Rwanda 10 *
Republic of the Congo 10 *
Zambia 10 *
Zimbabwe 10 *

Ivory Coast 10 *
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country visa charges 
for one entry 

(in Jd)

visa 
on arrival 

Prior approval 
required

no need 
for visa 

(exempt)

Ivory Coast 10 *
Sao Tome and Principe 10 *
Senegal 10 *
Swaziland 10 *
Sierra Leone 10 *
Seychelles 10 *
Sudan No charge *
Somalia 10 *
Gabon 10 *
Gambia 10 *
Ghana 10 *
Guinea 10 *
Equatorial Guinea 10 *
Guinea-Bissau 10 *
Cameroon 10 *
Democratic Republic of the Congo 10 *
Cape Verde 10 *
Kenya 10 *
Liberia 10 *
Libya No charge *
Lesotho 10 *
Malawi 10 *
Mali 10 *
Madagascar 10 *
Egypt No charge *
Mauritius 10 *
Mauricio 10 *
Mozambique 10 *
Morocco No charge * Women between 

18-35 years
Namibia 10 *
Niger 10 *
Nigeria 10 *
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6.5 Lebanon 

Frontiers Association/Samira Trad

introduction

This policy brief gives a basic general indication of the Lebanese inward and 
outward migration policy, trends and gaps. The information in this policy brief is 
primarily based on compilation of available literature and focus on the policy and 
legal situation of emigrants and immigrants, and particularly on migrant workers 
and trafficked persons. It does not tackle the various dimensions of migration. 

Lebanon is a country of both emigration and immigration. The Lebanese emigra-
tion is considered by all concerned – officials and non-officials - to be a “natural” 
phenomenon and pattern, to the extent that it has rarely been a central policy issue 
to the successive governments in terms of, inter alia, management of emigration 
and development. Lebanese emigrants fall into different categories: permanent, 
seasonal, and periodic. There are various factors leading to the emigration of 
the Lebanese citizens. However, the economic and security factors are the two 
major ones. 

The Lebanese emigration movement goes back to late 19th century, long before 
the creation of the modern state of Lebanon.128 The primary destination of the 
first Lebanese was the United States, Australia, Canada, and Brazil.129 These ended 
in permanent settlement and naturalisation. This continues to be the case today 
but other destinations emerged since, such as Europe, for permanent immigration 
and Africa for temporary residency. By the 1960s, the Arab Gulf States became 
a new destination of Lebanese immigration mainly for work purposes, as these 
states’ immigration policy does not allow for local integration and settlement 
leading to naturalisation. 

The number of Lebanese emigrants is estimated to range, depending on the 
source, up to more than 15 million, according to the Lebanese World Cultural 

128 The Lebanese Crisis and Its Impact on Immigrants and Refugees, By Kara Murphy. Migration Policy 
Institute, September 2006: http://www.migrationinformation.org/Feature/display.cfm?id=419

129 Ibid
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Union, though that is the upper estimate.130 For example, during the 1975-1990 
civil war, more than half a million Lebanese are said to have fled the country.131 
Between 1992 and 2007, the number of Lebanese emigrants are estimated to be 
around half a million. The majority of the Lebanese emigrants are highly educated 
and their age ranges between 25-54 years old.132

As for immigration, Lebanon has also been a migrant receiving country for some 
time and was particularly considered as the sanctuary for the oppressed in the 
region. In the past Lebanon has welcomed migrants, particularly forced migrants, 
fleeing internal conflicts and persecution in neighbouring countries, such as Kurds, 
Armenians, Assyrians and Maronite Christians. Many of these migrant groups have 
been able to settle, integrate and secure Lebanese nationality. Today, they form 
the majority of the population of the modern State of Lebanon. 

The plight of hundreds of thousands of Palestinian refugees, who were forced to 
flee their villages and towns as the result of the creation of the State of Israel and 
its occupation of the Palestinian lands, coincided with the creation of the State of 
Lebanon. This influx of refugees from Palestine, thought to be around 400,000 
or 10% of the total Lebanese population, led Lebanon to close its doors to forced 
migration. This would continue to be the case as long as the protracted Palestin-
ian situation goes on. This explains why, following the fall of the Iraqi President 
Saddam Hussain, Lebanon did not open its doors to the Iraqi refugees fleeing 
occupation and sectarian violence. Nonetheless, around 8,000 Iraqi refugees 
registered with UNHCR in Lebanon and many more unregistered refugees have 
found their way to Lebanon 

However, today Lebanon is, like many countries in the region, a destination for 
legal and illegal migrants. In most cases the presence of these migrants is temporary 
or seasonal and the majority of migrant workers in Lebanon are low-skilled labour 
e.g. are female domestic workers. The number of migrant workers increased 
sharply after the end of the civil war in 1990. Migrant workers, particularly Syrians,

130 Gabaret, A. (2007) ‘The Lebanese Diaspora : the past, present and future’ speech given by president of 
World Lebanese Cultural Union, March 25th 2007; available at http://www.iloubnan.info/socials/tribune/
id/084/titre/The-Lebanese-Diaspora:-The-past,-present-and-the-future (accessed 28.2.2011)

131 Murphy op. cit.
132 Choghig Kasparian, «L’émigration des jeunes Libanais et leurs projets d’avenir 1992-2007», Presses de 

l’Université St-Joseph, Beyrouth, 2009 Updated: 06/09/2010. 
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Egyptians, Ethiopians, Nepalese, Filipinos, and Sri Lankans now work in Lebanon 
in considerable numbers. Official data estimate the number of domestic workers 
in Lebanon from non-Arab countries alone to be between 130,000-200,000 in a 
population of 4 million.133

In spite of the changes in scale and significance of migrant labour in Lebanon, 
the legal framework and institutions responsible for regulating foreign workers 
has been slow to evolve and keep pace with changing institutional and legislative 
frameworks at regional and international levels, though some initiatives and 
attempts have been made in recent years to narrow these gaps. Lebanon, like 
many countries of the region, continues to deals with the migration phenomenon 
through policies of protectionism and continues to confine much of its responses 
to security and border control measures. 

Legal Migration

As stated above, there is no special legislation to regulate labour migration and 
its related issues. In legislative terms, migrant labour is dealt with by the July 10, 
1962 Law relating to the Entry, Stay, and Exit of foreigners to Lebanon and its 
implementation through decree 10188 of July 28, 1962; and decision 320 of August 
2, 1962 on the control of entry and exit from Lebanese border posts. This law 
covers both nationals and non-nationals, and entry and residence in the country, 
or banning from entry or deportation of non-nationals. 

Indeed, despite the historical importance and longevity of Lebanese emigra-
tion, emigration also suffers from an absence of any specific legislation. Broadly 
speaking, Lebanese laws allow free emigration and encourage free circulation of 
their remittances. 

In contrast to the free movement of Lebanese emigrants, immigration to Lebanon 
is strictly controlled. Lebanon does not have an immigration policy that leads to 
settlement and naturalisation, though the legal legislations related to naturalisation

133 ILO Brief Issue 1,Promoting the rights of Women Migrant Domestic Workers in Arab States: The Case of 
Lebanon: http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---dgreports/---gender/documents/publication/
wcms_097023.pdf
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allows for individual or groups applying and obtaining citizenship.134 However, 
the texts and procedures of naturalisation are subject to discretionary and ad-hoc 
administrative decisions when it comes to group naturalisation and strict terms to 
individual ones.135 As a matter of fact, the notion of immigration with the intention 
of permanent settlement is completely non-existent in Lebanese legislation and 
official policies. Lebanon is also considered to be a viable transit zone for migrants 
and asylum seekers heading mainly to Europe. 

The directly relevant legislation in force is the Law of entry, exit of country 
mentioned above. These regulations are applicable to all kinds of movement 
and stay. In principle, persons entering Lebanon should hold a passport valid for 
six months. Some nationals have privileges such as the Syrians, and Palestinian 
registered refugees who can enter without visas. Children under 18 years old 
require written consent from their parents or guardian to obtain a visa. 

A tourist entry visa may be obtained by nationals of many countries at the Lebanese 
airport or any other port of entry. However, many nationals cannot, particularly 
nationals of sending migrant sending countries. These must obtain a visa prior 
to their arrivals. The terms and conditions to obtain an entry visa vary according 
to the type of visa required. The type and categories of entry and residency in 
Lebanon, excluding the short term visa such as tourism, hospitalisation and short 
visits, is limited mostly to permits for specific reasons such as education, business 
investment, work, or marriage to a Lebanese national.136 Artists are subject to a 
special regime, and the Law contains few provisions related to asylum seeking. To 
enter and work in Lebanon, migrant workers must obtain prior authorisation from

134 The nationality legislation: decree n°15 of January 19, 1925 modified by law of January 11, 1960 provides 
that nationality is obtained by descent of the Lebanese father (patriarchal jus sanguinis) . Lebanese 
women are discriminated against and cannot transmit their nationality to their children unless they are 
«illegitimate», while foreign women married to Lebanese men obtain Lebanese nationality after one year 
of marriage. The principle of jus soli is applicable to stateless children born in the country, if proven that 
none of their parent have a nationality.

135 For example, the naturalisation decree 5247 of June 20, 1994 that naturalised around 300,000 individuals.
136 See terms and conditions on the Directorate General of the General Security website at: http://www.

general-security.gov.lb; See also: www.ilo.org/dyn/natlex/natlex_browse.details?p_lang=en&p_isn=39234
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the relevant authorities and a sponsor.137 The Lebanese employment agencies 
established relationships with Asian agencies, and migrants were recruited based 
on the demands of Lebanese employers. This practice, facilitated by the Lebanese 
government’s laissez-faire labour-market policy, continues to the present day.138

Foreign applicants can be refused renewal of their work and residency permits 
by an administrative decision. Foreigners may also be subject to deportation if 
they are believed to be a threat to national security without judicial review and 
regardless if they may face persecution or torture of whether they are returned to 
their country of origin. Migrants may request a judicial review of their deportation 
order. However, court decisions are not always recognised or executed by the 
executive institutions. 

The immediate consequence of the limited legal scope of the provisions that focuses 
solely on the issue of entry and exit is that migrants, refugees, and stateless people 
do not have a protection framework. The protection provided for these categories 
of population is the result of generally applicable laws, with the exceptions and 
discrimination they entail in text and in practice. Most importantly, Lebanon has 
so far not ratified conventions that directly relate to the different categories of 
migrants: the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, and its 1967 
Protocol; the 1954 Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons; and the 
1990 International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant 
Workers and Their Families. Despite non-ratification of these international treatises 
Lebanon has ratified most ILO conventions.

137 According to the GSO website : « Suite à l’obtention d’une approbation préalable obligatoire près la Direc-
tion Générale de la Sûreté Générale, en vertu d’une approbation préalable du Ministère de travail, un visa 
de travail pour trois mois sera accordé aux ressortissants des pays suivants: Ethiopie, Erythrée, Indonésie,  
Angola, Ouganda, Pakistan, Bengladesh, Paraguay,  Iles Balue, République de Bénins, Botswana, Burkina 
Faso, Burundi, Bosnie, Taiwan, Trinidad et Tobago, Tchad, Tanzanie, Togo, République d’Afrique Centrale, 
République du Congo Populaire Démocrate (Zaïre antérieurement), Afrique du Sud, Djibouti, Rouanda, 
Zambie, Zimbabwe, Santa Lucia, Sri Lanka, Salvador, Surinam, Sierra Leone,  Iles Seychelles, Somalie, 
Gabon, Gambie, Grenyadine, Guinée, Nouvelle Guinée, Philippines, Fiji, Vietnam, Cameroun, Corée du 
Nord, Iles Comores, Kenya, Libéria, Malawi, Mali, Madagascar, Mauritanie, Iles Maurice, Mozambique, 
Namibie, Niger, Nicaragua, Indes. »

138 The Lebanese Crisis and Its Impact on Immigrants and Refugees, By Kara Murphy. Migration Policy 
Institute, September 2006:http://www.migrationinformation.org/Feature/display.cfm?id=419
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On the other hand, Lebanon has ratified the major human rights instruments139 
embodied in the preamble of its Constitution of the Universal Human Rights Dec-
laration and all UN human rights instruments. As such, these standards should, in 
accordance with international human rights law, apply to nationals and non-nationals, 
and irrespective of the legal status or length of stay of non-nationals, and ought to fill 
the gaps and provide the necessary protections. However, in practice this is not the case.

In reality, migrants, including refugees and asylum seekers, are at risk of unlawful 
deportation, ill treatment and exploitation, and may face great difficulties and discrimi-
nation in accessing public services such as healthcare, education, housing and work.

The legal provisions of the labour law restrict certain jobs and liberal professions 
exclusive to Lebanese nationals, unless there are bilateral agreements.140 Thus, the 
relevant legal provisions prohibit foreigners and refugees, including Palestinian 
refugees who have been living in Lebanon for more than 60 years now, from doing 
certain jobs, such as holding any management position, holding bank positions, 
or to be owners of commercial enterprises. Additionally, the law places conditions 
on the admissibility of foreigners in any job by prioritising nationals.141 A foreigner 
can also obtain a work permit either if he is married to a Lebanese woman for 
at least one year and provides official proof of the marriage from the Ministry 
of Interior - Directorate of Personal Status, or by having a Lebanese mother or 
being of Lebanese descendant on the same condition of official proof from the 
competent authority.142

Furthermore, migrant workers are banned from exercising certain skilled and 
unskilled jobs. According to the procedures, the work permit and accordingly 
the work residency are accorded for a maximum of two years and for a specific 
job. The legislation enumerates the terms and conditions for the end of the work 
permit for foreigners.143

139 The main international human rights instruments ratified by Lebanon: the Convention Against Torture 
and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (CAT); Convention on the Elimination 
of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW); Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC); 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR); International Covenant on Economic, 
Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR); International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial 
Discrimination (ICERD). 

140 Labour Law, Decision No. 621 of 15 December 1995
141 Legislative Decree No. 17 561 of 18 September 1964 related to the Regularization of foreigners workers. 
142 Ibid.
143 Ibid.
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In principle, the rights of migrant workers fall under the general constitutional 
and legislative framework and the administrative provisions that are applicable 
to all workers. The existing legal and administrative protection tools are weak. 
Domestic workers are excluded from the protection of labour legislation.144 There 
are a number of reports on the exploitation and slave-like treatment and abuse of 
domestic workers, such as the unlawful act of confiscation of their passports and 
work permits, restriction of their freedom of movement, very long working condi-
tions, non-payment of their wages, physical, psychological, and sexual abuses.145

In Lebanon, migrant workers are dependent on their employers and the private 
recruitment companies. Their work permits and entry visas are tied to their employ-
ers. This is known as the Kafala system. This system is open to serious abuses from 
the employers and the recruitment agencies, particularly for domestic workers. 
The application for prior authorisation for entry visa ought to be accompanied 
by an engagement letter from the employer stating, among other things, that 
he/she guarantees the cost of repatriation of the foreign worker at the end of 
their service.146 Because of the serious violations of migrant workers’ rights, and 
particularly domestic workers, a number of countries have banned their female 
domestic workers from travelling to work and live in Lebanon, like the Philippines, 
(in force since 2007) Nepal, (in force since November 2009)147 and Ethiopia, (in 
force since April 2008).148

Lebanon’s policy towards the issue of forced migration is not much better. Leba-
non is not a signatory to the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of Refugees 
or its 1967 Protocol. Since 1963, the country has been a permanent member of 
UNHCR’s Executive Committee, which sets international standards with respect to 
the treatment of refugees. Lebanon has enshrined in its Constitution UN principles 
and human rights conventions, which include the right to seek asylum. It is also 
a party to the core human rights instruments including the Convention Against 

144 Article 7 of the Labour Code of 1946 excludes domestic workers. Also see: International Labour Organisa-
tion. Gender and Migration in Arab States: The Case of Domestic Workers. Simel Esim and Monica Smith, 
Eds. Beirut: June 2004.

145 CCS Joint Submission to UPR, Lebanon Session 2010.
146 Legislative Decree No. 17561 of 18 September 1964 related to the Regularization of foreigners workers.
147 http://thehimalayantimes.com/featured/2010_in_retrospect/business/business_4.php; and http://www.

dailystar.com.lb/article.asp?edition_id=1&categ_id=1&article_id=109216#axzz1B1xBV7k8; and http://
forum.tayyar.org/f8/nepal-bans-migration-lebanon-amid-abuse-fears-41465/; and http://simbarusseau.
com/?p=555

148 http://middleeastdesk.org/article.php?id=2374
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Torture (CAT), which prohibits the repatriation or deportation of any person to 
a country where he or she would be subject to torture. 

Lebanon does not consider itself a country of asylum. This explains why it has 
not so far developed an adequate and comprehensive legal framework in this 
field. In practice, the right to seek asylum in Lebanon is a dead letter, for it has 
been rarely used. 

The current, relatively weak regulation is the 2003 Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) between the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) 
and the Lebanese State. According to the memorandum, only persons who enter 
illegally can register their refugee claim with UNHCR within two months of their 
arrival. The MOU stipulates that Lebanon is not an asylum country and that the 
term “refugee” is defined as a person seeking asylum in a country other than 
Lebanon. It does not explicitly recognise the principle of non-deportation but 
only grants refugees registered with UNHCR the right to remain temporarily in 
Lebanon until UNHCR resettles them to a third country.149 Under the Lebanon 
MOU, the General Security Office (GSO) issues registered asylum seekers with 
a temporary circulation permit valid for three months, while UNHCR completes 
the status determination process. If the person is recognized as a refugee, the 
GSO issues another temporary circulation permit for six months, while UNHCR 
seeks resettlement. The permit can be extended for up to three more months. 
Considering that Lebanon does not recognise itself as a country of asylum, 
resettlement in a third country remains the only sustainable solution for non-
Palestinian refugees other than voluntary return. The memorandum states that 
the temporary circulation permit does not protect the asylum seekers or refugees 
from legal prosecution in the event of violation of the Lebanese laws or deportation 
from Lebanon in case of a serious crime threatening national security, such as 
membership to a terrorist group or organised crimes. The memorandum does not 
foresee the situation of refugee status on grounds of prima facie or any form of 
extended protection provided by UNHCR. Furthermore, the memorandum does 
not guarantee granting refugees registered with UNHCR legal status and social 
and economic protection. This places them in a difficult and extremely vulnerable 

149 For more detailed information, see Frontiers Ruwad Association, Legality vs. Legitimacy: Detention of 
Refugees and Asylum Seekers in Lebanon, May 2006 available at http://www.frontiersassociation.org/
pubs/ArbitraryDetentionFINALMAY2006.pdf

 And Frontiers Ruwad Association’s Annual Reports 2004-2007 available at http://www.frontiersassociation.
org/welcome_files/Page371.htm
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situation. They rarely have work permits, and tend to work irregularly. This makes 
them subject to discrimination and exploitation at work, and denies them access 
to basic health care and education. Most importantly, they are subject to arrest, 
prolonged arbitrary detention, and forced deportation solely for committing the 
crime of illegal entry. 

In addition to the above mentioned memorandum, a 2006 Ministry of Justice 
Advisory affirmed that the Government has an obligation to respect its international 
commitment. As suchs it requested not to return refugees recognized by UNHCR 
as per Article 3 of the Convention against Torture (CAT).

Lebanon continues to resist any move to become a fully fledged member of the 
international community in terms of sharing responsibility of the plight of the refugees, 
by at least granting them a temporary legal stay and prohibiting their repatriation. 

There are no mechanisms to receive asylum applications at the Lebanese borders 
and UNHCR has no presence there. Most asylum seekers are smuggled in unsafe 
conditions into Lebanon. Even those who manage to enter the country legally 
face difficulties when renewing their visa or trying to obtain a residence permit. 

However, Lebanon remains bound by the principle of non-refoulement, which has 
become a customary international law binding on all states regardless of whether 
or not they have ratified the Refugee Convention. Lebanon is also bound to this 
principle through its ratification of international instruments that prohibit cruel, 
inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment (mainly CAT and ICCPR). 
Lebanese courts are more and more resorting to these international norms and 
obligations and refrain from sentencing refugees and asylum seekers to deportation. 

The issue of human trafficking is slowly gaining the attention of the Lebanese 
Government. Lebanon has been party to the U.N. Protocol to Prevent, Suppress 
and Punish Trafficking in Persons, especially Women and Children, since 2005 
but has failed to adopt legislation specifically prohibiting the practice. Today, a 
draft law on the Punishment of Trafficking in Persons prohibiting all kinds of 
human trafficking in Lebanon is before the Council of Cabinet and is expected 
to be passed very soon.150 The draft law is to be part of the Penal Code. It includes 

150 Statement by Justice Minister Ibrahim Najjar at http://www.dailystar.com.lb/article.asp?edition_id=1& 
categ_id=1&article_id=123215
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the definition of trafficking as “Trafficking in persons shall mean the recruit-
ment, transportation, transfer, receipt, holding or harbouring of persons for the 
purpose of exploitation or facilitating their exploitation by others by means, of 
the threat or the use of force, of abduction, of deception, of the abuse of power 
or of a position of vulnerability, or by giving or receiving payments or benefits.” 
It foresees imprisonment penalties for trafficking acts whether in exchange for 
benefits or by means of deception, violence, coercion, and other unlawful means.

The European Commission funded the “Euromed Migration II” project, whose 
purpose is to “strengthen the Euro-Mediterranean cooperation in the manage-
ment of migration, so as to build up the Mediterranean partners’ capacity to 
provide an effective, targeted and comprehensive solution for the various forms 
of migration. That includes: setting up mechanisms to promote opportunities for 
legal migration, support for measures to promote the linkage between migration 
and development and the stepping up of activities to stamp out people trafficking 
and illegal immigration, and to manage mixed flows”.151

The EU has been active in Lebanon to implement its migration policy through the 
different related mechanisms such as the EU neighbourhood policies, and the EU-
Lebanon Action plan, which is at the heart of EU-Lebanon bilateral relations. These 
govern the EU’s migration policy towards the Med-Mena region. Among the objectives 
of the EU-Lebanon Action Plan is to work on migration issues to ensure mutual benefits. 
This involves establishing dialogue on legal migration and to improving the linkages 
between migration and development, exchanging information on admission policies 
and stay, employment opportunities and procedures, including integration procedures. 
In the immediate sense, the Lebanese authorities have signed an MOU with Caritas 
and ICMC for the creation and management of a Safe House for trafficked women. 

There are no major changes currently planned in legislation regarding immigration 
policy and migrant workers rights. There are, however, proposals and plans to bring 
Lebanese legislation and procedures in line with international human rights and 
migration standards. In 2005, the Lebanese Parliament launched the process to set up 
a national human rights action plan. Background Papers were prepared for a number 
of areas/themes, among them Palestinian and non-Palestinian refugees, and migrant 
workers. The background papers for these issues were submitted starting as of 2006 

151  Source: http://www.euromed-migration.eu/e933/index_eng.html.
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and some were already discussed by the Working Groups set up by the Parliamentary 
Human Rights Committee. However, the papers on refugees were only discussed in 
early 2010 and the process of consultation and finalization is still ongoing to date. 

In the meantime, a 2006 Ministry of Justice Advisory Memorandum reminded 
the judiciary not to sentence refugees recognized by the UNHCR to deportation 
based on Art 3 of the Convention against Torture (CAT). 

The memorandum of understanding signed between the Lebanese authorities 
and UNHCR has been at least for the last three years subject to renegotiation. 
UNHCR is pushing for a new memorandum that would provide the minimum 
protection standards, particularly in terms of the length of the refugee stay in the 
country and the issue of detention for illegal entry/stay. 

Regarding domestic workers, the Lebanese authorities, with ILO and other 
relevant stakeholders, have worked out a unified contract that provides some 
guarantees of the domestic workers’ rights. However, the issue of implementation, 
supervision, and control remains a serious concern. In response, the Ministry of 
Labour has created a hotline for domestic workers to receive and follow up on 
individual complaints. However, there is no information as to how effective this 
tool has been so far. Furthermore, the ILO developed Action Plans to improve the 
administrative capacities of the relevant national institutions in Lebanon involved 
with migrant workers and domestic workers in particular. 

There has been an improvement, though not completely satisfactory, in treating 
Lebanese women and which, in one way or other, affect migrants/foreigners in 
Lebanon. The Minister of Interior issued in 2010 a decision allowing spouses and 
children of Lebanese women married to non-nationals to obtain “free” residency 
permits. This affects a considerable number of Lebanese women married to 
migrant workers and particularly to refugees. 

Concerning migrant workers, the Ministry of Labour is responsible for issuing 
authorisations for work permits to foreign nationals, and the Ministry of Interior, 
General- Directorate of the General Security issues the work residency permits as 
it is the authority responsible for enforcing the Law of Entry and Exit.152 These 

152 See Directorate General of the General Security website at: http://www.general-security.gov.lb/Arabic/
SiteUtils/HomePage/Pages/HomePage.aspx
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same institutions are responsible for negotiating labour migration agreements. 
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs is responsible for any international agreement. 

Concerning Lebanese immigration, the primary institution responsible for emi-
grants affairs is the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Emigration. 

Several intergovernmental organisations (IGOs) and agencies, including the United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) and the International Organi-
sation for Migration (IOM) assist migrants and/or refugees in different ways. IOM 
primarily provides border management support to governments and refugee relocation 
services in the region. UNHCR determines individual refugee status and provides 
basic socio-economic assistance to non-Palestinian refugees. UNRWA provides socio-
economic protection to Palestinian refugees. Other inter-governmental organisations 
provide assistance according to their own mandate such as UNICEF for children. 

There are a number of bilateral agreements on employment of nationals with a 
number of countries such as Syria and Egypt.153 In 2009, the Egyptian and Lebanese 
authorities have an agreement to try to regulate the economic migration from 
Egypt. Minister of Labour reaffirmed in January 2011 that Egyptians continue to 
be exempt from the Social Security subscription.154 Negotiations have been taking 
place between Lebanon and Philippines on a Memorandum of Understanding 
for Labour Cooperation to protect workers.155

illegal Migration

Lebanon, like many States in the region, experiences the phenomenon of illegal 
migration. These are not recorded by the official statistics. The majority of illegal 
migrants are Sudanese and Iraqi. There are also thousands of Syrian temporary 
workers who are also uncounted.156 Illegal migrants live in fear of arrest, prolonged 
arbitrary detention, and threat of deportation. Considering that Lebanon does 

153 www.ilo.org/dyn/natlex/natlex_browse.details?p_lang=en&p_country=LBN&p_classification=23&p_
origin=COUNTRY&p_sortby=SORTBY_

154 http://www.youm7.com/News.asp?NewsID=334006&SecID=88&IssueID=0
155 http://dfa.gov.ph/main/index.php/news-from-rp-embassies/2329-ambassador-asuque-discusses-phl-pro-

tective-measures-for-ofws-with-human-rights-watch-officials and http://www.gmanews.tv/story/210045/
phl-lebanon-talks-may-lead-to-lifting-of-deployment-ban-embassy

156 UNDP Development Research Paper, Immigration and Human Development: Evidence for Lebanon, 
Paul Tabar, August 2009 
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not have a refugee legal framework and treats refugees and asylum seekers as illegal 
migrants, when they enter the country illegally or over-stay their entry visa without 
being able to renew it. Many migrant workers have to resort to smuggling themselves 
into the country due to their difficulty of obtaining an entry visa from the Lebanese 
consular sections and/or at the ports of entry into the Lebanese territories. 

Illegal entry is a criminal offence and is punishable by a prison terms, fines, and 
deportation. Assistance to irregular migrants is criminalised and subject to a 
monetary fine. There are sanctions against employers of irregular migrants but 
in practice this is not controlled and there is high rate of informal employment. 
These provisions exacerbate the migrants’ situation and increase the negative 
association and lead to exploitation and abuse. 

As stated above, illegal migrants are subject to arrest, prosecution, prolonged 
detention, and deportation. After serving their prison terms, they are transferred 
under the custody of the Lebanese Directorate-General of General Security, in 
order for the latter to decide on their legal status: either they are given a residency 
permit and released, or they are given the opportunity to regularise their legal 
status as migrant workers and are released, or are deported. Refugees and asylum 
seekers face the same treatment despite UNHCR’s regular intervention to obtain 
their immediate release and stop their deportation. 

Migrants found to be illegally resident are detained arbitrarily in prisons awaiting 
places to be transferred to at the General Security “de-facto” awaiting place of 
detention. This place is by law a police station and no one should be kept there 
more than 48 hours renewable once with the authorisation of the Prosecutor. 
However, in practice, these migrants are kept indefinitely until they succumb 
and accept to be deported. There are times, when the detainees are not brought 
before a judge when arrested and are kept in arbitrary detention at the “police 
station” of the General Security. 

The criminalisation of illegal entry for asylum seekers is inconsistent with interna-
tional asylum principles, and in general leads to additional human rights abuses 
and violations such as denial of access to a lawyer and ill-treatment in prison. 

The signing of the memorandum of understanding between UNHCR and the 
Lebanese State in 2003 was seen as advancement in Lebanese official policy. 
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However, this advancement has not been followed by an improvement in basic 
refugee security. As most refugees have difficulties obtaining documentation and 
entry visas, they enter the country illegally. 

Illegal entry is incriminated by the 1962 Foreigner’s law without any exception. 
However, more courts are applying the provision of the above-mentioned 
2006 Advisory of the Ministry of Justice. However, this appears to be applied 
only when the defendant refugee has the opportunity to have legal counsel 
presents this argument before a judge. This proves the importance of increas-
ing legal aid services to assign lawyers to defend refugees and asylum seekers 
who are charged with the crime of illegal entry/stay. A draft proposal for 
the amendment of the 1962 Law regulating the Entry, Stay, and Exit of the 
country was presented by UNHCR in 2009 to the Minister of Interior. The 
project amendment proposed the exoneration of asylum-seekers and refugees 
from the crimes of illegal entry and presence. This is still under study by the 
competent Minister of Interior, and as such it has not reached the parliament 
for endorsement or rejection. 

In principle, illegal migrants are entitled to the right of access of justice, in the 
event of labour disputes or else. However, in practice, illegal migrants rarely bring 
their work conflict or other issue related matters to courts from fear that their 
illegal status might be revealed, which would result in their arrest and prosecution 
on these charges separately.

To reduce the number of illegal migrants, the Lebanese competent authorities 
from time to time regularise their legal status mainly through labour authorisation 
and sponsorship mechanisms. However, the primary concern of the Lebanese 
authorities today is finding ways to control its borders. The Lebanese air, sea, 
and land borders are controlled by a joint common force – the General Security 
forces, the Internal Security Forces, Customs officers, the Lebanese Navy. UNIFIL 
and the Lebanese army control the security of South Lebanon. 

EU/Lebanon cooperation also extends to the exchange of information and experi-
ences on illegal migration including the scale of illegal immigration into and via 
Lebanon and monitoring migratory movements; reviewing policies for the return 
of migrants in an illegal situation; supporting activities to prevent and counter 
illegal migration, including by sea. The cooperation extends to the development 
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of a strategy for an integrated system of Border Management, cooperation on 
implementing a common risk strategy and coordinated controls, and cooperates 
with neighbouring countries. Improve the administrative capacity at border crossing 
checkpoints by developing effective surveillance along the border, ensure provision 
of training, provide modern equipment, adequate infrastructure and facilities. 
Develop a comprehensive education and training strategy with regard to border 
management matters. Develop cross border and regional co-operation between 
relevant law enforcement agencies (police, border guards, migration and asylum 
services and customs). Initiate contacts for cooperation at the operational and 
technical level between Lebanon border authorities and FRONTEX.

Lebanon has signed in recent years a number of readmission agreements. These 
include with Cyprus, Bulgaria, Romania, United Kingdom, and Switzerland, 
Austria, Greece, and Brazil. The EU/Lebanon Partnership Agreement includes 
a readmission agreement (art. 68-70) which allows bilateral readmission agree-
ments.157 These agreements are published in the official Gazette.

Migration and development

The relationship between migration and development is the subject of a number 
of research and publications. The role of Lebanese migrants has been tremen-
dous in terms of economic, social, and political development, though on the 
other hand, Lebanon is starting to suffer the consequences of the “brain drain”. 
The Lebanese emigrants’ remittances, which range between 17% and 46 % of 
the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), is considered a source of foreign currency 
and contributes to maintaining the living standards of the family members of 
emigrants. These remittances may be sometimes be equivalent to 1/3 of the GDP. 
As a percentage of GDP, Lebanon was among the top 10 remittances receiving 
countries in the world and the largest remittances sending country in the world in 

157 See Les implications de la politique europeenne de voisinage dans le cadre des controles aux frontieres 
de Thierry Balzacq, Centre for European Policy Studies, CEPS. And also see Accords de réadmission et 
respect des droits de l’homme dans les pays tiers. bilan et perspectives pour le parlement européen de 
Claudia Charles as well as EC readmission Agreements: A Re-evalution of the Political Impasse – European 
Journal of Migration and Law 9 (2007) 363-387 by Annbelle Roig & Thomas Huddleston. 
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2006 (World Bank, 2008).158 The expatriation rate among the highly educated is 
higher in Med-MENA countries than in other regions, particularly in Lebanon.159

Despite the important role Lebanese emigrants play in the Lebanese economy 
and development, the Lebanese government has never made serious efforts to 
develop and manage the relationship between migration and development. 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Emigrants is the primary governmental central 
authority that deals with matters related the emigrants all over the world. To make 
up for the lack of official adequate care, organisations have been established to 
represent Lebanese emigrants’ interests abroad. The World Lebanese Cultural 
Union (WLCU) founded in 1960 and sponsored by the state aimed to be a bridge 
between the emigrants and Lebanon. However, WLCU has not been supported 
by the various governments and today, it is said to be divided along the political 
divisions prevalent in Lebanon.160

 As such, the Lebanese government did not actively establish a systematic policy 
to ensure that descendants of Lebanese migrants born abroad are provided the 
Lebanese citizenship. Nor, has it devised an economic policy for an effectively use 
of the migrants’ money transfers to Lebanon. Lebanese emigrants do not have 
the right to vote in the general elections, though they are allowed to have dual 
nationality. Overseas voting has been a subject of debate in recent years. There are 
voices arguing that they should have the right to vote abroad in order to increase 
their involvement in internal public affairs. 

158 Dr. Thibaut Jaulin, Independent Researcher «The Impact of EU Migration Policy in the Southern and 
Eastern Mediterranean», International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance, 2010.

159 Dr. Thibaut Jaulin, Independent Researcher «The Impact of EU Migration Policy in the Southern and 
Eastern Mediterranean», International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance, 2010.

160 UNDP Development Research Paper, Immigration and Human Development: Evidence for Lebanon, 
Paul Tabar, August 2009
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6.6 Morocco

Malika Benradi

This study on the legislation relating to migration in Morocco and the institutions 
dedicated to it aims to determine, on the one hand, the legal context of legal 
migration or the rights of foreigners in Morocco (I) and, on the other hand, the 
legal context of illegal migration in Morocco (II); the study also addresses certain 
matters raised by Moroccan migrants abroad (III). 

In the interest of clarity and in order to grasp the legal condition of the migrants in 
Morocco within the Moroccan legal arsenal, we propose to discuss their recognised 
rights and the obligations to which they are held in public life, according to a 
logical process that covers the various steps of their settlement in Morocco, from 
arrival to departure, focussing on their stay, which is the period that will allow 
us to understand the importance of the Moroccan legal arsenal in this matter. 

It is important to note that the Moroccan migration policy covers three main aspects:
- one aspect that ensures the protection of the rights of migrants legally and 

lawfully staying in Morocco, 
- one aspect that ensures the control of migrants entering Morocco illegally 

and staying there illegally, 
- and one aspect that ensures the strengthening of ties with Moroccan migrants 

residing abroad, considering the interests that this community offers for the 
Moroccan economy. 

This study’s aim is to analyse the regulation of the migratory question in Morocco 
in terms of Morocco as host country but also as country of departure. 

Legal migration

Since the 12th century numerous treaties and agreements have been signed, 
particularly with certain European countries, in order to allow their citizens to 
enjoy and exercise fundamental rights on Moroccan soil and to allow for the 
protection of their person and property. 
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Since Moroccan independence in 1956, and in terms of Moroccan sovereignty, 
the rights of migrants have been recognised and guaranteed. This recognition is 
guaranteed by a significant legal arsenal that covers all aspects of life and guarantees 
the rights of migrants in public and in private. 

However, for the past ten years or so, the significance of the phenomenon of 
irregular migration, which has made Morocco into a country of transit, of tempo-
rary residence and, increasingly, of more or less permanent residence for a new 
generation of illegal migrants, has led to the updating of Moroccan legislation 
in order to better manage this phenomenon, namely law 02-03, which came into 
effect in November 2003. 

Regulation of entry into and residence in Morocco
Since Morocco is a sovereign and independent state and member of the inter-
national community, it recognises, through its internal legislation as well as its 
international commitments, all foreigners’ freedom of access, of residence, of 
establishment and of departure in Moroccan territory. 

As per article one of law number 02-03, “The entry and the stay of foreigners in 
the Kingdom of Morocco are governed by the terms of this law, conditioned by 
the consequences of duly published international conventions”. 

In its first heading, “Entry and stay of foreigners in the Kingdom of Morocco”, 
the law discusses the issues of stay (Chapter II), of escorting back to the border 
(Chapter III), of deportation (Chapter IV) and of the circulation of foreigners 
(Chapter VII). This heading also contains the stipulations regarding the detention 
of foreigners who have been refused entry into the territory or are the subject of 
a decision of deportation or of escorting back to the border (Chapter VI). 

Heading II of law 02-03 is dedicated to the “penal measures relating to irregular 
emigration and immigration”, whereby it stipulates prison sentences for any 
person, Moroccan or foreign, leaving Moroccan territory in a clandestine manner. 

The third heading sets out the transitory stipulations, especially the repeal of all 
the stipulations relating to the same subject (art. 58), such as the stipulations of: 
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- the dahir161 of November 15, 1934, regulating immigration in the French zone 
of the Sherifian empire, 

- the dahir of January 2nd, 1940, relating to the stay of certain people in the 
French zone of the Sherifian empire, 

- the dahir of May 16, 1941, relating to the authorisations to stay in the French 
zone of the Sherifian empire, 

- the dahir of September 17, 1947, relating to the control measures implemented 
in the interest of public safety, 

- and the dahir of November 8, 1949, relating to the regulation of the emigration 
of Moroccan workers. 

However, limitations have been added by Moroccan law on the exercising of 
certain rights in respect of public order and general interest. 

Entry formalities in Morocco
Article 3 of law nr 02-03 expressly stipulates the requirements that need to be met 
by all foreigners wishing to enter Morocco. Entry into the country falls under the 
State’s discretionary power. 

The formalities and the procedures to be followed depend on the country of 
origin or provenance of the foreign citizen, whether or not a visa is required. 

Foreigners exempt from visa formalities162

Moroccan law makes the distinction between foreigners entering in groups and 
those entering individually or as a couple. 

Foreigners part of an organised touring group. For this category, a passport valid for at 
least the period of stay in Morocco is required. However, an identity document 
may, on exception, suffice for all citizens from countries not subject to Moroccan 
entry visa formalities, on the condition that the trip is organised by a travel agency 
for groups of more than 3 people, provided with a reservation note issued by their 
travel agency in the name of a Moroccan correspondent.

161 Dahir is a royal decree
162 Ref. Appendix nr. 2, List of countries not subject to visa formalities for entry into Morocco. 
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Foreigners travelling individually, as a couple or in groups must be in possession 
of a valid passport or other documentation recognised by the Moroccan state as 
travel documentation. 

Members of the diplomatic corps or diplomatic missions accredited to Morocco are 
exempt from visa formalities as they adhere to a special entry regime determined 
by International Law. Article 2 of law 02-03 declares that, subject to reciprocity, its 
terms are not applicable to “agents of diplomatic and consular missions accredited 
to Morocco, having diplomatic status”. 

Persons awarded refugee or stateless status are required to present border authori-
ties with travel documentation issued in application of the Geneva Convention of 
28 July 1951 with a territorial validity that extends to Morocco. 

Foreigners subject to visa formalities
In accordance with the terms of law 02-03 relating to the entry and stay in Morocco 
of foreigners, the valid travel documents of foreign citizens from countries sub-
ject to visa formalities, must be accompanied by the visas required for access to 
Morocco, issued by the relevant Moroccan authorities (embassies or consulates). 

The visa is granted in accordance with the instructions given by the Minister of 
Foreign Affairs and Cooperation in the context of the general terms decreed jointly 
with the Interior Ministry and the General Directorate of National Safety (DGSN). 

For countries where Morocco is not represented, the requests must be addressed 
to the diplomatic missions accredited in this country or to honorary Consulates. 
In the absence of these representations, requests are addressed directly to the 
Moroccan Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, Department of Consular 
and Social Affairs in Rabat, for the issuing of a visa at the airport or any other 
border post in the Moroccan territory. 

Refusal of entry into Morocco
Refusal of entry into Moroccan territory is pronounced against any foreigner not 
having complied with the administrative requirements for entry into Moroccan 
territory. It may be pronounced against any foreigner who constitutes a threat to 
public order or who has been banned from accessing Moroccan territory or has 
been the subject of a deportation. 
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The decision of refusal of entry into Moroccan territory is made automatically by 
the authority responsible for border post control. The party concerned has the 
right to inform the person where s/he would have been staying, as well as the right 
to inform his/her country’s consulate or a legal representative of his/her choice. 

Should the refusal of entry into Moroccan territory concern a foreigner who arrived 
by air or by sea, the transport company that was responsible for the latter’s transport 
to Morocco is responsible for his/her transport back to the country of origin. 

The foreigner may be detained in the waiting areas of the harbour or airport of 
entry for the strict duration of time necessary for his/her departure or for the 
investigation into the validity of his/her request for entry (article 37 of law 02-03). 
The waiting area is determined by the administration. It extends from the boarding 
and disembarking points to the passport control points. Detention in the waiting 
areas is pronounced for a period of time that may not exceed 48 hours by written 
decision motivated by the administration. 

Detention is applied to:
- persons not able to immediately defer to the decision refusing entry into Morocco; 
- persons subject to a deportation decision who cannot immediately leave 

Moroccan territory. The deportation decision is pronounced by the adminis-
trative authority against any foreigner whose presence on Moroccan territory 
constitutes a threat to State security163.

- persons subject to an administrative sanction and who, escorted back to the 
border, cannot immediately leave Moroccan territory164.

Detention is determined by a written decision motivated by the administration 
and lasts for as long as necessary for the party concerned to depart; the Royal 
Prosecutor is informed of this matter. The party concerned is informed of his/
her rights with the help of an interpreter, if necessary. 

At the end of the 24-hour period after the decision, the presiding judge of the 
court of first instance rules on the terms of surveillance and control necessary for 
the departure of the person concerned. These measures may be the extension of 
the detention or house arrest. 

163 Ref. infra PP. 42-44 and appendix n°3: Law n° 02-03 - Chapter V
164 Ref. above
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The regulation of residence in Morocco
Moroccan legislation differentiates between several instances according to the 
intention declared by the foreign visitor. 

The residence of foreigners in Morocco is subject to certain administrative formali-
ties as stipulated by law 02-03, repealing the terms of the Dahir of 16 May 1941. 
Article 5 of law 02-03 sets out the documents of residence in Moroccan territory 
in two documents: the registration card and the residence card.

The various types of residence permits in Morocco are 1. tourist residence; 2. 
transit residence; 3. residence of long duration for professional or commercial 
activity, studies or in the context of family reunification. 

-  Residence in Morocco for touring purposes is limited to three months for 
foreigners exempt from visa applications and to the validity period of the 
visa for visa holders. At the end of the visa’s validity period or the period of 3 
months for those exempt from visa applications, the foreign visitor must leave 
Moroccan territory. 

-  In accordance with the international agreement on international air travel 
transit (7 July 1944), foreign visitors in transit have a transit permit issued by 
the border authorities. 

-  Foreign visitors with an extended residence adhere to special formalities leading 
to the issuing of the residence or registration card. In accordance with article 
16 of law 02-03, the foreign visitor must lodge a request with the authorities 
responsible for foreign policing, relating to his/her residence, accompanied 
by the following documents:

-  a certificate of residence, issued by the suburb of permanent residence, prov-
ing an uninterrupted residence on Moroccan territory of at least 4 years, - a 
document proving means of existence, and possibly- a document proving 
professional activity and/or a source of revenue.

-  For extended stays, law 02-03 stipulates two residence documents in Morocco: 
the registration card and the residence card (art. 5).
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Article 8 of law 02-03 relating to the entry and residence of foreign visitors in 
Morocco, stipulates that the foreign visitor wishing to reside in Morocco is required 
to request the issuing of a registration card from the foreigner policing department 
of the General Directorate of National Safety.

The request for the registration card is made according to the conditions and 
terms determined by regulations and the request is subject to the presentation of:
- a residency certificate, issued by the area of permanent residence, proving 

uninterrupted residence on Moroccan territory of at least 4 years. 
-  a document proving means of existence; 
-  and possibly of a document proving professional activity and/or source of 

revenue.

Holders of registration cards
The registration card gives the status of the foreigner and can be issued as an 
obligation or ipso juro. 

a. As an obligation
 The foreign visitor, aged between 16 and 18 years of age, of whom one of 

the parents is the holder of a registration card and who wants to carry out a 
professional salaried activity. 

b. Ipso juro
 Subject to international conventions, the minor of whom one of the parents 

is the holder of a residence card. 

c. Major students
 The student studying in Morocco or benefiting from training must prove that 

s/he has sufficient means of existence.

d. The professional foreign visitor
 The foreigner wishing to exercise a professional activity in Morocco subject to 

authorisation justifying the obtaining of the card, on which the professional 
activity exercised, is mentioned. 

e. The foreign visitor 
 Wishing to reside in Morocco by proving that s/he is able to live off his/her 
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own means without exercising any professional activity subject to authorisation. 
The card will bear the status of visitor

The exceptions
Agents of diplomatic and consular missions accredited in Morocco who have 
diplomatic status, as well as their spouses, their ascendants, their minor children 
and their unmarried children living under their roof. 

Foreigners with a travel document, residing in Morocco for a maximum duration 
of ninety days.These individuals are awarded a unique personnel number used 
exclusively for identification purposes.

The Foreign identification number (NIE - numéro d’identification étranger) is allocated 
by the General Directorate of National Safety. It will appear on all documents. 

As per article 14 of law 02-03, the registration card may be refused to any foreigner 
whose presence in Morocco constitutes a threat to public order. 

Should the registration card be refused or retracted, the petitioning party must 
leave Moroccan territory within two weeks of the notification of refusal or retraction. 

The residence card is issued to all foreigners able to show proof of residence of 4 
years on Moroccan territory. Residence must be uninterrupted and must comply 
with current laws and legislation. It depends on the means of existence available 
to the individual and the professional activity exercised by the latter in Morocco. 

The residence card of a foreigner who has left Moroccan territory for a period of 
more than two years is considered to be invalid. 

The foreigner must declare all changes in place of residence to the authorities. 

A residence card will not be issued to any foreigner whose presence constitutes 
a threat to public order. 
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Procedural guarantees of entry into and residence in Morocco: some elements of Moroccan 
jurisprudence 

Administrative measures

Deportation
Law 02-03 lists the two situations in which deportation is mandated as situations 
where the presence of a foreigner constitutes a treat to public order or State security. 
This decision is handed down by the administrative authority. Any deportation 
decision handed down by the administrative judge is open to all manners of 
recourse: appeal and cassation. 

Law 02-03 awards the General Directorate of National Security (DGSN) the power 
to pronounce, based on motivated decision, the deportation of a foreign resident 
and to proceed with the retraction of his/her residence documents. 

Foreigners with the following status are not deported: 
-  in accordance with articles 31, 32 and 33 of the International Geneva Conven-

tion, deportation and escorting to the border do not apply to refugees and 
stateless individuals; 

-  foreigners with proof of residence since the age of 6; 
-  foreigners with proof of residence for the past 15 years; 
-  spouses married to Moroccans for at least one year; 
-  parents, guardians of children, residing in Morocco who have been awarded 

Moroccan nationality; 
-  pregnant women may only be deported after giving birth; their health and 

that of their child are taken into account. In practice, this means at least 3 
months after the birth. 

-  minor children. 

However, exceptions can be made at any time for reasons of State security. 

Access ban
The DGSN may also pronounce an access ban against which the person affected 
can appeal to the court. The party concerned has 48 hours to appeal and has the 
right to legal representation and an interpreter, if s/he does not speak Arabic. 
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Escorting back to the border
Article 21 of law 02-03 cites seven situations where the decision of escorting a 
foreigner back to the border may be handed down: 
- no proof of lawful entry into the country, 
-  staying on Moroccan territory beyond the duration of a valid visa; 
-  staying on Moroccan territory for more than 2 weeks after refusal of issue or 

renewal of residence documentation; 
-  being found guilty of: falsification, counterfeiting, living under an assumed 

name other that your own, lack of residence documentation. 

The foreigner against whom a decision of turning back, deportation, escorting to 
the border or the non-renewal of a residence card has been handed down, may 
appeal to the competent legal institutions using all manners of recourse should 
s/he feel that the decision is unfounded. 

Even if the decision is well-founded, the individual may return to Morocco, if the 
proper entry conditions are met, except in a case where the latter’s deportation 
is as a result of a threat to State security. 

Application of law 02-03 by judicial instances: a weak jurisprudence
The application of law 02-03 by the Kingdom’s jurisdictions has not resulted in 
a dense jurisprudence considering, on one hand, the exorbitant power of the 
administration in matters of foreigner policing and, on the other hand, the lack 
of information of the foreigners. The majority of decisions handed down concern 
the renewal of residence documents, injunction to leave the territory and the 
illegal entry and stay on Moroccan territory165.

In reality, although in principle recourse against decisions handed down by the 
administration remains guaranteed, especially in the context of decisions relating 
to unlawful stays, law 02-03 continues to give exorbitant power to the administra-
tion by allowing it to proceed with the execution of the decision of escorting back 
to the border or of deportation. Legal recourse is not always suspensive, which 
constitutes a violation of the rights of persons on trial and their interests. 

165 Ref. Matter of James Vincent (April 2007), Ahmed Fathi (November 1990), Georgio Bonandain (December 
1999), Farawla (March 2003), Deuni Rose Marie (January 2007). Voyez, Khrouz, N., A. Ouardi and H. 
Rachidi in collaboration with Maitre El Kalkha Mourad (2009) Morocco: the legal context relating to the 
condition of foreigners with regards to the interpretation of the judge and the application of executive 
power, CARIM. 
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The decision to escort an individual back to the border may be subject to a 
suspensive recourse within 48 hours (art. 23). This is a very short period of time 
and is therefore unlikely to guarantee a fair process. One solution consists in the 
simultaneous submission before the judge of an appeal for cancellation and a 
request for a reprieve from execution (art. 33).

Law 02-3 certainly institutes the possibility for the foreigner to request the pre-
siding judge of the administrative court for the assistance of an interpreter and 
the communication of the dossier containing the documentation on which the 
decision was based. Yet, due to a lack of information and sufficient knowledge of 
the guarantees on the part of foreigners, and given the inadequacy of information, 
the effectiveness of the guarantees imposed by law 02-03 remains very limited. 

The right to work of foreigners residing in Morocco 
All foreigners lawfully living in Morocco have the right to carry out a professional 
activity, but this right is subject to a set of conditions. The conditions required for 
the exercising of professional activities by foreigners in Morocco differ according 
to the sectors. 

Civil service The dahir of 24 February 1958 reserves employment in the civil service 
for Moroccan citizens only (art. 1). Among the conditions for access into civil 
service, article 21 requires Moroccan nationality. The dahir on civil service makes 
no mention of any dispensation or exception allowing a foreigner employment 
civil service.

Police force No foreigner may participate in policing activities in the Royal armed 
forces, the constabulary, the police force or the auxiliary forces and may only be 
employed in positions of technical cooperation and management training. There 
is no general legal text that regulates technical cooperation and each ministerial 
department organises this matter through bilateral agreements. 

Professions Article 5 of the dahir of 10 September 1993, setting out the exercising 
of the legal profession, stipulates in the conditions of access that foreigners must 
be a citizen of a country linked to the Kingdom of Morocco by an agreement 
awarding the citizens of both states the right to exercise the profession of lawyer 
in that country. 
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For the medical profession, articles 11 to 15 of section II of law 10-94 (21 August 
1996) and articles 5, 6, 7 and 21 of the decree of application of the law (28 
October 1997), specifically sets out the conditions of access of foreigners to 
the medical profession. Foreigners lawfully residing in Morocco may practice 
medicine, provided that their medical degree is recognised as being equivalent 
to the Moroccan qualification by the Equivalence Commission of the Ministry of 
Higher Education and that the authorisation to practice medicine in Morocco is 
issued by the General Secretary of Government166.

For architects, article 17 of law 016-89 (10 September 1993) relating to the profes-
sion of architect, expressly states “Subject to the stipulations of duly published 
international conventions, persons of foreign nationalities may be allowed to 
exercise the profession of architect in a private capacity in Morocco within the 
conditions and limitations stipulated by immigration legislation, especially the 
terms by which the authorisation to practice may be limited to an “administrative 
district of the Kingdom...”.

Private sector In accordance with international standards, the Moroccan Employ-
ment code sanctions the principle of racial non-discrimination, which means 
that foreign workers enjoy the same rights and are held to the same obligations 
as Moroccan employees.

The main dispositions relating to the employment of foreign workers are contained 
in section V, “Employment of Foreign employees”, of the Employment Code, 
promulgated on 11 September 2003 by Dahir nr. 1-03-194.

For the recruitment of a foreign worker, article 516 requires the obtaining of 
authorisation from the governmental authority responsible for Employment, or 
risk facing the sanctions set out in article 521. This authorisation is given in the 
form of a visa attached to the employment contract. 

In application of article 517, “The employment contract reserved for foreigners 
must conform to the example given by the governmental authority responsible for 
Employment”. This contract must stipulate that in case of refusal of the awarding 
of the authorisation mentioned in the first paragraph of article 516, the employer 

166 Ref.The terms of law 10-94 of 21 August 1996.
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undertakes to return the foreign worker back to his/her country or to the country 
where s/he lives (article 518). 

Consideration is given to international multilateral or bilateral agreements relating 
to the employment of foreign workers in Morocco (article 520). 

In accordance with international employment standards, compiled by the Interna-
tional Employment Office (BIT) and the Arab Employment Organisation (OAT), 
to which Morocco adheres, foreign workers have the same rights in Morocco as 
those of Moroccan workers: 

The social protection of foreign workers is general and covers all national and 
foreign workers. It concerns social security and services. It is also specific and 
beneficial to handicapped workers: visually impaired and partially sighted workers.

Dahir nr 1-92-30 of 10 September 1993 promulgating law nr 07-92 relates to the 
social protection of handicapped people. 

Article 6 of the first section of this dahir stipulates that foreign handicapped indi-
viduals benefit from the same advantages and facilities as Moroccan handicapped 
citizens, subject to reciprocity. 

The advantages extended to handicapped and visually impaired and partially 
sighted individuals concern medical care, education, training and qualification, 
allowing them better social integration. A special card is issued to the individual 
concerned to be able to benefit from these advantages. 

Foreign workers benefit from the same social security system as national workers. 
They have the right to the same allocations as Moroccan employees. Until 2005, 
affiliation with a health insurance scheme was optional in Morocco, however, in 
the interest of improving the population’s state of health, law nr 65.00 relating 
to the Code of basic medical cover, which came into effect in 2005, made this 
compulsory (Compulsory Medical Insurance: AMO) and was accompanied by the 
medical assistance regime (RAMED).
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The benefits of the various social services are governed in Morocco by articles 
37 to 70 of the Dahir of 27 July 1972167, these services are offered to Moroccans 
and to foreigners working in Morocco regardless of nationality168.They concern:

In the commercial sector The dahir nr 1-96-83 on 1 August 1996 promulgating the law 
nr 15-95 forming the Code of Commerce, stipulates in article 42 that salespersons 
must mention the following in their registration declaration: The surname and 
names and personal address of the merchant as well as the number of his national 
identity card or, for resident foreigners, that of the registration card or, for non-
resident foreigners, the passport number or of any other identity document, and 
the marital status of the foreign merchant169.

In the services sector: public transport Access and management by a foreigner of 
the public transport sector varies according whether it entails the transportation 
of people or the transportation of merchandise. 

illegal migration

Border control in the Schengen zone and on the south coast of the Mediterranean 
On 14 June 1985, the agreement creating the Schengen zone was signed between 
France, Germany, Belgium, Luxemburg and the Netherlands. Over time, the Schen-
gen zone was extended to include other states:Italy in 1990, Spain and Portugal 
in 1991, Greece in 1992, Austria in 1995, and Denmark, Finland and Sweden in 
1996. The United Kingdom and Ireland participate under certain conditions. In 
order to make it operational, a Schengen Information System was implemented.

In 1998, the general directorate of the Spanish Civil Guard compiled and imple-
mented the SIVE (Integrated System of Exterior Vigilance).This system, financed 
by the EU, is based on a very sophisticated arsenal of border controls. Running 
parallel with this system is the Frontex agency, which will be operational in May 2005.

167 See B.O. n° 3140 of 3 January 1973, p.1150
168 The basic text is the decree of 25 July 1960 published in the B.O nr 2493 of 12 August 1960, p. 1515 

relating to the services offered by the CNSS, amended by the Royal decree of 1 August 1966, published 
in the B.O nr 2806 of 10 August 1966, p.900.

169 As above, p.86
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This is the context of law 02-03, compiled on one hand to update the legislation 
regulating the entry and stay of foreigners on Moroccan territory and, on the other 
hand, to comply with Morocco’s undertaking with regards to its partners in the 
fight against unlawful migration. It is as a result of this that Morocco became a 
country where thousands of clandestine migrants settled down permanently and 
lived under precarious conditions. 

The recent evolution of the phenomenon has been marked by the appearance of 
new profiles of unlawful emigrants and the changes noted in this form of emigra-
tion occurred on four levels: Gender:initially a predominantly male phenomenon, 
clandestine migration has now become mixed, with more and more women 
clandestinely emigrating under even more difficult conditions than the men. 
Age: minors, mainly Moroccan in the beginning, now include increasing numbers 
of sub-Saharan children. Level of education: where clandestine emigrants used 
to be illiterate in the past, more of them now have a higher level of education.
Country of origin: there is great diversity in this category, which now includes 
more and more candidates from sub-Sahara and even Asia, and no longer mainly 
from North Africa. 

As a result, the phenomenon affects all Moroccan nationals (men, women and 
children), North Africans and attracts more sub-Saharan migrants. Aside from its 
nature, this form of migration is difficult to evaluate and statistics vary according 
to source170.

Illegal migrants come from about forty African states. According to the Moroc-
can Interior Ministry, the majority of the migrants come from Senegal, Gambia, 
Nigeria and Ghana. 

Management of the phenomenon of clandestine, illegal or irregular migration 
has become more visible in current Moroccan migratory policy. This enables 
Morocco to act on two levels: legally and strategically.

Legal foundations in Morocco 
The main legal reference system remains law 02-03 relating to the entry and stay 
of foreigners in Morocco and to irregular emigration and immigration. Until 

170 Mohamed Khachani: Sub-Saharan migration in Morocco, AMERM Pub. 2006
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May 2003, the Dahir in effect applicable to infractions with regards to illegal 
emigration, dated back to 6 November 1949. 

After almost 50 years of independence and with the dimension of the migratory 
phenomenon, this legal arsenal, inherited from the Protectorate, became anti-
quated. Updating the laws in this matter became a priority. It is as a result of this 
that the draft law, prepared years before, was adopted by the government council 
on Thursday 16 January 2003 and submitted to Parliament. 

Law 02-03 aimed to fill a void and to respond to a new situation where Morocco 
was becoming a hub and an increasingly favoured destination for illegal migrants 
from North African and sub-Saharan countries. 

This transit often extended to a prolonged stay and created an extremely vulnerable 
situation for illegal immigrants. Law 02-03 drew its inspiration from the French 
decree of 2 November 1945 relating to foreigners’ right of entry and residence 
in France. This new law consists of 58 articles 8 chapters171.

The law more specifically regulates illegal migration. It severely punishes the offence 
of the trafficking in illegal migrants. Fines and prison sentences of between ten and 
fifteen years are suggested for individuals organising or facilitating this trafficking 
and these sentences may be increased to fifteen to twenty years if resulting from the 
incapacity of the transported migrant. This sentence could extend to life imprison-
ment if the trafficking caused the death of the people transported (article 51). 

The security option of this text is clear and is translated in various articles by the 
threat to national peace and security (articles 4, 15, 16, 17, 21, 25, 27, 35,40, 42). 
This option is supported by the new emergency programme to the amount of 700 
million dirhams (67 million Euros) that is centred round five measures: 
- the institutional reinforcement of resources from the Department of migration 

and border control at the Interior Ministry; 
- the improvement of the legal context; 
- the improving the standard of fixed border posts; 
- the reinforcement of capacities concerning criminal enquiries; 
- information and familiarisation of potential migrants. 

171 Cf. P. 
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However, the application of this law is necessarily in conflict with the terms of 
the International Convention on the protection of the rights of migrant workers 
and the members of their family (Resolution 45/15) that was ratified by Morocco 
on 14 June 1993 and which remains the main reference system in this matter in 
international law. 

The Convention guarantees all migrant workers, with or without documentation, 
the rights aimed at protecting them against all forms of discrimination and abuse 
and, especially, the freedom to leave the country, protection during deportation, 
the respect of rights in case of arrest and legal proceedings as well as the right of 
reparation in case of unlawful arrest and detention. 

Under pressure from the European Union, 2003 was marked by the adoption 
of a “national strategy in the fight against clandestine emigration”.This strategy 
relies on an institutional pillar illustrated by the creation of the National Observa-
tory of migration and the “Department of migration and border control.” This 
Department put in place seven regional delegations to cover the prefectures and 
provinces that make up the main emigration centres, namely Tanger, Tétouan, 
Al Hoceima, Nador, Oujda, Larache and Laâyoune.It also created local commit-
tees in the other regions concerned that are responsible for the collection and 
transmission of data relating to emigration. 

After being called upon several times by the European Union and, more specifically, 
by Spain, Morocco proposed a certain number of measures aimed at regulating 
the sub-Saharan migratory flow:
- managing this issue in the context of regional co-responsibility and the co-

development of African countries, 
- activating the COTONOU agreements signed between the ACP countries 

(Africa, Caribbean, Pacific), especially article 13, which obliges sub-Saharan 
countries to readmit their citizens illegally staying in Europe; 

- securing the Moroccan - Algerian border as a priority. 

According to the Director of emigration and border control at the Interior Ministry, 
all these measures rely on five components: 
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- “In terms of reform, we have a legislative context that allows us, on the one 
hand, to punish people trafficking with very heavy sentences, but also to 
preserve the rights and property of foreigners on national territory (...).

- On institutional level, one must note the creation:
•	of	the	Directorate	of	emigration	and	of	border	control
•	and	the	implementation	of	the	Immigration	Institute.	

- From a security point of view, our policy aims to reinforce information, to stop 
illegal immigration at the source and to focus our efforts on the dismantling 
of these networks172.

Consequently, the aim of holding the Euro-African conference in Rabat on 10 
and 11 July 2006 was to put in place a communal programme between countries 
of origin, countries of destination and countries of transit in order to better 
manage the migratory flows. This is the area that Morocco committed itself to. 
By dialoguing with its European partners, Morocco has put together a communal 
policy to manage the issue of migration and offer an integrated and balanced 
global vision of this phenomenon. 

Morocco has thus proceeded with a recall of the principles expressed recur-
rently in all European discourses and texts on the issue of migration.  
Under all circumstances, during meetings with the EU on the subject of partnership, 
association agreements, readmission agreements and 5+5 dialogues on migratory 
problems, Moroccan representatives have insisted on the fact that it is impossible to 
dissociate illegal migration, considered to the central issue of European concerns, from 
other types of migration. The human dimension of the issue is highlighted as is the 
close correlation between the fight against illegal migration and the preservation of 
the rights and property of Moroccans legally settled in the various European countries. 

This is the orientation of the OIM (International Migration Organisation) in 
Morocco which, since its creation in 1951, has shown particular interest in the 
movement of populations. Its intervention undeniably falls within the framework 
of the integral respect of the human rights of migrants and of the human right 
of freedom of movement.

172 Interview with the Director of Emigration and Border Control (Interior Ministry) published in Le Matin 
du Sahara on 23 August 2006.
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Morocco has been a member of the OIM since 23 November 1998. The member-
ship agreement was signed on 22 February 2005 in Geneva and was published in 
the Official Bulletin in March 2006. 

To the present day, the OIM has carried out several activities in Morocco in 
cooperation with the Moroccan authorities:

- In 2000, the creation of an institute of the Moroccan community residing 
abroad at the Hassan II Foundation for Moroccans Residing Abroad. 

- In 2002, the creation of the Centre for the Rights of Migrants, attached to the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

- The construction of a social complex in Tétouan (Northern Morocco), as part 
of the integrated local socio-economic development pilot project of a region 
with strong migratory potential in Morocco. 

- Training and research as part of the Mig-Resources project in cooperation 
with the CERFE (Italian NGO) and the Plan High Commissioner, targeting 
Moroccan Residents Abroad and Moroccans interested in immigrating to Italy. 

- A voluntary return assistance programme for migrants in an illegal situation 
transiting via Morocco (more than 1540 returns were done between October 2005 
and February 2009) with specific attention paid to the most vulnerable cases. 

- The prevention of illegal immigration and the fight against the trafficking of 
humans, and minors in particular, by means of training and familiarisation of 
the players and Moroccan institutions working in this field. 

As a result, all those involved in the issue of migration affirm the links between 
illegal migration, legal migration and development. 

During the Euro-African ministerial conference on migration and development 
held in Rabat in July 2006, the Moroccan minister of foreign affairs and cooperation 
stated the following regarding the neighbouring policy:“... although the social 
and migratory policies are becoming communalised, it is important that these 
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issues not be addressed only from a security or clandestine emigration point of 
view. They should be treated in their global and regional aspects. In order to 
effectively fight against illegal immigration, perspectives should be provided for 
legal emigration.’’173.

Morocco’s vision on the management of migratory flows is also based on shared 
responsibility and the respect of the human rights of the migrants. 

In all aspects of migration, whether legal or illegal, the idea of shared responsibility 
is consistent in all discourses of the Moroccan government, particularly around 
the sensitive question of the treatment of illegal emigration and the fight against 
the networks. The measure put in place by Morocco to combat illegal immigra-
tion is stated whenever necessary and the necessity of a “voluntary, unified and 
operational” Euro-Mediterranean cooperation is proclaimed. 

The repeated call for shared responsibility projects Morocco’s foreign policy into 
a concept that turns international relations into unified relations. It adds new 
representations to the characteristics of a State that is strictly speaking not only 
sovereign, but is responsible because it is sovereign. 

The ethical stakes that form part of the new standards of international relations 
are clear. They refer to the responsibility of the richest States towards the less 
affluent States to guarantee balance and the interests of all concerned. 

Shared responsibility is also deduced from the geographical position of Morocco 
as country of transit, in other words, as a country of passage used by migrants from 
sub-Sahara on their way to Europe. While the question of security is not denied, 
Moroccan representatives seek to define it differently. Notably, they refuse to 
associate it with illegal migration and also call for unified cooperation in the matter. 

The protection of the human rights of migrants
In this regard, the various points of view consistently remind of the willingness 
to place the management of migratory issues with Europe in the context of the 
respect of human rights. The Moroccan government refers to the respect of human 
rights as written in the cooperation agreements. It entails “positively regulating 

173 Mohammed Benaissa, Moroccan Minister of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation. 
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the migratory flows in order to create a communal social space and contributing 
to the social well-being of the populations of the Mediterranean region”174.

Morocco states its adherence to the universal principles “of human rights as 
universally recognised” in accordance with the inscription about this made in the 
preamble of the Moroccan Constitution of 7 October 1996. 

It underlines its favourable position in terms of the respect of all fundamental rights. 
Morocco was also one of the first countries to sign the International Convention 
on the protection of the rights of all migrant workers and the members of their 
family on 18 December 1990. 

The return issue
Any foreigner on Moroccan soil, whether there by legal or illegal means, that 
wishes to return to his/her country may benefit from the facilities offered by the 
Moroccan government and by certain institutions such as the OIM and certain 
charitable organisations such as CARITAS. Accordingly, numerous sub-Saharan 
migrants having voiced their desire to return to their country of origin have 
benefited from voluntary return measures organised by the Moroccan government 
and by the OIM as part of the fight against illegal migration. 

The phenomenon of illegal migration has led the Moroccan authorities, in part-
nership with the UE and certain organisations, notably the OIM, to implement 
assisted voluntary return programmes. Any person staying in Morocco illegally 
and/or wishing to return to his/her country of origin can benefit from these 
programmes. 

Re-admission agreements
The readmission agreement is defined as an agreement by which the signatory 
States undertake to readmit back into the country any of their own citizens stay-
ing in another State illegally and who have been questioned by the authorities of 
that country. These agreements may also include other foreigners who are not 
citizens of the signatory countries of the readmission agreements, but that have 
passed through its territory. 

174 Mohamed Benaissa, Minister of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, “on good neighbourliness» in.Journal 
l’Opinion of 29 November 2004.
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This is not a new logic; it is developing increasingly on bilateral as well as multi-
lateral level. 

There are different types of readmission agreements: Bilateral agreements; agree-
ments that include readmission clauses relating to various subjects: Agreement 
between Egypt and Israel; letter exchanges between States that serve as a point 
of departure for these readmission agreements, for example the case of France 
and Algeria. The problem that arises in this case concerns the legal value of the 
letters; agreements relating to the circulation of people; extradition agreements; 
concerted migratory flow management agreements; voluntary return agreements 
(e.g., Iraq - Denmark). 

The procedure varies between one agreement and the next. These agreements aim 
to oblige third party countries to monitor their borders. Repatriation generally has 
its own share of risks. In fact, when the repatriation is done in a country other than 
the country of origin, it could lead to detention, without the guarantee of return 
to the country of origin. Currently, there is a lack of monitoring of the readmission 
clauses and the risk of violation of the human rights of migrants is great. 

With regards to Morocco, Moroccan citizens are readmitted by the Moroccan 
authorities in terms of bilateral agreements: Malaga agreement with Spain, and 
agreements with Belgium, France and Italy. 

In February 1992, Morocco and Spain signed a readmission agreement following 
a process of reconciliation, which was formalised following the signing of a treaty 
of friendship and good neighbourliness on 4 July 1991. Morocco’s acceptance of 
this agreement was motivated by its desire to acquire a specific status in its political 
and economic relations with the European Union. 

However, the readmission agreement signed in 1992 between Spain and Morocco 
was never completely implemented. This agreement allows for the readmission 
of citizens of the contracting parties as well as citizens of third party countries. 
Diplomatic tensions between the two countries have hindered the bilateral 
cooperation in terms of readmission, particularly under the government of José 
María Aznar (1996 – 2004). Until now, Morocco’s cooperation with regards to the 
issuing of travel documents at the request of the Spanish authorities has proven 
to be irregular. 
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The EU has been trying since 2000 to convince Morocco to sign a readmission 
agreement allowing for the returning of all illegal migrants that have passed through 
Morocco and it was only in 2003 that official negotiations on the Morocco-EU 
readmission agreement were opened. 

In October 2005, Morocco reactivated the readmission clause contained in the Malaga 
agreement (Treaty of good neighbourliness with Spain signed in 1993) that contained 
a readmission clause, by receiving the 73 sub-Saharan migrants who succeeded in 
crossing the fence at Ceuta. In 2007, the European neighbourliness and partnership 
instrument came into effect. The PEV has an envelope of 654 million Euros for the 
period 2007-2010. In July 2007, during the 6th session of the EU-Morocco association 
council, the EU saluted Morocco’s efforts in dealing with illegal immigration as well 
as the progression of negotiations on the readmission agreement. 

In October 2008, during the 8th session of the EU-Morocco association council 
session, the EU expressed its regret regarding the lack of conclusion of the read-
mission agreement and reaffirmed the importance of the immediate signing of 
this agreement that “will open new development possibilities of the EU-Morocco 
cooperation”. The Commission responsible for external relations and European 
Neighbouring policy, Benita Ferrero Waldner, in a visit to Rabat, declared that 
“Morocco has made clear progress in its relation with the EU, but the readmis-
sion agreement, negotiated since 2003, has still not been finalised”. In 2010, 
Morocco obtained advanced status. In politics, advanced status in translated by 
the implementation of a high-level coordinating committee. 

In preparation of the first Morocco - EU summit, scheduled in March 2010, under 
the Spanish presidency, Zapatero went to Rabat in November 2009 and the matter 
of the readmission agreements featured strongly on the agenda. However, the 
Moroccan Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation stated that the readmission 
agreements would only concern Moroccan citizens and not any person having 
passed through Morocco. 

Moroccan civil society is very active in this field and negotiations do not seem to 
be advancing on this issue. According to the statements of Mrs Latifa Akherbach, 
Secretary of State to the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation on 16 
December 2010, the Morocco - EU readmission agreement should be finalised 
at the start of 2011 and would only concern Moroccans. 
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Furthermore, in the fight against illegal migration, the strategy adopted by 
Morocco has started to produce results. According to statistics supplied by the 
Interior Ministry, the relevant authorities have been able to dismantle 1,200 net-
works specialising in human trafficking, proceed with the arrest of 65,000 illegal 
emigrants175 and charter planes to return the hundreds of sub-Saharan migrants 
to their countries from the airports of Nador, Oujda and Fez. An agreement 
signed between the Moroccan Interior minister and his Spanish counterpart in 
November 2003 and ratified during the Moroccan-Spanish summit in Marrakech 
in December, has established trans-border collaboration in the form of a “mixed 
patrol” involving Moroccan and Spanish agents operating between the two shores 
of the Strait in order to combat clandestine emigration. 

the Moroccan community residing abroad: economic stakes

Under the Protectorate, Morocco was a country of immigration. However, depend-
ing on circumstances and events, it has also been a country of emigration. In fact, 
soon after independence, the migratory movement developed towards industrial 
Europe, especially from the 1960’s onwards. Departures were significant and 
France lost its monopoly on Moroccan migration in favour of other destinations 
such as Belgium, Germany and the Netherlands. 

The period between 1960 and 1973 was the zenith of legal migration of Moroc-
cans. This assisted migration was characterised by a predominance of unqualified 
males, mainly from poor, rural areas. From 1975, this type of migration showed 
a significant decrease in favour of, on the one hand, migration in the context 
of family reunification and, on the other hand, other destinations such as Italy 
and Spain. Until 1985, migration was circular, with Moroccans moving between 
countries of residence and Morocco without any great difficulties. 

Without a doubt, the number of Moroccans in Europe is difficult to evaluate 
due to the significant number of naturalised Moroccans and the significance 
of the clandestine migratory flows, both phenomena that often result in very 
disproportionate evaluations from statistics sources (for example, between the 
statistics of Eurostat and those of the Department of Consular and Social Affairs 

175 La Gazette du Maroc N° 347 of 22 to 28 December 2003
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at the Ministry Delegated to the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation in 
charge of the Moroccan community residing abroad). 

In order to compare the various destinations of Moroccan migrants, the estimate 
used is the recent statistic from the Moroccan ministerial department, which seems 
to best reflect the volume of Moroccan immigration in the various European 
receiving countries. 

If one examines the distribution of Moroccan migrants abroad, it seems that their 
favoured destination remains the countries of the European Union, the second 
largest immigration centre in the world next to North America. The majority of 
this Moroccan “diaspora” is still concentrated in the traditional receiving countries 
such as France, Belgium and the Netherlands, but more and more are moving 
to Spain and Italy. 

Spain and Italy, until recently emigration countries, were not considered favoured 
destinations for Moroccans, but rather countries of transit, a step leading to the 
traditional receiving countries. The sealing of the borders of these two countries 
from the start of the 1990s had resulted in an increased emigration of Moroc-
cans to Spain and Italy, turning them into immigration countries. These (legal) 
migration flows stabilised after 1993, when both these countries developed a 
legal system with regards to immigration that was comparable to that of the rest 
of Europe. Since then, these countries have become a favoured destination of 
clandestine migrants. 

Among the third country-Mediterranean populations in the European Union, 
the Moroccan community constitutes the second-largest after the Turks. Among 
the North-African population in Europe, the Moroccans are the most; where 
they made up a bit under one third of this population in the 1970s (30%), they 
represented more than 53% at the start of 1995.176

It is a dispersed, yet strongly represented population in certain countries of the 
European Union: Moroccan citizens occupy first place among non-community 
foreigners in the Netherlands, in Belgium where they represented 12.4% of the 
foreign population in 2001 and in Italy, where they represented 11.5% of the 

176 OCDE SOPEMI Perspectives on international migrations (annual report) (1979, p28); (1996, p76)
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continent and country workforce %

europe 2.837.654 86,18

France 1.131.000 34,35

Spain 547.000 16,61

Italy 379.000 11,51

Belgium 285.000 8,66

Netherlands 278.000 8,44

Germany 130.000 3,95

Other European countries 87.654 2,66

arab countries 281.631 8,55

Libya 120.000 3,64

Algeria 80.000 2,43

Saudi Arabia 28.000 0,85

Tunisia 26.000 0,79

United Arab Emirates 13.040 0,40

Other Arab countries 14.591 0,44

america 161.216 4,90

United States 100.000 3,04

Canada 60.000 1,82

Other American countries 1.216 0,04

sub-saharan africa 8.061 0,25

Ivory Coast 1.971 0,06

Senegal 1.900 0,06

Mauritania 1.653 0,05

South Africa 832 0,03

Gabon 785 0,02

Other African countries 920 0,03

asia and oceania 4.037 0,12

general total 3.292.599 100.00

table 6.6.1: workforce of Moroccans from outside according 
to the place of settlement in 2007

Source: Department of Consular and Social Affairs.Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation.
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migrants in 2000. In Spain, they represent almost 14% of non-nationals and 
75% of immigrants of African origin. Lastly, in France, they occupy second place 
after the Algerian community. Consequently, from a historical perspective, the 
migratory question became significant in the various generations of agreements 
between Morocco and the countries of the European Union. 

The first agreements
These agreements were signed in a context less-than favourable to the development 
of the migratory flows; in fact, they focused on the issues of integration and living 
conditions of the Moroccan workers in the various receiving countries, including 
those from the European Union that did not sign labour agreements with Morocco. 

The agreement of association with the European Union signed in February 1996 
falls under the third generation of Euro-Moroccan agreements. 

In this agreement of association, the migratory question is discussed in heading IV 
(Social and cultural cooperation). Three in four chapters and eight in ten articles 
are devoted to Moroccan workers in their country of reception; they discuss the 
terms applicable to immigrant workers and the members of their families with 
regards to working conditions and social security, the fight against clandestine 
immigration and the priority social actions and programmes for reducing migra-
tory pressure in Morocco. 

Consulting bodies were created to discuss the various aspects of the migratory 
issue. In this regard, the Association Committee created a working group “Social 
and Migration Affairs” (article 73 of the agreement). The work done by this group 
made it possible to examine the aspects linked to legal migration, especially the 
equality of treatment in terms of employment, social security, continuous training 
and accommodation, as well as the various aspects related to the social integration 
of legally settled migrants. 

By focusing on the means of combating clandestine emigration, the activities 
of this working group confirmed the significance of the global and integrated 
approach of the migratory phenomenon and highlighted that cooperation in this 
field should concern not only the reinforcement of border control, but also the 
initiation of economic cooperation projects in the regions with strong migratory 
potential as well as the promotion of the quota system. 
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This consultation was concretised by the initiation of the project in border 
control management courses and by the support from the National Agency for 
the Promotion of Employment and Skills (ANAPEC), a national organisation in 
charge of the management of work migration. 

The bilateral cooperation on the issues of migration. Bilateral agreements have 
been and will always remain, the main management tool of legal migrations to 
the main receiving countries (France, Germany, Belgium, Netherlands, Spain, 
Italy). The main objective of these agreements is to determine their methods of 
recruitment, their working conditions as well as their movement, their establish-
ment and the institutions dedicated to them. 

european countries Labour convention

RFA 21 May 1963

France 1st June 1963

Belgium 17 February 1964

Netherlands 14 May 1969

Italy Signed on 10 December 1993, the Agreement on 
the living and working conditions of Moroccan 
nationals in Italy and of Italian nationals in Morocco

21 November 2005: Bilateral agreement on work

Spain 06 February 1996: Agreement of residence and 
employment permit

25 July 2001: Bilateral agreement on labour

Libya 04 August 1983

Jordan 20 April 1983

Iraq 20 May 1981

Qatar 17 May 1981

UAE 22 December 1981

table 6.6.2: Labour conventions signed with the main receiving countries 

Source: Department of Consular and Social Affairs.Ministry of Foreign Affairs and CooperationRabat
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The labour agreement with the Federal German Republic: The labour agreement between 
the Kingdom of Morocco and the Federal German Republic was signed on 21 May 
1963, the first agreement of its kind signed between independent Morocco and a 
foreign country. The aim of this agreement is “the legal placement of Moroccan 
workers at employers in the Federal German Republic”. 

This agreement was completed by an agreement signed on 4 March 1966, relating 
to the “employment contract, work permit, medical examination, recruitment, 
repatriation...”. The agreement allowed for the sending of a selected group to 
Morocco each time it was deemed necessary by the Federal Bureau. This selection 
was made in consultation with the Moroccan Minister of Labour, who supplied 
information on the availability in labour and created favourable conditions for 
the medical and professional selection of candidates from the start. 

In 1971, faced with increased German needs in the workforce, a permanent 
German recruitment and placement mission was opened in Casablanca, in the 
old C.N.S.S. building. This mission remained operational until 1973, the date on 
which the Federal German government decided to stop the migratory flows to 
German due to the crisis. 

The labour agreement with France: This agreement was signed on June 1st 1963, a 
short while after the agreement signed with Germany. As it required no ratification, 
it came into effect on the same day. This convention defined the joint approach 
adopted to “facilitate recruitment operations of Moroccans wishing to work in 
France”. 

The protocol attached to the agreement defined the “facilities accorded to Moroc-
cans by the French government for their admission into professional training 
centres...” (article 7). An amendment to this protocol relating to “the professional 
training of adults” was signed on 12 February 1988. 

The innovation with regards to the agreement with Germany resided in the fact 
that the agreement stipulated that “the families of Moroccan workers can join them 
and all facilities will be extended to them to this effect by the French government 
in the context of current legislation and regulation”. 
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This agreement concerns all the sectors of employment, including mines, public 
building and works, agriculture, metallurgy and domestic services. Temporary 
migration to France is included in the labour agreement. 

A branch of the National Immigration Office (ONI), since 1988 the Office of 
International Migrations and in terms of the law of 18 January 2005, the National 
Welcoming Agency of Foreigners and of Migrations (ANAEM), was opened in Ain 
Borja in Casablanca to serve as intermediary for the recruitment of Moroccan labour. 

Other agreements have been signed with France:
- “Agreement between the Kingdom of Morocco and the French Republic with 

regards to residence and employment”, signed on 9 October 1987, ratified on 
10 September 1993 and came into effect on January 1st 1994. This agreement 
entailed: “The reciprocity with regards to rules of residence and employment” 
and authorises members of the family admitted in terms of family reunification 
to have access to employment upon presentation of an employment contract. 

- Cooperation agreement on work, employment and professional training that 
came into effect on 4 December 1998. 

- Cooperation agreement on work, employment and professional training that 
came into effect on 17 January 2000. 

The labour agreement with Belgium: This agreement was signed in January 1964. 
However, in 1963, before its signing, the Belgian Labour minister Léon Servais 
had charged the General Director of Employment, Frans Denis, with prospect-
ing the employment markets in “new countries”, first Turkey and then in North 
Africa. The resulting negotiations that took place with the Moroccan authorities 
ended with the signing of this agreement; the latter is in fact an adaptation to 
the Moroccan situation of agreements signed previously by Belgium with Italy, 
Spain and Greece177.

This agreement was aimed at meeting the “needs of Belgian industries”. Follow-
ing the example of the agreement with France, “Moroccan workers employed 
and settled in Belgium will have the option to bring their family over to Belgium 

177 C. Nouria Ouali: Trajectories and migratory dynamics of Moroccan immigration in Belgium. Carrefour 
N° 4 Academia Bruylan. 2004, p 219
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once they have been employed for three months and provided that they dispose 
of suitable accommodation for their families” (art 13).

The labour agreement between the Kingdom of Morocco and the Kingdom of the Netherlands: 
The signing of a labour agreement with the Kingdom of the Netherlands came 
much later, on 14 May 1969. In its preamble it underlines the “interest of the two 
countries to promote the recruitment of Moroccan workers in the Netherlands” 
and determines the methods of recruitment on professional and medical level 
and sets the age limit as between 21 and 35 years for unqualified workers, and 23 
to 45 years for qualified workers. 

Article 17 of the agreement allows for workers employed in this country “to be 
joined by their family as soon as they have been working for two years and provided 
that they dispose of accommodation for themselves and their family deemed 
suitable by the Dutch authorities”. 

The new agreements
France: young professional contracts: The agreement signed between the two govern-
ments concerns the exchange of young professionals. This type of agreement was 
signed between France and several other countries: Argentina, Bulgaria, Canada, 
the United States, Hungary, New Zealand, Poland, Romania, Senegal, Tunisia 
and Morocco. These agreements allow young French people aged between 18 
and 35 to exercise their profession for a period of between 3 and 18 months in 
the partner countries and, reciprocally, nationals from these countries can also 
temporarily exercise their profession in French companies. 

This agreement stipulates quotas per country. For Morocco, this quota is cur-
rently fixed at 300 contracts, of which 100 are reserved for health professionals 
with paramedical training, which is sought-after in the employment market. This 
agreement was signed with Morocco on 24 May 2001 and its application protocol, 
which marks its date of effect, was signed on 8 November 2001. 

This agreement aims to promote the inter-company mobility of young professionals 
from the two countries and to thereby contribute to a reciprocal enrichment of 
skills. The implementation of the protocol signed on 8 November 2001, is ensured 
in Morocco by the National Agency for the Promotion of Employment and Skills, 
and in France by the International Employment Area. 
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This programme had great success at the start, due to the recruitments made by 
the Euro Disney Theme Park. These recruitments had a knock-on effect for the 
hotel and restaurant sectors. However, this plan quickly showed signs of running 
out of steam; in 2005, from the contingent of 300 young professionals brought 
over by the agreement, only 17 signed employment contracts. 

While the current context did not allow for the signing of a global labour agree-
ment with France, Italy and Spain remain the only countries of the European 
Union with which recent labour agreements have been signed. 

Spain: the main labour agreements with Spain. The main labour agreements signed are: 

1. The agreement relating to residence and employment: signed in Rabat on 6 Febru-
ary 1996, and came into effect on 7 March 1997. This agreement relates to 
residence documentation and reciprocity. 

2. The administrative agreement relating to seasonal Moroccan workers in Spain, signed 
in Madrid on 30 September 1999. In order to ensure the monitoring of this 
agreement, the latter provided for the constitution of a committee responsible 
for the monitoring of the correct execution of this agreement (art 10). This 
agreement was signed for a duration of 3 years, renewable by tacit agreement 
except in the event of notification to the contrary by one of the signing 
parties three months before the expiry date (article 11). However, the main 
legal instrument remains the bilateral agreement on work, which repeals the 
previous agreement. 

3. The bilateral agreement on work: As specified in its preamble, this agreement 
aims to “regulate the labour flows between the two countries in an orderly 
and coordinated manner”. In order to do this, the Spanish authorities, via 
the Spanish Embassy in Rabat, send their labour requirements to the Moroc-
can authorities (number and characteristics) based on existing employment 
offers. The Moroccan authorities, via the Spanish Embassy in Rabat, inform 
the Spanish authorities of the possibilities of fulfilling this work request by 
sending Moroccan workers who wish to go to Spain (article 3). The selected 
candidates are subjected to a medical exam and, if necessary, benefit from an 
initial training period (article 4, paragraph 1). This agreement was put on ice 
following the political crisis between the Moroccan and Spanish governments 
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around the Moroccan islet of Leila. It was, however, reactivated in 2003 and 
has served as a basis for the signing of 3 other agreements: 

4. The framework agreement of Collaboration for the Accompaniment and the Selection 
of one thousand young people between the VIPS Group, signed on 8 December 
2003. These recruitments will take place between 2003 and 2008 according to 
the criteria set out by the Group (article 2). The ANAPEC will be responsible 
for ensuring training that includes modules on professional improvement and 
modules on Spanish culture. The VIPS group organises a technical facilitator 
training programme in Spain. A tripartite monitoring committee is made up 
of representatives of the ANAPEC, the Spanish Embassy and the VIPS group. 
It meets every 6 months and aims to evaluate, improve and propose adequate 
measures for a better management of the project. 

5. The framework Partnership agreement between the ANAPEC and the VIPS Group whose 
aim is the selection, recruitment and training in the countries of origin of two 
thousand people over a period of five years, between 2007 and 2011, or an 
annual recruitment of a minimum of 400 people. This agreement is the product 
of the success of the previous agreement, which enabled the recruitment of 
one thousand people from Morocco in a period of two years less than that 
stipulated in the agreement. 

6. The framework partnership agreement between the ANAPEC and the Cartaya community, 
which came into effect in July 2006. This agreement is signed for a period of 
one year, renewable by tacit agreement. It allowed the recruitment of 1,200 
workers in 2005, 9,905 in 2007, 12,000 in 2008 and 15,000 in 2009. Another 
institutional reference system could promote cooperation with regards to 
labour between Spain and Morocco. It is the Order of the Ministry of Labour 
and Social Affairs (TAS/195/2007). 

7. The Order of the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs (TAS/195/2007) of 2 Febru-
ary. This order defines the modalities of the concession of grants aimed at 
financing training programmes for immigrants.These programmes are aimed 
at the integration of immigrant workers by offering training programmes in 
their country of origin, thereby facilitating the regulation of migratory flows. 
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Italy: Labour agreement. Till the present, Italy remains the last country to sign a 
labour agreement with Morocco in November 2005. 

The objective of this agreement, as underlined by article 2, is “the regulation and 
organisation of the flows of workers between the two countries” which, via their 
competent organisations, “will facilitate the recruitment and insertion of the 
citizens of the other Party into the internal labour market in case of insufficiency 
of local labour”. 

In this agreement, the authorities authorised for its applications are, on the 
Moroccan side, the Ministry of Employment, and on the Italian side, the Ministry 
of Labour and social policies. The new agreement therefore does not mention 
the ANAPEC as Moroccan counterparty, but the executive protocol recognises it. 

In Italy, the Ministry of the Interior and the Ministry of Employment annually define 
the contingents of immigrants by country of origin. With regards to Morocco, 
this contingent was set at 1,500 in 1998, 3,000 in 2000 and between 1,000 and 
1,500 migrants from 2001 to 2005. In 2006, and according to the information 
gathered by the Italian embassy, the “decreto flusi” allowed for the recruitment 
of 350 to 400,000 extra-community workers, of which 10 to 15% from Morocco. 
If this operation is formalised, it will place Morocco in a favourable position to 
that of Italy’s other partners.

At the moment it entails the activating of the application protocol of the labour 
agreement. The ministry and the ANAPEC should ensure that the protocol place 
ANAPEC in the position of project manager of the agreement. Elsewhere and 
globally, the evaluation of the agreement is made difficult by the multiplicity of 
migration channels (person specific contracts, clandestine migration)178.This is 
what is confirmed by certain representatives in the Ministry of Employment for 
whom the institutional framework was not a determining factor in the migratory 
flows: not all migrants transit via institutional circuits, as shown by the number of 
regularisations carried out in the various receiving countries. These clandestine 
migrants, the majority of whom arrived with legal visas, became illegal migrants 
when their legal residence documents expired. These individuals are more 

178 We can add to these difficulties the problem of archives: with the change in the organisational structure, 
the division of the planning of labour has become a simple labour service in the Labour Department. 
Following this transferring of the files, the archives suffered serious damage.
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profitable for certain entrepreneurs because they travelled there at their own 
expense and cost European entrepreneurs less than the candidates recruited via 
the legal channels. 

Considering the current situation, the effectiveness requires, on the one hand, 
the renewal of old agreements by adapting them to the current economic context 
and by reactivating the mixed commissions provided by said agreements and, on 
the other hand, compiling new agreements for recent migration countries, such 
as Italy and Spain. 

In this regard, the Plan of action of the Euro-African ministerial conference on 
migration and development set out concrete measures likely to offer appropriate 
short and medium term responses to the migratory question. Based on a continental 
approach, this plan allows for the establishment of cooperation programmes in 
the field of legal migration management, including especially (i) training in the 
country of origin before the departure of the immigrant in order to facilitate 
insertion into the receiving country, (ii) the implementation of measures to 
combat discrimination and (iii) the promotion of means facilitating the circular 
and temporary migration between countries of origin and of destination that take 
into consideration the needs of the labour markets and (iv) the optimisation of 
existing agreements between the partners with regards to labour and employment. 
The recent initiatives of the ANAPEC fall under this new migratory strategy.

Migration and development

The migrants forge a system of very solid economic links with their country of 
origin. These links can initially be seen as the financial flows sent to Morocco in 
the form of money transfers. 

The volume and the significance of the transfers
The funds circulating via official channels remain an indicator of the affective 
attachment of Moroccan migrants with their country of origin. The development 
of currency transfers from Moroccan immigrants during the past thirty years gives 
us a better appreciation of the rhythm of the development of these transfers. 
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In their development, these transfers of funds have been stimulated by a series 
of factors, notably the successive devaluations of the dirham, low inflation rates 
and the installation of banking networks in receiving countries from 1971. The 
three main banks operating abroad are la Banque Populaire, Attijariwafa Bank, 
the product of a fusion between la Banque Commerciale and WafaBank, and 
BMCE Bank.

table 6.6.3: development of currency transfers from Moroccans to countries abroad between 
1968 and 2007 (in million dirham)

year amount variations year amount variations

1974 1557,2 52,5 1992 18.530,7 6.9

1975 2.159,6 38.7 1993 18.215,9 -1.7

1976 2.417,8 12.0 1994 16.814,4 -7.7

1977 2.652,1 9.7 1995 16.819,9 0.03

1978 3.176,0 19.8 1996 18.873,8 12.2

1979 3.696,5 16.4 1997 18.033,4 -4.5

1980 4.147,6 12.2 1998 19.200,0 6,5

1981 5.242,0 26.4 1999 19.001,5 -1,6

1982 5114,5 -2.4 2000 22.961,6 20,8

1983 6515,4 27.4 2001 36.858,1 60,5

1984 7.680,9 17.9 2002 31.707,9 -14,0

1985 9.732,2 26.7 2003 34.733,8 9,5

1986 12.730,6 30.8 2004 37.422,5 8,2

1987 13.267,9 4.2 2005 40.737,7 8,9

1988 10.700,4 -19.4 2006 47.833,8 17,4

1989 11.344,1 6.0 2007 55.000,7 15,0

1990 16.537,2 45.8 2008 53.041,1 -3,6

1991 17.328,1 4.8

Source: Moroccan Exchange office
1 Euro = 11 dirhams approx. (in 2009)
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Pensions and 
family grants

donations, 
bequests and 

assistance
other transfers totaL

France 3015,2* 83,8 455,2 3 554,2

Netherlands 917,3 6,6 23,3 947,2

U.E.B.L 633,1 27,2 48,4 708,7

Germany 118,0 50,6 67,5 236,1

Other countries 361,4 269,7 527,5 1 158,6

total 5045,0 437,9 1 121,9 6 604,8

table 6.6.4: ventilation of social transfers by country in 2007 (in million dirhams)

Source: Exchange office
(*) Including pensions paid by the Moroccan Treasurer to the French Treasurer.

The ventilation of these transfers by origin highlights the preponderance of France 
as main issuing country of these funds.

However, it should be specified that, in parallel with these financial transfers, 
migrants are also getting social transfers: 

The allocation of transfers
Since Moroccan migration is basically an economic migration, the economic 
behaviour of the immigrant is rather typical: revenues are allocated mainly for 
meeting the basic needs of the immigrant and his family living with him or in 
the country of origin. Part of this revenue is saved and allocated for investment 
in Morocco as preparation of a possible reinsertion into the country of origin. 
However, it is clear, especially with the younger generations, that a part of these 
savings is increasingly being kept in the country of residence. 

In fact, after buying a car, the next big investment for the majority of immigrants is 
the purchase or construction of accommodation. These two acquisitions symbolise 
social success both for the immigrant and for his family. 

For Moroccan migrants, investment in property represents the investment of 
choice. This observation is confirmed by the various surveys done over more 
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than 35 years179.The conclusions of these various investigations highlight this 
preponderance of property investments. 

The reasons for property being the dominating investment sector among immi-
grants are obvious. First and foremost, this investment signifies social success but, 
at the same time, it also has an emotional and symbolic value for the immigrant 
living apart from his family. If the immigrant considers returning, the construc-
tion of a house in his country of origin constitutes security against unforeseen 
circumstances. 

The impact of investments on the economic fabric
Some people think that the transfers constitute an aid that favours consumption 
and not development. It is important to qualify this way of thinking by remember-
ing that consumption increases demand and has a positive knock-on effect on 
economic activity. 

As we have mentioned, investments are dominated by the property sector. There 
are those who sometimes consider the latter to have no great effect on the local 
economies. In reality, the impact of property investment is far from insignificant; 
firstly, better living conditions allow for better reproduction of the workforce, as 
well as better nutrition and better education for the children. The multiplying 
effects of the sector are numerous; this type of investment results in a stimulation 
of the local economies through the proliferation of trades linked to the sector 
and the constitution of a network of small businesses (construction materials, 
joinery, forging etc.). This favours the creation of direct and indirect employment. 

In agriculture, migration has had controversial effects. While, in some cases, 
the exodus of young people resulted in a decline of the agricultural economy in 
certain regions, and sometimes the abandonment of their links with the land, in 
other cases transfers have had major effects. The intervention of migrants in rural 
locations has allowed for an improvement of agricultural activity; the latter is often 
translated by the extension of surface area and the modernising of production 
methods in family-owned operations. 

179 Belguendouz, A:“The general context of Moroccan emigration in relation with the issue of property in 
Morocco for the Moroccan community abroad.”Study for the CGI.Rabat 1991.
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With regards to the contribution of the various projects (excluding agriculture) to 
the creation of employment, it appears from the data of the Hassan II Foundation 
survey for MREs that there is a predominance of micro-projects (52.2%) and very 
small projects (20.8%), compared to projects in other size categories. 

Where the workforce average is 20 employees, the median is only at 4 employees. 
In these conditions, the industrial productive system appears to be the main 
provider of permanent employment positions, since, with less than 30% of number 
of projects, its employment contribution exceeds 75%. 

The conclusions of this survey confirm that of the more recent survey carried out 
by the AMERM in 2008 on returning migrants in the region of Tanger Tétouan. 
According to the data of this survey, the investments are made in micro-projects 
that, in almost 60% of cases employ less than five people and, in almost 80%, less 
than ten employees. Only 1.4% of projects employs more than 50 people, and 
therefore qualify as medium businesses. 

The case of the 27.2% of projects that have not created employment is explained 
by the major share of investment in property that does not required the creation 
of employment or, possibly the employment of security personnel. 

table 6.6.5: returning migrants (%) investing in Morocco based on the number of 
jobs created

number of jobs created
type of return

Voluntary Forced Total

None 28,6 14,3 27,2

Between 1 and 5 people 30,7 42,9 31,9

Between 6 and 10 people 26,8 23,8 26,5

Between 11 and 50 people 8,7 9,5 8,7

More than 50 people 1,3 2,4 1,4

ND 3,9 7,1 4,3

total 100,0 100,0 100,0

Source: AMER/IRD survey 2008
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In addition, the transfer of funds contributes to increased liquidity of the economic 
and banking systems.

From a total of bank deposits, excluding deposits into current accounts, that came 
to 424,96 billion Dhs on 31 December 2007, deposits of MREs came to a total of 
107,50 billion Dhs, or 25.29%.

graph 6.6.1: Parallel development of bank deposits excluding current accounts and Mre 
deposits: 2000-2007 (in thousand dhs)

graph 6.6.2: Parallel development of annual variations of bank deposits and Mre transfers 
(in thousand dhs)
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In addition, we note an almost identical development between the annual variation 
of transfers and that of the deposits, which could indicate a continuous supply of 
banking deposits by MRE transfers.
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With regards to the regional impact of these investments, the creation of projects and 
the urbanisation of underprivileged areas favour economic growth and the opening 
up of these regions. The Moroccan campaign, in particular, was characterised by a 
generalised micro-urbanisation resulting in the development of small urban centres. 
While this urbanisation occurred chaotically, it nevertheless allowed for the improve-
ment of the rural habitat and, consequently, an improvement of living conditions. 

However, it is clear that the absence of receiving structures in certain regions is 
causing a haemorrhaging of resources to the more developed regions. In Morocco, 
this is the case of the provinces of the East and the Rif, two of the main centres 
of migration in Morocco, but that lack basic infrastructures, and the region of 
Casablanca, where the drainage of funds occurs by way of the banking system. 

Immigration therefore appears to be a means of ensuring decent revenue for the 
families staying behind in the country, as it allows a redistribution of wealth on 
a global scale by means of transfers. This observation is confirmed by a study on 
the impact of revenue transfer on the reduction of poverty in Morocco. These 
funds would be the source of a drop in the level of poverty, the latter, according 
to the survey on living standards of households from 1998 to 1999, affecting 19% 
of the population180 instead of 23.2%, which would be the level recorded in the 
absence of the contribution of migration.This means that 1.2 million Moroccans 
are escaping poverty thanks to the funds sent to them by immigrants in the form 
of investments and various transfers181.

Collective transfers, a level for local development
Migrants can actively participate in regional development by means of their 
contribution to local development projects. The experiment done in Morocco by 
the Migration and Development NGO (M&D), created in 1986 by migrants who 
started investing in their region of origin, in the Anti and the Haut-Atlas, presents 
specific interest. This NGO monitored the development actions in these regions 
in Morocco for more than 20 years. Initially, their action targeted the supply of 
electricity to a few villages of the Souss and a few youth exchange projects. In a 
second phase, the focus was placed on the creation of other basic infrastructures: 

180 This rate dropped to 14.2% in 2004 and 9% in 2007 according to the Plan High Commissioner, it is 15% 
according to a survey by the World Bank. See http://www.afrik.com/article13244.html

181 Bourchachen Jamal: “Contribution of transfers from residence abroad to the reduction of poverty: 
case of Morocco” Discussion organised by the International Association for Official Statistics: Statistics, 
development and human rights, Montreux, 4 – 8 September 2000.
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water supply, construction of roads, schools and health centres. These actions were 
implemented over the years in partnership with more than 200 village associa-
tions, created by Migration and Development. This shared approach allowed the 
involvement of the local populations in the identification of needs, the creation 
of projects, and their management and monitoring. 

Since 2000, armed with the same objectives of local development and in order to 
better settle the populations in their land, M&D’s action has been extended to 
revenue generating activities. This new project is launched in cooperation with 
150 development partners from the Taroudant province (Souss region), which 
makes it possible to choose and prepare economic revenue generating projects. 

In the context of a concerted approach, these actions mobilise numerous part-
ners from both sides of the Mediterranean: migrant and villagers associations, 
NGO’s elected officials and administrations from the countries of origin and the 
receiving countries, sponsors and skills backers of all sorts working together in 
one concerted approach182.

Access of Moroccan migrants to citizenship in the receiving country:unfinished citizenship

exercise of political rights

In countries of the EU, where more than 80% of Moroccan immigrants are liv-
ing, those who have been granted nationality in the receiving country contribute 
as full citizens in the exercising of political rights in the same way as nationals, 
without any discrimination. They have the right to vote and the right to stand as 
candidate in all legislative and communal elections. 

On the other hand, Moroccan citizens residing in EU countries, but who have not 
been granted nationality of the receiving country, have limited political rights. 
They may only participate in communal elections and have no right to participate 
in legislative elections, which requires nationality of the receiving country. 

In Morocco, despite calls from the “expatriates”, the right to participate in Com-
munal and legislative elections in Morocco has not yet been accorded to them, 

182 Migration & Développement:Migration & Development newsletterN° 7 June 2002.
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however, the CCME, an institution created to this end, is busy examining the 
possibilities of exercising this right. 

Benefit of nationality of the receiving country
Many Moroccan citizens have double nationality, acquired in the EU countries, 
and these citizens exercise the rights awarded to European citizens in the name 
of the acquired nationality. 

However, only original Moroccan nationality is recognised on Moroccan soil 
in order to exercise the rights awarded to all Moroccans by the constitution of 
1996. Nevertheless, they are allowed to travel with the passports issued by their 
adopted countries. 

Dual nationality poses serious problems in terms of the exercising of family 
rights, derived from the religiously inspired Moroccan Family Code.This is why 
certain legislations of receiving countries invite Moroccan citizens to opt for a 
single nationality. The debate is raging between Morocco and the Netherlands 
surrounding the question of dual nationality. 

Institutional supports
As of 1990, the interest accorded to the Moroccan community abroad was formalised 
by the creation on 31 July of a “Delegate Ministry to the Prime Minister, of Affairs 
of the Moroccan Community Residing Abroad” and its “financial arm”, the Has-
san II Foundation for Moroccans Residing Abroad. This initiative was given two 
main objectives:(i) the centralisation of this dossier, previously shared between 
several departments, and (ii) the reinforcement of relations between Morocco 
and its citizens abroad. Fundamental work was undertaken and several projects 
were started (programmes in the fields of education, religion and culture), all 
supported by poor communicational supports. 

However, this interest waned five years later following the Ministerial reorganisa-
tion of February 1995. The department responsible for this dossier became an 
under-secretariat of State to the Minister of Foreign Affairs and not the Prime 
Minister. Two and a half years later, following the ministerial reorganisation of 
13 August 1997, this department was dissolved and its attributions transferred to 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation. 
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The same fate was reserved for the parliamentary representation of the Moroc-
can community abroad. During the 1984 – 1992 legislature, five conscriptions 
were put in place to appoint representatives of this Community in the Chamber 
of Representatives: two for France (one for Paris and the Northern region and 
one for Lyon and the Southern region), one deputy to represent Moroccans in 
Belgium, the Netherlands, Germany and the Scandinavian countries, one for the 
Moroccan community in the Arab countries, and lastly one deputy representing a 
much larger area, including Spain, Portugal, England, Italy, the entire continents 
of Asia and America and the sub-Saharan countries. This experiment was not 
successful, mainly due to the lack of transparency and close contact. 

This political distancing is paradoxical, since the parliaments of certain receiving 
countries: Belgium, Netherlands, Quebec,... include deputies of Moroccan origin. 
These deputies with dual nationality are eligible in the receiving countries and 
can be the voice of their compatriots, although this opportunity is not available 
to them in the two chambers of the Moroccan parliament. 

This eviction of the Moroccan community abroad was ratified by the changeover 
government, whose cabinet, appointed on 14 March 1998, allocated none of the 
forty-one ministerial departments to this community. 

It wasn’t until September 2000, that the government under the Prime Minister Driss 
Jettou remedied this institutional deficiency by creating a Ministerial department: 
“Delegate Ministry to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs charged with the Moroccan 
Community Abroad”. 

In 2007, this initiative that reinstates the migratory question in its political dimen-
sion, benefited from the same department, but this time attached to the Prime 
Minister. This gives it more weight and more human and material resources to 
properly carry out its attributions. 

The task is so much more complex given that the migratory issue in Morocco 
still remains shared between several departments: the ministry of the Interior, the 
ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation, the ministry of Employment and 
Professional Training, in addition to the Hassan II Foundation and the Mohammed 
V Foundation. This multiplicity of participants poses a serious problem of com-
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munication between these different instances, from where the interest of having 
one ministry with all the attributions and prerogatives allowing it to coordinate 
and possibly arbitrate between these various participants. 

The Ministry did indeed publish a document in which it defines its strategy on 
the migratory issue; but in the absence of human and material resources, it would 
be difficult to concretise the objectives defined by this strategy. 

The last institution dedicated to the Moroccan community abroad, is concretised by 
the implementation of the Council of the Moroccan Community Abroad (CCME).
This institution, created in 2008, is called upon, due to its multiple attributions, 
to take over the migratory issue in all its aspects and to respond to the various 
calls of the MREs, addressed to the country of origin. 

As a forum for dialogue and cooperation, the CCME is required to formulate 
proposals for the various problems experienced by the Moroccan community 
abroad, both in receiving societies and in Morocco. 

In fact, regardless of the institution in charge of this issue, migration in Morocco 
continues to be considered a factor of the regulation of the employment market 
and as a significant source of currency. 
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The citizens of the countries appearing on this list are not subject to Moroccan entry 
visa formalities (tourist visa). Citizens of countries not shown here require a visa. 

appendix: table 6.6.6: List of countries exempt from entry visa regulations in Morocco

Algeria UAE Liechtenstein Romania

Germany Spain Luxemburg Russia

Andorra USA Mali Senegal

Saudi Arabia Finland Malta (30 days stay) Singapore

Argentina France Mexico Slovakia

Australia Great Britain Monaco Slovenia

Austria Greece Niger Sweden

Bahrain (Republic of) Guinea Norway Switzerland

Belgium Hungary New Zealand Tunisia

Brazil Indonesia Oman Turkey

Canada Ireland Netherlands Venezuela

Chilli Iceland Peru

Congo Italy Philippines 

South Korea Japan Puerto Rico

Ivory Coast Kuwait Portugal  

Denmark Libya Qatar
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6.7 PaLestine

Legal Migration

Compared to other countries in the world, the legal status in Palestine is at once 
complicated and unique. Since a number of authorities have ruled over Palestine 
throughout history, various legal systems have prevailed in Palestine. Accordingly, 
multiple legal systems have affected the political and legal structures in Palestine. 
The partition of Palestine has also led to the emergence of complex and varying 
legal systems in the West Bank, Gaza Strip and Jerusalem as well as within part of 
the Palestinian territories occupied in 1948. 

Until the end of the Ottoman rule in 1917, the legal system in Palestine was based 
primarily on principles of the Islamic Law, but it was also influenced by the Latin 
system in Europe. 

In 1917, Ottoman rule was terminated by the establishment of the British Mandate, 
which reformed the legal system in Palestine. The British added the principles of 
the Anglo-Saxon system (the Common Law), which is based on judicial precedents, 
to the Ottoman legislation. 

In 1948, the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan ruled over the West Bank, includ-
ing East Jerusalem. Consequently, the West Bank followed the Jordanian legal 
system that is influenced by the Latin system. On the other hand, the Egyptian 
Administration controlled the Gaza Strip. The Common Law established during 
the British Mandate period remained effective in the Gaza Strip. 

Following the 1967 war, the Israeli occupation seized control of the Palestinian 
legal system by imposing the military law (Military Orders) in the West Bank and 
Gaza Strip territories. After annexing it in 1980, the Israeli occupation submitted 
East Jerusalem to the Israeli Domestic Law. 

According to the Declaration of Principles on Interim Self-Government Arrange-
ments of 1993 (Oslo Agreement I), the Palestinian Authority (PA) was established. 
Foundations were set for the Israeli-Palestinian agreements that regulate PA 
powers and authorities. Consolidation and approximation of various legal systems 
operative in the Palestinian territories are the most important legal issues. Since 
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1994, consolidated legislation has been promulgated for both the West Bank and 
the Gaza Strip governorates.

Ottoman Rule over Palestine 1516 -1917 
The Ottoman legal (legislative) history was divided into two basic periods. The first 
period lasted from the establishment of the Ottoman Empire to the Regulations 
(Tanzimat) Era and the second extended from the Regulations Era until 1917. 

During the first period, the Ottoman legal system was primarily based on prin-
ciples of Islamic law, Islamic jurisprudence, customs and decisions issued by the 
Sultan (the Governor). However, events witnessed throughout the 17th and 18th 
centuries, enfeebled the Ottoman Empire leading to the emergence of a period 
of reforms know as the “Regulations (Tanzimat) Era”. 

From the beginning of 1839, reform regulations aimed to centralise, modernise 
and, to some extent, secularise the Ottoman Empire. The Ottomans also adopted a 
number of Western laws in order to increase commercial activity with Europe. The 
reform regulations compelled the Ottoman Empire to codify the provisions based on 
religion, customs and Sultanic Law resulting in enacting important pieces of legisla-
tion are still effective in Palestine until the present day. Most significantly, the Land 
Law of 1857 and the Ottoman Civil Code (Majala) were enacted during this period. 

British Mandate over Palestine: 1918 -1948 
The British army occupied the entire territory of Palestine in 1917 and the 
League of Nations mandate over Palestine was assigned to Britain. The British 
High Commissioner administered the mandate over Palestine and exercised all 
administrative and legislative powers therein. 

This period, lasting for 30 years, witnessed an extensive legislative activity resulting 
in the promulgation of legislation in various fields in Palestine. Ottoman laws, 
which had been operative until 1917, were still valid taking into account amend-
ments or replacements introduced to them according to the British Mandate laws. 
The Mandate Government reformed the legal system by converting it from the 
Latin-Ottoman system to the Anglo-Saxon system (The British Common Law). 

In 1933, Robert Harry Drayton, then called “The Recorder of the Palestine Govern-
ment”, was delegated to collect and edit all British Mandate legislation in three volumes. 
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Drayton compiled and catalogued the laws, decrees, regulations, rules, etc. that were 
issued in Palestine in addition to the British Royal laws and decrees enforced therein. 

Following the 1948 war, three quarters of Palestine was controlled by Israel. 
Meanwhile, Jordan ruled over the West Bank and Egypt over the Gaza Strip. 

The Jordanian Rule over the West Bank: 1948 - 1967 
Following the 1948 war, the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, submitted to 
Jordanian rule. In 1948, the Jordanian Military Governor declared that other laws 
and legislation that had been operative in Palestine would still be effective to the 
extent that they do not contradict the Law on the Defence of the Transjordan of 1935. 

In 1949, the Jordanian Civil Administration restored civil rule over the West Bank 
according to the Law of the Public Administration over Palestine. In 1950, the 
West and East Banks of the River Jordan were officially annexed. In addition, it 
was confirmed that the laws, which had been operative in the West Bank until the 
end of the British Mandate, would remain valid until replaced by Jordanian laws. 

Between 1950 and 1967, the Jordanian Parliament was composed of an equal 
number of deputies from both the West Bank and the East Bank. This period 
also witnessed a broad legislative activity leading to a transformation of the legal 
system prevalent in the West Bank from the Anglo-Saxon system (the Common 
Law) into the Latin system. 

The Egyptian Administration in the Gaza Strip: 1948 - 1967 
After the 1948 war, Egypt administered the Gaza Strip but did not annex it to 
its territories. Therefore, little Egyptian civil legislation was effective in the Gaza 
Strip. Egyptian military forces ruled over the Gaza Strip and managed all public 
departments and civil affairs therein. With the establishment of the Legislative 
Council of the Gaza Strip in 1957, the Egyptian military authority in the Gaza 
Strip was converted into a civil authority. 

The Israeli Occupation in the West Bank and Gaza Strip: 1967 - Present 
After the 1967 war, Israeli forces occupied the Gaza Strip and West Bank, includ-
ing East Jerusalem. The “Commander of the Area” - the Commander of Israeli 
forces - declared control over the legislative, executive and judicial authorities in 
the occupied Palestinian territories (OPT). 
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Initially, the Israeli forces issued Military Order no. 2 of 1967 that provided for 
the annulment of any effective laws in OPT in the event that they contradicted 
military orders issued by the Administration of the Israeli Occupation. After Military 
Order no. 947 of 1981, all legal and administrative powers were transferred to the 
so-called “Civil Administration” that was established then. From the onset of Israeli 
occupation, Israeli-formed military courts and military commissions preserved total 
jurisdiction over particular criminal issues as well as all disputes over lands, taxes, 
natural resources and finance. In general, the military orders issued during the 
occupation period regulated all aspects of life. Military orders in the West Bank 
were, however, somewhat different from those issued in the Gaza Strip. Since 1967, 
approximately 2,500 military orders have been issued in the West Bank and Gaza 
Strip. Many other orders were also issued but were not disseminated. 

According to the military legislation since 1967, Israeli settlers in the OPT have 
not submitted to the laws issued by the Israeli Commander of the Area or Civil 
Administration. Settlers were subject to the Israeli Domestic Law. Accordingly, 
the Israeli government has expanded the concept of Israeli citizenship so as to 
include settlements constructed throughout OPT. To achieve this end, the Israeli 
government claimed that settlements were not part of OPT. In addition, the Israeli 
government separated the legal system applicable in the occupied West Bank and 
Gaza Strip from that enforced in the Israeli settlements. 

The Palestinian National Authority: 1994 - Present 
According to the Declaration of Principles on Interim Self-Government Arrange-
ments of 1993 (Oslo Agreement I), several agreements, signed between the Palestin-
ians and Israelis, aimed to transfer a number of powers from the Administration 
of Israeli Occupation to the Palestinian Authority (PA) in particular parts in the 
occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip. Most significantly, Palestinians and Israelis 
signed the Gaza-Jericho Agreement in Cairo in 1994 as well as the currently effective 
Oslo II Interim Agreement in Washington on 28 September 1995. 

The Palestinian-Israeli agreements address several issues including the election of 
the Palestinian Council, the redeployment of Israeli forces, the transference of civil 
authorities and responsibilities, freedom of movement for the Israelis, legal issues 
in criminal and civil fields, release of detainees, water shares, issues of security and 
public order and economic development. Israeli-Palestinian negotiations, which 
commenced on 4 May 1994, continue until the present day. 
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On the legal level, the President of the Palestinian Authority issued his first deci-
sion on 20 May 1994, which provided that legislation and laws that were effective 
before 5 June 1967 in the West Bank and Gaza Strip would remain effective. Since 
the 1994 summer, the PA Council (the Executive Authority since 5 July 1994 and 
then Palestinian Legislative Council since 7 March 1996) has assumed the power 
to promulgate legislation, which regulates public life of Palestinian society. The 
new legislation aims to regulate Palestinian life and establish a consolidation of 
laws between the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Until the 2000 summer, Palestinian 
new legislation amounted to approximately 48 laws as well as 200 other items of 
legislation. As a result, many military orders, which had been issued by the Israeli 
occupation in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, were annulled183. 

Immigration
Palestine does not attract significant legal immigration. During the mandate 
period, the migration of a large number of Jews to Palestine was permitted and 
facilitated. The result was the division of Palestine between Arab Palestinians and 
Jewish immigrants. 

Israel controls borders and crossings through to its own territories as well as those 
it occupies in the West Bank, Gaza Strip and East Jerusalem. In the first instance 
Palestinian refugees who have fled their homes under duress since 1948 are 
prevented from returning to their homeland and property, particularly if those 
areas where they once lived have been annexed by Israel or have been declared 
closed military zones. In total, there are thought to be over six million refugees 
worldwide who are unable to either return to their lands and property or receive 
compensation for the confiscation of their property by the Israeli authorities.

More broadly, Palestinian freedom of movement within the occupied territories 
severely curtailed. More than 150,000 Palestinians are prevented from free move-
ment from their permanent residence in West Bank and Jerusalem. The Israeli 
authorities also issued military orders that deleted Palestinians from the population 
registration database which is completely controlled by Israel. Following the 1993 
Oslo agreement, the Israeli authorities have allowed a limited number of Palestin-
ian returnees to enter the Occupied Palestinian territories, providing them with 
identity cards and the right of permanent residence; they have also approved the 

183  institute of low Birzeit university ; http://lawcenter.birzeit.edu/iol/en/index.php?action_id=210
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permanent residence of Palestinians if they have members of their families in the 
occupied territories. These approvals remain low, however, if compared with the 
number of applications for resettlement.

Since the year 2000, Israel has suspended the process of approving residence 
permits to Palestinian returnees to the Occupied territories. Amendments to 
Israel’s Nationality Laws have also affected Palestinians as they have prevented 
the normal flow of marital and familial relationships that exist across the green 
line. This is particularly the case in relation to marriages. Palestinians living within 
the green line are no longer allowed to live with a spouse from the occupied West 
Bank or the besieged Gaza strip within Israel. 

The Palestinian authority is not entitled to accept applications for legal migration 
to the PA administered territories located under Israeli control, nor are they 
able to recognise Palestinian nationality or issue Palestinian passports. To date 
there is no applicable Palestinian law that deals with the matter of nationality or 
migration. There are a number of observations about the nature of immigration 
arising from this overview: 

1. There are no clear instructions or specified channels to request the legal 
migration whether to Palestinian Authority land or to Israel.

2. The Reactivation of the names of Palestinian citizens in the population registra-
tion record may sometimes appear in the Israeli announcements as immigration 
or (family reunion) but the Palestinian Authority does not consider it as legal 
migration to Palestine as Palestinians are the native original population and 
were forced to migrate. 

3. Israel remains in conflict with the Palestinians and Arabs and consequently 
the Israeli laws deal with Palestinians on this basis. Israel deals with migration 
of Palestinians to and from Palestinian administered territory through the law 
of preventing illegal entry issued by the military order no. 1650.

Legislation
Palestine is an exceptional case in relation to nationality legislation. In 1917, 
when Britain occupied Palestine based on the League of Nations Mandate, the 
British government bought into effect Mandate laws like the Nationality Law of 
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1925, which was replaced after 1948 by the Jordanian Nationality Law No.6 of 
1954, which took effect in the West Bank and East Jerusalem. After 1967, the 
Israeli occupation issued a number of military orders modifying the applicable 
laws and issuing new orders. This situation prevailed until the election of the 
first Palestinian Legislative Council (in 1996, after Oslo), when the council 
enacted a series of laws and regulations to fill the legislative gap and cancelling 
of the Israeli military orders which had been in place in relation to nationality. 
Nonetheless, the Israeli occupation continues to use the said military orders 
which see the movement of Palestinian within the Occupied Territories and to 
and from Palestinian towns and villages within the green line as a form of illegal 
entry and movement, including:

a. military order no. 1649 concerning the security procedures 

b. and the military order no. 1650 concerning prohibited entry to the occupied 
territories modifying the previous military order 1969 (issued by the military 
leader for the middle area for Israeli occupation on 13/4/2010.)

Following the 1967 events, Israel completely controlled the population register from 
which identity card and travel documents are issued. Pursuant to military orders 
issued by Israeli authorities, it subjected all aspects of Palestinian life to a military 
administration system. This military occupation administration was headed by the 
military commander of the “middle area” and the “coordinator of areas affairs” 
in office of the Israeli ministry of defence. Consequently, the Ministry of Defence 
has become the principle authority responsible for the decisions concerning 
the movement of persons within and beyond the Occupied Territories. This has 
been achieved through withholding identity cards and/or travel permits, which 
are required to navigate the network of checkpoints within the West Bank and 
between the West Bank and East Jerusalem. 

The Israeli control includes all crossings including the Rafah crossing point 
between Gaza and Egypt. Use of the Rafah crossing is limited to holders of 
Palestinian identity cards issued by Palestinian civil authorities, which relies on 
the Israeli controlled population register. For any exceptional crossing such as 
diplomatic staff, foreign investors, representatives of International bodies or 
humanitarian cases, the PA is required to inform the Israeli authorities within 48 
hours and to respond within 48 hours if there is an objection according to the 
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crossings agreement between PA and Israel. This means that no one can enter 
Palestinian territory, except after agreement by the Israeli authorities. Anybody 
who wants to enter Palestinian Authority controlled areas or the Occupied West 
Bank or Gaza is obliged to enter through crossings that are entirely controlled by 
Israeli forces, such as Al Karama crossing and the King Hussein crossing. Israel 
has prevented Palestinian Authority presence at these crossing since the outbreak 
of the Intifada on 28-9-2000. 

Civil status
Notwithstanding the transitional agreement between the Palestine Liberation 
Organisation (PLO) and Israel, key sovereign powers related to migration are 
still controlled by Israel. This includes granting nationality, though Palestinians 
are allowed to use the population register for making modifications to social 
status and adding births and granting birth certificates .Within this framework, 
the PLO enacted the Palestinian civil status code, which does not tackle the 
problem of legal and illegal migration. The PLO charter has defined Palestinians 
as those to whom Palestinian law applied in the year 1925 and their descendents. 
The commitment declared by the PLO through the independence declaration 
concerning respecting human rights and the international agreements and the 
Palestine National Authority (PNA) initiative to sign an agreement that discloses 
the agenda of the PNA to keep freedoms and rights.

According to the Oslo Accord, the Palestinian Courts cannot hear cases against 
the Israeli State and Israeli Laws. Despite this, some Palestinians living in the 
occupied territories, with its patchwork of jurisdictions (Areas A B and C), have 
been able to challenge military orders and Israeli law through advocacy groups 
like Adalah, the Legal Centre for Arab Minority Rights in Israel can do that or 
any human rights organisation.184

A good example relates to the Israeli High Court Decision on Sunday 15th March 
2009, which examined the appeals presented by human rights institutions to cancel 
the citizenship law and enter Israel (Hour order), which was enacted in 2003, 
preventing Palestinians from the West Bank, Gaza and other Occupied territories 
from marrying Palestinians with Israeli citizenship.

184 Adala center http://www.dolphinet.co.il/Adalah/Leagl_full_arb.asp?id=398&category_id=371
 The Adalah Centre is aLegalCenter for Arab Minority Rights in Israel
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Furthermore in May 2007, the Adala centre presented an appeal to the high 
court for two Arab families against the Israeli Minister of the Interior and the 
judicial advisor for the government and requested the court to cancel the Law of 
Citizenship and Entry to Israel (modification no. 2) and approve procedures of 
granting transitional nationality for families living abroad and not to discriminate 
between applicants, whatever their nationality.

Institutions
In an ordinary situation, labour permits for foreign citizens are granted under the 
jurisdiction of the Palestinian Ministry of Labour, but in light of the Israeli control 
of all crossings to and from the Occupied Palestinian Territories, the role of the 
Palestinian Ministry of Labour is in practice extremely limited as it has no effective 
control over the residence or deportation of foreign labourers, which remains under 
the control of the Israeli civil administration. If the labourer is a citizen of a state 
that has no relations with Israel he/she is allowed to enter through a visit permit 
for 30 days (renewable). Applications for entry permission for travel or employ-
ment is initially sent to the Palestinian Ministry of Interior, which then transfers 
the application to the Palestinian Civil Affairs Association, which in turn sends the 
application to the Israeli civil administration for approval. Permits are valid for 3 
months only, with renewal or for the duration of working period. The validity of a 
permit requires that the holder not leave the Occupied Territories through one of 
the border crossings, in which case the work permit is terminated. 

Citizens of states with relations with Israel can enter with a visa for a month, which is 
renewed by the Israeli Ministry of Interior. They must provide an address in Israel. The 
visa renewal is subject to a security check. However, from 2001 to the present, Israel 
has suspended visit permissions whether for families or relatives or for work, which 
means that the only possibility to get a visa and entering the Occupied Palestinian 
Territories is by using a foreign passport. For individuals staying in the West Bank, it 
is not possible to renew the visa. The Palestinian procedures cannot guarantee that 
an individual will be able to enter or remain in work on Palestinian territory. There 
is therefore no authority responsible for monitoring labour migration into Palestine. 

Bilateral labour migration agreements 
There are no mutual agreements concerning the migration of labourers between 
the Palestinian Authority and any other State. In Palestinian Authority territories 
there are no bilateral incoming labour agreements. There is however, a constant 
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movement of Palestinian workers who move to and from Israel, generally in the 
field of agriculture and construction. There are no agreements on emigrant 
labour, though there is encouragement due to the development case to open 
labour markets for Palestinians in some Gulf States. This particularly concerns 
Saudi Arabia and the UAE, though the UAE has imposed restrictions on entry 
for holders of Palestinian passports.

Until 1991, the Arab Gulf states were the major source of Palestinian employment, 
but a large part of labour was dismissed based on a resolution from Gulf States, such 
as Kuwait, after the first Gulf War. In addition, Gulf States have imposed restrictions 
for employing Palestinian people. There are also numerous restrictions on the 
employment of Palestinians in Lebanon. The restrictions on Palestinian labour 
introduced in a number of states in the region have led to an increasing number 
of Palestinians seeking migration to Europe and North America in particular. 

Palestinian labourers living in the Occupied Territories have been permitted to 
work inside the ‘Green Line’ since 1968. Before the Palestinian intifada in 2000, 
the labour force employed in the ‘Green Line’ consisted of a third of Palestinian 
manpower and accounted for one quarter of national production for Palestinians. 
The Israeli labour market absorbed 40 % of Gaza’s workforce and 30 percent of the 
workforce in the West Bank between the period 1975-1992. The rate of Palestinian 
labourers in Israel reached a peak of 17.1 % of the Israeli labour force in 1997 
and decreased to 14.1 % in 1998. There are also approximately 20,000 labourers 
working informally in settlements.185

The demographic statistics from the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics indicate 
that in 2007 the Palestinian population was 3,767,126, while the size of the working 
age population (more than 15 years) is 2.276.800 or 60.4% of the population. The 
number of working age population in the Palestinian territories is about 949.800.

Labour is distributed according to activity in the labour market (complete labour, 
partial labour and unemployment) as outlined in Table 1.186

185 Since these labourers are working informally no officially statistics are available, though 20,000 is at the 
lower end of widely accepted estimates: see: Davies, W. (2010) ‘Palestinians work on West Bank settle-
ment boom’ BBC News 20.10.2010 available at http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-11627282 
(accessed 28.2.2011); Associated Press (2010) ‘PA to ban work in settlements’ 3.7.2010 available at http://
www.jpost.com/MiddleEast/Article.aspx?id=170410 (accessed 28.2.2011)

186 Asef Saeed-general director of employment-a study about reality of employment
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It shows that the Palestinian labour market and the Israeli labour market absorb only 
71.6 % of the entire labour force in Palestine. The local labour market is unique 
in the phenomena of limited labour. While a rate of 22.2 % of the participating 
labour market suffer from unemployment and inability to get work, this problem is 
intensified in Gaza, where the rate of unemployment reaches 36 %. There has been 
a severe reduction in the number of Palestinian workers able to take up employment 
in Israel from 27 % for the West Bank and Gaza in 1993, to 14 % in West Bank and 
0 % for workers resident in the Gaza strip announced by the ministry of labour.187 
Unemployment rates in Palestine have reached 22.2 % which is considered one of 
the highest official rates in the world.

While Israel deducts a compulsory 18 % from the total of the payment of Palestin-
ian workers they do not benefit from compensations or any payments according 
to the number of working years and deduction amounts. Palestinian workers are 
exposed to discrimination in wages and dealings with employers. Data from 2010, 
reveals that 24,000 Palestinian workers are still working inside the green line and 
20,000 workers are working in the Israeli settlements.188

Recently, Palestine has begun to suffer from a serious brain drain as Palestinian 
skilled labour leaves. Due to the limited political horizon, meaning that Palestinians 
become depleted in addition to the fact that the majority of them are refugees. 
The resulting migration of Palestinian labourers is a loss for scientific efficiencies 
and loss of human capital.189

187 Palestinian Researches instate for economic policies-Mas-the Palestinian labourer in Israel 67-1997 review 
of Layla Farsakh May 1998, p.55.

188 Asef Saeed-general director of employment-a study about reality of employment, and MOL 
189 Milad magazine, issue 11, 1996, p, 42

table 6.7.1: full, partial and unemployment in Palestine

area full employment Partial employment unemployment

No. % No. % No. %

west bank 507.000 78.0 39.400 6.1 103.200 15.9

gaza 173.400 57.7 18.900 6.3 107.900 36.0

total 680.400 71.6 58.300 6.2 211.100 22.2
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illegal Migration

Border control issues
Israel controls the borders, which are still part of permanent status negotiations. 
Nationals allowed to enter Palestine fall into three categories, as follows: 
1. Individuals coming from Arab states who have signed peace agreement treaties 

with Israel e.g., Egypt and Jordan.
2. Other Arab states who have bilateral relations with Israel but without any peace 

treaties e.g., Qatar and Morocco.
3. Other countries outside the region.

Nationals of these countries are issued with a visa on entry to Israel, unless their 
trip originates in Palestine. 

Border Control Institutions
Israel has its border troops and security units who are in charge with monitoring 
movements to and from the Gaza and Egypt borders which of Rafah, Karma, 
Salem, Philadelphia aria . 

While the Taba agreement regulates the management of the borders between 
Gaza and Egypt with oversight by Israel and the European Union, the PNA has a 
clear and direct presence on the Karma entry border between Jordan and the West 
Bank. PNA government employees and police, in addition to the Israeli-Palestinian 
coordination office with custom and tax revenue units for Palestinians, must be 
present, taking into account that Israel took responsibility for all border entries 
through one central computer network program. Nevertheless, since 2001, the 
Israeli government claims charges and full authority of all crossings permanently.190

Palestinian security services and civil ministry affairs are responsible for the Gaza 
crossing entries. However, full command and authority has been taken by Israel 
to secure and control borders between Gaza and Egypt with the cooperation of 
Egyptian and coordination of Europeans as a third party with the Palestinian 
National Authority. Military orders were taken to ban any illegal crossings by Israel 
troops along the Gaza border with Egypt. 

190 Shaml center for refugees and Palestinian Diaspora
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There have been no agreements between PNA and any other party to deport 
illegal migrants, although there is a commitment made by Palestinians to return 
any Israelis who may enter the “C” territories area (Palestinian side). 

The PNA has no capacity to detain undocumented migrants. In Southern Israel, 
detention camps for illegal migrants are under construction. The PNA has no 
readmission agreements in operation and no authority to reach such agreements. 
Such agreements from Israel are monitored by the Adala centre for human rights 
affairs’, B’tselem and Al Haq Palestinian human rights centre.191

Migration and development

There are four main institutions responsible for relations with and welfare of 
citizens living outside the country:
- United Nations Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA)
- PLO Department of Refugees’ Affairs
- PLO Department of Expatriates’ Affairs
- Expatriates sector of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Palestine

We consider each of these in turn.

UNRWA: The majority of the Palestinian population is refugees. The UNRWA as an 
international institution is responsible for Palestinian refugees who were forced to 
leave their land in 1948. On the 8th December of 1949, UNRWA was established 
by resolution no. 302 (4th) of the UN General Assembly of United Nations, for 
the purpose of giving direct relief and working programs to Palestinian refugees. 
UNRWA started its field work on May 1st 1950.

UNRWA has a unique position within the framework of continuous commitment 
towards one group of refugees and its contributions to achieving relief and human 
development for four generations of Palestinian refugees. UNRWA has graded 
its programs to fulfil the changeable needs of Palestinian refugees based on its 
establishment as a temporary organisation.

191  website of b’tselem center http://www.btselem.org
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UNRWA offers educational services, health, relief and social services to refugees 
who are registered with UNRWA. In total, these number 4.7 million refugees living 
in five areas of UNRWA which are: Jordan, Lebanon, Gaza, West Bank (including 
East Jerusalem) and Syria. In total, a third of registered refugees, or 1.4 million 
people, live in one of 58 approved refugee camps.

UNRWA offers its direct services to Palestinian refugees in its five areas. Due to 
the nature of its services, such as education and health services, they are offered 
through the public sector. UNRWA therefore works in close cooperation with 
government authorities in its areas of work.192

The PLO Department of Refugees’ Affairs: its aim is to find a fair solution for Palestin-
ian refugees based on resolutions of international legitimacy including applying 
the resolution of general assembly of United nations no. 194, cycle 3, issued in 
December 1948. Article 11 of this resolution states ‘the refugees wishing to return 
to their homes and live in peace with their neighbours should be permitted to do 
so at the earliest practicable date, and that compensation should be paid for the 
property of those choosing not to return and for loss of or damage to property 
which, under principles of international law or in equity, should be made good 
by the Governments or authorities responsible.’

The department of refugees’ affairs engages in the following activities:

1. Protecting the rights of Palestinian refugees
2. Reinforcing the unified national position towards refugees’ rights 
3. Coordinating work with refugee camps and their clusters
4. Representing the PLO in all conferences and national activities, regional 

conferences, international and national conferences related to refugee affairs.
5. Mobilising political efforts for refugees’ benefit. 
6. Maintaining contact with UNRWA and increasing cooperation with it to 

guarantee the best performance to serve Palestinian refugees.

The PLO Department of Expatriates’ Affairs, based on the resolution of the Executive 
Committee of the PLO Mahmood Abbas, has issued on 29-12-2007 a resolution 
to establish a department that cares about the affairs of Palestinian expatriates 

192 http://www.pead.ps/
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in countries of emigration and supplement the activities of the department for 
refugees’ affairs. This created the new department of expatriate’s affairs within 
the PLO.193

The department aims to reinforce and develop links with the Palestinian com-
munities and reinforce their relations with Palestine. 

This includes the following activities:

1. Developing a role in defending the Palestinian case wherever Palestinians 
reside and identifying ways of defending their rights and interests.

2. Providing opportunities for expatriates to contribute to building the country 
and investing in its social, economic and educational institutions.

3. Participating in meetings of the Arab league related to Arab groups abroad.
4. Through this participation, the department reinforces relations with ministries 

of expatriates or similar institutions in other countries for the benefit of our 
national issues, such as the Palestinian case.

The Expatriates sector of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Palestine was established to 
supplement the activities of the relevant PLO office:

Its activities are as follows: 

1. Establishing a comprehensive database of all aspects of the existence of Pales-
tinian expatriates abroad and update this database and facilitate the process 
of benefiting from it.

2. Establishing communication channels and reinforcing communication with 
Palestinian expatriates in other countries. Caring about expatriates’ organisa-
tions to increase its political, social and economic influence in countries they 
live in to serve the Palestine, support its issues and contribute to caring about 
its interests.

3. Urging the Palestinian capital abroad to contribute to building the national 
economy and encouraging it to invest money in development projects.

4. Providing services and facilities for Palestinian groups living abroad through 
closer coordination with embassies.

193  Arabs of 48 website, www.arabs48.com
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5. Improving living conditions for those Palestinians living in refugee camps in 
the region.

6. Coordinating efforts in all countries to reach a fair solution for refugees’ issues.

Dual nationality and voting rights of emigrants
In Jordan, nationality law (Law no. 6 of 1954 ,article 15, paragraph 5) prohibits 
the duality of Arab nationality. It requires those who want Jordanian nationality 
to renounce any other nationality. Similarly, Israel does not allow any other 
nationality for Palestinians. Each Palestinian who holds a Palestinian identity card 
and is registered in the population register held by Israel is considered solely as 
Palestinian, despite the fact that they may have other nationalities. Many citizens 
who hold other nationalities suffer from difficulties and obstacles identical to 
any other Palestinian. Those who hold a Palestinian identity card are prohibited 
from using airports, moving anywhere within the 1948 area or entering Jerusalem, 
except with a permit issued by the Israeli civil administration.

Provisions are set out for Palestinians to participate in Palestinian National Author-
ity elections. Based on the provisions of the Oslo agreement and declaration of 
principles as well as Election Law no. 13 of 1995, those who hold Palestinian 
identity cards and are registered in the civilian register or the Palestinian Electoral 
register are allowed to vote. However, in practice it is not possible for emigrants 
to practice this right in voting.194

Managing remittances
The encouragement of investments was an early priority for the PNA. Emigrants 
are targeted in this drive. The first law enacted by the PNA was the law of motivat-
ing investment no. 1 of 1998, which includes 47 articles. Chapter 4 determines 
incentives and facilities of investment. 

This law includes the following provisions: 

1. Tax exemption on income for 5 years starts from date on which the business 
begins trading.

2. It is allowed by a decision by the prime minister to extend the duration of the 
tax exemption for another 5 years.

194 Website of Refugees affairs http://www.plord.ps/
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3. Palestinian law has prohibited nationalisation of the projects.
4. An association has been established to follow up investment and investment 

affairs called the General Association of Investment. The association represents 
all ministries having relations with investors.

5. Exempting the fixed assets from customs, duties and taxes if entered during 
the specified period based on the decision of the commission on approval of 
the fixed assets.

6. The imported spare parts for projects are exempt from customs and taxes by a 
proportion of 15 percent of assets or corresponding expansion of the project.

7. Individual income tax is fixed at 10 percent for eight years.
8. Granting exporting exemptions for production up to 30 percent of the 

companies’ total exports.
9. Imported furniture and electrical appliances are exempt from customs and taxes.
10. Individuals are granted customs exemption for a private car or for a car that 

is used for the project.

These incentives are hindered by some Israeli measures:

1. Stopping the issuing of permits for investment projects in the area classified 
as “C” according to the Israeli classification for the Palestinian territories.

2. Refusal to issue entrance permits for investors, labourers and investors.
3. Restricting the freedom of movement between the Palestinian cities as well as 

eliminating access to Jerusalem, which is an important commercial economic 
centre for investment.

4. Detaining the materials, equipment and machines related to Palestinian 
projects in Israeli ports.

5. Increasing the number of Israeli checkpoints (UN organisations indicated 
the existence of more than 700 checkpoints in the West Bank that divide and 
isolate the Palestinian cities).

6. Refusing to grant residence to investors or to grant identity cards based on 
investment.

7. Restricting the personal cash amounts that are allowed to enter Palestinian 
territories to a maximum of 2000 Jordanian Dinar. Anyone who violates that 
limit risks detention or legal proceedings based on military order if they do 
not disclose the amounts. Anyone disclosing above that limit is transferred to 
intelligence investigations and transferred to courts or the additional amount 
is confiscated.
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Financial remittances to Palestine have fallen since 1991 due to the ending of 
employment of many Palestinian employees in Gulf States. The transfers repre-
sented about 40 percent from total local amount of production. In 2004, the rate 
of financial transfers to Palestine totalled US$ 692 million or about 20 percent 
of local production of total GDP and it has slowly increased since195 (Table 3).

table 6.7.3: transfers to Palestine from labourers in israel and workers remittances 2001 - 2009 
in millions of dollars196

 
Given this economic dependence on finding work in Israel, continued access to 
Israel is very important. When the border is closed, entry permits for work (granted 
to Palestinians from occupied territories) are cancelled. As such, trade or access 
to health facilities are also closed.

195 Issues of horizons of world issues: the economic effects of financial transfers and migration, World Bank
196 Palestinian monetary authority, annual report, 2009

Year 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

Compensations 
of employees  

in (Israel) 
171.9 100.9 158.6 156.6 200.7 241.8 305.7 408.7 519.0

Remittances 
of Pal. Workers  

from abroad 
674.9 699.7 214.4 313.1 264.1 282.2 1155.3 1316 1086.7

Source: Palestinian monetary authority
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6.8 tunisia

Lotfi Chedly

Legal migration

Immigration authorisation
The principal legislative framework governing entry and residence for foreign-
ers consists in the law no. 68-198 of 22 June 1968197, relating to the condition of 
foreigners in Tunisia, as well as its implementation decree no. 68-198 of 22 June 
1968, regulating entry into and residence by foreigners in Tunisia198, as amended 
and complemented by decree no. 92-716 of 20 April 1992199.

This law has not been amended, despite appeals for this, in order to “clarify the sta-
tus of foreigners by pruning the wording of certain clauses seem discriminatory”200. 

Likewise, the 1992 decree, which complemented and amended the 1968 decree; 
this did not make a fundamental amendment, but simply gave the Minister for 
the Interior the opportunity to “exceptionally, grant a foreigner or a category 
of foreigners a temporary residence visa valid for two years and renewable.” Its 
purpose was mainly to promote foreign investments in Tunisia, while stipulating 
that “the Minister for the Interior can also grant investors from the foreign busi-
ness community who have been living in Tunisia for at least one year, a temporary 
residence visa valid for five years.”

Unlike the 1968 law, which has not been amended, it is indirectly through amend-
ment of the organic law no. 75-40 of 14 May 1975 relating to passports and travel 
documents by the organic law no. 2004-6 of 3 February 2004 that the provisions 
were added (art. 38 to 54), which govern entry to and exit from Tunisia and

197 JORT, 8-12 March 1968, p. 251 et seq.
198 JORT, 21-25-28 June 1968, p. 694 et seq.
199 JORT, 28 April - 1 May 1992, no. 26, p. 493 et seq.
200 See, for example, in this sense our article: “Private international law and human rights”, in Mélanges 

offerts au Doyen Abdelfattah Amor, CPU 2005, pp. 353-398, spec. p. 385 et seq.
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which punish clandestine entry into and exit from Tunisia201. These provisions 
accordingly have to state, even if this is indirectly, legal entry into and exit from 
Tunisia202.

This law was amended, specifically by the organic law no. 2008-13 of 18 February 
2008, which only covered travel by Tunisians wanting to make the pilgrimage to 
Mecca or the Omra (travel outside the pilgrimage period).

Currently, there are no changes to this law in prospect, even if doctrine has not 
failed to criticise the policy for the fight against clandestine migrations by way of 
repression, and has called for this law to be amended in order to bring it into line 
with international human rights standards and to focus the rules on prevention 
rather than on repression of clandestine migrations203.

Alongside these general laws concerning entry and residence, there are certain 
specific provisions for clandestine entry to or exit from the country, in particular:

- the Maritime Disciplinary and Criminal Code of 30 March 1977204, which 
devotes a section to stowaways and which specifically allows the captain of the 
ship to deliver such passengers to the competent authorities at the first port 
of call (art. 68).

-  the Civil Aeronautical Code promulgated by the law no. 99-58 of 29 June 1999, 
which punishes in article 148, para. 5 by a penalty of imprisonment and a fine 
any person who “is found on board an aircraft without being able to justify 
his presence by a valid air ticket or by the agreement of the operator or the 

201 This law, promulgated in 2004, can be considered as execution by the Tunisian government of its com-
mitment stemming from ratification of the United Nations Convention against Organised Transnational 
Crime of 15 November 2000 (The United Nations Convention was approved by law no. 2002-63 of 23 
July 2003 - JORT no. 61 of 26 July 2002) and the memorandum of understanding against illegal traffic 
of migrants by land, sea and air (was approved by the law no. 2003-6 of 21 January 2003) which call on 
States party to these international legal documents to adopt national legislations which punish as criminal 
offences this type of traffic.

202 With the amendment of 2004, the law no longer concerns, as its heading suggests, passports and travel 
documents, but institutes specific legislation against clandestine migrations.

203 See in this sense the Colloquium organised by the International Private Relations Research Unit from 
the Faculty of Legal, Political and Social Sciences of Tunis concerning the legal aspects of migrations into 
Euro-Maghreb Area”, 20-21 April 2006 (due for publication) and, in particular, the introductory report 
by Mr Ben Jemia and the communication from So. Ben Achour, “The legal framework for clandestine 
migrations in Tunisian law: Repressive measures”, and our summary report.

204 Law no. 77-28 of 30 March 1977, JORT no. 23 of 5 Apvril 1977, p. 830.
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captain”, penalties also applicable pursuant to article 149 against any person 
“who enters or moves in the area of an airport not open to the public”. 

Laws governing emigration
The 1968 law does not apply to emigration of Tunisian nationals. As its heading 
suggests, it relates to the “condition of foreigners”. Furthermore, article 2 of 
this law defines its scope by stipulating: “foreigners are, regarding their entry 
into Tunisia, their stay and their departure, subject to the provisions of this law 
and to the legal documents that will be taken for its application, subject to any 
international conventions waiving it.”

However, the organic 1975 law relating to passports and travel documents, as 
amended in 2004, is applied also to emigration of Tunisian nationals. Its scope is 
defined by the new article 38 et seq. for “clandestine entry or exit of a person to 
and from Tunisia overland, by sea or by air”.

Recent case law on the working of this legislation 
Tunisian case law fundamentally covers three points.

First of all, there is very interesting case law from the Tunisian Cour de cassation 
(equates to the English High Court) concerning the effect of legal residence on 
the compensation of a foreign worker in case of (unfair) dismissal.

The source of this case law was a provision of the Tunisian Code du travail [Employ-
ment Code] (art. 258-2), which establishes a link between the validity of a foreigner’s 
work and the regularity of his residence. In fact, art. 8 of the law of 8 March 1968 
relating to the condition of foreigners in Tunisia, stipulates that it is “forbidden for 
any foreigner to carry on a profession or have paid employment in Tunisia if he is 
not allowed … “. This authorisation is, pursuant to art. 258-2 of the Employment 
Code, issued as a visa attached to the employment contract and the residence permit: 
“Any foreigner in Tunisia who wants to carry on paid work of any kind whasoever 
must have an employment contract and a residence permit with an endorsement 
stating that he is allowed to take paid employment in Tunisia.”

The question is then posed relating to compensation for dismissed foreigners who 
do not have residence permits and employment contracts in accordance with art. 
258-2 of the Code du travail. In an order dated 2 February 2005, no. 6587, the Cour 
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de cassation205, ruling on a claim by a dismissed Moroccan employee, disallowed 
the appeal by cancelling his employment contract, because the employee had not 
proved he was in the country legally, which deprives foreign employees resident 
in Tunisia illegally of the employment protection clauses.

Criticised on Human Rights and respect for conventional law binding Tunisia206, 
this case law was overruled: this was reversed by the Cour de cassation in a judg-
ment no. 13014 dated 1 December 2007207, in which it enshrined the right of a 
dismissed foreigner to compensation in the event of unfair dismissal. 

-  The question is asked in case law of knowing whether the employer should 
act to regularise the situation of an illegal employee. The Cour de cassation, in 
its judgment no. 13014 dated 1 December 2007, confirmed that there was a 
duty incumbent upon the employer to regularise the employee’s situation the 
moment the employer became aware of the latter’s foregin nationality and 
that he was present in the country illegally. This last solution is a reversal of 
case law because, in a judgment no. 31878 dated 21 April 1994208, the Cour de 
cassation had ruled that the law did not oblige the employer to act to obtain 
an entry visa for the foreigner, even if the former art. 264 of the Employment 
Code, before it was repealed by the law no. 96-62 of 15 July 1996, obliged the 
employer to pay the necessary stamp duty.

-  There is unpublished case law regarding implementation of the new penalties 
stipulated by the 2004 law, in particular its article 41, which states: “Anyone 
who has participated in a pact or formed an organisation whose aim was to 
prepare for or commit those acts cited in articles 38, 39 and 40 (clandestine 
entry into or exit from the country …) or who has managed, or been a member, 
or cooperated or assisted with same by any means, whether inside or outside 
the country, may be sentenced to up to six years imprisonment and fined up 
to twenty thousand dinars”. Although this law punishes people smugglers and 
assistance to clandestine immigration, the question is then to know whether 
also to punish the migrants by classing them as smugglers, if they have paid 

205 Unpublished.
206 See, for example, Mr Ben Jemia, “The legislation for migration and workers in Tunisia” in Report for the 

study into labour migrations for integration and development in the Euromed, East and West Africa”, 
BIT 2004.

207 Bull. cass. Civ. 2007, p. 367 et seq.
208 RJL, July 1994, no. 7, p. 65 et seq.
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sums of money or participated in providing the means of transport etc. The 
responses by Tunisian judges were muted. The Cour de cassation, in two judg-
ments on 19 April 2007209 and 7 June 2007210, ruled that payment of money 
to smugglers or supplying petrol necessary for the transport to the Italian 
coastlines was not participation in an organisation of smugglers punishable 
by the penalties laid down by the 2004 law, the objective of which consisted 
in protection for migrants and not their punishment. The trend is often 
opposite to that of the trial judges, who extend the punishments laid down 
by the 2004 law to migrants. For example, in a ruling on 27 May 2008211, the 
Monastir Appeal Court considered that the exchange of telephone messages 
citing a prospect of an illegal border crossing was a preparatory act for said 
illegal border crossing and sentenced a Tunisian youth for these acts on the 
basis of the law of 3 February 2004. The District Court of Mahdia, in a case no. 
18487, heard in 2008212, sentenced, on the basis of the 2004 law, a Tunisian 
youth to a fine simply because he had stated to an accused party his intention 
of immigrating illegally. These two rulings, quoted simply as examples, reveal 
the severity of trial judges and, above all, an extension of the punishments to 
the migrants, unlike the position of the Cour de cassation.

 However, the position of the trial judges is still uncomfortable and the existence 
of a degree of hesitation is apparent. This appears clearly, because sometimes 
the same court, in a very short space of time, sentences an illegal emigrant 
in some rulings for participating in a pact as defined in article 41 of the 2004 
law213, whereas others treat him as a victim and decide not to punish him for 
identical acts214. This is one of a number of issues that are still controversial: the 
position of the Cour de cassation in the two aforementioned judgments should 
encourage a change to not punishing an emigrant and instead treating him 
as the victim, even if he has paid sums of money to the people smugglers …

209 Crim. no. 13006, 19 April 2007, unpublished, CARIM site, RASCAS, V° Tunisia, http://www.carim.org/
210 Crim. no. 18182, 7 June 2007, unpublished, CARIM site, RASCAS, V° Tunisia, http://www.carim.org/
211 Monastir, no. 5120/08, 27 May 2008, unpublished.
212 Unpublished.
213 V. Decision, crim, 1st inst. Sfax , no. 2179 of 12 Nov. 2006, Decision, crim, 1st inst. Sfax , no. 2088 of 15 

June 2006, unpublished, quoted by M. Bouzouitina, “Clandestine migration in Tunisian law - between 
repression and prevention”, Rev. de jurisp. et de légis. 2007, no. 8, p. 201 et seq., spec. p. 219

214 Decision, crim, 1st inst. Sfax , no. 1888 of 9 October 2006, Decision, crim, appel. Sfax , no. 2196 of 21 
June 2007, quoted by M. Bouzouitina, ibid, p. 219.
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Institutions responsible for authorising employment for foreigners and negotiating bilateral 
agreements 
Pursuant to art. 258-2 of the Employment Code, complemented by the law no. 
96-62 of 15 July 1996 : “…A (foreign worker’s employment) contract and its renewal 
must be signed (authorised) by the Minister for Employment …”

Pursuant to article 6 of the decree no. 84-1242 of 20 October 1984, setting out 
the powers of the Minister for Foreign Affairs: “The Minister of Foreign Affairs is 
responsible for preparing for and managing, in partnership with the Ministerial 
departments concerned, the negotiation and conclusion of international Treaties, 
Conventions and Agreements. 

He proposes their ratification, publication, at the same time providing interpreta-
tion as necessary and supervises their correct implementation.”

It is clear from this that the Minister for Foreign Affairs takes the lead in said 
negotiations, in partnership with the Ministry involved. For example, if the issue is 
employment for foreigners, the Minister of Labour will be party to the negotiations.

Bilateral agreements on labour migration
There are agreements governing the arrival of migrant workers. In particular, we 
quote the Establishment Conventions between the Tunisian Republic and the 
Algerian Republic dated 26 July 1963, the Kingdom of Morocco on 9 December 
1964 and Libya on 14 June 1961.

These Conventions, which do not relate merely to employment, guarantee the right 
to work of a citizen of the signatory country: “citizens of each of the two countries 
shall enjoy the right to work on the territory of the other …thus to carry on all 
industrial, commercial, agricultural trades and any other regulated profession.”

The national treatment rule is stipulated explicitly only in the Tuniso-Moroccan 
Convention, which stipulates that the right to employment is recognised for 
citizens of the other country “in the same way as nationals and with the same 
rights and duties.”

These Conventions relate to the right to work in general, while specifically mentioning 
the industrial, commercial, agricultural trades and any other regulated profession.
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Alongside the Establishment Conventions, we should quote the Tuniso-Libyan 
Convention relating to qualified labour of 15 February 1971, ratified by the law 
no. 71-23 of 14 June 1971, which also covers the arrival of migrant workers and 
the recruitment of nationals to work as well.

The conclusion by Tunisia of a partnership agreement with the European Com-
munity in 1995, an agreement which enshrines the principle of national treatment 
of legal workers, has not prevented Tunisia from entering into bilateral treaties 
with European countries governing the recruitment of Tunisian citizens to work 
in the signatory European countries. In this sense, we may quote:

The Franco-Tunisian agreements: an agreement was signed on 17 March 1988. It 
was amended by the rider of 19 December 1991 covering residence and work215.

This rider related to work, in particular the carrying on of paid employment by 
family members admitted as part of the family group.

 An exchange of letters dated 3 May 1995 between the Tunisian and Italian govern-
ments relating to the conditions of residence and employment for the citizens 
of both countries, as well as the law no. 95-76 of 7 August 1995, implementing 
ratification of this exchange of letters216.

It should be noted that, pursuant to this exchange of letters, the Italian authori-
tiesare committed to applying to Tunisian citizens the most favourable scheme for 
residence and employment as its “currently” laid down by Italian law for citizens 
of non-EU member States, it being understood that, if more favourable rules are 
adopted in the future, they will be applicable to Tunisian citizens.

Likewise, the rules state that “members of the worker’s family (spouse and unmar-
ried minors) have a right to join the family to reside [in Italy] for the same time 
as that granted to the worker, provided the latter has sufficient resources.”

215 JORT no. 27 of 2 April 2004, p. 771 et seq.
216 Published by decree no. 96-639 of 15 April 1996, JORT of 26 April 1996, no. 34, p. 797.
 There are other exchanges of letters with European States. See, for example, law no. 2000-34 of 21 March 

2000, implementing ratification of an exchange of notes regarding residence and work, signed with the 
government of the Federal Republic of Germany on 8 February and 4 May 1999 ( JORT no. 24, dated 24 
March 2000, p. 679).
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Moreover, in particular, the rule under which each of the States guarantees the 
other state’s citizens equality of treatment with national workers applies.

We should also quote the Tuniso –Italian agreement for employment of seasonal 
workers, signed in Tunis on 15 May 2000217. This agreement specifically sets out 
the conditions and procedures aimed at satisfying the seasonal requirements of 
the internal labour market owing to a shortage of national labour. This agreement 
specifically provides for the issuing of residence and work permits for a period not 
in excess of 6 months. Similarly, the legal document lays down an obligation to 
leave the country once the work has ended (10 days grace, starting from expiry of 
the residence permit). The legal document also provides for transfer of earnings 
to the homeland and excludes a right for the family to join the worker.

It should also be noted in connection with relations with the Arab and African 
countries that bilateral agreements governing work have been signed. This is 
how an employment (work) cooperation agreement was signed in Tunis on 24 
February 2004 between the government of the Republic of Tunis and the Syrian 
Arab Republic218. Likewise, a cooperation agreement was signed between the 
governments of the Republic of Tunis and of Burkina Faso covering employment 
and social security on 15 April 2003.

illegal migration 

Border controls
The law of 8 March 1968 on the condition of foreigners regulates this issue. Pursu-
ant to article 5 of this law “On entering Tunisia, any foreigner must present a valid 
national passport or a return ticket allowing its bearer to return to the country 
which issued it, and be in possession of a visa issued by a Tunisian consulate.” Again, 
the principle is that any foreigner must have a visa for legal entry into the country.

Exceptions to the principle according to which any foreigner must have a visa for 
legal entry into the country are set out in art. 7 of the 1968 law: “Citizens of States 
that have signed with the Tunisian Government conventions to dispense with this 
formality, except for those who are under an order of deportation from Tunisia, 

217 Ratified by law no. 2000-62 of 3 July 2000, published by decree no. 2001-393 of 6 February 2001. 
218 See decree no. 2004-1086 of 17 May 2004, implementing ratification of the agreement.
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or who have been refused a residence permit, or were banned from residing in 
Tunisia during a previous stay, are exempt an entry and residence visa for a period 
of three months.

Also exempt from the visa requirement are:
1. Foreginers in a Tunisian port on board a ship, calling en route to a foreign 

destination, provided they do not leave the ship.
2. Foreigners transiting through Tunisia by air, provided that they do not leave 

the confies of the airport during stops.”

These exceptions mean that, despite the principle that a visa is needed for foreigners 
to enter the country, various foreigners can enter Tunisia without visas (foreign 
citizens of the European and Maghrebi countries, etc).

The Ministry of the Interior is responsible for border controls at land, sea and 
air borders. Indeed , the decree no. 75-342 of 30 May 1975 laying down the pow-
ers of this Ministry stipulates in its article 4 that “as responsible for maintaining 
public order throughout the country, the Ministry of the Interior is specifically 
responsible for …

3. controlling the movement of persons over the entire territory of the 
Republic,including all land and sea borders, and for policing the national 
air space …”

Determining the nature of cooperation with neighbouring countries on border 
control is a very delicate topic, because it is more an assessment than a finding. 
It is accordingly a subjective affair and therefore lends itself necessarily and 
legitimately to discussion.

After this preliminary statement, it is believed that the nature of cooperation is 
fundamentally a security matter. In addition, during debates in the Tunisian Parlia-
ment between members and the Ministry of the Interior219, a probable assessment 
appears to raise a question asked of the Minister: “Does the Government consider 
that implementing the security and legal measures required by European States 
will suffice to put an end to clandestine migrations?” In his reply, the Minister, 

219  JORT of 22/7/2003, no. 37, pp. 1322 to 1324.
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without questioning the magnitude of the policing measures, constantly stressed 
preventive measures (development, creation of businesses, etc.)

In this sense we can, to support the idea that, alongside security measures there is 
an approach based on co-development, quote the conclusion of a Memorandum 
of Understanding between France and Tunisia covering joint development, pursu-
ant to the framework agreement signed by the governments of both countries for 
concerted management of migrations and joint development, signed in Tunis on 
28 April 2008220, which stipulates that “both parties agree, as part of the objectives 
pursued by the Framework Agreement, that development of a proactive solidarity 
integrating the imperatives of sustainable development, employment and security 
for everybody can help to ensure effective migration controls.”

Readmission agreements
Criminal penalties are laid down for foreigners in an irregular situation by the law 
no. 68-7 of 8 March 1968 relating to the condition of foreigners in Tunisia. Article 
23 actually provides that “The following offences are punishable with imprisonment 
from between one month and one year and a fine of between 6 and 120 dinars:

1.  A foreigner who enters or leaves Tunisia without complying with the conditions 
set out in articles 4 and 5 of this law and with the legal documents passed for 
its implementation221.

2.  A foreigner who does not apply within the deadline laid down by law for a 
residence visa and a work permitor their renewal on their expiry.

3.  A foreigner who continues to stay in Tunisia after refusal of his application for 
a residence visa and a work permit or after refusal to renew these documents 
or they have expired or a residence permit has been withdrawn.”

If the detention principle is possible and sentences are stipulated by the criminal 
laws, there are in practice no reliable statistics to confirm this.

There is no official confirmation that detention centres for foreigners exist. 
However, on-the-spot surveys by (university) researchers report the existence of 

220 See decree no. 2009-905, dated 24 July 2009, implementing publication of this framework agreement, 
JORF no. 171, dated 26 July 2009.

221 Art. 4 stipulates that entry and exit must be through the border points determined by order of the Minister 
for the Interior.

 Art. 5 defines the papers necessary for entry into Tunisia (passport - visa, etc.)
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a number of temporary accommodation centres set up in Tunisia all along the 
coast in the same way as the detention centres in France222.

Readmission agreements signed by Tunisia confirm the existence of holding 
centres. Accordingly, in the 1998 Tuniso-Italian readmission agreement, effective 
date 23 September 1999223, there is a stipulation that Italy will donate 500 mil-
lion Italian lire to Tunisia in order to assist with the establishment of permanent 
centres intended to house clandestine migrants returned from Italy224. This of 
course supposes that such centres were set up, even if the authorities maintain 
complete silence concerning such establishment and concerning their existence.

As far as we are aware, Tunisia has concluded readmission agreements with Italy 
and France: with Italy, the agreement was signed on 6 August 1998 and its effective 
date was 23 September 1999. With France, a framework agreement for concerted 
management of migrations and joint development, to which were added two 
Memoranda of Understanding: one MoU relating to concerted management of 
migrations (a set of two schedules) and a joint development MoU (a set of three 
schedules) between the French and Tunisian governments, signed at Tunis on 
28 April 2008.

These agreements were not published in Tunisia. However, their content could 
be consulted, following their publication in Italy and France225. As far as we are 
aware, there is no case law for these agreements. Our searches have not been able 
to establish the existence of any published case law. 

222 See, in particular, H. Boubakri and S. Mazella, “Tunisia between transit and immigration: migratory policies 
and conditions for receiving African migrants to Tunis”, Autrepart (36), 2005, p. 1 et seq.

223 Quoted below
224 In this sense, see Farah Ben Cheikh, Hafidha Chekir, “Irregular migration in the Tunisian legal con-

text”, CARIM,analysis notes and summary 2008/64, Robert Schuman, Centre for Advanced Studies, San 
Dominico di Fuesoli, European University Institute, 2008, p. 8

225 The Tunis-Italy agreement was published in the Gazetta ufficiale, no. 11 of 15 January 2000. As for the 
Franco-Tunisian Convention, it was published in the JORF, no. 120 of 26 May 2009. See publication in 
Tunisia of the law implementing approval of this convention: the law no. 2008-51 of 21 July 2008,and in 
particular the opinion of the Constitutional Council on the draft of this law, published in the JORT no. 
60 of 25 July 2008, p. 2252 et seq.With the comment that the Constitutional Council repeats in its opinion 
extensive extracts from the Tunisio-French agreement.
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Migration and development

Keeping close to emigrants
A number of institutions make it their business to maintain contact with emigrants. 
The main institution, which is responsible for acting as the “umbrella” organisa-
tion for all the others is the Ministry for Social Affairs, Solidarity and Tunisians 
Abroad. Article 10 of decree no. 2005-2978 of 8 November 2005, which defines the 
powers of this Ministry, states that it “supervises companies and public institutions, 
organisations, social security departments and associations acting in the fields for 
which it is responsible.”

According to decree no. 2005-2978 of 8 November 2005, defining theMinistry’s 
powers, as regards Tunisians abroad, these are defined as follows in art. 8:

“The Ministry for Social Affairs, Solidarity and Tunisians abroad is responsible for 
developing a global management strategy for Tunisians abroad, their families left 
behind in Tunisia, and strengthening their relations with the country, defending 
their rights, consolidating opportunities to integrate them in the country of resi-
dence and their participation in the national development effort, and coordinating 
the actions of the various structures involved, in particular by: 

Designing and implementing global social and cultural management programs 
for all fringes of the Tunisian community abroad, based on their specific charac-
teristics and their needs in the country of residence, and consolidating actions 
by the associated Tunisian fabric abroad, aimed at managing and protecting the 
Tunisian expatriate community.

Designing and implementing specific management programs for the families, 
wives and the new generations resulting from emigration, protecting them and 
consolidating their integration in the countries of residence, while preserving 
their attachment to their Tunisian values and identity,

Designing and implenenting specific programs for Tunisian scientific, cultural 
and economic skills abroad, with the objective of increasing their participation in 
the scientific, economic and cultural development of their country.
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Developing an information and communication system using modern resources in 
this field in order to allow Tunisians abroad to monitor the overall development 
of Tunisian society,

Carrying out studies and research into the changing characteristics of Tunisian 
emigration, the conditions of residence of the Tunisian expatriate community 
and observation of changes to migratory policies and the integration of migrants 
regionally and internationally,

Developing and monitoring cooperation relations and partnerships with the host 
country and with the international and regional organisations involved,

Coodinating interventions by the Ministries and bodies involved.”

Among those establishments supervised by the Ministry for Social Affairs, Solidarity 
and Tunisians abroad, it is interesting to cite the Office for Tunisians Abroad226, 
created by law no. 88-60 of 2 June 1988, implementing the supplementary finances 
law for management, 1988. Pursuant to article 14 of this law, the office is in 
particular responsible for the following tasks:

- Ensuring the implementation of labour conventions concluded with other 
countries.

- Organising and monitoring Tunisian emigration abroad.
- Promoting and implementing management programs for expatriate Tunisians.
- Designing and implementing a social support program for expatriate Tunisian 

workers and their families in the host countries and in Tunisia.
- Drawing up and implementing any cultural program that develops and enhances 

the attachment of the children of expatriate Tunisians to their country.
- Facilitating the reinsertion into the national economy of emigrant workers 

returning to Tunisia.
- Instituting a continuous information system for expatriate Tunisians and 

supervising its monitoring.

226 As defined by article 58 of the law no. 89-115 of 30 December 1989, although on its creation by the law 
no. 88-60 of 2 June 1988 the name of this establishment was “The Office for Tunisian Workers Abroad”, 
JORT 29-31 December 1989, p. 2153.
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Dual nationality? 
Emigrants who acquire a foreign nationality do not thereby lose their Tunisian 
nationality. This has not been confirmed explicitly. It only prevents the amendment 
by law no. 75-79 of 14 November 1975 of article 30 of the Nationality Code227 from 
being interpreted in this way. This article stipulates, after its amendment: “Loss 
of Tunisian nationality can only be pronounced by decree.

In case of voluntary acquisition of a foreign nationality by a Tunisian, loss of 
Tunisian nationality can only be pronounced by decree.

The interested party is freed from his allegiance to Tunisia on the date of said 
decree.”

Neither is there automatic loss of nationality: only a decree that pronounces said 
loss can have this effect. This was designed as a method for allowing a Tunisian to 
have more than one nationality without losing his original nationality. This absence 
of automatic loss of Tunisian nationality was designed as a means of maintaining 
a relationship with an expatriate Tunisia and his native land, even if he acquires 
foreign nationality. This is immediately obvious regarding the law applicable to 
the personal status of a Tunisian with more than one nationality. Indeed, article 39 
of the Tunisian International Private Law Code228, which stipulates in its first two 
paragraphs the implementation of the national law governing personal status, and 
the implementation of the most effective law in case of multi-nationality, except in 
paragraph 3, the case of a Tunisian multi-nationality citizen : “If a multi-national 
is also a Tunisian citizen, the applicable law is Tunisian law.” This solution can 
only be understood if we return to Tunisia’s policy towards its nationals, which 
aims to maintain contact [by its expatriates] with Tunisia. This is achieved by the 
fact that Tunisian nationality is not lost automatically in the event that a foreign 
nationality is acquired and is strengthened by application to the personal status 
of said Tunisian citizen of Tunisian law. 

This has not always been the case. Indeed, the absence of any automatic effect of 
the loss of nationality was a contributory factor to the amendment of the Nationality 
Code in 1975. Before this reform, the simple acquisition of a foreign nationality 
caused loss of Tunisian nationality. The former article 30 of the Nationality Code 

227  Promulgated by the law no. 63-7 of 22 April 1963
228  Promulgated by the law no. 98- 97 of 27 November 1998
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states clearly: “Anyone who voluntarily acquires a foreign nationality loses his 
Tunisian nationality.

The interested party is released from his allegiance to Tunisia, on the date of the 
decree implementing the loss of Tunisian nationality.

A Tunisian citizen who voluntarily acquires a foreign nationality or who repudiates 
Tunisian nationality shall leave Tunisia.”

The emigrant vote 
 Article 20 of the 1959 Constitution, as amended by the 1959 constitutional lawof 
28 July 2008, states: “An elector is any citizen having Tunisian nationality for at 
least five years and is eighteen years of age and who fulfils the conditions stipulated 
by electoral law.” In the same vein, the Electoral Code promulgated by law no. 
69-25 of 8 April 1969, as amended by the organic law of 13 April 2009, stipulated 
in its article 2: “an elector is anyTunisian who is aged eighteen or over, has been 
a Tunisian national for at least five years, is entitled to his/her civil and political 
rights and is not in any way incapacitated as defined by law.”

The conditions to be an elector is also associated with having been a Tunisian 
national for five years: there is no condition tied to residence in Tunisia. These 
considerations mean that expatriate Tunisians are electors.

Despite these provisions, which recognise explicitly that expatriate Tunisians are 
electors, the opportunity for them to participate in elections while abroad was 
recognised only for presidential elections and for referenda. Indeed, article 68, 
para. 1 of the Electoral Code states: “for elections to the Presidency of the Republic, 
Tunisians residing abroad can, if they meet the conditions set by article 7 of this 
Code, exercise their right to vote in voting centres reserved for this purpose …”

Similarly, article 162a (added by art. 2 of organic law no. 88-144 of 29 December 
1988, as amended by organic law no. 2003-58 of 4 August 2003, states: “Expatriate 
Tunisians domiciled abroad and fulfilling the conditions laid down by article 7 
of this Code may participate in a referendum in the voting offices set up for this 
purpose on the same dates and under the same conditions as those determined 
by article 68 of this Code.”
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This opportunity to vote in the voting centres set up abroad for this purpose, 
having been recognised only for presidential elections and for referenda, was 
understood as an opportunity that could exist only in these cases.

This opportunity was added to the Electoral Code following its amendment by 
the law of 29 December 1988.

For elections other than presidential (and for referenda), Tunisians based abroad 
remain on their electoral roll pursuant to articles 20 of the Constitution and 2 of 
the Electoral Code; in addition, article 11 of the Electoral Code, as amended by 
organic law no. 2003-58 of 4 August 2003, states “can, for elections, be registered 
on electoral rolls after publication of the decree implementing the convening 
of the electors …

6- any Tunisian registered on an electoral roll compiled by a diplomatic or con-
sular mission abroad and having his electoral card issued by said mission…” He 
must in this case, pursuant to the key consular article 8 of the Electoral Code ( as 
amended by organic law no. 2003-58 of 4 August 2003) “apply to the President of 
the Municipality or to the sector head in areas not set up as districts for registra-
tion on an electoral roll if he fulfils the legal conditions to be an elector …”229.

This legal opportunity is prevented only if a proxy vote is banned (art. 49 para. 2 
Electoral Code) or if it is not feasible, because there are no voting centres abroad 
for presidential elections and referenda. 

Managing fund transfers 
The tax, financial or excise duty benefits granted to expatriate Tunisians are varied. 
This explains the important foreign currency contribution made by expatriate 
Tunisians. Indeed, transfers to Tunisia by expatriate Tunisians were 2436 MDT 
in 2008 (in other words, the equivalent of 1.315 billion euros or 1.941 billion US 
dollars). These transfers accounted in 2008 for: 5% of GDP; in 2007 and 2008, 
71.8% tourist income and 21.8% of national savings (10068 MDT)230.

229 See the position which appeared reserved regarding the right to vote for Tunisians resident abroad, who 
could only participate in presidential elections according to this position, in R. Ben Achour, Institutions 
and the political régime in Tunisia, CPU 2009, note 56, p. 143.

230 See these statistics in H. Boubakri, Tunisia, migration, labour market and development, Working document, 
OIT, International Institute for Social Sciences, 2010, p.66 et seq.
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A number of these benefits are encouragements to these Tunisians to return. 
In particular, with this in mind, we can quote decree no. 95-197 of 23 January 
1995, setting the tax breaks for expatriate Tunisians and the conditions for their 
granting, as amended by decree no. 2007-5 of 3 January 2007.

Regarding investment, the subject of the question asked, there are a variety of 
benefits granted across the board to all investors, whether they are Tunisians or 
foreigners, resident in Tunisia or abroad. Indeed, article 1 of the Investment 
Incentive Code, promulgated by law no. 93-120 of 27 December 1993 provides 
that these incentives be applied to projects and investments made in Tunisia “by 
Tunisian or foreign sponsors, resident or non-resident …”.

According to article 1, the sectors where there are investment incentive measures 
areas are as follows:
- Agriculture and fishing,
- Manufacturing industries, 
- Public works,
- Tourism,
- Craft industries,
- Transport,
- Education and teaching,
- Professional training, 
- Production and cultural industries; 
- Youth work and day nurseries,
- Health,
- Environmental protection, 
- Property development,
- Other non-financial activities and services. 

Alongside these benefits, granted to all sponsors and which are consequently not 
specific to emigrants , there are special encouragements provided for emigrants: 
particular encouragements for the acquisition and equipping of residences in 
the tourist areas by non-residents who are covered by the decree no. 94-425 of 14 
February 1994, laying down the conditions for granting exemptions from duties and 
taxes on the entry of goods and chattels intended to equip residences belonging 
to non-residents located in tourist areas. Similarly, some of thebenefits granted to 
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expatriate Tunisians following their final or temporary return, as laid down by law 
no. 92-122 of 29 December 1992, encourage investment and deserve to be quoted.

Regarding communal benefits granted as part of the Investment Incentive Code, 
these are varied, without being specific to non-residents. Again, it appears to us 
that a schematic presentation of the main benefits will suffice: It should first of 
all insist on the existence of a reduction capped at 35% on net income subject to 
income and corporation tax, on a reduction of excise duties and taxes of 10%, 
suspension of taxes with equivalent effects, suspension of value added tax and 
the consumption duty payable on equipment imports, provided nothing similar 
is manufactured in Tunisia. Similarly, it is important to emphasise that investors 
have the option to choose a sliding scale depreciation scheme for production 
equipment and hardware with a working life of over seven years231.

As regards the specific benefits recognised for the scheme granting the benefits 
as set out by decree no. 94-425 of 14 February 1994, in order to explain their 
working, we should first establish the scope for the exemptions set out and second 
the conditions necessary to benefit from this exemption.

Firstly, as regards the scope of the exemption, it is clear from articles 1 and 2 of 
the decree that the exemption is applied to goods and chattels intended to equip 
homes located in the tourist areas and purchased with foreign currency by non-
residents, with exclusion from the exemption of “foodstuffs, as well as product 
monopolies, wines, alcoholic beverages and spirits.”

Next, regarding the conditions necessary to benefit from this exemption, it is clear 
from article 3 of the decree that non-residents must produce to the Customs and 
Excise in support of their import declaration:
- A certificate providing documentary evidence of their ownership of a home 

located in a tourist area in Tunisia, issued by the Minister for Tourism and 
Crafts …as well as evidence that the home was purchased in foreign currency.

- An agreement not to dispose of the imported goods and chattels exempted.

231 For a study of the entire range of these advantages, see F. Horchani, “The Tunisian Investment Incentive 
Code”,JDI 1998, p. 69 et seq.
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A time condition is also laid down in the legal document: the items must be 
imported within 2 years of the date of purchasing the home, with a renewal 
option every five years.

Regarding the beneifts stipulated by law no. 92-122 of 29 December 1992 implement-
ing the Finance Law for the 1993 budget, article 115 stipulated, for harmonisation 
of the benefits granted to expatriate Tunisians following a final or temporary 
return, tax breaks intended to encourage investment by Tunisians resident abroad.

This law provides for exemption from customs duties and taxes payable on imports 
of hardware and equipment, including a truck, imported by expatriate Tunisians 
following their final or temporary return. Likewise, it provides for suspension 
of the VAT payable om hardware and equipment purchased locally from those 
liable for this tax.

This prerequisite is subject to a variety of conditions:

Basic conditions: 
- The stay by these expatriate Tunisians must not be less than two years.
- The hardware and equipment must be used in projects for their proper 

purpose or for participating in same, implemented as part of the legislation 
implementing the investment incentives.

Conditions of form:
- Presentation by the interested party of an itemised inventory of the hardware 

and equipment, including the truck, signed by the authorities responsible for 
granting the benefits;

- A signed agreement not to sell the hardware and equipment, including the 
truck, for a period of five years, beginning from the date of the ruling granting 
the benefits.

Penalties are laid down if these conditions are not met. Indeed, it is laid down that 
in the event that a project lasting one year and renewable once is not completed, 
starting from the date of the ruling granting the benefits, or, if the hardware and 
equipment is sold during the five year period, the recipient of the benefits shall 
pay the taxes and excise duties payable on the date of import or purchase on the 
local market.
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7. concLusions

The Global Approach to Migration is the external component of the EU’s com-
mon migration policy. Since 2005 the three pillars of the Global Approach, legal 
migration, illegal migration and migration and development, have structured the 
EU’s discussions on migration in relationships with countries around the world. 
The eight Euromed partner countries considered in this report are amongst the 
most crucial in this respect, both in controlling migration and, in years to come, 
as a pool of increasingly skilled labour that Member States will need to draw on. 
The relationship is also becoming increasingly important for partner countries 
themselves as maintaining contact with diaspora communities based in Europe 
becomes an increasing priority for them.

This report has provided detailed, comparative information on migration policy 
in eight Euromed partner countries. In accordance with the terms of reference, 
the material provided has been largely descriptive. The legal experts who authored 
each of the country chapters were asked to comment on existing and prospective 
legislation, institutions and policies governing migration.

Since 2005, or shortly before, there has been a wave of new migration legislation 
across the region. In some cases this represents the first post independence migra-
tion legislation passed, as in the case of Morocco’s law 02-03, passed in 2003, which 
replaced a Dahir that had been in force since November 6th 1949. Law 02-03 
introduced several new aspects that were also characteristic of other new legisla-
tion in the region: it covered both immigration and emigration, and it focused on 
criminalising those who offer assistance to individuals attempting to cross borders 
illegally. This was also the case for Tunisia’s new organic law, passed in the following 
year (Chapter 6.8) and Algeria’s law 08-11, passed in 2008 (Chapter 6.1). In 2006, 
Israel passed a new anti-trafficking law. In Egypt and Jordan, regulation focused on 
the employment of foreigners as part of new labour laws, passed in 2003 and 2008 
respectively. In the entire region, it is only Palestine, which has no autonomous 
control over migration policy, and Lebanon that have not recently passed new 
primary legislation directly or indirectly controlling immigration, since 2003.

As the country chapters have highlighted, a further characteristic of this new wave of 
legislation is the relatively limited case law available to examine the precise impacts 
of their application. This is even the case with the first of these new laws passed, 
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in 2003 Morocco (Chapter 6.6) and continues to the upcoming law discussed in 
the Jordan chapter (Chapter 6.4), which is likely to be passed in 2011.

There has also been considerable activity in the field of emigration. Several of the 
immigration laws also focused on criminalising emigration, but separate initiatives 
have taken place, significantly at an institutional level, to establish new structures 
to maintain contact with emigrant populations. The establishment of the Conseil 
de la Communaute Marocaine à l’Etranger (CCME) in 2007 has struck a delicate 
balance of officially recognising the tremendous economic and social significance 
of emigrants without granting them a formal political role in the electoral system, 
though it is supposed to be a step towards emigrant voting. Algeria followed this 
lead in 2009, establishing a very similar Council. In 2005, the Tunisian government 
established the Ministère des affaires sociales, de la solidarité et des Tunisiens 
à l’étranger. Other countries, such as Israel and Lebanon have a much longer 
history of positive engagement with diaspora populations, though in the case of 
Lebanon this relationship lacks the dynamism that new developments have given 
to Maghrebi governments’ contacts with emigrants. 

The common themes and approach taken by both legislative changes and insti-
tutional development in recent years illustrate the increasingly outward looking 
approach taken to policy making in this area. Yet the policies themselves are also 
more outward looking, focused on the context of cross border development that 
is essential in any approach to migration. Even when pursued for purely national 
interests, the context of migration policy development produces greater openness, 
since, as with an increasing array of policy challenges, international cooperation 
is necessary for any kind of effective response. As the section on regional policy 
dialogues highlighted, the regularity of high level contacts in this area is unprec-
edented. While there is not sufficient information available to establish a causal 
connection, it does not seem unrealistic to suggest that there is a link between 
the similar approach taken by many states in responding to immigration and 
emigration and the level of regional dialogues on this issue. 

This observation illustrates the value of greater regional integration. Yet, as is 
often highlighted, the Euromed partner countries and territories represent 
one of the least integrated regions anywhere in the world. The Israel-Palestine 
conflict influences the entire region and, as the section on regional dialogues 
demonstrated, progress in other regional groups only occurs at times when there 
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appears to be progress in the Israel-Palestine peace process. Yet this is not the only 
reason for limited integration, ongoing tensions between Algeria and Morocco 
have limited dialogue in the Arab Magreb Union, the continued divisions in 
Cyprus have affected Turkey’s involvement and although Libya’s return to the 
international arena appears to be leading to closer connections, this is a very 
recent development. The Arab League is the only regularly functioning regional 
grouping independent of the European Union.

Most opportunities for the Euromed partner countries and territories to meet 
come at the instigation of the European Union. The EU is obviously prioritising 
the political interests of Member States in organising these meetings. Much of the 
new legislation that has been passed in partner countries is also advantageous for 
the EU, since it adds an additional level of migration control immediately beyond 
the external border of the EU. Yet this is not to suggest that the legislation has been 
passed purely as a result of EU influence, since it is a more obvious priority for 
partner states themselves to develop robust legislation and institutions in this area. 
Indeed the area where the EU has pushed hardest for the negotiation of new bilateral 
agreements, in the area of readmission, is where there has been least progress. 

It is of course of central importance that migrants themselves do not suffer as a 
result of this new wave of legislative development. Euromed partner countries 
have always been active in defending the interests of their own nationals resident 
in Europe and the institutionalisation of new forms of maintaining contact with 
them seems likely to be of mutual benefit. It is equally important that Euromed 
partner countries ensure the same high levels of treatment for immigrants in their 
own countries as they have always, quite rightly, sought for their own nationals in 
Europe or elsewhere. In this respect, it would be a positive sign for ILO Conven-
tions, such as no. 97, concerning migration for employment (currently ratified 
by only Algeria and Israel) to receive more support from states in the region. 

Civil society organisations provide the valuable service of holding states to account 
in their obligations under international agreements. In Europe, many such organisa-
tions advocating for migrants were formed by migrants from the partner countries. 
As discussed in section 4.4, similar civil society organisations, with an explicit focus 
on the welfare of migrants, exist in partner countries, though they have a relatively 
limited development. The greatest support comes from well-established human 
rights organisations, though in some cases fledging migrant organisations also 
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exist. In several countries, there are no national non-governmental organisations 
actively advocating for migrants interests, notably Syria. The development of such 
associations is a necessary aspect of the policy changes that have been seen in the 
region over the last decade. States have acquired the powers to punish migrants, 
often for the first time. This is a necessary aspect of modern migration controls, 
but it should not be left up to state institutions alone to determine if these powers 
have been used proportionately and humanely with due respect for the human 
rights principles which all states have signed up to. 

Legislative and institutional developments continue at a national and regional level 
in this area, though conditions for assessment of progress are not yet established. The 
gaps analysis highlighted a number of areas where greater attention is required, though 
one of the clearest findings to emerge from the exercise was the difficulty of making 
any clear judgments about the match between objectives and final results. At national 
level in partner countries or in regional groups clear information on policy plans is 
either very general or not public. In the context of the Global Approach to Migration 
and the European Neighbourhood Policy Action Plans expressions of objectives are 
plentiful but they are rarely expressed in a way that allows subsequent assessment. 

Migration policy is still a relatively new area for many Euromed partner countries 
and territories and there is clearly much that is still to be done. Many develop-
ments appear to be positive. Discussions of migration policy have encouraged 
a degree of openness and an awareness of the need for collaboration between 
the EU and partners and between partners themselves. Given the relative lack of 
regional integration, the Global Approach to Migration is supporting valuable 
opportunities for regional discussions of these issues. Yet the EU is far from a 
disinterested observer in these discussions and its influence may work against the 
interest of partner countries. In the most obvious examples of this, readmission 
agreements, partners in the region have so far resisted pressures to sign agree-
ments that they do not consider to be in their interests. There are also plenty of 
examples of more positive influence of the EU, such as the substantial funding 
provided by the ANEAS network and its replacement, the focused resources 
and expertise provided by CARIM or the financial support for regular meetings 
between partner countries to discuss migration. On balance, the expertise, the 
additional resources and the opportunity to engage in cooperative discussions 
with neighbouring countries appears to remain attractive to partner countries 
interested in continued migration policy development.
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8. iMPLications for PoLicy and research

This research project has focused exclusively on policy. The findings therefore 
have obvious implications for further policy development in this area and to a 
lesser extent for ongoing research. 

8.1 Policy implications

1. Cooperation on migration between the EU and partner countries and territories 
has brought significant benefits. The most obvious conclusion from this entire 
project is that international cooperation in the field of international migration 
not only brings clear additional benefits to all concerned, in terms of greater 
access to information and shared experience, but it is absolutely necessary 
to respond effectively to international migration. International migration is 
essentially international. Isolated state responses can therefore have limited 
effect. There is persuasive evidence that migration policies of states in the 
MEDA region, covering both emigration and immigration, are converging. 
Migration policy is becoming more open but the migration policy process is 
also becoming more open, encouraging more regular contacts and exchanges 
in a region where these are generally lacking. This is caused by a combination 
of the increasingly similar circumstances with which they have to contend but 
also the regularity of international dialogues, at all levels, in which they are 
now involved.

2. Sustained regional integration between partner countries will bring greater 
benefits. Most opportunities for cooperation that exist between partner 
countries are a result of EU organisation. The Middle East and North Africa 
is one of the least integrated regions in the world. This lack of integration 
is easily explained by the three significant unresolved conflicts across the 
region. Yet even in the case of ongoing political tensions it is possible to isolate 
technical issues, which need to be discussed, from broader political disagree-
ments. This has been achieved on water issues with some success and there 
is no reason why the movement of people should not benefit from the same 
kind of deliberately depoliticised focus. With limited political will, lower level 
discussions can continue so that when the broader situation improves, much 
of the preparatory work will have been completed to allow more substantial 
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cooperation measures to move forward more quickly. Such cooperation would 
have obvious regional benefits. It would also provide partner countries with a 
firmer basis in their negotiations with the EU.

3. Greater public access to information on bilateral agreements would provide 
one way of demonstrating the extent of cooperation that already exists between 
partner countries, but which is not widely appreciated. The possibility for govern-
ments to gain access to information on agreements between neighbouring states 
would likely be resisted, as the informality of such agreements is often of central 
importance. Yet it would help improve policy at regional level more generally 
if discussion on such exchanges could be shared openly with other countries 
in the region, opening up bilateral arrangements to regional groupings. The 
improved knowledge that would result from this would also have a positive 
effect on discussions for other bilateral agreements, particularly if they could 
be combined with some data on how the agreement worked in practice. 

4. The increasing interest in new migration legislation should be combined by 
increased ratification of relevant international agreements, which will ensure 
protection of migrant workers. The 1990 Convention on the Protection of 
the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families has been 
more widely ratified by partner countries than by EU Member States, but for 
other important conventions, particularly ILO Convention 97, the reverse is 
true and they have not been so widely ratified amongst partner countries. 

5. The development of civil society capacity to support states in their duties to 
respect migrant rights is uneven amongst partner countries. Civil society fulfils 
a vital role in acting as a check on the power of the state. Where the state 
acquires important new powers, such as the widespread detention or removal 
of foreign nationals, it is essential that there is independent oversight of these 
processes. 

6. Effective response to migration requires changes in policy areas other than 
migration policy. The EU’s Policy Coherence for Development approach 
provides an example of good practice in developing a ‘whole-of-the-Union’ 
approach to a policy area, which crosses a variety of portfolios. Such a response 
to migration policy would bring wider benefits through recognition of the 
obvious connections between migration and other policy fields. This is the 
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case for national policies too. Many states incorporate considerations of 
migration into Employment or Labour policy, but migration and develop-
ment initiatives highlight the importance of other structures, such as effective 
financial institutions. With one or two exceptions, the populations of partner 
countries are generally not well banked, which limits their ability to receive 
financial remittance support. A further example discussed in this report is the 
development of high quality educational institutions as a way of reducing the 
emigration of highy qualified students for education. In both cases migration 
policy cannot be separated from aspects of other policy areas. 

7. The lack of clear expression of goals in policy discussions makes analysis of 
policy making, legislation and institutions difficult. Objectives at national and 
regional levels amongst partner countries, and within the EU’s ENP Action Plans 
are frequenly expressed in very vague or broadly aspirational terms. Evaluation 
would be simpler if they could be articulated more clearly as objectives that, in 
the case of the EU, could be linked to objectives within the Global Approach 
itself.

8. Opportunities for training and networking amongst partner country officials, 
such as through the Euromed Migration II project, has clear policy advantages. 
These benefits may be tangible, in the form of exchange of information and 
improved abilities of individuals to perform their tasks. Benefits may also be less 
tangible in the form of confidence building between officials in neighbouring 
countries who may be able to work together more easily. Such training and 
study visits are widely appreciated and should be continued. Some focused 
research on the results of these trainings would also inform further initiatives.

8.2 research implications

This project has focused on policy, nevertheless, two clear recommendations for 
further research are worth making:

1. The availability of data in this area makes any effective analysis of policy 
making difficult. It is a common complaint that migration data is universally 
relatively poor and what data is collected is often not comparative or publicly 
available. This is certainly the case in the MEDA region, where easily available 
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internationally comparable data provides one of the most significant barriers 
to the development and evaluation of effective policy frameworks. National 
efforts to increase the quality and availability of data and ultimately provide 
an evidence base for future policy improvements are required.

2. The CARIM centre provides an invaluable service to researchers and policy 
makers alike. The reports produced by CARIM are well known and widely used 
but it is only when conducting a full review of all literature available, as we 
have done for this project, that the paucity of any data regarding the MEDA 
region, other than CARIM reports becomes clear. Support for this valuable 
service should continue. 
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annex: research visits Made by research coordinator during
course of research Process:

The research coordinator, Dr Michael Collyer, made three visits during the course 
of preparation of this report to Algeria, Israel and Palestine and Morocco. This 
visits enabled him to meet with a range of individuals in academic, civil society and 
government posts who provided support to the research (see below for details). He 
was also able to meet with four of the eight country experts in person. Unfortunately, 
the limited time of the research did not allow for visits to all eight experts, though 
in addition, Dr Ramy Aly made a further visit to Egypt and Jordan. This visit was 
not funded directly by the project and he was unable to meet any public figures, 
though this did enable him to meet face to face with the two country experts. The 
remaining two experts (Tunisia and Lebanon) were contacted regularly by email 
and telephone during the course of the report writing process. 

The following individuals assisted with this research project:

Mission to algeria – 20th – 22nd october 2010
- Professor Azzouz Kerdoun, Professor of Law, and Director of the Research 

Centre Maghreb Mediterranee, University of Constantine (country expert)
- Professor Saib Musette, Centre de Recherche en Economie Appliquée pour 

le Développement (CREAD), Algiers
- Professor Hammouda Nacer Eddine, CREAD, Algiers
- Professor Hassan Boubakri, Universite de Souss, (Tunisie)
- Professor Khaled Noureddine, University of Algiers

Mission to israel – 9th and 10th november 2010
- Ilan Cohn, Senior Researcher, Centre for International Migration and Integra-

tion (CIMI) , Jerusalem (country expert)
- Rebecca Bardach, CIMI, Jerusalem
- Professor Gabriel Scheffer, Hebrew Universit of Jerusalem
- Dr Michael Alexandar, trustee of Kav LaOved, Workers Hotline, Tel Aviv
- Ms Shevy Korzen, Executive Director of Hotline for Migrant Workers, Tel Aviv. 
- Ms Sigal Rozen, Public Policy Coordinator, Hotline for Migrant Workers, Tel Aviv.
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Mission to Palestine – 11th and 12th november 2010
- Mr Ahmad Hanoun, Director of PLO Department for Refugees Affairs, Ramal-

lah (country expert)
- Ms Sajeeda Zaki, Principle, Palestinian Academy of Security Studies, Jericho 
- Mr Ayman Al Zaloo, Ministry of Labour, Ramallah.
- Ms Suha Kana’an, Director, Labour Statistics Department, Ramallah
- Ms Nisreen Aboushi, Assistant, Labour Statistics Department, Ramallah. 

Mission to Morocco – 26th and 27th november 2010
- Professor Malika Benradi, Professor of Law, Mohammed V University, Rabat 

(country expert) 
- Professor Mohammed Khachani, Director of the Association Marocaine d’Etude 

et des Recherches sur la Migration (AMERM)
- Mr Driss El Yazami, President, Conseil de la communauté marocaine a l’étranger 

(CCME)
- Mr Abdelghani Charfi, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Rabat.
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